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AUTHOR’S PREFACE.

A BBiEF history of the nuthoi's psychical or spiritual experience, from

Iho commencement of his magnetic or clairvoyant career to the ttSlh of

January, 1847, was communicated to the world in the Scribe's Introduction

to his (the aothur's) first work, entitled ** The Principles of Nature, Hef

Divine Revelations, and A Voice to Mankind.” The connecting links in the

historical chain of his spiritual experiences, beginning with the above date

and extending to the composition of the present work, may be found in the

psychological and other departments of this volume.

The causes which induce the author to write a series of volumes, under

the general title of ** Thk Gbkat HanMoiru,” are as follows : In his first

work (Nat Div. Rev.) he says : I descend not into details to collect external

proois of the seemingly mere assertions that have been made ; for this would

not comport with the use and object of tliese revealments concerning tlie lawn

and requirements of Nature. But be it distinctly understood that I am im-

pressed to maintain the responsibility of the statements herein presented ; and

ai a future perwd I shall descend into the mihutin of the various subjects

generalized in this book, for ^he sole purpose of giving forth an incontestable

encyclopedia in which every unreal and erroneous conception may be ex-

hibited in its proper light, and in which may be established eveiy iro{K>rtant

truth that is not at the present day known or comprehended by the generality

of mankind.”

As a further elucidation of the above announcement, and in accordance

with the author's particular directions, the faithful scribe penned and pre>

fixed the following note

:

** Several times, during the period in which this book was in process of

dictation, the author incidentally remarked in substance, that inasmuch as Uas

work was merely intended to establish general principke, it would be inap-

propriate to enter into minutie ; Ibr that would not only be to swell this

volume to an unrea^nable size, but to divert the mind of readers from great,

leading, and esaential points, by a multiplicity of particulars which, whcthei
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tree or nntrue, can be of little consequence, until the great general Trutht

are properly cittahlished, which constitute the Foundation of all particulars,

and the Baina of all true reasoning. It will l)e observed that in the foregoing

pages, the author promises a revealment or discussion of the particulars of

several things, which, after all, are not subsequently mentioned in this book.

His prophetic impressions taught him that he was to be the instrument of

revealing to the world the things referred to ; but according to explanationa

which ho has given in foregoing pages, such impressions take no cognizanof

of times or rircunnsiances. He did not, therefore, know whal specific poinU

in his pro^KMicd revelation were to be embodied in this book, and what wero

lo he reserved for anothery until this hook was completed. He does not even

pjofesH t(* know h<nv soon the next hook will be given : but says he knows

that he wih Ih' imprcHscd to commence it at the proper time, and that it will

be f"! fojo ty'o world as soon as it is needed. He has promised us in the next

lH)(>k a moie tliorough and minute discussion of all the important subjects

iiitr<>du(u^d in this, particularly of the subject of cosmogony, geology, archaiol*

ogy, ethnology, language, mythology, hagiography, theology, and the spiritual

ruheres. I'he structure of the Universe, for instance, will be more particu-

} 'ly unfolded to the mental view, and calculation.s in regard to distance*,

P^ignitudes, numliers, periods, &c., will he introduced. Also the laws of

nebulous agglomeration and planetary motion will be more thoroughly ex*

plained ; the inhabitants of the planets of our Bolar System, with their institu*

tions and customs will l»e more minutely described
; and other subjects will,

in like manner, bo enlarged upon. Also the details of the new Social System

pro]K>8ed in the third part of this book, (and which is the grand object of the

whole work,) will then l>e given, and all further necessary rules will be laid

down, the observance of which will insure the permanent establishment of the

kingdom of heaven on earth.”

It is presumed that the aliove note is sufficiently explicit and explanatory

to communicate to the rcavlt*r a general understanding of the origin, character

•lid exUmt of the author’s encyclop»*dical work, to which ihe present volunro

may be considered a« scarcely anything more than an introduction.

When physiological conditions and surrounding circumstances are favorable

to a full development of tlie author’s mental sensibilities, he disconnectf

himself, by a peculiar exercise of the will, (which is basefl wholly upon use
and desirei) from the olistructing influences of the material world, and pasaea

into the superior condition. Thus, unaided by any individual, he enters this

high and superior state of mental exaltation , and while in thb independent

•ondition, (which necessarily emancipates his spirit from the influences of the

physical organism, and brings him into immediate conjunction with the grea

^here of knowledge,) he receives his spiritual impressions, and rapidly records
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tfiom with a pencil In the composition of his works, tho authoi lierivos n«

issistanoe from the reading of books ; nor doef( he refer to any, except, in

rare instances, to the Dictionary, by which he verifies the orthography ol

those technical terms, which, while in the superior condition, he per&ctly un«

^derstands and employs with great ease and propriety of application.

Ot; this head, and other peculiarities connected with the author’s life and

mode of composing his works, Mr. William Green, jr., of New York, in

whose family the anther has resided during the principal p 'trtion of the last

*two years, voluntarily furnishes the afErted paper. The ciiaractcr ot the writer

is sufficient to settle all questions as to the tnithfulncss of bis affirmations.

« Nsw Yoiiic, March 16, 1860.

*• It is because so little ir really known of Mr. Davis, both as n .nan and as

an author, that I feel it a duty incumbent upon me to present to the world

the following statement of facts ; and not— as many may suppose— with the

intention or expectation on my part of adding anything to, or increasing the

weight of, Mr. Davis's revcalments. Mr. Davis has lived in my family nearly

the whole of the last two years. I have compared his character, habits, dis-

position, &c., with the statement and delineations of the same, as presented by

Mr. Fishbough in the introduction to Mr. Davis’s first work, (Nat. Div. Rev.,)

and I have no hesitation in saying that they correspond in every particular,

Mr. Davis has composed nearly the whole of the present volume, and many
articles on other subjects, in my house, and I do not think he has read a boc^

since he has been in my family ; indeed, I do not remember ever to have seen

him read anything hut the manuscripts as he wrote them— neither have I

ever seen any scientific h<x)k8 of reference, or otherwise, in his possession ; nor

do I believe be has had any to refer to, except occasionally to a dictionary, for

the purpose of verifying the orthography of a few words. During my inter-

course with him I have witnessed frequently the exhibition of his remarkable

powers ; and I liave questioned him, under every variety of circumstances,

respecting different subjects and phenomena ; and it has been my privilege to

receive from his lips the most prompt and souhsatisfying replies. His mind
seems to be unfolding more and more constantly— his superior condition

(as he terms his illuminated state) seems to become more and more identical

with his normal or waking existence. T have remarked a change in Mr.
Davis's condition even within the last three months. Instead of retiring from

observation, and within himself, to get the true solution of some problem
which is suggested to his mind, (as was his custom during the first year of

his residence with me,) fte now seems to he in the constant possession of his

remarkable knoyylcdge in medicine, science, and philosophy. I have ever

found him as much at home in one department of human inquiry as another

the technicalities ofanatomy and physiology, of geology and astronomy, are

familiar to him (as far as my acquaintance with these sciences enables me
to judge) as they are to the professor who has made one of them the study

of a lifetime. It was only by Hcoining intimately acquainted with him and
the peculiarities of his spiritual powers, that I can fully assent to Professo*

George Bush's astounding but no less just statement respecting Mr Davis's
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state, thill— *To everything the intltting miml approaches with a certain latcnf

•onsciousrieiH of maMery of all its principles, details, and technicalities, and*

yet without the least osteiilalious display of superior mental prowess. In

every one the speaker appears to he equa'Iy at homo, and utters himself with

the easy confidcfice of one who had made each subject the exclusive study

<d a whole life.’ h catj not lie truly affirmed that Mr. Davis gathers anything

from contact with my mind. Since he has resided in my family, my mind

ami time have laieii constantly employed in my business— pressingly so;

aik] I have had less time to think on other than business matters than for

many years previous— and 1 run truly say that his daily reveal meiits havO'

beenj and still are, nnn to me, as they .'ire e»>nsoling and unspeakably ex-

alting to the reasoning powers and religious sentiments; and this is buf A

frehle «xpr<‘ssion of what I sliould like to convey.

“ I am fully jM'rsuade 1, from various sources, as well as from observation,

that Mr. Davis has nckur read a me«iical or a pliilosophical work. He
Kludi Misly avoids alt communicalioii vvilli .such influences as arc calculated to

distuih the h.irmony of his mind or cloud his spiritual |)erce[>tions. As to

the harmony «»f his mind, I must c»nifess i never wilnessrul such an example
of * elf-control and individual tranquillity. He seem’fe to govern hi.s miml, or

to have it governed for him hv some invisih'e power, to an extent almost

l»eyoiid belief.

I have frequently ohserverl him fMUicil.’ing his impressions, unaided hy

ttiiv hooks or {s rHui, under tin? trees in my garden— some of his most inter-

esting revealmejits have lieen riTcived and wiilten m tins '^lanner, and read

to my family as soon as wiiftrm. I have particularly noticed that he punc*

tuiite.H, and progressivelv unf.lds those sentences, paragraj)h.s, and divisions

wIiM’h his volume presents t<» llie reader. HLs pencilled manuscripts are accu-

ral«*ly copied hv Mrs. Davis (his wife) into ink; and then they are hy him
reviKMl and prepared for puhliralion.

“ V\ hen I icllei’t— in vi. w td’.dl tlu* facts— ili.it the uutlior is a very young
man, (in>vv ahoui 1 weiil\ -lour,) and consiileiahly inexpcricnccil in the ways
of tin* w*)rld ; that he has ireeived unnr <»f vvliat are Icniied the advantages
aiising from a school rducatimi. (^havms^ m vrr been at school, as I believe,

but fi\i' inontlis.) nor Itom contait with scienliflc and sclielastie minds; and
when 1 reflect upon thr vat ions and mooT'iitou-, tiuths which Mr. Davis lia.s

revealed to mankind. I am tio longer -iirpn-od fhit the world (not knowing
the lAcIs) aie incierlulou‘* a** to tlu* validity tif liis exeeerimgly hone.st and
f xtruonlinary claims.

‘‘ WlLl.l.4M (JllKEN, Jn.”

Aithoagh there are s** vi tal tilings in this v«>Iutne which might have l>ern

obtained in the ordinary way of acquiring information
; yet, to the author, the

mipenor condition ovm, ami i>, indis|»ensab e to u knowledge of the thingi

which he communicates. hecauM* without die inspiration consequent upon

that condition, he is riestitute of even the ordinary branches of Iwiok-

education.

M’hrn the siihsi'queut volumes of this enrycio;w*dia - called “Thefireal

Htrnionia” shall !*<• yresenuM to the w'orhl, or how many hooka there wil
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be, or when the whole work will be completed, the author can not say ; for he

ttin not judge accurately of time while in the spiritual condition.

The author will not consent to be I’.onsidered as an Inftillihifi teacher of

science and philosophy; headdresses his revcalmeiits to the Intuition <ind

Reason of the human soul. Hence, whatever he communicates to mankind

must live upon its own intrinsic merits— upon its own ind^* 'filing vitality -r
and not because he has, while in the superior condition, spoken or written it.

The author is impressed to devjte his life and interior powers to the pro*

motion of human progression, happiness, and sfdritual illumination, 'l^o

obtain means and principles adequate to the accomplishmen t of these ends, he

is impressed to search (as far as his ahiliiies will permit) the Natural, Spirit

oai, and Celestial departments of God’s Universal Temple, and to reveal and

suggest the profier applicatit)n of such general truths as man's ph»*sicfil and

spiritual organization requires in this, liis nidirnental slate of existence.

The world has received many Doctiines and Revelations from <he depths

of antiquity ; and among them the human mind has recognised some beautiful

and important truths ; but an Eclectic Philos»)phy— a Pliilosophical Revela-

tion of the Natural, Spiritual, and Celestial Universe— has never before ucen

presented to mankind. And if, in con.sequencc of the newness of this Hui

monial Philosophy, or, in consequence, perhaps, of the unintentional amhigu-

ousness of some jiarticiiiar sentences, the reader should not lie able to dis-

tinctly |)erceivc the signification, truthfulness, or application of some thought

or principle which the author has l>ecfi, or may be, moved to utter
; therefore,

in order to open a spiritual and intellectual commerce with mankind gen*

eially, and to render tire facts and principles of the Harm mial PIrilosophy

distinct and frracticai to alt minds, the author is impressed to say, that, sLc];.rJ

tiic reader be actuated by a motive no less pure and exalting than a sijprrMne

love of truth— should he be sincerely ilesirons of more clearly understanding

any proposition or principle which may have a universal upjdication to the

wants of mankind— such a reader may interrogate him, and he will faithfully

communicate his impressions concerning that whereof he is interrogated.

Inasmuch as the author’s life and powers are wholly devoted to philosophi-

cal investigations, he desires no individual to address him concerning isolated,

material, and merely personal interests. It is essential to the development of

Truth that all subjects presented for consideration, shall have an inqiortani

bearing upon the universal interests of mankind. To all such interrogatories

the author will respond, and as promptly as they naturally and legitimately

irrange themselves under the heads of the various subjects, which will be

progressively unfolded in the subsequent volumes of 'J’he Great Harmonia *

•All eommaiiicatioiiR <;f this descriprion iiiay l>c addressed to the Author, in cars

•f**Fowdeni and WoMs ini stroct. New York ”
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It makcMS no diffisrcnce who knocks at Truth’s door for admission into

divine presence— whether it be Christian, or pagan, or Jew, or gentile, or theo

togian, or philosopher, or atheist, or idolater, or king, or artisan— for she is no

resjiecter of dticirinc, nor wealth, nor pcaiition, nor title
;
but no individual can

approach and associate with Truth unless his spirit is existing in, and

breathing, nn honest, uiiprejudicial, dispassionate atmosphere. In this mental

cotuiition the author approaches and interrogates Nature ; and it is only by

lioneot, truth*>toviiig, justice-iuviiig, and sincere minds that he desires to bf

inietrogated.

J»>hn Chapman, of Tiondon, England, in his very candid and impartial

preface to the English edition of the author’s first great work, employs, in

conclusion, the following licautiful and appropriate language : “ There can

DC II t unreastnoil Iimicsh in the presentiment, that in the present age, when
the f 'ri'4'dH id i Dogmas of the jiast have lost their influence and vitality, and

man h;K attauied a degree of development, unfolding new wants, and feelings,

and higher sentiments
; end when his faith in the immortality of the soul has

lifTonie weakened and almost annihil.itcd by his struggles with material

nature, and his purely analytical and inductive modes of obtaining knowl*

edge;— a new Revelation suited to his enlarged views and more spiritual

neeils should be vouchsafed. And it may be that we are on the verge of an
rra wficn this mysterious and mediatorial clement lietw''®n mind and mind,

the magnetic fluid, will ojicn up to us a means of intellectual acquisition and

psychical experience, more commensurate with our yet unfolded capacitiee

•fid l*aundlcNs desires.”

Nsw Yoiik, March SOM, 1660.

A. 1. D
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THE

GREAT HARMONIA.

WHAT IS MAN

iNATOMICALLY AND PHYSIOLOUICALLY CONSIDERED?

It is wise and just and elevating fin mankind to entertain

t’je belief that all things were created in accordance with an

eternal code of immutable laws
;
that these laws o])orato upon

a Divine and universal system of End, Cause, and Effect
;
and

that all human Individuals, as well as birds, flowers, minerals,

worlds, and universes, have a message to deliver from on High

— a mission to fulfil— and an end to accomplish. Everything

is designed to subserve an end, a purpose, in the vast and

boundless laboratory of the All-wise Divine Mind. By Effects

we learn of Causes ; but the End alw^ays precedes and prompts

the caiLst to the production of effects

^

which effects embody, cor-

respond to, and represent the use, the end^ for which they were

made, and aUo the nature and specific magnitude of their produ-

cing causes. To yiroperly comprehend Mail’s anatomical struc-

tures and physiological functions, therefore, we must first com-

prehend the UsCj or End, which such forms and functions were

originally designed tf» accomplish.

2
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Man has been, and ever will be, the great leading theme of

man’s contemplations. Everything centres in him
;
and finds

in his nature* its counterpart, its companion, its dormitory, its

representative, its correspondence, its explanation, and its home.

Everything proceeds from God, through Nature, to Man
j

and everything returns, from Man, through gorgeous spheres,

to (fod. Hence Man is the most complicated, the most won-

derful, the most enigmatical, the most fearful, and yet the most

inmjffe of all created things. But how unprofitable and unsat-

isfactory are those sciences of anatomy and physiology, now in

tlu. w<nld. wliich have for their foundation the mere form and

fiiiicUon wl ich Man’s organization presents to the senses

!

The anatomy and jdiysiology of the human constitution can

never be propmdy comprebended until the Soul has ascertained

the ultimate object of its development. To ascertain and teach,

as pliysiologists have, and do— that the stomach is designed to

digest food, the liver to secrete bile, the heart to circulate the

blood, tlio lungs to receive air and maintain life, and the brain

to c(»?itro1 the mitiro system— is to ascertain and teach but the

roost extertial and supi'rficiul truths ofhuman physiology. These

things embrace no mcne of the boundless field which physiol-

gists profess to ex}>loro and undcu'stund, than does a vestibule

reveal the gorgeousness and possessions of the temple to which

it fadongs.

And the same may be said of the present condition of ana-

Mimical science. It has (Numerated, and classified, and named,

and determined upon the ajfparmt use of, the various bones,

tmisclos, ligament.s, tendons, &c., &c., of the human body; but

here it ceases to advance. The science of anatomy has, thero-

fiire, only progressed to a full understanding of the initiatory

lessons which tho philosctpliy of the human structure furnishes

for contemplation. Tlu? field is but just entered; the cuitai<».
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vrhich has for centuries hung between M.'in and this alm ost

iniinitude of knowledge, is only about to be rolled up; and

the great anatomical, physiological, and psychological drama,

which has becm enacted for thousands ef years on the Earth,

is about to be comprehendujd by the human Soul. But this

compreheoslon of Munb constitutional possessions and tenden*

cies must rest wholly upon the response vvhicli thu stupendous

organization of Nature makes to the following interrogatory:~

Foil WHAT riTpposE WAP Man made?

Let the prirriplc of Intuition open its countless avenues to

the reception of the answer
;
and let the principle of Reason

unfold to com}nehend its magnitude and nj>plication. For,

should wc ascertain that Man was designed for some higher and

nobler purpose than that living, sleeping, eating, tailing, and

dying upon the Earth’s surface, then will wc perceive higher

uses and more beauties in the anatomy and physiology of his

constitution. Then will we realize not only the sublime truth

that the stomach was not made merely to digest food, the liver

to secrete bile, the heart to circulate the blood, and the brain to

control the body; but we will discover and contemplate deeper

truths— structure within structure, function within function—
even a Spiritual anatomy and physiology of the most magnifi-

cent character and momentous import. But to the question

—

how, and for what purpose, was Man created ?

Previous to the present structure of the Universe, the im-

measurable realms of immensity were channels through which

flowed seas of unformed materials. Infinitude was filled with

elements of divine power, and with essences of progressi've and

eternal tendencies. And residing in the centre ycjt spreading

to the unimaginable circumference was the H )Iy Artisan— thn
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Diviiir ArcliiliTt—“tlu' (iroat Min<l ! Tliis Almighty

Pown rMid (^rcativtj PrinciplfN is called God. The elenial

elements ef hi'i luring, wt*re. conceiving, in their ulmobt depth?,

a sublime creation— m Micred (iinhodiment of Celestial Driiici'

phjs. For tln-Ki wa llnm but two great cot^ternal principhjs ip

idl the wide-spT ead universe— Mind and Matter, oi, God and

i1j(; <il»*!ne!jts of his physical organization. And having pei^

fe< 5l<*d thr plan oftlie TTniv(?rKe— (iod said, with the full co-op-

eration <»f In'; Indwelling elements and essences of Love—

“ Til l* r« MARK Man.*’

And then the first attribute of Wis<lom. which is Use, said—
“ M in ^liull !>e a cvtlrTiination of univtnsal Nature; he shall be

Ho ojgaMiztid in his body as to rt'ceive and elaborate the rmima*

lijijj (‘leineiits ol' natin e info an eternal and unchangeaide Soul;

and hi.-i Soul— bring constituted of those principles which are

in llM‘m.selv('s puia;, everlasting, and infinite— shall ])osscss and

ohey the letuh'iicy to unfold ami pr<»gr(‘ss for (;v(‘r.”

And then tlir Hr(’ond allribuie of Wisd<»m, wliich is Justice,

8ai<l
— “ Mail sliall occu]>y such a position in tin; Utiiverse as

will srcur<r to all things, organized or nmu ganized, visible or

invisihh', a permanent e»piilil>num of power, possessions, and

dernatnh.”

And then the third attiibute of Wisdom, which is Power,
said — Man shall he ^‘t<*ated through the mediums and iiiatru-

UKUitiilities of countless Suns and Planets, and also throutdi the

regular and Ir.irmonious develojimeut of minerals, vegetables,

arid animals ; t*ach of which shall coiTcspond to, represent, and

eiiihodv, some particular portion of rrrgaidsm.”

And then the fiuirth atiiihute oi Wisdom, which is Hraute
eaid— " Man shall represent, and embrace all Suns and PlauMUi
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all minerals and vegetables; and also the eneigy, anil strength

and symmetry, and stiuetural beauty of all animals, in his form,

organs, and functions.*’

And then the fiflh attribute of Wisdom, .vhh h is Aspiration,

said— “ Man Jiall know himself to be immortal, he shall be the

King, the Lord, the Crown, the Coronation of Nature; he

^all aspire to be an Angel, a i5erii|'h. a God.”

Then the sixth and highest attribute of Divine Wisdom,

which is Harwony, said— “ Man shall he an cxiu f embodiment

of the Great Spirit who creates him
;
he shall i*epres .^nt, in a

finite degree, the elements and attributes of the Infinite
;
he

shall desire, and be capable of, and shall enjoy, the most

ineffable blessedness; bo shall aspire afler harmony, shall

unfold it and shall give his eternal exisUaicc to its raainlonance
;

he shall be an embodiment of Nature, a revelation of Harmony,

and an image of God.”

Such is deeply impressed upon my spirit as the far shadow

of the Divine plans and celestial Contemplations of the Great

First Cause, previous to the creation of man and tlu? (dahor

ation of the present illimitable universe. And immediately sub-

sequent to this conciirrence of jdans and dixisions in the

wisdom-chambers of the Supernal Mind, there rolled forth,

into the sublime depths of infinity, an endl(^^^s chain of the

most magnificent orbs— suns of immeasurable magnitude anu

unutterable grandeur. And in like manner, circle after ciich*

of suns were unfolded from out of the deep bosom of the pie-

vious seas of unorganized materials; and thus the universe wai

organized and spread throughout the innumerable realms of

boundless infinitude.

But for what purj)ose were all these suns, planets and s.sfel-

li es unfolded ? What me was this universe of moving orbj

to subserve ? Why create them at all ’ Because the gretu
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attribute of Omtupotencfs in accortlance with iinmulftble

(if and doin^, bath said that “ Man shall l)e

croattid through the niediums and instrurnentalilies oF counties!

Kuns and planets
;
and also through the regular and harnaoniouB

development of tnin(;rals, vegetables, and animals.”

From these Divine revealments we must draw the following

conflnM<ms

:

I, That the stup<'ndnus universe is organized for the ultimate

pi)r{>ose of fievfdoping and organizing Man.

n. That thf^ anatf>inic.al and physiological constriictiona

of M:ui - d<\signe<1 to receive and elaborate the animating

eh'in* oN of Nature into an immortal and tmdlessly progressive

loul.

I'lie subject und(*r consideration is now before the mind. 1

will liiereforo proceed to a more minute examination of the

on-position that Man is a culmination of universal nature.

Notwithstanding the unpopularity of the philosophy wdiich

accounts for Maids (‘xistence upon principles of progressive

devi-Iopmcuit, iH'veriheless it is the only philosophy which

i»*ason can sanction and tlu* st)nl cherish as its owm. But it is

exceeditttrly diflRcnlt for thos(‘ minds who have been born and

educ;it»‘d in the midst, and under the influence of mythological

theology, to st*e its truth and understand its application. It is

easier f»>t a Idind niiin, who nevei saw^ the light, to understand

the propernes and b»Muli*‘>i of *h(* distant landscape, than for

an uneducated, i>r a wr.ujgly-educated mind to comprehend the

truths of this philosophy. Should the rtiader, therefore, have

his reason chnnled, or his intuition so buried Inuicat i a super-

ficial and d»>gmatic vhication as to cause him to slirink from

the present invi'stigatiou, then he should arise with nnuly

strength to unshackle his thoughts, and to burst open the

dungeon door, that liis imprisoned understanding may comt
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forth and be free. One breath of lilunty’s atmosphere— ime

fflimpse of the serene light which emanatt's from trutli and

knowledge— is sufficient to compensate the soul for yeais—
yea, for a life-time of intellectual and spiritual slavery.

Probably tho most repuls’ve feature of this philos phy, to the

uninitiated innuirer, is the proposition that Man came f^om tho

ttiiinial creation
;

or, perhaps, tha implied denial of tlie gener-

ally TtK,eived doctrine which maintains that Man, as well as

every thing in N<itiire, is a direct and immediate creation fi‘orn

God’s own hand. But here on tho threshold of our exami-

nation, lot it be deeply impressed that, I do not teach that there

IS any sudden, miraculous, or unnatural metamorphosis of the

quadrumana into Man
;
nor that Man is an eflfect of the imme-

diate transfiguration of any particular organization to he found

sn the animal kingdom
;
but I am impressed to affirm that Man

was developed, Hubseijuent to minerals, veget ihlos, and animals,

by a fi cal conceriiration of all thc^ elements, essences, and sub-

stances, under the most pi.rfoct conditions and influences which

exist in Nature. Tho Deity operates and creates according to

unchangeable and impartial laws. Forasmuch as *he general

of anything includes innumerable particulars, it is agreeable to

tlie highest reason to believe that God made provision for the

minutest objects in llr universal plan. Thus : having a

mighty and sublime End to accomplish, God instituted the

wide-spread Universe, will; all its parts and powers perfectly

and exquisitely adjusted. And as the growing plant arrives at

8 period when Branches are unflddcal, and at another when

Buds burst forth, at another when Fruit is developed, and yet

at another when the fruit is Matured ; so has Nature, accord-

ing to the unchangeable workings cjf Divine law, arrived at %

period when Minerals were unfidded, and at another when

V^egetables burst forth, at another when Anintals were de-
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veli)j>e<l, an<l yet at another period when all conditions, el&

ments and essences conspired to the organization of Man. If

is juht as reasonable to l)elieve that God creates and shapes,

like the potter, from the dust of the earth, each little twig, and

hud, and acorn of the oak, and places them upon the tree, as to

believe that he crcatixl, by any special and personal action,

the mullifm ious forms and human structures that breathe and*

tnove upon tlu; t!arlh\s surface.

But bore the leader may inquire—“If by perpetual and

bunnonious dt'veloprnent Nature has produced plants, brutes,

and man, why do we not see these different organizations

Hprimring up sjjontaneousiy, without a germ, from the ever

advancing earth T* The answer is, that Nature is a vast and

powerful organization ;
and that it was originally designed to

unfold ‘hroiigh countless series, degrees and groups of physical

and sentient organizations, the material and spiritual consti-

tution of man. Therefore, when Nature arriv.d at the point

where she could accomplish this portion of her mission, it was

no longer necessary nor possible that she should continue in the

old patli of specific formation. The ultimate Use of Nature is to

individualize and immortalize the human spiritual principle.

It is propter, therefore, to consider Nature as a mighty and Mag-
nificent Maciiink, and the Divine Mind as the omnipotent and

omniscient Artisan. Now we may consider the machine as per-

fect— as not wanting in anything— as being complete and

adequate to the great ultimate End for the accomplishment of

which it was instil uled. That Nature is perfect and complete

In all her parts, is di'moiistraied hy the perpetually presented

fact that human beings are bom, and that human spirits ascend

to higher spheres. If, then, God has constructed this great

Machine upon piinciples of unchanging order, harmony, and
pTogressum— ami if it perfect even to the adjustment of as
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itom-7- it is unreasonable to inquire wliy he is not still engaged

in constructing it.

We must unilefstandl that evejy mineral bed is a foundation

stone, that every class of plants is a belt, and tiiat every animal is n

wheel in the sublime mechanical structure of Nature; and Man
-^that wonderful, fearful, enigmatical being is the glorious

of its harmonious movements. Hence, should we see

plants growing without their germs; or the quadrumana

ehaitging into Tdan
;

or Man developing other than by the

familiar means of impreg!»ation aiid reproduction— I say,

should we behold these phenomena which belong to centuries

past, then would nature be imperfect, because God would still

be engaged in constructing and in perfecting this vast invention

But since the Whole is in a high state of peifection, we may

uot expect to behold such aberrations of creative princij)les

;

on the contrary, it is only righteous to expect ^he various wheels

in Nature to move harmoniously in the ceaseless pciformance

of their allotted labors.

At an early period in the Earth's history and subsequent to

the formation of ibe primary and secondary strata, a mighty

and universal change occurred in the constitution of the atmo-

sphere. This change, being caused by a general earthquake,

was attended wnili a corresponding alteration in the situation of

many intermediate strata, and alsc with an improvement in the

condition and refinement of almost all the terrestrial and divine

elements which were previously tending to higher ff»rmations.

Jii consequence of the favorableness of this change, new strata

wore fi>nnedy and new elements and essences were unfiddod,

capable of developing and sustaining new and various vegetable

organizations. Now let the mind pass rapidly over many cen*

tuiies—remembering that the principles of progression and

development were incessantly working out their legitimate
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missioti ;
tliat there; was going on a constant refinement and

raiefication of all atoms, substances, and vitalizing essencca

hroughout Nature— and now wc come to an interesting Era

in the system of physical development. The igneous rocks are

formed
;

fhe primary, secondary, transition, and superficial

strata are fully confirmed in their structure and position
;
the

diluvial and alluvial systems are nearly complete ; the mineral*

fi)rma!ions are perfect, and are engaged in generating and

eliminating many elements of life and vitality; and the varioua

orders and groups of the vegetable kingdom have arrived at the

Kuinmit of theii susceptibility to the prolification of surrounding

suhjitfi»»c<?8, essences, and conditions. Now there occurred a

marriage btjtween the highest forms and essences in the vege-

table kingdom— in other language, those particles of matter,

and elements of life in each system, which experienced an

affinity for one another, converged and united
;
and the con-

sequence was, assisted by surrounding conditio .is and circum-

stances, a development of the first form of animal life.

It is not my present intention to examine the evidences

which support this system of organic creation
;
my object now

is, to trace the progressive development of the animal kingdom

up to Man. By l\\e firstfarm of animal life^ I mean the most

inferior order of the radiata— including, in its subsequent

developments, tlie various and almost innumerable classes of

teoojthyta, jmhjj^iaria, &c., which then abundantly peopled the

flea. Blit another Era arrived in the order of creation, and

there came forth a new and a higher class of organizations-^

fitted to the conditions and influences of fi>od and atmosphere

which then existed. Thus the saurian kingdom was unfolded

including, in its many and various developments, every species

tif aveitehrated animals— such as the conchifera, crmtaeea,

wieroil^trtylfs, ichthosaarms, together with every species of
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rcpt^Uai crustaceouifishes^ and hutracians. The last

named arder, hatretchi z, includes frogs, toads, salamanders, and

every species of the protons. The protean animals are such

as alter their anatomy and physiology several times during

their brief existence. This phenomenon in Nature is illuatrateif

bj the frog, which— previous to assuming its ultimate fornt—

»

undergoes two distinct and impoitant anatomical changes.

After mineials and vegetables unfttlded the PlMceg cv fish

hittgdom, and after this kingdom unfolded the iSesrfVie king*

dom, then the latter arrived at a point of extreme development

and unfolded the Bird kingdom. Of course the first order of

birds was vastly inferior to those which now exist
;
but, by

constant progressive improvements in the physical condition of

the earth and the atmosphere, the inferior oiders gradually

advanced to the confirmation of the most perfect of that form

5f animal life. And then there was another focal-concentrated-

conveigence of the elements and substances which planted the

germ, which germ, being urged on and quickened into full

development by the conspiration of universal nature, resulted in

the unfolding of the Marsupial kingdom. Morsupia are ani-

mals possessed with pouches in which they carry and cherish

their young— such aj» tlie opossum and kangaroo. Succeeding

this kingdom, in consequence of a similar process of concon-

tiated germinal-properties and circumstantial-prolificalion, the

Mammalial organization was unfolded. Mammalia embrace

all animals which suckle their young. Thus the higher we

ascend in Nature the more closely allied do we find the various

organizations to Man. It is almost impossible to contemplate

Nature with a comprehensive, generalizing eye, and determine

which to first term man— whether the highest of the quadru*

inana, or the lowest of the human type so gradual and pro-

gressive is the emergement of one kingdom into another ! The
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inammuUa order of orgaiiizalions includes the cetacea, rumantia,^

ed^fitnla, pachydcrmata, digitigrade, flanitigrade, and the

q^sadrumana.

The primary change from the quadrumana into the inferior

types of the human organism, is so easy and unconspicuous^

d>at, to the scientific and systematic investigator, the anatomic^il

and physiological transformation is scarcely perceptible. For

when Nature was sufliciently perfected to unfold, from out of

her iiKJxhaustible properties and essences, the Fish, the Sau*

lian, the Bird, the Marsupial, and the Mainmalial kingdoms, it

had Ix cotno an easy, imperceptible and a comparatively har-

moni<»u8 work to develop Man. Every atom, every element,

every essence, every mineral, vegetable and animal organiza-

tion in Nature aspired to be Man ! The vast spiral of ascending

forms in creation strove to be Man
;
for he was the grand

ultimate End which those forms were originally designed id

accomplish. Hence when every form of org'nic life arrived

at the consummation of its development, and when Nature was

spread all over with bemuty and with good atmospheric and

g«?ographical conditions, the earth was prej)ared for Man ; and,

hy a universal combination and conspiration of tendencies and

efforts on the ])art of each and every thing, he was unfolded*

Tlujugh at fust huge and unrefined, and resembling, in his

anatomical and ])hysiological constructions, the quadrumana
more than any other or higher type of the animal creation, yet

man*8 innate tendency was onward toward pei'fection, ana
hence he finally became, in his anatomy and physiology, what
ho now is— a Coronation of universal Nature and an Image
of God

!

The anatomical or structural law, and the physiological or

fmctionnl law, operate with an omnipotent influence through*

out the Empire of Nature. Commencing with the elaboration
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of wovias, these laws display tliemselves in tho geological, in

the vegetable, in the animal, and in tiie^ bimmal devolopmenls

and organizations which constitute and decorate those worlds’

surfaces. The anatomical law is manifesteu in vigorous actum

long prior to the physiological law. But when tti vegetable

oi^aniKin is reached, the two principles become married, as it

ivere, and thereafter move and work upon parallel or nearly

identical planes through all the ascending kingdoms of nature up

to, and in, Man.

Each kingdom is represented, in the appended diagram, jual

as it was unfolded in Nature; that is to say, minerals and

vegetables converged at a very distant Era in the earth’s phys*

ical and organic history, and, by the commingling of theii

living forces, merged into and unfolded ’he fish-kingdom. The

fish-kingdom expanded for many centuries, and then it also

converged and unfolded the Saurian-kingdom
;
and thus, by a

constant succession of divergences and convergences on the part

of each ascending kingdom, the whole animated creation arrived

at a high state of perfection, which state is represented in tne

anatomical, physiological and psychological possessicmsof Man!

The diagram, therefore, is illustrative of the true order of Na-

ture’s physical developments.

A full synopsis of Mail’s creation may be obtained by simply

interrogating Nature ;
for she points up to the Eterniil Mind

who instituted laws that manifest themselves throughout her

urifdldings, and bids us consider the principles of Association,

Progression, and Development. Because under the powerful

and constant direction of these laws, we perceive the unbroken

and perpetual tendency of all forms and substances toward

p«?^fi»ction, unity and organization. Every created thing

d^naoustrates mat, from the Great Central Mind there origi-

nally proceeded hmumerable elements and substances which

3
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formed tliroughout infinitude innumerable nuclei. These

nuclei individually attract thoao element aiul substances

that have corresponding individual affinities; and these acctj-

nBialate» and condense, and purify, and form Suns, systems of

sunn, comets, plajjets and satellites. And these planetary

organizations form the central mass, and fertile tcomh^ of each

Orb which rolls in space. And from such orbs, rudimeiital par-

ticles ascend, and by undergoing a process analogous to that

whereby the planets were made, these paiticles ultimate in. and

develop, mineral cf»mbinations. Then again, by the incessafit

action of bruly tipon body, essence upon essence, substance

upcni substance, the mineral compositions, by such proHfica-

tions, not only generate vivifying fluids and mediums— such as

electricity, magnetism, &c.— but actually and constantly lose

lh(?ra8elvea in vegetable organizations. By a similar action,

and by a new and liigbcr combination of appropriate particles,

the vegetable loses itself in the animal organisation, and in the

development of Man.

Man never loses bis identity in subordinate forms and organ-

izations— neither is he their slave, as they are bis, nor is he

designed to supply them with appropriate nourishment, as they

supply him
;
hut minerals, and vegetables, and animals, all lose

their identity in Man ; for he is the grand concentrated pro-

duction and union of them all.

Thus in tha planet, in the mineral, in the vegetable, and

es()eeially in higher forms of the animal, do we behold unmis*

fakuble manifestations of the laws of Association, Progression

and Development— or, of the universal and constitutionHl

predisposition of all matter and vitality toward a Homo-cen-

trical unity and an immortal individualization. This truth

nriiigs us to the contemplation of a conspicuous reality—the

reality, that every organization l>ecomes more and more ci Ct
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|riet6 and pei^ct— in its anatomical and physiological consttu*^

dons—»and in its piihUion and influence from the mineral up to

Man. Hence all forms which are inferior and subordinate to

Man are but part* of him
;
and, in order to fully understandi

why Man occupies the highest position, exerts the strongest

iu&Uence, and is, in every respect, the most important and

bUautiful of all created things, we must consider ihe Use for

which he was made. The foundation of the present inquiry is

now fully ascertained. Foi we have discovered that the Use

of Nature is to individualize Man
;
and that the Use t»f the

physical Man is to individualize the Spirit. And now, to con*

sider Man anatomically and physiologically, we must examine

hisform* andfunction* with reference to the ultimate purpose

which they were originally designed to stibserve.

I am not impressed to repeat v/hat Anatomists and Physiolo-

gists have discovered and systematized— such as the numbei

and names of the various bones, nerves, muscles, &c. &c., to bo

found in the human body— for these may be gleaned from any

good medical dictionary— but 1 feel moved to present a gene-

ralization of those structures and functions w'hich constitute the

entire phenomena of the human microcosm.

In the first place, let it be deeply impressed that there is not

a geometrical form, not a system of locomotion, not an indica-

tion of physiological harmony in Nature, which is not to be

found, vastly more advanced and perfected, in the human body.

The ponderous elephant, the swift zebra, the powerful horse,

every quadruped, is obliged to move through the instrumentality

of four legs and feet, having a brain and a muscular system

arranged to suit them; but Man embraces all these mus-

cular structures of locomotion in the two systematical pedes-

tals which support his living temple. In truth, the nower

and useflilness of all the instrumentalities of locomotion to be
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found in Ntuure—embracing the wliole scale of organic life

.rom the polypariti, or from the cepbalopod up to the cpiad*

lUTnaiia-— are concentrated and beautified in the arms and

bands, legs and fiicl, of the human structure. The bones

and niuMcios of tlie human foot are so arranged as to dis'

play the most captivating symmetry and to perform almost

i!iy ofli(’.e which the living Spirit desires. The osseous arfd

murcniar struct uics of animals are gross and consequently

adapt(id to the circulation of an undeveloped vital principle

;

but tlu^se struciuios, in Man, are refined and suited to the

rec(!])tioii and requirements of an immortal Soul.

The. luiinan brain possesses the concentrated power and

beauty of all the cerf*l)ral organizations in Nature. The ce-

fihalopod has a brain suited to the reception of angular particles

;

the brain of the saurian is adapted to semi-angular particles

;

the brain of the bird is prepared for circular atoms
;
that of the

mammalia for ascending circular or spiral atoms; but the

human brain is adapted to the reception of atoms that have emer-

god from the perfect spiral into the spiritual, which is Spirit.

Therefore, the luimuu brain is not merely designed to move and
direct flu* organism, hut it has three gi-and uses or functions.

First. To receive the omnipre.sent moving essence of the

Great Divine Spirit which resides in and is extracted from
all elements and substances in universal nature— especially

those which admini.ster to the iiourlsliment of the body, and to

the gratification of its various internal and sensuous desires.

Spxond. To concentrate, and refine, and elaborate, this all-

finimnting osst*nce, and to dispense it to the appropriate par*
or parts of the dependent systems, accf>rding to its (the essem
ce s) relative degrees of refinement and progressive planes of
manifestation, viz. : the first degree of this divine essence is

fenned Motion, the seciind is Life, and the third is Sensation
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Triad. To give this Essence its germinal and indc^frtiHilh

organization
;
and to connect it with elements and substances in

the outer world, by which connection the brain is instrumental

in the movement and government of the body—and to enable

this interior organization of divine life in man to munifest intel-

ligence in reference to itself and external things.

* The modus operandi whereby the human brain performs

these functions will become distinct as we proceed. By com**

paring the anatomy and physiology of the human cranium and

brain with those possessed ^»y animals, it would be perceived

that the former are by far the most beautiful and harmonious.

The internal arrangement of Man’s brain renders it capable of

receiving and doing wha^ no animal can
;
but all created forms

are emulous of Man— are tending to become him, as he is to

become an Angel— and the anatomy and physiology of tbeh

brains are prophetic of their use, position, and destiny, in the

order of Nature. The human brain is a perfect reproduction

and concentration of all those forms, forces, and functions

which are distributed into groups, series, and degrees, through

out the appended organism. Man is a concentration and organi

zation of everything below him ’m nature; so is his brain

a concentration and org.i.nization of everything contained in

the dependent system. Gaze upcni the face) and features of

the well-developed Man— do they not tesiily that every form

and function which constitute bcP'Jiiy and peifection are im-

manent in the human structure • Contrast the rnaxillnry

organism, the exquisitely-curved xr the ur.bed residence

nf the, orb-like eye, the harmonicas bendn% of the bi<#w

and the soft, giaceful lines of th*^ hunr.an say

contrast these forms with the corr^nonding of say

animal, and it will be seen that Man 5* k»ra aad cr vp o/

Creation.
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Tlic eye and ear' are designed to develop and educate tiM

Soul. But these organs in animals are but human faculties

undeveloped—they are but the incipient manifestations of those

anatomical and physiological principles which proceeded from

Goil, through mature, into the divine ororanism of the human

Soul.
*

The mechanical construction of the organs of sound in Man
is beyond the possibility of imitation

;
because those oi gans

comprelujiid every instrument of sound and music which can

be discovered. Man can nearly imitate the speech of every

auimal*—‘caii almost reproduce the lion’s roar, or he can warhlf

the snf
, liquid, flule*like notes of birds—-because he is a com-

pound of everything m nature. The the teeth, tongue
lomr jaw, trachea, epiglottis, and the uvula— which are

wonderfully and harmoniously combined m the human mouth
atid throat for the purpose of producing sound—constitute a
larynx, or an organ of sound, only jmrts of ^vuich are discover-
able in birds and animals. And this larynx, or organ of
speech, is d(^signed fc. co-operate with the lungs in the ^
chargt! of its office

;
and its office is to make sounds expressive

<»f tin night and affection
; to present to the human ear invisible

hieroghyphical representatives of ideiis; and all this is under
the exclusive control of the inward Spirit.

Till: Lunos areMlesigued to attract the atmosphere,
which |>ervmles nature, both physical and spiritual elements of
vitality. 1 say attract, because the lungs not only act as a
bellows in receiving e^^ikexp€lling air, but they attract and rend
the many elements which they inhale on electrical or galvanic
principles, Ihis truth will unfold as we proceed. Jt is wellknown that there resides iu the human system large quantities
of Iron. It ,s this ingredient which gives to the arterial blo.Mj
Its fiery redness, to the venous bboil its blue color, and to the
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Stfiritual blood—which enters into the e;y e-balls, the toi;ih, he

nails, b nes, &c.— its exceeding whiteiiesR, It is iron wh ch

causes the centra] parts of the brain to givi* off corusctatioi s

of a bluish-white, and occasions its various con v'olutIons tc

emit colors of reddish-gray, it is through the agency of this

mineral that a world of electrical, magnetieal and spirit lal

relations are maintained in the organir systems. Lt is well to

understand tliat the spiritual blood, to which I have alluded, is

a refinement and extraction of all the elements which constitute

the arterial and venous bloot^. But the cause of the

liood going to its proper destinations it to be found, first, ir

the innate olectivs affinities of its atoms; and, second, in the

magnetic poles which the iron assists to establish and maintain

in all portions of the organism. The anatomy and physiology

of the lungs are wonderful. Their vesicular, vascular, bron-

chial, and parenchymatous subslarices and structures are inde-

scribably well-adjusted and adapted to their ultimate use aiH

mission. The pulmonary organization of Man is superior I

that possessed by any animal
;
because it is a combination o

the excellences of all such structures in nature. The ver^

fact that the vesicular substance ultimates in air-chambers

that the vascular insinuates itself into those chambers with tb*

precision of net-work; that the hronchial ramify from tno

bronchia throughout the lungs, uUimating irt t\e air-cells
; that

I lie parenchyma is the magnetic substance of connection be-

tween those cells, or centi es, of polar attraction
;
and the fad

that this whole structure is in harmony with the heart through

the pulmonary veins, and with the hraln^ through the great

sympathetic nerve and intennediate representatives—-the lyin-

ohatic glands— is sufficient to fix the conviction that the

lungs were designed to receive, and assist to organize, atnto

i|>herical elements into vital and moving
j
rinciples.
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A« the luTigs are inediaiors betwreii the brain and the ail

»Vom wtiicli it receives many vitalizing elements, so is theHEARl

A mediator hetwet'ii the lungs and the various systems in the

organism. The commercial exchanges in the economy are bar-

nioniously conducted. The lungs receive not only air, but

^lood ; and the heart attracts not only many of the interior

esscuires of the air wiih the blood, but forwards, like a faithful

tnerchatif, its jiossessioiis to the ruler of the empire— the Brain;

which receives twelve times more blood than is distributed to any

other organ. The internal structure of the heart is exquisitely

adapted to the rnct‘])tion and circularion of the blood and sp’r-

itiinl essences. It acts not only like a pump, but magnetically;

it attracts and repels— else wherefore its dual arrangements!

Why is tlio heart made with two auricles and ventricles— with

ligaments to connect these apartments— and with an encase-

or pericardium to define their movements, if positive and

negative principles are not involved in its wonstruction and

action ?

As the heart is a mediator Ixilwecn the lungs and the brain,

BO is tlie STOMACH a mediator between the nutritive substances

which make blood, and the heart which throws it to all parts

of tht! body. The mouth is an incipient stomach
;
and the saliva

IS gastric juice undeveloped. Tht^ process of digestion commen-

ces in the nn>uih. And the msc of the stomach is to prepare

fimd, just as the lungs do the air, for general distribution and

assimilation
;

it is denio^ued to assist in the development aifd or-

ganization of the vital principle. Its external surface is posi-

tive
;

its middle surface is pas.sive
;
and its internal su! face is

negative* The first is termed serous
;
tlie second muscular

; afid

the third mucous; the latter surface is full of chambei'S orcelJs^

like a honey-comb, The»e cells receive the sahstancea assitmed

lo them ; and, by the positive and negative action of the serous
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mhI mucous sur&ces, these substances are remastkated, decati>*

posed» and reduced to rhyme, and then to chyle * which is

netically attracted by the hearty into the absorbing vessels,

thrc.jgh tfie thoracic duct, into the heart and lungs; in these

organs this incipient blood undergoes another digc ?<iori and

tridluifilirmatioTi. The minutiae of this will appear in siibsequon’.

(lages. But here let it be impressed that the stomrch is do

signed to refine raatf^er, and rcndoi it capable of associating

with that power wnich we term Mind.

As the mouth is a mediator between the food and the stomach,

so is the Liver a mediator between the stomach, the kidneys,

and the intestines. After the stomach has advanced its contents

to a state of chymification, then the liver performs its first ftino

lion by transmitting, through the pancreas and gall-duct, a

dightly positive fluid, termed bile. This pancreatic and gal)

fluid, by entering the duodenum as the food attracts it, assists

in changing the chyme into chyle, and also in working upon the

chyle an important change while it is going through the lacteal

vessels and the mesenteric batteries. The liver officiates in the

human economy as a moderator ;
it calmly imparts a positive

power to the tomach, to the spleen, to the kidneys, and to the

intealines. T sec* ete and excrete bile is the least of its duties-

The liver is the groat exchtiquer of the human system. It is ih

quickett to record upon itself and other organs any physical dis-

turbance which might occur in the general system ; and it is the

longeet in consenting to the liquidation of a debt thus incuriud

The Spleen is to the liver, to the stomach, and to the kid

ueys, what the heart is to the lungs, the brain, and the system.

The spleen is the heart of the liver. As the heart has an atter;y

to conduct blood to the lungs, so has the spleen a vein to convey

blood to the liver. But it is necessary to make this distinction

between these two organs : that, while the heart is the grand
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organ wbicb expands itself into arteries throughout the sjfSlom

whicJ ultimate inemselves in veins, the spleen is only a little

iiogiHv<* heart which gives off veins that proceed principally to

the liver. I say the spleen is a negative heart
,
because it is an

inferior representative of the great positive organ which con

Irols the general circulation of the blood. The cardiac-pulmo*

nic artery proceeds from the heart ;
and the spleno-hepatic vein

proceeds from the spleen. The anatomical peculiarities of th3

spleen are sufficient to suggest to the mind its uses. It is d<v

signed not only to supply the liver with slow, negative blood,

but to receive the residuum materials of the duodenum (those

which the heart did not attract into the thoracic duct), and to

introduce them into the general circulation through the medium

of the liver and its radiating appendages. It would be an act

of supererogation for me to repeat what anatomists have already

discovered in many departments of human physiology. There-

fore the reader must not feel disappointed if h.. does not find

a minute description of organs, nerves, and muscles in this

volume.

Tub prostate gland is to the entire system what the brain

is to the mind
;

I hat is, it is the principal seat of its essence. It

is highly chargefl with positive power, in consequence whereof

it attracts, from all parts and forces of the human hody^ the

germinal clemt^nts of a corresponding human organization.

Tub Intestines are receptacles for the residuum materials

of the blood. Physiologists have been long in error with refer-

ence to the functions of the intestines. It is altogether wrong
to say that the chyle and gastric residuum pass into the intes-

tines, and that those portions of the residuum which the lacteah

do iiDl absorb are moved along through the bowels and excre
ted from the system. This is partially true, only, when substan
ees pass the stomach indigested. The funcUon of the intestines
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!• easily understood ;
it is to receive those negative matei iais

which the blood can not work into the orjjf&nisun, and to expel

them from the living domain. The ct)ntent8 of the bowels are

an exudation of the blood— are the residuum of the system.

I’hese materials are thrown into the intestines in a manuor

ideMitical wiili perspiratioTi. It might therefore with propriety

be said that the blood perspires in tw^' directions-— internally

and extenially— the first being expressed thiough the medium

of the howeht the second through the ikin or cuticle. This

view will throw new light upon the treatment of bowel-diseases.

For instance, constipation should be regarded, not as a disctiHe

of the bowels, but of the blood. This knowledge would change

the whole system of treating that complaint. The newness of

this proposition should be no objection to its reception. Feai

not to entertain strangers, they may be angels.

Every organ of the human body, being a perfect embodiment

of identical organs which are but imperfectly possessed even

by the highest order of animals, is pre-eminently calculated to

fulfil the mission for which it was made. I make this assertion

with my mind fixed upon a well-developed and harmonious

representative of the human species— I moan a beau-ideal

Man ;
an aggi'ogate of all known health and symmetry

; a

prophesy of the future population of earth
;
a great and good

full of strength and majesty I For it is not true that

every organ in the human body, as man is at present cir-

cumstanced, educated, and conditioned, subserves the purposes

of its creation. There are millions of individuals who have no

conception of the Use of their existence; consequently, such

live like animals—daily and hourly perverting the structure

and functions of their organs—causing defi amities, diseases,

and misery. It is to beget a higher conception of human use-

fulness, and of the juYs sublime and exalted destiny, that 1
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irrito thejie principles of truth ;
for, when Man onceJuiljf reaii

zes his innate powers and glorious capabilities, 1 know there

are not dungeons, nor sins, nor diseases enough, in all the

Eatlb, to prevent him fronr walking foith God-like, and in the

Image of his Maker!

Man is to man a mysterious being because he is the Unity,

the perfected Flower, the Spiritual Ultimate of the Material

Croaiiori ! He is the lord of Creation
;
but does he sustain so

high a position in the scale of being for no higher purpose ?

Certainly he was not designed to demonstrate creation a failure

— was not f<»rced into existence, in the possession of God-like

attrilnites, to make a dreary, tempestmms voyage through time,

and he at last wrecked upon the rocks, and shoals, and desolate

isles of Eternity, No
;
not for this was Man made I His posi-

tion in nature corresponds to, and is prophetic of, his mission

and destiny. He is the Child, the dearly-beloved child of God,

ihc Father of All.

But what has Man to do ? In the conjugal relations of man-

kind there exists great discord. The husband and wife, the

parent and child, are frequently arrayed against each other

The sacred tics of friendship which should hind them to each

other, and to a multitude of friends, dear to each in their sym-

pathies—>111080 ties are severed. The drawing-room, and the

secret-chamber, are desecrated, are made the fields where ds

fought many a battle of domestic misunderstanding I and thus

the holiness of Man’s mission is violated, the sanctity of his na-

ture trampled on, and himself abased

—

is this what he has to do

)

Again, some are compelled to toil almost constantly for sub-

sistence— are buried beneath the cares, the misfortunes, and

painful vicissitudes of life— are arrested in their spiritaal and

mtellectua! development, by ^>erpetual perplexities ami discords

around them—are victims of circumstances, of disease, of disas-
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km* of liceniiotisneaa ; and, at last suffer and die, mai tyrs to

the wrongs and selfishness of individuals and s^iciety !— is tki^

what Man ha$ to dot

Some are engaged in commercial wai—the antagonistic

8|>eciilations in which one triumphs over the dowiitall of an-

other. These minds prostitute their divine nature and digtthy,

by becoming enslaved in business, and next by adopting un

righteous means whereby to escape from the thraldom. Tiius

drawn into the whirlpool of commercial strife, such individuals

become lost to the best interest'*, of mankind, and die— perhaps

respected— perhaps despised !— 1> such Man's mission ?

Some are implicated, from youth to old age, in professional

wars—wars of a political, legal, medical, and clerical character,

growing out of a manifestly unrighteous antagonism between

interest and duty, or between occupation and conviction. The

desire to provide for natural wants, or to acquire riches, or

fame* or glory, in the present order of society, engenders pro-

fessional divisions, dissensions, and animosities
;
and many mon

devote their time, talents, and influence, to subtilize and estab-

lish doctrines, which doctrines future generations must dev(»te

as n)uch time and talents to unsay and unlearn. Is this Man^s

mission f

We must learn to understand what evil is, and how it can be

subdued and vanquished ; but we must abandon all theological

definitions, speculations, and interpretrations, before we pn

eeed, or we will fail in the attempt. We must learn to ceaei*

struggling, and warring, and triumphing merely over effetfs

and learn to commence our work among their causes, ‘\V«*

must commence at the fountain* at the foundation of evil, ant)

then we may arrest its rising tide and overthrow the trembling

superstructure.

New what is ovnl?—the human soul is wholly pure— from

4
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irhat, tben, does it emanate?—wbat is its origin! We need

not go to the garden of Eden, to the mythological serpent, to

the majestic Persian diabolos

:

but examine the structure and

condition of society : and the origin and nature of evil, or sin,

will be sufficiently apparent. Domestic war is caused by the

wrong application or an inversion of the conjugal aflfection ; a

cold, barren selfishness is an inversion of the parental affectidh;

commercial and national wars are an inversion of the fraternal

affection ;
a disregard for the superior and supreme, is an in*

version of the filial affection ;
and professional wars (especially

theological) are owing to an inversion of the universal affection

The inversion or rather subversion of the affections of the hu-

man soul, are maiidy caused by the existence and pernicious

influence of partial and exclusive doctrines, instead of general

and inclusive principles; which, were they permitted to govern

individuals, families, societies, and nations, would inevitably

unfold universal love, benevolence, and harmony. The desires

of the external senses are also frequently inverted, and many

evils ensue
;
but is not this owing to the situation or ignorance

of the individual ?

It will one day he gladly acknowledged tliat Man’s mission

is a glorious one
;

that the wrong use of his powers has

geneiated those evils, and caused the commitment of those atro-

cio,is crimes, for which wc have unjustly condemned the human
•oul. Now since wrong situations of men will produce discord,

a 3d right situations harmony; and since it is seen that man ia

limately pure, and is the rudimental concentration of Divine

Love, Divine Will, and Divine Wisdom, we should learn hence-

forth to sot a high estimate upon, and love our kind.

From the fiu’cgoing investigation, the conclusion is legitimate

that every individual has an important end to stibserve, which
ne IS but partially enabled to do in present society. It is out
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lii^« tben* to inquire what our true mission is, and pnicoed tii

discharge it immedialely. Experience has tbught ns to be-

lieve, and our knowledge of the Creator’s Wisdom and good*

ness enables to know, that every human decire is provided with

its appropriate means of gratificatiou. We are internally

assured that the desires are given for wise ends; the st;of#g08t,

deepest, and most interior desires are those for immortalit^f

happiness, and eternal progi*ession. These are implanted in the

soul for no inferior purpose
;
they are tlie true prophets of the

mind—they proclaim the truth that we are immortal, and are

approaching a period of Unity, w*hich will satisfy our highest

conceptions of eternal Happiness and Development. There-

fore, as we are good when well-circumstanced, and have no

desires but what should be gratified, we may proceed to ascer-

tain what we were sent to do, and to accomplish it.

According to the interior life and the material constitution of

Man, there is a general mission for each individual, viz. ; first,

to properly heget and perpetuate hie kind ; secondly, to justly

respecty and wisely cultivate and direct the heavenly germ^ the

spiritual principle deposited in the soul

;

and thirdly, to Uvt

here in reference to another and a higher life. This is man’s

mission (while in this state of being) 1 mean his general mis-

sion, to which there are particular exceptions. Mankind are

only happy when consciously discharging their duty
; and true

happiness is not possessed where this consciousness is not fully

experienced. The human mind, when ushered into being, is

dependent upon the influence, the direction, and the wisr om
of the parent, and Society. For this reason we should be

enlightened concerning ourselves, concerning the powers and

sphere of the mind, that we may give Society a healthy con*

sdtution and thus gratify the desire for Social peace and unity,

^Vis enligntcnment d'es not exist; men are pnifuuiidly ign>
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rant of themselves ;
therefore, the world mui^ oe educateil ;

and ihc question is, how shall this be done ?

It must be evident to every mind that society must be reoi>

ganized before all the aflfections, desires, and faculties^ can have

an equal action, and be properly developed. Then, again every

inaividual must be taught to engage in no occupation which

is not Ixjneficial to others as well as to himself, and which is nett

in kee]>ing with the dignity and well-l>eing of children of immor*

tality. We sljould not forget that we live now to live again

;

nor must we neglect the youthful season or the germinal stage,

wliieb is thi^^ life
;
for the coirect cultivation and spiritual direc-

tion which our faculties receive while in the twig state, will be

conspicuously represented in their manifestations here, and in

the )>osition we occupy when introduced into the Spiritual

World. Inasmuch as we are preparing for, and are destined

to enter, the Spiritual Country, where the inhabitants speak a

different language, have different customs, are more eulight*

ened in respect to interior realities, have a more republican and

righteous government, are wholly engaged in intellectual pur-

suits—inasmuch, T say, as we are soon to embark for this new
land, let us strive to get all ready— to learn their language,

iheir principles, their mode of life, else when we ari’ive there

wo will feel strange
;
and will be obliged to stay in the first

Society until we unlearn our present erroneous ideas of the

Father, and of his and our relation to the material, moral, and

Spiritual Universe.

We have a higher mission, I repeat, than that of prostituting

our native faculties in war and unrighteous emulation. We
need to be so situated that our every feeling may grow in an

atmosphere of refinement, and our every desire gratified

according to the prescriptions of that Wisdom which in our-

%elve« needs a more, a far more complete development. If out
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•liRM^tioiis were properly directed, we should see me battle fieW

forsaken of men, except to sow the grain and reap the harvest,

and we shonld see the happy mechanics “beating swords into

plough-shares, and spears into pruning-hooks and men would

have gi’own into favor with themselves.

I would have clergymen proclaim this truth from their

hearts; Men will be better when better loved, taught, and

directed; to hnorove the world, love it, not condemn nor

despise any person or thing. God made it—made everything

—and gave every little atom, as well as every diamot.d-liko

orb that sparkles on the bosom of the firmament, a holy mes«

sage to deliver, which it is good to receive, to learn, and to

proclaim to all men. Lot us strive to entertain more expansive

views of God, of Man, of ourselves, and we will march forth

from the wilderness of doctrine, and the concealments of ini*

quity, as Men, full-grown men, prepared for sublimer ends

and destinies.

The destiny of all men is Immortality, Happiness, and Pro-

gression. Their mission will be .shown them as they are prepar

to receive and comprehend it. It is our duty to search it

out, and change every circumstance that tends to prevent its

prompt fulfilment. Surely, each bird has its song to sing ; each

flower its gentle mission ; each poet his lesson of the good and

beautiful
;
each philosopher his contribution of discovorios, and

every true preacher his sublime instructions. Each is the

Messiah of some great Thought, and will breathe it forth ere

he leaves the form. Let us, O let us, unfold the beauties of

the spirit, study its immense posse.ssions, and improve our-

selves; and then we will know, and feel, and form just concep-

dons of our mission and our destiny. Both are decreed by

God, and are the glorious end for which we were made.

The human mind must familiarize itself with the immutabli
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iiriTiciples of ju^t ice anti order, which pervade the harmoiitotia

atid iiiterm illable Universe It must unfold its internal capa-

bilities— its spiritual perceptions and intuitions; and thus,

feeling impressed and empowered to interrogate and investi-

gate the boundless empire of mind and matter, it will explore

the innumerable relations which subsist between man and man

— between the natural world and the Spiritual world—betwecJti

the wide-spread universe and the Super-Celestial Pruvciplf

that enlivens and sanctifies the incomprehensible whole. Each

human soul must attain to a full comprehension of the many

and beautiful affinities which inter-link its destiny and experi-

ences with the destiny and experiences of universal humanity.

It is good to know that there is an omnipotent, purifying,

and frat€imizing Principle permeating and pervading the Na-

tural, Spiritual, and Celestial departments of God’s Universal

Temple—-a Principle, which Unites atoms and planets into

one stupendous System
;
which unfolds Spirits and Angels 99

immortal flowers; wliich Endows the Divine Mind with eternal

I’uwer and Loveliness; and which is the divinely-inherited

Treasure of the human Soul—and this Principle ia

The Great Harmonia

!
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WHAT IS THE PHILOSOPHY OF HEALTH?

Pore Philosophy, when faithfully followed, leads the huniaa

mind into a full investigation and understanding of Causes and

Principles
;
therefore, if we desire to find and comprehend that

condition of body and mind, Krmed healthy we must become

acquainted with those Laws and causes which develop and

sustain that condition. Perfect health is perfect harmony. By

perfect health, I do not merely mean that the stomach, or liver,

or lungs, or other members of the structural brotherhood, are

free from disease, but I mean that state where the immortal

spirit is circulating harmoniously through every organ, tissue,

and ramification, of the organism. In every department

Nature are unmistakable and demonstrative evidences thtu

health is the true, natural, and normal condition of every living

thing. The laws of Nature conspire to one end, namely, to the

establishment of perfect harmony ; and there is nothing so com-

pletely qualified to represent and eiqoy that condition as the

human constitution. The mineral, vegetable, and animal pro-

ductions of Nature are made to refine, develop, and con en

trate, their internal forces and substances in order to develop

the harmonious organization of Man
;
and the Principles by

which the sublime work is accomplished are, in t^iemselves, the

very elements of health- yea, the very elements of music,

justice, and harmony ! It can not be otherwise
;
because nothif^

but harmonious or musical Principles, proceeding from an ha'^
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monkm» and Divine Mind, could elaborate such exquisite orgtR-

tzations pervade universal Natuie.

Health of body and mind is happiness of body and mind. It

Is not enough that digestion is good ;
that the muscies a* e

elastic; that the bones are unbroken; but to describe and

enjoy health, the full reality of health, the organs must be welt-

ft>rmed and fully-developed ;
the anatomy, symmetrical ;

the blood

pure, and, more than all, the internal Spiritual Principle must

be correspondingly harmonious. In pure health, the Spiiit

permeates, penetrates, and actuates, every particle in the human

body.

The humnn organism is a world of motions. It is a Solar

System
;

or, in more comprehensive terms, the mind and body

represent a miniature Universe. Therefore when we gaze upon

the Solar System, to which our Earth belongs, and contemplate

Its harmonious structure, its easy, natural, healthy action, we
arc beholding, as it were, a daguerreotype-representation of that

beauty and health natural to the human constitution. The Sun

circulates hear, life, beauty, and vitality, to the various planets

l>oncath its influence, even so does the brain circulate motion,

life, sensation, and power, to the various organs, muscles, nerves,

and membranes, which constitute the healthy whole. So like

wise docs the heart send its living current through every avenue

of the dependent members. Health is a state of complete

hurinoiiy, because, should anything disturb the harmonious

circulaiion of the Spiritual P/mciple fi'om the Briin througa

the diversifled ramifleations of the system, it is positively cei-

Uin that discord pr disease would be the inevitable consequence.

The pei petual equilibrium of the physical and mental temper-

Uuroi the unfailing leciprocation of life, sensation, aud sue-

ftanoest the faithful discharge of the offices and tunctlons

iifttui a^ to the various organs composing the vtsceia: and tne
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thorough oenctratton anc) interpenetration of the Sf iritual

Principle tftrongh each and all portion.) of the organixation,

vyithout tbe least exaggeration or diminution in its motion oi

dispensations, constitute the immediate causes and conditions

of health.

but there are deeper and more essential causes than these

'—causes which lie in the invisible bosom of Vitality. But

the vast amount of speculations and mystifications which exist

ri) llie world, upon the subject of health and vitality, are

sufficient to amaze and confound equally the patient and the

physician
;
and whether the medical profession have ascertained

the causes of those normal, natural conditions of body and

mind which produce healih, is a question which may be con-

sidered yet unsettled. Physicians and Philosophers have, how-

ever, pursued the inquiry sufficiently far to decide that life is a

principle of vitality— is a principle, associated somehow with

matter
;
but they have not ascertained much of that Pnuciple’s

nature or essence. Now I am fully impressed that nothing can

be understandingly applied to cure disease, unless the prao»

litioner and the patient perfectly comprehend the nature of

Vitality, and something of its peculiar mode of helng and doing

in the animal economy. We will proceed, theretbre, to

examine the nature and influence of that living Principle which

moves and illuminates the human body.

According to the positive evidences^and testimonies of

Physiology, the human body is an organization of parts or

particles, each having specific functions to perf«.>rm, which

functions determine the appropriations of motion, life, and

sensation, which proceed from out of the BpirituaJ Ibuiit within

the organism. It is now proper to inquire what motion, hie, ane

sensation, are, and how these pnticiplcs act upon the parts Of

DHrtieics which are fitUul for their recepdon.
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U 5« certainly suiHcient to affirm, when attempting to ii.veaih

gale the nature of the Vital Principle, that the universal

Empire of Worlds al>out us, is actuated and governed by a

Divine Mind, which is the Cause of all thatfeeh or exhibiU life.

The explanation is briefly written— Vitality is a part of the Di*

vine Mind associated with^ and specifically acting upon^ organized

nititler. But it is essential to a correct understanding of ike

causes of health, and of its opposite disease, that we should

asceitain whether the Universal Principle of Life, which is

thus associated and incorporated with matter, is material or

immaterial— whether it is or nothing. There are

various and demonstrative evidences, that that Principle which

lies back of or dr3ep in, the structural assemblages of the

human body, is material or something
;
and these evidences

should he valued highly, inasmuch as a truthful system of

intidical practice will be fimnd to rest wholly upon a truthful

recognition of the vitalizing essence.

Probably the most universal demonstration that mind or

vitality is substance^ is fimiished by the universal, chemicaf

electrical, magnetic, and mechanical changes, which are wrought
by the princi[)le of life in and upon visible matter. If it he
conceded, and it will be found that pure philosophy demands
the concession, that matter can not move without a principle of

motion being first applied to it, and that the primary sou^^e of
all life and power is the Divine Mind

;
then the cot elusion

can not l>e escaped, that the Divine Mind, and consecpieutly

every relative or approximate principle of life or mind, is an
actual substance. It requires substance to move substance;

hut the moving principle must be superior to the principlj

which is moved. Hence we are led to conclude that mind, or
that the spiritual force which resides in, and moves, th^

various physiological combinations of matter in man’s physis^l
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economy, is a sul^stantial principle. What is it that causes all

these chemical electrical, magnetic, and tnecnanical changes

and transfbrmations which occur throughout the vast empire

ot* nature ? What principle is it that shapes the mighty orb 1

and what causes all those mechanical and geometrical motions

wtiich take place in the planetary bodies t I artswer, it is a

piinciple of Universal Vitality which wo term the Divine Mi tid.

It is evident that the Deify has several and specific modes

of acting upon matter. In the secret recesses of the earth

there is constantly going or a process of compositirm of

decomposition, of segregation and consolidation— in other

words, there arc chemical and mechanical movements per-

petually occurring with undtwiating precision and unvarying

results. The same principle which chemically prepares in the-

earth, such specific and fixed compositions as iron, zinc, copptir

silver, and gold, is also engaged in rolHtjg the earth, and all

Hie planets and satellites, on their axes, around one Parental

Centre

!

The growth of trees, or grain, or flowers, or animals, is inva-

riably attended with chemical, mechanical, and physiological

changes, raor^ or less perfect and obvious
;
hence the conclu-

sion. that the Deity is a substance moving suhstamcej is not on'y

self-evident, but incontestable. But this is not all. Nature tes-

tifies most positively that the Deity acts universally upon matter

in seven distinct but converging ways—namely : he acts upon

matter first, anatomically; second, physiologically; third, me-

chanically; fourth, chemically; fifth, electrically; sixth, mag-

fierically; and seventh, spiritually. Nor is this novel and

nlirhly-important conclusion all to which pure philosophy leads

us ill the present inquiry. Tlie modes of action just classified,

which characterize the manner in which Deity as a substance^

tots upon substance, conspire to impress the fol]<»wjrig cotir'ii-
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non vi*. : that the Deity is himself an organized substaiies^^

yea, organized upon anatomical, physiological, inechanicaii

chemical, electric, magnetic, and spiritual principles.

The important bearing of these truths upon the philosophy

<1^ health will appear in the sequel. It may be proper, how’-

e^er, to say, in advance of the application of these truths to the

human mind and body, that the object is to ascertain what miijd

or vitality is, and how it acts upon and governs matter. I think

It will appear evident to every enlightened mind, that God must

be himselforgowt^Tf^/ before be can breathe forth organizations^

and tliat he must embody within himself the principles of all

these modes of action before there could be any such actions

or processes in Nature, as are everywhere presented. We
have gained, therefore, three important conclusions * first, that

the principle of mind or vitality is substance
; second, that

Deity is the source of all vitality
;
and third, that he has seven

distinct modes of acting upon substance, whether* that substance

be in a state of organization or diffusion. Now, in order

simplify the various modes of Divine action, we must familiar-

ize our minds with the universal and conspicuous truth that all

real or seeihingly-complicated actions tend toward unity. Fox

instance, the anatomical, physiological, and mechanical portions

and actions of a watch tend to the simple revealment of time;

and again, the anatomy, the physiology, the mechanism, and the

chemistry of the rose tend to unfold a beauteous flower. And
although these processes take place in the germ of the rose

with the minutest and most distinct precision, yet there are bui

iwo actions or processes apparent— namely
;
growth oi Prog-

ress, and unfolding or Development, So with everything in Na*
ture. Thus we come to a simplificalion of tliose astounding pr j-

eesses ^r motles of Divine action, which we have classed under

ttven distinct heads. Thus we perceive that the^rst three modca
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bf w licb the Dh me substance acts upon and moves the substatMaer

of Nature^A ia.: the anatomical, physiological, and mechanical

modes— are simply manif€»statioris of the Principle of Motion.

Also that the fourth and ^fth modes—-viz.: the cboraical and

elect! ical—are manifestations of the Principle of Lifb^ that

the sixth— the magnetic action— is only another name for

the Pnnciple of Sensation; and that the seventh— the Spir*

?n<al mode of action— is a manifestation of the highest principle

of vitality, which we term Intelligence, Motion, Life, Sensa«

tion, and Intelligence, therefore, ultimately unfold themselves into

an organization of elementally and divine piinciples ; and these

principles govern the vast congrn'gations of matter which we
behold in every departmetit of Nature.

Motion was first especially manifested in the Mineral king-

dom; Life in the Vegetable; Sensation in the Animal; and

Intelligence in the Human kingdom; but, as we ascend the

successive kingdoms in the development of Nature, we per-

ceive these pnnciples of action to be more and more pni-

gressive toward perfection. They become more perfect, both

in their approximations to vital or spiritual organization, and

in their modes of acting upon matter. Thus the vegetable is

actuated not only by motion^ but also hy life ; and the animal

not only by motion and life, but by sensation combined with

them
; and the human organization is actuated by motion, life,

and sensation, in a perfect state of combination, which combt-

nation develops an eternal intelligence.

From the foregoing, it will be seen that the human economy

possesses, ill a complete state of organization or combination,

thoso principles of vitality, which other bodies in nature possess

only in parts or fragments. And here wo should observe that

the haimony oi Health, which we behold in the formation of

planets, in the«r revolutions, in the structure of all bfKlies, and

A
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in their uiideviating manifestations of distributive justice, ift

alone referable to the harmonious circulatim of the Divine

essence or vitality through the expansive universe. Health and

harmony are identical. Harmciny u an equilibrium in the dif

fuHiori of the Divine vitality throughout the organism of nature.

We < oine now to consider more minutely the philosophy of

health : and how the principles (>f motion, life, and sensation, art

in the human organization.

Professor Faraday has given in his testimony that electricity,

magnetism, galvanism, &;c., are but the modifications, or the

names for niodiiic'utions of hut one principle in nature. I am

glad he has done this, not for my own sake, but for those whe

»eek after the authority of the schooled and the scientific. This

statement conducts us directly to the philosophy of vital action

ill the human body
;
because the one principle of action, which

Professor Faraday discovers in nature, is a principle of positive

and negative relations. And I am impressed that this principle

18 the ultimate and final mode by which all the other principles,

which we have enumerated, act upon matter. In other lan-

g\iage, that tluj laws of positive and negative, of male and

female, of action and reacticin, are the universal laws of nature,

and of which all other moiles of vital action are but apparent

modifications or partial exhibitions.

The human br.^in, as is seen by its anatomical structure and

physiological functions, is an aggiegatnm of organs, which op-

orafe harmoniously to the accomplishment of the three uses and

ultimate end of its existence. But this aggregation of .igaiis

U Sv perfect that they not only give rise to an infinite numbe ^

of duplicate or miniature brains or organs, like themselves,

but are made Ir resolve ihemselves into two crmiid divisions—
the cerebrum and the cerelndluin. This duality of ai-rangement

ioreads itself rbrcnighcwl the entire organization. Thus there
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arc two cars, two ryes, two arms, two legs^aiid, in truth, tha

whole internal as well as the exte'-nal physiological ari auge*

ments of the organism are a complete duality. 1 n accordance

with this doiiUh? arrangement of the brain, the spiritual forces

fiow^ throughout the dependent system. The self-supporting

and solf-perpetuatiiig power of the spiritual principle finds an

exp"lanation in the reciprocal motions of the brain. The cere*

brum, or anterior portion of the brain, is* the superior or jfOMi*

tive; and the cerebellum, or posterior poilioii, is the infenof

or negative department of tlie mental structure. The humon

hrain is a spiritual or vital galvanic battery. Those relations

which subsist between the zinc and iftoT)per plates in the gal-

vanic battery, are represented, upon a scale infinitely more per-

fect, in the formation, and relation to each other, of the cere-

brum and cerebellum. I’he entire simplicity of this statement

is the only ground of scientific objection to its truthfulness;

there certainly is no foundation upon which to base any other,

except, perhaps, in the mindvs of many, the decisions of learned

physiologists to the contrary.

It certainly is not to be wondered at that anatomists and dis*

sectors, or those who examine dead bodies after the spirit has

departed, do not find the same phenomena which exist while

the body is moved by the vital principle. When we consider

that the entire panorama of animal structures are illuminated

with the immortal vivifying principle, and that, when this lumi-

nous power is gone out, there exists not a single taper to shed

a ray of light upon the vital processes— I say, when we cen-

sidcr this, it is not to be wondered It that the dissector finds in

the dead sul^ect phenomena almost totally different from those

which characterize the living. I have gazed, with profound

admiration, upon the living brain ;
but, from the lifeless bratii«

I have shrunk with the combined feelingh of horror and disgust
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The beauties of the cerebrum and cerebellum, while they are

simultaneously moved by the vital or spiritual principle, are

well nigh beyond description. To behold, as I have, iii hu:i-

dxeds of instances, with my spiritual perception, the innumer-

able glands or hearts, composing the brain, expanding* and

contracting with one simultaneous movement, and giving, off

cor»:8cation8 of newly-generated or organized life, so luminous

and multitudinous, as t(» impress the mind with thoughts of the

sun and the stars
;
and to behold each membrane, embracing

and releasing, alternately, the various parts which it is designed

to enliven and protect ; and, in a word, to behold the entire

encephalon moving harmoniously from centre to circumference,

filled with immortal life, is to behold that, concerning which the

learned physiologists atul dissectors of our schools can have no

positive knowledge. To employ the scalpel, as means whereby

to detect the internal anatomy and physiological movements of

the cerebral organization, after the primary and living cause

of those operations has des€jrted the tenement, is to employ

means totally inadequate to the discovery. When a cottage is

inhnliitod by human beings, the various apartments seem filled

vrilh life— the tables, the carpets, the pictures, the clock, the

decorations, seem redolent with vitality and speaking anima-

tion ; but lot the inhabitants depait
; let the carpet, where the

light foot trod, he rolled away; let the table, where the joyous

circle met, bo deserted ; let the clock be silent, not a faint tick

heard—how still—what iifelessness, what desolation, what an

Atmosphere of death i^ervades the dwelling! So with the

human binin. If we examine it while inhabited by the immor-

tal essence, its very assemblage of hcjarta or organs, and Us

every membrane, and tissue, and ligament, and every convolu-

ted portion of the entire structure, seem impregnated and

onriched wi*h spiritual life and inexpressv e harmony; bui
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•houici we examine it when deprivci! of its auimating essejie€^

we behold nothing but a mass of disorganiaicd and disgusting

materials. In ti*titb, the scalpel cai; no more reveal, to the

understanding of the dissector, the nature of the animating

essence, or its mr^des of acting upon the brain and other por-

tions of man’s organization, than can the vacafed cottage reveal

ihe^ iiumbi^r and complexion of its recent inhabitants. By ex*

ploring the vacated and speechless hratn, we can ascertain

something of its mist external anatomy; but of its peculiai

modus operandi^ while vitalized and vitalizing the dependent

system, we can, by such exploration, discover abaoUilely

nothing. Hence, T deem the decisions of patho’u»gicai physiolo-

gists— their conclusions, wliicli go counter to what I have

stated— as possessed of no particular weight,

Tlie brain, although a combination of dissimilar organs, is a

perfect unity. Its two grand divisions are but a generalization

of lesser and more internal cerebral organizations
; in othei

words, the cerebrum and the cerebellum, or the anterior and

posterior lobes of the brain, are but representatives of more

internal and analogous portions or structures. The general

anatomy and physiology of the encephalon arc made up of

more minute and internal anatomical and physiological brains

;

which minute brains, by Being progressively arranged and de-

veloped, are so many miniature galvanic batteries. Hence it

is that some of the intellectual or other organs of the brain can

be sometimes injured without displacing the mind or impaithig,

but to a very limited extent, the usual characteristics of the

intellect. Because if some of \S\egalvanic batteries of the brain

are throwit out of harmony, by which harmony the spiritual

principle is generated, refined, and organized, the compensa*

ting or assistingpower of other and m^e interior batteries is sii

orompt and strong, that the deficiency is generally, in s^ roe
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degree, supplied, and the semblance^ at least, of the originallj

healthy intellect will be maintained. The discovery of this

astounding poweir of the integral portions of the brain to restore,

or rather to preserve, the miiforr i integrity of the intellect, when

parts of the brain near its circumference are injured and de*

ranged, has led some physiologists to conclude that the brain

IS not always absolutely necessary to the existence of the intel*

lectual faculties. But this opinion, though entertained by the

accomplished Dr. Abercrombie, and others, is certainly worth-

less. The brain is so perfectly organized, and its internal

corresponding portions are so incomparably arranged, that it

is sometimes enabled to discharge many of its appropriate and

wonderful functions, with astonishing accuracy, even when

some of its parts are disabled or partly destroyed.

Let us examine more particularly the anatomy and physiol-

ogy of the brain. In the first place, the cerebrum and the

cerebellum are, when viewed as a whole, globular in formation

—its general appearance, however, is more ofan oblate-spberoid-

al structure. The cerebellum is coinpowsed of an infinite num-

l>er of corresponding structures, which extend down the spine

until they are lost in a material basis or terminate in ramified mar-

row. The marrow, which is encased by the spinal column, is a

continuation and extension of the materials of the brain. The
cerebellum may, therefore, he considered as an elongated gal-

vanic battery
;

and this portion of the brain, which extends

down the back, is perpetually Negative^ or it is in a condition

receive, dispense, impart, and reciprocate whatever is c iir.-

tnunicated to it by the cerebrum.

The cerebrum, or front brain, is a closer organization of

materials. It is, however, organized in a roannar correspond*

mg to the }H>8terior lobe. It is not only a perfect battery within

Itself^ but its most interior departments are perfect batteries^
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Mich peiforming specific and corresponding dutitfes
;
and it is

constantly Positive— tiiat is, it is supenor in crgatlization, in

function, in position, and in influence, to every other memW
of the organic brotherhood. Although it ’•equires the con-

junction and co-operation of the cerebcillum, yet the cerebrum

is the brightest and moat superior member of the entire iisbocia-

tion The lunctionv of the brniu having been (ji3Si:nbed, H

is now necessary to ascertain how the spirit acts upon that

organ, and consetpiently upon other oigans of the general

community.

It has been shown, that the Deity is a substance engaged in

moving substance
;
and that the moving principle is superior to

the principle which is moved. So with the human spirit,

which physiologists term vitality. It is aii organized substance

engaged in moving an organized substance— the body; but

tlio Spirit is superior to the body, because the latter is moved

by the former
;
hence we must look to the spirit for an expla-

nation of whatever physical phenomenon the organism develops

to the senses. Physiology demonstrates that the spiritual

principle acts upon the natural organism, in seven distinct, and

harmonious ways—namely, anatomically, physiologically,

mechanically, chemically, electrically, magnetically, and spir-

itually. 1 know that, in making this statement, 1 am con-

tradicting the assertions of several distinguished physiologists

and medical reformers
;

but nevertheless, I speak from an

internal knowledge of the laws of life, which, as I have said,

Ibe scalpel can not reveal to the dissector. Hahnemann, for

instance, affirms that “ human life in no respect obeys laws

which are purely physical, which are of force only with

inorganic substances.” Wliether this opinion is true or falser

will 1)6 abundantly shown. '

First.— That the vital princijth acts anatomi ally upon
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the dependent system, is. evinced by the fact that, should anj

Structure of the organism he in any manner impaired, there is

manifested immediately a disposition on the part of the living

body, to remove the affected portion and supply all deficiencies.

Should a bone be broken, or should the muscles be bruised, or

mutilated, then that divine force which lies back of, and whil h

is superior to, bone and muscle, exerts itself forthwith to repaii

the damnp;(5s. If some part of the general structure is removed

which necessarily deranges the anatomy and harmony of the

system, the indwelling power restores the requisite portion,

r>r, in some manner, furnishes a substitute. Thus the spirit

buiJdi, in accordance with anatomical principles, the organic,

the osseous, and the muscular structures of the animal economy;

and a disposition to build and repair structural derangements or

imperfections, is exhibited by the vital principle, in and upon

the organism, as long as the copartnership exists between

them.

Second.— The spirit acts physiologtcally, by preserving

the various organs in a state of harmony
;
and, also by stimu-

lating them to the prompt discharge of their appropriate and

Humorous functions. For instance, the spirit operates upon

the involuntary muscles of the entire system, without exciting

the least thought to make the individual conscious of the

wonderful process. * It moves the lungs, the heart, the liver,

the kidneys, the stomach, the intestines, and the entire Brain,

mrery instant of time, from the first to the last moment of

existing relations between them, and it moves them, too, with

i harmony and silence unparalleled. Now this encourage-

ment, which the organs may be said to receive from the

ttiterior vital forces, should be denominated a physiological

•timuladofi—a functional action upon the organization which

urges it to the discharge of physiological duties. It will appear
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evident 1 thinks that the lungs^ the heart, the liver, and other

memhers of the system, must be first acted upon in n phyaioh^

gical manner, by an adequate and a corresponding force, ore

they can perform ^their proper functions; in other language,

that expansion, add contraction, digestion, and secretion, niitst

occur in the spiritual organization, before these phenomena

can be developed by the lungs, tlu^ heart, and the stemaoli.

luasmuch, thcietbre, as the involuntary muscles are actuated

and governed, day and night, and every instant of time, by the

spirit— and inasmuch as, in this maiiucr, the variims organs

are compelled to discharge their peculiar and physiological

duties,— the conclusion is legitimate, that the vital force is a

substance acting upon substance in aecordanee with physio-

logical principles.

Thikd. The spirit acts mechanically upon the organization.

This proposition is totally at vaHauce with the decisions of many

physiologists ; but 1 am impressed Unit the unprejudiced reader

will value the authority of jNature and Reason more than the

mere theories and speculations of popular minds upon the sub-

ject of health and disease. Let it be remembered that we are

considering now the mode by which the principles of motion,

life, and sensation, when in a state of perfect organization, which

organization we term intelligence, act upon the human economy.

It will be seen that spirit acts mechanically upon matter in

several departments of the organism. The process of mastication

is perfectly mechanical ; the joints of the body move to and fro

upon the principle of the hinge ; the hones are levers ; the

tendons arc pulleys

;

and the muscles are ropes or chains

;

the

spleen is a reservoir

;

the heart is a force-pump ; and the brain ^

in both Its mechanical or auatoniica)^^constiruction and mode of

action, is a galvanic battery. What can be more beautiful than

the heart? The blood, like the water in a pump, is drawn to,
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ana thrown from, one chamber of the heart to another, iip^*

the same principle, but with infinitely more precision, as that

which moves the pump. I'he principle of hydravliciy of the

/«vcT, of the pulley

y

of the containing tube, are all exemplified

in t he human organism
;
and it certainly is evident that these

a>called purely physical laws,*' could not be brought to

bear upon the combination of organs in the body, unless the

primary moving oi vital power embodies within itself all known

principles of mechanical movement. The process of ossifica-

tion, or the hardening of the bony substances, is an exemplifi-

cation of mechanical operations. The skull is an arch. And

the bones of the limbs are not only ossified, but do actually act

upon mecbanical principles. The spinal-column is a succession

of the most perfect springs ; the frame-work of the breast is a

suspension-bridge

:

and the lungs operate upon the principle of

the bellows, drawing in and expelling air ! It is necessary to

kiiow how the mind acts upon the body, before we can under-

stand how external nature acts upon the mind; for there is a

reciprocal action throughout all nature, which mankind should

constantly strive to ascertain and comprehend.

Fourth. The spirit acts chemically upon the organization*

1 1 is proper here to remark that the chemistry of the human
organism is vastly different from that chemistry, which is

vkanicall

y

exhibited in the laboratories of experimenters. The

iheniical action which we scientifically produce in organic sub-

tlances, is somewhat analogous to the chemical action which the

eplrit produces in man's organism, but it is not identical. It is

perfectly impossible for the artificial to i epresent and equal the

chemistry of nature. True, we can decompose and reproduce

gaa, and can imitate the natural in several corresponding par-

ticulars; but while Nature goes on chemically preparing

tnd eilver in her lubonitortes, and while she is funiishing (he
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ntoBt beautiful Hpecimens of crystalliztuion, the artihcial

chemist can decompose, hut can not I'cproduce nor man lecture

them. JAehig can reveal the charaefer of those elementary

ingredients which constitute organized bodies, and also the

e xact relative proportion of such ingredients; but h > can not

^effectly ascertrin the peculiar and particular cmd'ttians^ inMu*

tfififit temperature^ motionsy timcy sj^ice^ and circvmJtfanceSy by

whose wonderful adaptation and combination those specific

bodies were organized, developed, and deposited in the bosom

of nature. Artificial chemisiiy will subserve the purposes

of decomposition and analysis; but never can this branch of

science be made to discover nature’s mode of synthetically de-

veloping mineral, vegetable, and animal organizations.

The beauties of vital chemistry are inexpressible. There is

constantly going on in the human organism, a process of decom-

position, of assimilation, of secretion, of absorption, and of

excretion
;
and so perfectly harmonious are these processes, in

the healthy body, that there is not a single atom which fails to

find and remain in its proper position. The progressive refine-

ment of matter is but little understood by chemists. They

know, as yet, comparatively nothing of this chemical action— an

action, which refines and spiritualizes panicles of matter, and

which converts those atoms, which were parts of muscles the

last week, into nerves this, and ultimately into the very princi-

ple of life itself! In ascending the scale of spiritual or vital

action, we perceive that each new mode of influencing the

organization, comprehends or embraces the distinguishing

peculiarities and particulars of the mode which precedes it.

Therefore, when we recognise the chemical changes, which the

spirit causes to take place in the osseous, in the muscular, in

the nervous, or in the organic system, we, at the same time,

recognise the anatomical, the physiological, and the mechanical
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principles of vital action. That harmony of motion, vrhiih

occurs in the muscular system is perceptibly existing, upon a

much grander and more comprehensive scale, in the superior

nervous and organic structures; and so, as wo advance in

nature, we will behold and contemplate still sublimtr aiuaiice*

merit in her vital and other processes. «

Fifth. The spirit acts electrically u^on the organization

;

but here it is well to remark, that vital or spiritual electricity is

not th/it gross electricity which is generated by the decomposi-

tion of mineral bodies, or by the action of metallic plates.

I'hat electricity which the spirit, through the co-operation of

the cereViral ajiparatus, generates and dispenses to the depend-

ent systems, is as much more fine and gentle than that electricity

which pervades external nature, as the latter is finer than water.

It is this spiritual electricity which penetrates and inspires the

various particles of matter in the human body to seek their prope.

locality. The osseous, the muscular, the nervous, ‘be membra
nous, the cartilaginous, and the organic systems, which compose

the one grand system of human personality, are all renewed and

rebuilt, again and again, by the operation of vital electricity.

The several tons or wagondoads of vegetable and animal matter

which one indiindual consumes in a lifetime of ordinary dura-

tion^ are converted successively into bones, muscles, nerves,

and into organic structures; but nothing of this wonderful

appropriation could be acct»mplished unless there were some-

thing in the spirit of such vegetable and animal matter to giMj

each particle a predisposition to some parti rnlar substance in

the animal economy
;
or unless there were something in the

human vit4il principle capable of inspiring sticb particles wiili

elective affinities—or with the power of seeking and selecting

congenial association. AVbat is it that causes atomt to circulate

and assimilate with such remarkable precision in .lie system f
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I answer, it i> the vital principle. While vital chevustri/ de*

composes and prepares organic and other substances to assimh

late with, and build up, the various organs and tissues ane\«j

vital electricity inspires those prepared substances u tli certain

pfedilections or tendencies, and thus causes the phenomena ol

sccrection and assimilation. Decomposition is an effect ol

spiritual chemistry
;
and combination is an effect of spu ilual

electricity. Hahijemann believed the bumiin system to l^e

moved by a kind of spiritual nifluenre. He frequently makes

mention of parts being acted upon dynamically, a Greek word

signifying ‘‘moving power;” but he was certainly inisiin'

pressed when he asserted that the rperations of the vital prin*

ciple could not be compared with anything but itself. We
have seen that some of its operations are purely mechanical

;

and 1 feel impressed we shall discover a perfect correspondence

between the manifestations of Divine Omnipotence in nature,

and the action of the vital principle in the human body. For

man, spiritually and materially, corresponds to God and the

universe.

Sixth. The spirit acts magnetically upon the organization,

1 have already hinted at this truth. By magnetic action, 1 mean

the galvanic action which begins at, and with, the brain, and

thence expands in a corresponding manner throughout every

department of the organism. The cerebrum is the positive, anJ

the cerebellum is the negative portion of the mental galvanic

battery. There is a perfect correspondence between the struc-

ture and effects of these brains, and the structure and effects of

the galvanic or voltaic apparatus. One represents the Zinc

piates; the other the plates of Copper, In consequence of

tills beautiful liaimonious action of the cerebrum in connoc*

dan with the cerebellum, the entire system is subordinated and

Ofought into a state of complete control and subserviency. In
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fxji feet health, there is a oorrespoiidence between the contraiy

ti»)n and expansion of the heart, the lungs, and the brain.

These organs move at the same time, and also communicate,

by their harmonious movement, a corresponding motion to

every other organ— thus, when health exists, the system

moved from the throne ofpower to its extremest circumferenc ?

by a single throb of the spiritual heart— the brain

!

The beginnings of all vital influence and power arise from

out of the cerebral structure. The innumerable little hearts,

glands, or batteries, of which the entire brain is composed, are

as so many founts of spiritual life. These founts give off

streams of vitalizing and energizing elements, which flow, with

all the precision which an electric affinity is capable of expres-

sing, into every possible ramification of the organized whole.

In considering the physiology of the human system, we dis-

C4)vor that every organ^ nerve^ muscle^ membrane^ tuaue^ and

even every minute particle, is, in some particular manner, en-

gaged in generating positive and negative ()r expansive and

contractive fiirces ; and that every organ, nerve, muscle, &c..

testify that, by these reciprocal forces, they are moved to action.

We have seen that contraction is invariably accompanied with

expansion. When the heart contracts one of its chambers il

expands another; also when it expands to receive back the

blood from the venous system, the latter system at the same

moment contracts throughout. When we contract the arm, or

the leg, their opposite motions follow
;
one set of musciCs aro

contracted, another expanded. Thus it is demonstrated that

the spirit acta upon the organization magnetically
; that is, it

expands itself throughout the organism
; and just that harmony,

that reciprocation, that distributive justice which exists in, and

is possessed by, the spirit, the spirit will constantly, and must of

aeoessity, manifest in the subordinate departments of in empire
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The harmonious action of the lung^4, the lieart, the stomach, th#

kidneys, the intestines, ai»d of any and every nerva and muscioj

priniarily caused by the harmonious movemetit of the biain

-is caused by that magnetic battery, and spiritual principle,

by which the whole is moved and governed. Wltat L inennl

oy magnetic action is, that, by merely willing or desiring to do

RO,’V/e can mo\e the \oluntary muscleS; can open and shut the

eyes, and the mouth
j
can walk and converse, and bring every

muscle of the limbs or of the senses into action
;

or, by willing

we can render the bcxlv pe**fectly motionless. While the

Knvoluntary muscles are perpetually moved by the vital elec-

tricity, the voluntary muscles are moved, in accordance with

the mind’s desires, by the vital magnetism
;
and let it be re-

membered that, these modes of action include or embrace all

the other modes which we have been considering. It is plain

that health consists in the harmonious action of the mental su3-

seance upon the bodily suhetance.

Sir Humphrey Dovy says : that “ every change in our ««•-

tations and ideas must be accompanied with some corresponu-

ing change in the organic matter of the bcMly.” Hence, should

we will to move or to rest^ this desire of the mind is communi-

cated by, and through, the brain, to every part of the system,

and the latter accordingly obeys the impulsion. A piece of

steel can he magnetized, and it can be demagnetized, by a single

stroke of the horseshoe magnet; the first by the downward

movement, the second by thfe upward—showing an exact cor-

rospotidcnce between Iho magiietical operations of Nature, and

the action of the Spirit in, and upon, the human body. When
the spirit desires to move the organism, it first moves the brain

to contraction ;
this contraction expels a volume of spiritual

vitality which, rushing through every nerve and muscle, begets

aiotion Now, when the. positive finc.e of thi.s vitality is ex<
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pended, the brain expands its numberless ventricles, am! attracti

the exhausted element back to its onginal fount ; where this ele-

ment, by undergoing a prf)cess of re-vitalization, is again pre

pared to make another revolution, and to pursue its course,

discharging its approj)riate mission, which is, to beget muscu*

lar locomotion. The circulation of the blood through the sys-

tem is caused by a corresponding circulation of the spiritual

principle. The blood goes only when and where the spirit bids

it go. The juilsation of the heart is only a result of the pulsa-

lio!’ )f the brain. The spirit is the immediate cav^e of every

every motion, every phenomenon, that is manifested in

any department of the organism. While one current of blood

is goingyrowi the bearl another is returning to it; so while one

stream <»f vitality is rusbiiig from another rushes to the brain.

The process of re-magnerizalion, or of re-vitalizalion, is perfectly

analogous; l>c<!ause simply one is the foundation and perpetua-

ting' of the olher— spirit is acting upon gross matter*

Thus it is that f^/e spirit acts magneticall

y

upon the organization.

Seventh, The spirit acts spiritually upon the organization.

It must be expected that some of the foregoing propositions

will appear not only novel, but exceedingly imaginative to the

minds of popular physiologists and medical practitioners. Thai

this class of minds understand but little of the great primary

principles of health or harmony, and consequently not much of

flic opposite condition, disease or discord, will be abundantly

ahown as we proceed. Physicians know almost nothing of that

great spiritualizing influence which the organized mental prin-

fiple exerts upon the sulmrdinate organization. Anatomists

separate tissue from tissue, muscle from muscle, and bone from

bone, wdth the knife or scalpel, in the dissecting-room on the

dead body, or in the hospital upon the living subject, and they

Uncover a vast difference betwon these various substances
; but
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Hiej seem to entertain no difdnct conception of the camaes of

these diflferences, nor of tiie benefits which would arise from

the knowledge of such causes, in the diagnostication and curing

of disease, if discovered,

In consequence of the constant sabordination of the "*ody to

the* spirit, and in consequence of the perpetual and thorougn

action of the spirit on the body, the latter is being refire«l atid

sublimated every instant of time. Tiio spirit, by its manifold

and combined modes of action, tends to refine and to convert

every panicle of matter into itself. Those atoms which lo-day,

in a state of organized combination, constitute the voluntary or

the involuntary muscles, may, at the end of the coming three

months, constitute a part of that vital or spiritual principle by

which those muscles are actuated and governed ! There is no

possible limitation to the refinement of visible organic substan-

ces, when tliose substances are acted upon EJoctrically, Mag-

netically, and Spiritually.

Authors, and men of highly intellectual attainments and

pursuits, are almost invariably destitute of that excess of per-

sonal corporeality, which is almost as invariably possessed by

moderate thinkers, and jovial epicureans 1 This is true, simply,

because the process of spiritualizing the material organization

is accelerated, in the first class of individuals, while in the

second class, this process is greatly retarded and diminisl ed.

I know that physicians account for this difference, upoi the

principle of loss and gain
;
that authors, and incessantly-active

thiukers, usually eat less, and waste more, than those do, who

arc engaged more exclusively in physical or bodily pursuits.

Constitutional predisposition to plethora, and lymphatic temper-

aments or habits, do much toward fixing the character of

individuals ; because, a large quantity of muscular and sedid

lubstances in the organism is totally incompatible with intel

(»•
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lectuality, and success in mental occupations. I affitm, without

fear of its being disproved, that an excess of corporeality

in one individual, and of a high spirituality in another,

not owing to an exciementiHous and perspirational accu*

mulation or expenditure of matit!r, but that these oj)posite

conditions are exclusively owing to a diminution^ or accvJe-

ration in the action of the Spirit upon the organism. The

proofs of this statement will appear in the section upon iho

philosophy of disease. But here, I desire to prevent preji dg-

ment to the contrary of this view, by stating that the emaciation

and utter depletion which attend, or succeed, fevers, epidemics,

&c., are, in the first instance, produced by extrinsic causes

operating upon the harmony of the vital principle
;
and, in the

second instance, by th<5 vital principle acting upon, and

spiritualizing the body, without encountering those organic

resistances, which in perfect health, preserve the general

equilibrium between the body and spirit. True, there are

instances of constitutional fragility— instances, unassociated

with those mental • characteiistics, whicli distinguish great

dtithors— hut these have their explanation in the universal

system of spiritual agencies. Either such individuals have

great mental powers undeveloped and uncultivated, or they

have a constitutional prcidisposition to fragility, because of

some extrai»rdiimry mental disturljances on the part of their

immediate progenitors. We will suspend these considerations,

for the present, and proceed to examine the truthfulness of the

Spiritualizing processes.

As I have said, the great problem yet unexplained, how the

spirit tuppm ts and perpetuates itself, receives a satisfactory

solution by ascoitaining the mode by which spirit acts upon
matter. The Brain, being positive over every other portion of the

system, constantly attracts particles to itself; these particles
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•re made to pass through the many and complicated labor-

atoricTS or crucibles of the cerebral substance, and thus they

are purified, and rendered comparatively immaterial. *SoUds

are ultimately converted into fluids i
fluids into ether or vital

electricity
;
and vital electricity is refined into vital ma^ 'ietisin ;

vital magneti'^m is ultimately changed int«> that pure and

divine substar.ce, by which we reasm, love, will, decide, and act,

I do not mean that particles of organic*, muscular, vascular, or

membranous matter are drawn magneticTally tf^ tlie bi aim in

the gross state in which the
i
fiysiologist finds them; but 1

mean, that visible particles are refined and sublimated, far

beyond the power of chemical insttunients to detect, ere the

brain or spirit receives, prepares, and appropriates them to

its own constitution. In accordance with the teachings of

physiology, we lielieve the organization of man to be a combi

nation of systems or stomachs, each playing a specific part in

the formation and perpetuation of the other—and this is what

I teiTO reciprocation, or nature’s distributive justice. It is not

the stomach only that digests substances, but the bowels, the

liver, the pancreas, the spleen, the kidneys, the lungs, the

heart, and the Brain, are incessantly engaged in digesting

specific quantities and combinations of matter. The Brain is

the most positive and superior Stomach, or digestive apparatus

ill the organism.

When substances are taken into the first stomach, what

changes are wrought upon them I The Spirit exerts its

sevenfold influence upon it, and, forthwith the substances de*

compose— that is to say, new chemical and electrical relations

occur, which result in a separation of the original compounds

committed to the stomach, and in a wmhination of their diver-

sified constituents, with other compounds already in the

srgamsm. Hence, in almost every comhiimtioii of tiourishing
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matter, wUch is consigned to the stomach; there will niof^

likely be 9ame particles suitable to enter into the compositioTi

of bone, some into muscles, some into the organs, &c., thus

every part of the system is rebuilt over and over again. But it

is not to be supposed, after matter is thus distributed ami

manufactured into specific compounds, that such compounds,

never change one set of atoms, to give place for the reception

of another— no; those combinations of nourishing substances,

are digested over and over again, by the action of the bones,

the muscles, the organs, &c., a part of which they at first

become, acct)rding to their elective or innate affinities. This

digestive process refines and attenuates the particles, until they

are capable of associating with higher and more spiritual com-

pounds—^until, in truth, the particles are qualified to enter

into the principle of motion., which is the first element of mind.

According to tliis law of progressive development and attenu-

ation, these particles of motion ascend to hje^ which is the

second principle of mind ;
these progress to sensation, which is

the third element of mind ; and the next ascension converts the

sensational particles or elements into the very organization of

mind or spirit itself! This process of spiritualization is con

ducted exclusively by the vital electricity, the magnetism, and

the cerebral galvanism with which the system is endowed.

Thus we see that the spirit sustains and perpetuates itself upon

the same principle of refinement and reciprocation, as that l»y

which the physical organs, nerves, and muscles, are rebuilt and

actuated.

There is necessarily an expenditure constantly going on in

the body ; and it is through (he combined, concentrated, and

normoiiious action of the numberless digestive or spirifvnlizing

organa of the body, that this loss is supplie<l. A system of

eompensation or reciprocation extends throughout all nature
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Bviny expansion and contraction, every action and reaction of

the heart* or the lungs, or the muscles, is attt .tided with a

positive exhaustion of a portion of that principle of motion

which produced the phenomenon. I do n it mean that the

es^ntial mgredieuts of the sp'^-itual otganization are thus

exhausted and dissipated, but that ^ame of the element** by

wbiicli the spirit moves the body, are changed by every muscu-

lar raavemeiit, in tlTeir character and locality. For

instance, if you alter the position of your arms, wliicli

action requires but a sccotiJ cf time, that element by which

the muscles were immedIntel if moved, can not again perform

that function,— hence it is, that to alter the position of those

muscles again, you must first will to do so.— In other words,

you must supply a fj*esh element of motion. The exhausted

element is drawn back to the positire brain, there to l>e

re-vitalized, or re-spiritualized, to the end that it may take a

higher position in the scale of material refinement. Every

organic and muscular motion, is invariably accompanied with

some important change, both in the spiritual ami in the materia]

departments of the orgatn**m ; and, in consequencye of the

universality of the law of progressive refinement and recipro-

cation, no change can possibly occur in the healthy state,

without being succeeded by an advancement in the general

condition of the various atoms and forces tnat constitute the

living whole. It is invariably true, that all alterations in the

harmonious organization, are attended with good and salutary

cotiso<}uences.

Rut, it may be asked,—from what substances does the spirit

diaw its appropriate nourishment! I reply— the spirit not

only draws from the food which enters the stomach, but firom

the electrical and magnetic elements which pervade all natufe,

— it draws from the atmospheie which enters the lungpi;
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froin the element of light, which inspires the eye, and permeatet

the system
;

it draws from odors that penetrate the senses— in

truth, the spirit draws from all nature, and appropriates to

itselfevery particle which is capable of assimilating with its

exalted organization.

This revealment concerning the spirit, and its mode of acting'

upon matter, thereby supporting and perpetuating itself, is

capable of the most perfect demonstration. I know how the

unphilosophicol Christian will be startled at this seeming

materialism
;
but the doctrine herein disclosed is truth, and

mankind will ultimately acknowledge it, and learn its unlimited

application to all the divisions of physiological, psychological,

and theological science. The time has arrived when Nature

and Reason, and not ancient and modern Opinions, will be

erected as a standard ofjudgment upon every subject that may

arise in the world.

I will now .sum up the conclusions which flow legitimately

from the foregoing considerations.

I. We have ascertained that health is a condition
; which is

primarily depending upon the harmonious circulation of the

spiritual vitality through the organism.

II. Wc have ascertained that the Deity is a substance; that

he is the source of all vitality
;
and that he acts upon the uni-

verse in seven distinct modes.

III. We have ascertained that the human spirit is a substance

;

that it is the cause of all visible or physical phenomena in the

body ;
that it acts in the organism upon seven principles, which

principles are manifested by the Divine Mind in Nature,

IV. Wo have ascertained that the harmonious and unre*

•tricted operation of these seven principles is indispensable to

that condition, termed health.

V. We have ascertained, in brief, that the Anatomicai
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action is manifissted in Stbpcturr; that the Piivsiologioal

action is manifested in Function; the Mkchanic/l in FoncaSi

the Chemical in Decomposition ; the Electrical in Comm*

NATION
;
the Magnetic in Harmony ;

and that the Spiritual

action is manifested in Attenuation.

The relations which subsist between mind and miitter, or

oetween the body and spint, are exct^edingly intimate, varied,

and extenvsive
; they lead the inquirinsr intellect into iniiume*

*nble regions yet unexplored— *iito the richest mines of physi-

ological, philosophical, and yisychological knowletlge. It is a

new method of imparting medical or physiological instruction,

to begin with the spirit and consider its many, and hithoito,

hidden and mysterious influences upon the organism over which

it so majestically presides. But, new as this method appears,

it must he evident to the mind of the intelligent reader, that^ to

understand what constitutes health and disease, we must famil-

iarize ourselves with the various substances, elements, and

relations, that are, in any way, engaged in moving the mind and

the physical organization, and by which they exist together on

the earth as one Individuality. In the preceding pages wo

have considered what mind or spirit is—how it acts upon the

organism—and how it preserves its power, and pei*petuates

itself in the order of nature. Now, I will proceed to consider

the various modes by which nature acts upon the body threugh

the medium of the spirit; for I have demonstrated that tbrie

can not be action without spirit in any department of nature nr

of the human body. But throughout this examination the

leader must remember that we are discoursiig upon the phi-

losophy of health ; the philosophy of disease can only be com-

prehended by first comprehending what constitutes the condi

ti<wi of health, which is the opposite of disease.



Nature is a Revelation of divine harmony—a karmcniy.

which flows from out of the principles and constitution of the

Great Positive Mind. And many in every particular, is not

only a fart of this sublime revelation—a glorious chapter in

the everlasting volume of univu/^al Trutl'—bat he is an epit-

ome of the Whole— he is a microcosm ! Hen/.e man must
’

an exact embodiment of the stupendous universe^he mustdie

Its exact correspondence—he must be a living representative

of nature’s (;very structure, every possession, every process,

every principle, and every impulse
; and hence, too, man must

reveal, in his own empire of animation and government, every-

thing which nature has done, can do, or will do, for him or any

other member of its vast and mighty Whole. What the spirit

does for, or in, the body, that will nature do for, or in, them

both
;

or, just as the vital principle acti upon the organism so

will all nature act uj)on the vital principle; because veciproca-

ti«Mi or compensation is a law of the universe.

First. Nature acts upon the spirit anatomically. The phi-

lo.40phical ijbserver can not hut acknowledge the irresistible

influence which structures exert upon his mind. All nature

atldresses the spiritual perceptions, or principles of anatomy,

witli structures or forms of every variety and magnitude
; and,

by creating or dcwelopiug new sensations and ideas in the mind,

she changes the relations of atoms and forces, and unfolds new
phenomena in the physical system. The harmony or iibaltu

of both body and mind require that nature’s forms or structures

should be harmoniously arranged for, and presented to, them.

Why do physicians recommend journeying and change of
scenery to nervous, dyspeptical, and hypochondriacal patients t

simply because withrmt understanding the philosophy of it,

ex|>6nei}€e has taught them that individuals thus afflicted gei*

erally receive much permanent benefit by pursuing such a
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eoursse. Do wq not experience different emotions or senti*

ments when we gaze upcn diffei’ent forms or stractnres ? AXHteti

we behold the decayed remains of man's organization^ how

different are the sensations awakened in the soul, from those

which we experience when contemplating the humanJ*.
rm, with

sf^admirable pix>portions, while moved by the lM|ig principle!

7 he form or anatomy of the sloth inspires the soul with feelings

o.’ disgust; but the noble strucflire of the horse inspirefS us

wifi, admiration
j
and just that change whicih is wrought by

these sensathms upon the mind, is correspondingly wrought

upon the body— influence is irresistible, and the result is

inevitable.

Owing to the great dissimilarity of constitutions, and to the

different degrees of physical and spiritual refinement to which

individuals have attained, the Bame objects do not cause every

person to experience the 8am

t

corptu'oal sensations or moral

emotions. But it is absolutely certain that structure does pro-

duce more or less action upon all minds. Some nervous individ-

uals will vomit violently on beholding blood
;
others will faint at

the sight of a wound. The structure of the bouse we live in

acts upon the mind, and consequently upon the body, favorably

or unfavorably, as it agrees with our internal structure and

spiritual susceptibility. There is really more truth in this

statement than people generally imagine. Does not the mag-

nificent and grand cathedral inspire us with sublimer emotions

than the low-roofed cottage of the peasant ? Do we not walk

with a statelier tread, and feel ourselves more noble, when ga-

zing upon the lofly and stupendous mountain, decorated with

the majestic oak and waving pinel and do we not weary and

bend to pursue the lonely and unbeautiful pathway of the deseit^

A. b^utifUl structure will transport some spirits with inexpres

sible delight
; and it is exceedingly painfUl for sucli to gaze
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iiprm defijrmity. It is impossible to trace all the distinct effecta

whic*b result from the Hryicture ox form of different objects,

and from the manner in which thosc^ objects are presented to

the spiritual perceptions. The structure of the room, in which

we sleej), or eat, or sit, or write, has much to do with our

happiness. Do we not breathe freer, sleep sweeter, enteitab^

Bublimer thoughts, and feel happier, in an apartment of fine

pioportions, animated with a friendly light, than within the

dungeon walls? The human spirit can by necessity become

accustomed to disproportions; but health and harmony demand

everything congenial with internal principles. The truth is,

nature acts anatomically upon the spirit, by presenting to it its

manifold stiaictural beauties and embellishments. Theform of

the globe ;
the angularities of the crystal

j
the anatomical

characteristics of the vegetable and animal
;
and the symmetric

cal beauty of the human form, are the modes and means by

which Nature acts upon Man.

Second. Nature acts upon the spirit physiologically. It

should be remembered that each new mode of action embraces

the modes which precede it
;
hence the physiological principle

of actifui has for its parent and foundation the anatomir.al— and

so with the other modes which we are about to consider. The
lower always contains the higher undeveloped

;
and the higher,

when unfolded, represents every particular of its parents or

ptogenitors— this is true in all parts of nature.

All the functions of nature act physiologically upon die body

thiough the medium of the brain; and these functions are gen-

erally manifested in forces and motions. But more particularly

does the motion in minerals, the life in vegetables, the sensaliom

ill animals, act functionally upon each of these respective king*

dome, and thence upon the human organization
; and in conse-

^ttenc.e ot the '^ela^ionship and indispexjsableness of these ktngw
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4om8 to man, he }b dependent upon and perpetually affected

them. The constitution of the human muscle is such as to de-

mand the combined action of vegetable and animal matter ; and

while th^ spirit is attracting these dissimilar substances to

^ body, it is also attracting and appropriating ttie internal

moving principles of those substances to its own peculiar con*

^litution. The spirit draws the nnivei’sal principles of the

Divine Vitality from fruit, from vegetables, from the various

forms of nourishment wdiich we eat, and from (he fragrance

with which flowers perfume ihe atmosphere. It is perfectly

astounding to behold with what inexpressible precision the

spirit of man distributes, to the various fluids and solids of its

internal and external organization, the numerous elements and

substances by which it is suri'ounded and momentarily sustained.

Physicians can not ascertain by chemical analysis, nor by an*

atomical dissection, what peculiar element it is that impregnates

the blood of the human system with such unexampled vitality

;

nor can they unequivccally discover what it is that constitutes^

what they technically term, the nervous fluid. The Arabian, the

Egyptian, the Grecian, and the Roman physiologists and philoso-

phers were more ignorant than modern physicians are, concern-

ing these points
;
and even yet, it will be acknowledged, there

is but little satisfactory information possessed by the medical

schools, especially upon the subject ofmind, its nature,'and how it

actuates, the body. Now, I know, by interior observation, that the

muscles, the nerves, the arteries, &c., are not merely instrumental-

ities, but that they are especial vessels and receptacles, designed

for the circulation and reception of particular currents of vital-

ity. The veins and arteries are attached to the heart, and it is

through them that the blood is electrically forced, and magnet-

ically drawn, through the system ; so the muscles and nerves

ire attac^d to the hrain, and it is throii^ them that the splfw
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itttftl life is eireulated from centre to circumference-—from th»

^tnerd into all the particdar parts and particles of the body.

It must not be forgotten that the spirit is the elaborating

principle
;

it is the principle which builds the various vessels,

which distributes them in their harmonious order, and whi;vh

supplies them with their appropriate atoms, motions, and forces.

JTust that Wiswlom of arrangement which we see in the visible

parts <if man's (organism is Jirgt existing in the invisible spirit;

and, in acciordance with this [>rimary harmony, the vitality of

vegetables and animals, which we consume, is extracted—re-

fined-organized— and distributed throughout the receiving

vessels. Hence, from vegetable and animal matter, the spirit,

as the honey-bee extracts sweets from the flower, draws both

physical and spiritual nourishment. From vegetable com-

pounds, which contain tlie elements and principal ingredients

of mineral bodies, the spirit extracts substance wbioli are in-

tririsically adapted to build cartilaginous, merabranoiife, tissual,

and vascular systems. Fr<»m animal compounds, Whi|^h contain

the chief ingredients of both the mineral and vegetable formg

of matter, the spirit extracts substances which are already pre-

ptwed, according to the law^ of material refinement, to assimi-

late with, and form, or build up, the osseous, muscular,

analogous structures with which the human system abounds

Nor does the process of extraction stop here. The spirit

draws from the vegetable a principle of Life. The bloral re

oeivea this life, afVer it has undergone due preparation and

refinement, and thus the blood is particularly impregnated with

a living organized element. So also, the spirit draws from ani-

mal substances a principle of Sensation
; this principle, whei

properly prepared and sublimated, is made to flow into tb
nerves. Thus, by continual draughts upon the subordinat

kingdoms of the earth, the spirit is not only enablefl Ui organ
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ise and suppoH its physical constitution, but if is, through dia

continued assistance and instrumentality of nature, also able tu

estab&h its own personality and immortal existence. From

the perfect analogy between the physical and the spiritual con«

stitutic^ of man we are led to perceive tliat, the vn' ^ular

ii^ is „adapted to the circulation of the hlood / that ibe hlo0d

Is adapted to the reception of L^Je ; that the nerves ere vessels

(or the circulation of Sensation

;

that the muscl^. are vessels

for the circulation of the principle of Motum

;

and that tlio

brain is adapted for the reception of Intelligence. Hence we
can not resist the following correspondence :

—
(Principles.) ^Vessels in Naiure.) (Vessels in Man.)

1. Motion. Mineral. Muscles.

2. Life. Vegetable. Blood.

.3. SensaHon. Animal. Nerves.

4. Intelligence* Man. Brain.

By the above correspondence, it is evident that the circular

tion of spiritual or vital principles in nature is precisely

analogiiis to their distribution and circulation in man ; and

hence, we can see how nature, in performing her innumerable

functions, acts physiologicalI

y

upon the human spirit.

Third. Nature acts upon the spirit mechanically. Har-

mony in nature, as in man, is the result of a unity of action, ir

dll parts, places, atoms, and conditions. If we reflect for a

moment we will perceive that man, to he in health, or (which is

the same thing) in harmony with nature, he must be at all times

and under all circumstances equally acted upon by her univer-

sal forces, laws, motions, and governing elements. Man is

operated upon by Substance, by Tim<3» and by Space ; also by

lhc»se specific forces which require matter to act upon, and limn

and space to act in. Resisting and yielding bodies or sub".

7*
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stances act very distinctly upon the corporeal frame. Tht

human body, for instance, requires a certain weight of atmos*

phere in order to be able to stand perpendiculai*ly, and tc

circulate the blood, and other fluids, through their proper

<essels. As we ascend the atmosphere the blood ascends to

the head
;
because the mechanical force or pressure is insulft*

cient to keep the fluids and aeriform materials in their natural

channels. The law of gravitation acts somewhat mechanically

upon the human system
;
and, it is essential to health and

harmony that, in all the relations and conditions in which man

may be placed, this all-controlling law should by him be

understood and obeyed. Every substance or force, which acts

upon the system, produces an impression— develops some new

sensation, or impulse, or emotion
;
and some new and impoit-

ani change is thereby wrought upon and in the organic economy,

A sudden fall has both caused and cured disease. Ascending

Mount Blanc, has, in several instances, produced congestion of

the brain, and painful, laborious breathing, while other indi-

viduals, by the same mechanical process, have been cured of

headache and of some forms of spasmodic chronic 'asthma,

Man is so constituted, that, should water, air, light, substance,

&c., act uj)on him, lie can not but be affected by them, and to an

extent always proportionate to llicir volume and gentleness of

action ; and thus man is affected mechanically by universal

nature.

Fourth, Nature acts upon the spirit chemically. The exter t

Cff chemical action upon the human system, through the medium

of the spiritual principle, is almost beyond estimation. The

element in nature which I shall first notice, is water. It is only

•ecently that the modern medical profession has bestowed any

Qtrention upon flwMiature and action of water in curing diseases

Bui there is much yet to leam concerning this powerful enu
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ttfiiversa! element in nature;—concerning its positive influence

and tendencies but little is known. I discover that water, cold

or warm, acts chemically upon tbe human system. The C/On«

stkution of this element is such as to make it a prompt and

po'Werful medium through which lo convey to the actut ting and

‘pervading vitality of the b^>dy, a very large volume of those

electric and magnetic principles which exist everywhere iu

nature.

By innumerable chemical experiments it has been ascertain*

ed, that Oxygen has an affinity or positive, and tbar Hydrogen

for negative, electricity. Oxygen and Hydrogen are the con-

stitutional ingredients of water; o»‘, more properly speaking,

water is a result of a certain combination of these universal

elements. Now this affinity exists simply because the spirit of

electricity and that of water are perfectly identical ! 1 know this

to be a new statement
;
and I also know it to be true. Oxygen

and electricity are identical. The terms negative and positive

electricity, are expressive of the relative degrees of refinement

and action which the ** one principle " assumes in its passage

from the granite rock to its ultimate residence and destination

— viz.; the human soul But I will speak of this newly-dis

covered truth more particularly elsewhere.

Cold or warm water, when applied externally, never fails Uy

produce a change in the general relation of the various atoms

and forces of the body ;
this is accomplished by either arousing

lo action, or soothing to rest, tbe spiritual principle. If colA

water is applied to tbe surface of tbe body, tbe effect produced

will always be proportionate to tbe quantity used, tbe prejyar*

edne$8 of mind for it, and tbe quickness of its application. It it

capable of devek>ping all tbe known symptoms of stimulation,

of exhaustion^ ofpain^ of pleasure^ of disease^ of health. The

\ow^ the where^ tlx? when-, are indispensable considerations in
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the use of oxygen and hydrogen, or water, in the presenralitMi

of health, or in the curing of disease. There is not a compo*

sition in tlje human body which is incapable of being vastly

changed by the action of water ;
but water can develop genera

and particular changes in the system, only by first changing the

operation of the spiritual principle upon the organism. ThisJ

is done by (‘heinical decomposition—by atomic separation—

by integral traiisformations
;

and all these clecompositionsj

separations, and transformations, occur primarily in thesabor-

dirmte elements by which the spirit moves the physical l>eing.

Individual experience is sufficient to demonstrate this state*

ment. Suppose you drink a gill of water, do you not fed
different?—do you wot feel something you did not experience

before taking it ? It is not particular what new sensation is

developed by the draught of water, but it is positively impos-

sible that you should feel any new sensation unless those

elements, by whicli your spirit actuates the system, were

thereby more or less influenced and changed. The organism

has no sensation independent of the spirit
; and every new sen-

sation must necessarily be preceded by some chemical changes

or alterations in some of the spirit’s essential and subordinate

elements. It snouid be vinderstood that effects are invariably

proportionate to their causes
; hence the kind and magnitude

of newsensatious will invariably indicate, and cori'espond to, the

particular element ami power whereby the internal principle

was influenced.

Am is another of nature’s instrumentalities. The quantity

of oxygen and nitrogen we breathe, has much to with feeling

and acting. Oxygon or electricity in tlie human system (or

in the spirit) demands a continual supply of that same element

wiiichy in an infinitely grosser form, imrvades all nature. The

spirit calls for air ^.R^i'peiually ;
for physical air, and spirktaal
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mf to assist It in His disdbarge of its various duties. !t can not

move the blood Hii*ough the lungs, the heart, the urteties, nor

through the veins, unless oxygen or electricity enters the

system. There are exhausted elements or gases, (whost

mission is /or the time bein^gf ful^^ied iu the organism,) «rhich

Require emancipation or revitalization ; and there is no element

so well adiqited to accomplish this end, as electi icity, Hence^

the spirit perpetually moves the lungs to call in a suificiei^

quantity of oxygen (which is electricity) from the atmosphere |

and the chemical action, which instantaneously occurs, so

completely changes the relation of atoms and forces in the

blood and lungs, that there is no suspension of vitality or

animation. Like Water, air develops the sensations of etimm^

latirntf of exhaustion, of pain, of pleasure, of disease, and of

accordingly as it is used. The chemical action of tbs

invittl>le atmosphere, is truly wonderful ; and in health, as in

disease, there is no element more essential, influential, and

positive.

Liort is another positive influence. The chemical changes

which light causes to take place in the vital principle, are

many and varied. Who does not know of the jrowerful eflect

of light upon the feelings *^of its pleasurable or unpleasurable

acdon upon, what the physicans term, the nervous system!

The effect of light upon the nervous system, is altogether an

ultimate result ;f the influence which it exerts upon the spiritual

principle. The dtemical power of light is wonderful. What a

surprimng difference between the darkness of night, and the light

of day ! when the glozious sun sheds abroad its inextinguish

able, effiilgent light over the mountains and valleys of creation,

what unspeakable delight, bathed with iu itifluciice, duos the

barmonums individual experience ! tf the human spirit ts

dqirived of that light which emanates from visible substancet
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and Mrbs in being, it will soon desert the organism, and bavi

it to perish in the dark, cold, negative condition; or else it

will struggle to maintain the system in the most inharmonious

and diseased state. And how essential to harmony or health, is

it that the spirit should be properly influenced by sounds^

and odors / The affect of sound upon the mind, is almost inex-

pressible. What pleasure do we derive from the sweet,

musical voice of friendship and affection, sweeping with win-

ning tones the chords of the soul, and awaking the harmony of

its ten ihoiisarid strings; Vnit what pain^ what internal convml*

iions, what tumultuous pulsations of the heart do we experience, -

when the harsh sounds of enmity and passion grate discord-

antly upon the spirit 1 The rippling wave, the murmuring wind,

the song of the bird, the lyrical harmonies—what pleasurable

sensations do these cause, in the musical labyrinths of the human

soul! Ft is positively certain, that those changes which are

wrought in the spiritual principle are correspondingly wrought

ill the material system— spirit-sensations will ramify through-

out the entire organization. The dancer feels the music
;
his

feet are constantly manifesting the sensations of his spirit. The
spiritual principles of man are ramified throughout the visible

body, even more minutely than are the veins and arteries which

we can trace with the miscroscope
; and every sound which

reaches those principles, through the medium of the ear, is

instantaneously communicated to every part of the body.

Tones which vibrate within, upon the spirits* living chords,

are echoed throughout the spirits* habitation. There is a

mighty power in sound, to soothe, or to disturb. It is adequate

to lull the tempest of the troubled mind, to quell the ferocity c»f

the savage, to subdue the fierce and hold; nor less is iui

power to rouse the courage of the !in>id, or to awake, even to

ft'enity, the slumbering strength of the most delicate spirit
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A. vribole nation may be subdued to peace, or fired on to wai

and victory, by a song

!

And odors, too, what a powerful infloence do they exert

upon the spiritual forces 1 The concentrated perfume of the

otto of rose is capable of rendering perfectly powerless the

*'ptrongest nerves ;—sabaminoriia produces the same phenome*

non. The brain is the medium through which odors, as well as

sounds and colors, act upon the system. Every color ocrusions

a distinct effect
;
blue— will tranquillize— yellow will

red will excite^ the spirit, it ib almost impossible to classify fha

numerous and dissimilar effects which the diversified colors of

nature develop in the entire individirility of man. It is plain

that nature acts upon the cpirit, as the spirit acts upon the

body; and it is also plain that the body is an exact repre*

sentative of the internal organization and condition of the spirit,

which is immortal.

Fifth. Nature €cte upon the spirit electrically. Matter—

Time—Space— Motion— Tetriperature— Health, these are

the legitimate conditions^ aitd results which flow from the

proper action of electricity upon man. Matter and motion

require space and time
;
matter must have space

;
motion must

express time
;
and a change of temperature is the inevitable

consequence or result of motion. If motion is fast^ the

temperature will be heightened / if motion is slow^ the tempe-

rature is diminished
;
and fiist and slow motion includes time.

If the electricity of nature is allowed its legitimate action,

health is its result.

Contrasted with magnetism, electricity is cold and negative.

Electricity is generated by chemical decomposition
; and it

emanates from the mineral beds which exist in the eaith.

Wlienever the temperature of the atmosphere is eoldt this

electrical element abounds in superabundance; so likewise
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when the human system is cold—when the spirit is repelkftf

from the surface, to the most interior recesses of the body—

the electrical conditions particularly preponderate. Tho^

wbo have hitherto described all heat in the material system,

originating with the lungs, will find a new field of investigaticn

In the truths of electric and magnetic action. The action of

electricity is obvious. It supplies the spirit with new life,

with tVf^sh vigor, and with elements for refinement and organi-

zation
;
and it serves, in connection with another element, to

regulate organic, and atomic motions, and to balance the

temperature of the organized whole. And thus health is

maintnincd.

Sixth. Nature acts upon the spirit magnetically. Electri-

city repels the spirit— magnetism attracts it. Electricity is

cold, and negative
;
magnetism is warm, and positive. Tlie

two regulate all physical motion, and balance all temperature.

Magnetism is the cause of physical harmony. All equilibriums

in nature, or in the spirit, are depending primarily upon tlie

prompt action of magnetism. The body is magnetized by the

spirit
; the spirit is magnetized by nature—and harmony is the

result of the reciprocal influence thus exerted. I will now pro-

ceed to consider the origin of this universal magnetism, its action

upon the human soul, and consequently upon the human bofly.

Electricity is a substance
; and it is universally diffused

tliroughout all nature. Chemistry has incontestably and une-

quivocally proved that the whole earth is composed of oxygen

and numerous metals ; and that oxygen is essential, even indis-

peuaable, to life and flame. Hence air, fire, and water, are dif

Ibrent compounds of matter— matter in dissimilar slates of

combination. We know that water, which is employed all over

the earth as an antagonist to fire, is composed principally of the

^ery element (oxygen) which pixaluces flame. 1 have said rhal»
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mifftn is identical with that they are one and tbt

same substance. And chemistry has proved, what I am im*

pressed to affirm, that that eiectrlclty, which resides in certain

containing metals or substances, is a universal element ; that

the diiTerent —tnch as mirngeitf hyiirogen^ carh^

ere but tnanlfestations of the dissimilar combinations of the same

invisible principle. Concerning the containing substances’* it

is well to remark, that some metals or metallic compounds im-

pede the progress of electricity from one locality to another;

while other substances accelerate its instantaneous passage,

Theret«tining substances are termed non-conductors ; but those

substances which assist the flight of electricity are termed con-

ductors^ It is well to know that those bodies which do conduct

this element possess in themselves but little of it
;
but those

liodies which do not conduct it, contain the same in abundance.

The substances that accumulate and retain electricity, and from

which it can be readily produced, are glass— hair silk

wax—amber—dried wood—-Jec.thers—and many other things;

those substances which constantly receive and transmit electri-

city, by altering its condition and relations, are iron— all ike

metals—w<Uer— steasn—vapor—animal and human organic

zationst and the different vegetables. Some liodies are recepta-

cles; others are mediums or agents of communication. The

receptive substances are stomachs^ designed to receive and reflne

the grosser qualities of electricity
;
and the mediums are mas-

cles to transfer it, as it becomes refined, from place to place in

nature. These conducting and non-conducting substances, in

the earth, have given some philosophers the impression that

tliere are twe kinds of electricity
:
the one they have temed

rstinetit, because it is developed from resinous substances-—the

other ritreoue, because it is gbundantly produced from glam.

Again, other philosophers have supposed the extslence of bet
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me kind of electricity; which they divide into two conditioiit

^one is termed positive, the other negative- These supposi*

tiims are happy approximations to the earth. That terrestrial

electricity is capable of developing itself, or of being developed,

into a degree of refinement vastly superior to the lightning, or to

artificially-produced electricity, will be shown as we proceed. '

Electricity exists in anif through all nature, because it is co*

essential and co«eternal with the constitution of the universe.

On the earth, or rather in the earth, electricity is incorporated

in all the mineral, vegetable, and animal combinations of matter

which exist. The difference between conductors and non-con-

ductors consists simply in this:— conductors do not contain so

much of electricity as non-conductors. It is wholly by the de-

composition of material substances that electricity is developed,

III truth, it is by decomposition that matter is refined into elec-

tricity ; hence, where we find matter we find the electric ele-

ment ;
the two can not be sepai’ated. By Matter 1 mean plants,

water, animals, metals, earth, air, light, vapor, steam, and all

conceivable compounds
;
and by Elements I mean those invisi-

ble principles which move the mighty organization of Nature.

Those substances which chemists have not been able to analyze

are termed by ihem elements. But I know that those as yet

uuanalyzed substances wdll be analyzed, as chemical instruments

become perfected
;
the term, therefore, is erroneous, for only

those substances are Elements which exist invisible to the mate-

ital perceptknis.

Matter is continually in motion
;

this motion changes the

relations which subsist between particles; and it is by tiiose

changes that electricity is generated and evolved. The elec:ri*

city thus evolved or developed is, at first, that gross kind wh'cb

manifests itself in the clouds, in the atmosphere, and which can

\m obtained by artificial means. This primary development of
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electricity is instantaneously mmrounicated or coiiducted /r^
ilie myriads of iron— zinc— silver—gold—copper, and fiom *

the various mercurial beds, which exist in the earth, te/o con

tiguoiis and superior mediums; it peaces, tm quick as thought,,

through tnilli(^8 of substances into water, ivito vapor, and into

the expanded atmosphere. I^an instant of time, this electricit}

will fly, from the centre of our earA, into the clouds which

swim over our heads. The mighty bodies of water that flow

between country and country, hemisphere and hemisphete. aitt
,

conductor^ of this liberated electricity
;
which is thus locally

generated and evolved in the interior departments of the

earth. But it should l>e remembered that every medium,

through whichelectricity passes, is a digestive apparatus— is a

stomach ! Each medium does something toward changing the

relation of the atoms composing this element, and somethings

also, toward refining it, and altering its mode of manifestation

First, the mineral bed will be charged with positive electricity

;

next, the ocean ; and next, the congregation of clouds, which

are moving, above the waters, in the firmament. Thus, there

18 a constant exchange or reciprocation of matter in nature

;

and every alteration, in any organized substance, is invariably

attended with a change and elevation in the relation of its

atoms. Particles are perpetually changing places ; and every

change alters and improves the actual condition of those parti-

cles. In consequence of the innumerable and dissimilar Stom-

achs, or digestive substances, which the electric element is com-

pelled to pass through, it (the element) becomes inconceivably

lofined and sublimated, When that volume of electricity,

vihich was, ten minutes since, generated in an iron or silver

mine, reaches the prevailing atmosphere, its inherent particles

are marvellously changed and attenuated. This startling phe-

liomeiion in nature can not be properly comprehended withonl
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emisiderable reflection ; it is a recently-discovered and wonder-

ful truth, and it will conduct the inhabitants of earth to impor*

taut discoreries and improvements in the various arts and scien-

ces ; and this truth will, also, lead to a full understanding of

those laws which govern terrestrial electricity. It is proper

that we study this truth thoroughly, and discover to what ben-*

eftts it will conduct the human mind.

By the perpetual and unceasing generation and evolvinent

of electricity, from the different metallic bodies, the water on

the earth, together with the atmosphere, which surrounds the

earth, are l)eing constantly renewed, and refined. The human

body, in perfect health, is changed and renewed throughout

once in about ten years; so likewise, are the Water and

Atmosphere, upon, and ^surrounding our globe, totally made

anew, once in about ten thousand years. Thus matter is

momentarily undergoing changes, alteration, and improvement.

Electricity, constantly assuming pontive and negative relations,

ascends, from the interior portions of the earth, into wat^,

into atmosphere, and finally it is refined into Magnetism.

There is not a substance, through which electricity passes,

which does not refine it, and give it off again, in a state

infinitely more subtle and improved. The pre-eminently

attenuated portion of the electric element invariably represents

Uie positive pole, or the positive condition of the fluid ; while

the negative |>o1e, or condition, is always represented oy the

grosser portion. The positive portion of electricity, is magnet-

ism ; the negative portion is that residuum, which, contrasted

With the higher indications of this element, is still unrefined,

and undeveloped. Electricity, in its progressive ascension, fix*m

Its original receptacles, through the infinite stomfieh-sub-

itaaces, into atmospherical magnetism, unfolds all the varioat

alkali, acids, gases, finids, water, air, fitc., which wem orftd
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E|ion*fhe eaith. Theise t<mm of matter are nothing but modi

ficationa of one principle in nature—just as blue, jellow, redj

and all the prismatic colors, am caused and developed by

dilPerent arrangements and modifications of the element of

light. Water is a compound of two distinct and pecuhSr states

of electricity
;
two parts or volumes of one kind, are parlicu*

larly comoincd with one volume of another. Chemists teiiii

the two parts hydrogen, the other, oxygen.

This statement will doubtless surprise the reader; but hs

will find, afier due investigation of all the facts, a preponder*

ation of evidence in its favor—upon such evidence, the result of

the teachings of nature and reason, the inquiring mind should,

indeed it can not help but, rest its convictions. It is no more

wonderful to believe, that water and air, are but different

combinations of one element, than it is to believe that the food we

eat undergoes a millionfold of processes, in order to renew tlie

delicate proportions of the eye, the ear, the brain, the hair, the

nails, &c., of the human body. Nature refines electricity, just

as the. body refines articles of food,— the digestive and refining

pr€>ce6se8 in nature, as in man, are perfectly identical. In a

state of pei-fect harmony, nature is one with man.

The inconceivable volumes of electricity, which are gene

rated and evolved in various portions of the earth, are ult»

maudy drawn into one mighty current ; which current rushes

with unimaginable velocity to the magnetic pole of our globe.

But here let us perfectly understand the nature of refined

electricity— 1 mean magnovism. Magnetism invariably occu«

pies a higher position than electricity; it is the purest, the

highest, and the master of all terrestrial elements ! As elec-

tricity is refined, its finest particles ascend, and combining in

the atmosphere, diey constitute a positive influence. This

bfiuetice is continually attracting the electricity from

8*
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eattbf from water* from tnan, and from the surrottnclmg

mediums. Hence, there is. an incessant draught upon the

inferior • lectric elements, which abound in, and upcm, the

earth ;
and these, in their progression to the point of attraction

become digested and purified
;
and so thorough is this purifi

cation and change, that we can not properly continue to ternS it

electricity ;
it is therefore termed magnetism. Thus it js seen

that there is a positive and a negative relation subsisting

between the most interior portions of the earth, and the most

superior portions of the pervading atmosphere. The positive

portion, which is magnetism, is warm ; and the negative

portion, which is electricity, is cold. I am not impressed to

enter into particulars, in this p’ace, but will direct the reader

to a few evidences, in favor of this assertion. That electricity

is cold, is demonstrated by the fact of its being always abundant

in cold seasons and localities. In winter, every hair of the

head, every garment, every particle of matter, in, yJt surround-

ing the body, is more or less electrical. The moon, which is

now in a mineral state, having advanced no further in geolo-

gical developments, emits not the least particle of heat. It is

perfectly electrical— consequently it is cold. The 2>roof is

hiB, if you should collect its rays by mirrors, and concentrate

them to a single 2>oint, with a sun-glass, the focus will be per-

fectly cold. But, if y<m try the same experiment with tlie

sun’s magnetic rays, it will be found that the focus will melt the

most solid body. It was by collecting and concentrating the

suu*s rays, that Archimedes was enabled to set on fire, the

shipping of the enemy, who besieged Syracuse. It is not heat

in electricity, that causes it to set haystacks, barns, dwelliiigSi

trees, dec., on hi'e ;
those substances are bred by instantaneoiu

frictim ; the lightning changes, from place to place, so quick,

that it sets the atmosphere on fire
;
and it is this which hat
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jcnren the impi^essimi, ttiHi: electricity !». fire itself. Wliei* «

current of electricity passes over the Ixjdy, it produces a sen-

sation of coldness
;
but when a ray of the sun streams to the

skin, it imparts a >varmth, unlike that which any artificial heat

could po^^^ib!y produce. There rre thousands of well-attested

^ evide^cefe in fivoi of the ^s^^ertion I have made, but those aie

deemed unimportant. The reader should consult Nature’ ; she

18 the standard of true judgment. To nature, to reason, and

to God, let us turn for demonstration and support.

The reader is requested, not confound the phenomena of

magnetism, which we are now considering, with those pev^uliar

powers, usually manifested by the loadstone, the magnet, and

by electro-magnetic instruments. Tho mme principle pervades

all nature, and develops an infinite variety of plienomena, in

her every department: but it is now proper to confine our

attention more to the origin of that principle, than to its

peculiar modes of manifestation.

1 have said, that the variouf: volumes of electricity, that are

generated and evolved in the earth, are made to concentrate into

one mighty current in the atmosphere ; and that this current

flows conr-tantly to the magnetic pole of our globe
)
but its

evolvment is not the same in all places of the earth. It usually

ascends from those locttlities, and through those mediums,

which are particularly adapted to its generation, and conduction

upward. Thus there is more electrical emanation in the

region of mineral mine^, and where water is abundant, par*

dcularly if the water be unenlivened by the sun’s poweifii

rays. From this the inference is legitimate, that the accumu-

lating fluid is eccentric in its passage from various localities to

the main current, which flows to the north. This eccentricity

of the minute streams of the electric fluid, gives rise to the

dia-magnetic currents which flow from east to west, above the
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emth^s surface} and which has been discovered crossing the

magnetic needle at right angles. All the various cuiTents of

electricity} which are locally generated and eliminated} rush

from every possible direction, in straight lines, toward and into

the main current of attraction
;
and thus it is that the needlo is

made to alter its position
;
and thus, also, is it that streams of

electricity are found in superabundance, in some localities,

rushing in every appreciable degree of angle, to one extreme

point-—to the north, or magnetic pole. To electricity, the

north pole of the earth is positive. A positive and a negative

attract each other—but two positives or negatives, are, to one

another, unconditionally repulsive. This truth is manifested

throughout the empire of nature. Hence all electrical emana-

tions fi*om the earth, are attracted by their proper positive

power
;
tliey accumulate in a general stream, in the atmosphere,

and unitedly flow directly north. This stream is about fifteen

hundred miles wide
;

it is very thin
; and is formed, about six

miles above the general surface of the earth. Being wholly

electricity, it is perfectly cold,— it never changes in tempera-

ture. This is one of the lines of “ no-variation,'’ to which 1

allud<^d in Nature's Divine Revelations.

This body of electricity, by undergoing various processes

of refinement in its flight to the north, is totally changed

on its arrival there, and thence flies off in an opposite diru!-

lion. In other words, those particles which are sulflcicntly

sublimated to change their electric relations change also theif

position and locality
;

that, which is electricity, cold, and neg-

ative, previous to reaching the north ]K)le, becomes, by its

progressive fiMlvancement, magnetism, warm, and positive, upon

Its arrival theie—when it instantly passes oflf, in another

stream, to the magnetic pole at the south. Tliere is, tbeielbre,

a sti^am of ehetricii^ tending from all parts of tie earth to the
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liortli; and a itream of magnetifim. evolved or developed out

of electricity, tending from the north to the south. They flow

from opposke sides ofthe atmospherical evolvrnent, like a gir-

dle, round the earth. They occupy opposite positions
; because

th^ eleeiriad current is negative and the magnetic is positive

;

» the fl>rmer is cold^ the latter is warm ; and the two, as befi: re

stated, regulate all physical motion and balance all temperature.

It elevates and improves the mind to study nature
;
to learn

how she reflnes and unfolds her elements
;
and how ore body

or substance reciprocates its atoms and forces with anotl^ar

substance
;
thus exbibiling the eternal laws of Associatiori, Pro-

gression, and De\\3lopment. Electricity is liberated fr »m the

igneous masses and mineral bodies in the earth. It passes from

substance to substance, or from stomach to stomachy till it is

ultimately evolved from the earth
;
when, being highly refined,

it forms a mighty stream which runs to the north. On its arri-

val there it ceases to be negative ; by progressive refinement,

it has become atmospheric magfietism. This magnetism, thus

generated, then passes on the opposite side of the earth to the

south. In its passage, and by the per|)6fual and inconceivable

friction of its atoms, this refined magnetism becomes more

highly refined ; and when it reaches the south pole its internal

and atomic relations are greatly changed, and have become too

fine and positive for any organism on earth ; and hence it flies

off and commingles with the magnetism of immensity ! Thus

the local or special electricity of planets is ultimately reflned

and blended with the universal magnetism of nature
;
which

latter element passes from planet to planet; from solar system

to solar system ; and, by its positive and negative relations, reg-

ulates all atomic m<itions and nil physical temperature. This

is nittmie's harmony.

Niiti. re explains how slie acts upon the human spirit mag-
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iietically. By Electricity the spint or nervous energy ii

chilled and expelled from the surface of the body to the

vital organs and internal membranes; hnd by Magnetism the

spirit is warmed and attracted outwardly— the two, in a

stale of equiiibi'ium, preserve perfect harmony throughout, the

human organization. It is only by the superabundance or pre-

poiideration of one of these elements over the other, that the

spirit is disturlied, and the body is afAicted with temperatural

chaiiges— either cold or heat, agues or fevers. This point virill

he particularly illustrated in the pathological department of the

present volume.

The reader will understand that I do not contend that elec-

tricity and magnetism are the principal sources of cold and

heal
;
but he will perceive, as we advance, that these opposite

conditions (cold and heat) are never unassociated with electri-

city and magnetism. A cold state is an electrical state, s.id a

warm state is a magnetic state— the states and the elcme»^,are

inseparable. I am impressed to affirm that these elements are

mediums through which nature and Deity act upon the human

body by first acting upon the vital principle
;
and that positive

and negative forces are the agents of all mf)lion in every depart-

ment of man, of nature, and of the universe.

Seventh. Nature acts upon the spirit spiritually. Light,

electricity, magnetism, and galvanism, are mediums through

which Nature imparts her varied beauties to the soul. If the

body and mind are harmoniously conjoined with nature, it is

certain that every object, color, and sound, will do something

toward exalting the sensibilities and refining the entire organi-

lation. The glowing and glorious sun— the splendor of its

emanations, the inexpressible beauty of the influence it exerts

upon vegetables, animals, and upfm the tie.'vous system— what

can more inspire the free and unblemlslied soul ? The seasons
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Prtng forth their appropriate ulijccta, colors, aoiindH, atid odors

;

and alt the harmonies oC nature are imparted to, and expert*

enced by, tlio un£>}ding spirit. There is not a budding rose,

not a desert flower, not an ocean gem, not a star that gleams,

not; a stream that ripples by, tha* does not exert its o*, ii pecu-

liar influe'^ce upon the mind. These influences may tome

through more living mediums— they may be sung ly birds,

mny be deposited in the honey of the bee. or they may bo faith

fully recorded d^xm the painter's canvass
,
yet they are iicrtain

to address the human spirit and turn its sensibilities 4nto snbh*

mer channels. Our highest conceptions of Heaven have for

their foundation iie gorgeonsness and magical transforma-

tions of the mid-summer season. The mountains, teeming with

advancing vegetation, attract upward ih:; human soul. The

valleys, adorned with the lily and the violet, impart sweet tran-

quillity to the contemplative mind. But when we expand our

senses, and the stupendous operations of nature are reflected

upon the mind, then are we exalted to walk in high places,

even on heavenly heights, and quickened into a more exquisite

appreciation of diviner beauties. The study of Geology, of As*

tronomy, and of those sciences which inform the mind of the

greatness and harmony of nature, is calculated to spiritualise

and harmonise the vital and physical possessions of man. It is

not possible to enumerate the various means which nature em-

ploys, or is made to employ, for the purpose of developing and

giving symmetry to the immortal soul. In perfect health, a

state hut little known to man, the spiritual principle is refined

tuid attracted upward by the Divine Mind. This attraction and

'efittement is unceasing. It develops and unfolds (he sou! and

body into inexpressible harmony, and ultimately makes man

om with the natural and spiriti'al universe.

Th* rHiLosopHY OF HEALTH IS iho philosophy of harmony
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What we have learned by the foregoing examination is dbiti

that the spiritual principle of man is an organized substaiie^

and is the principal cause of all motion and change in the phys-

ical organism
;
that just as the spirit acts upon matter, so does

wainre act upon the spirit
;
that the principles of action, devel-

opment, refinemont, and reciprocation, are precisely the same

everywhere in nature, and that they are unchangeable ; and

that Health consists in the harmonious operation of these Laws

—first, between the spirit and the body
;
second, between them

and universal nature. Health is, therefore, an harmonious ’cir-

culation of the vital or spiritual principle through the organism,

mded and supported by the united action of all the elements

and substances in external nature— or, health is harmony.

Health consists in a series of events or revolutions, each of

which is attended with some important change in the general

structure. These revolutions or events are the result of the

operation of reciprocal, of positive and negative, or of alternate

forces. Those phenomena are produced by the spiritual or

interior powers of the soul. How beautifully and harmoni-

ously do these hidden powers manifest themselves in subordi-

nate portions of the individualism ! The blood makes a revo-

lution every three minutes
;

it flows from the boart through

all parts of the system, and back again in that ina]ppreciably

brief period. We breathe periodically

;

the air enters, and is

expelled from, the lungs, with the greatest precision. We
move periodically

;

the spirit, through the instrumentality of

iho galvanic brain, regularly expands and contracts the muscles

of locomotion. We think periodically ; one thought succeeds

another like waves of the sea ; and there are periods of think-

ing clearly, and when our {>erceptioti8 and understand-

ing aie imperfect and clouded. We do all things, experience

all things, and understand all things, according to the universal
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IMs of periodical roovementfs. Mnnkiiidt like tke eaith* ex«

porience daily and yeaily chanpre*^—event®, wkich resolve

tkeraselvea into regular and specific, revolutions. The female

lias her revolutions, her periodical experiences. She mergea

froi^ youth into womanhood, and this Pfcate is ma^- ed by

*|KtlemcatW and by partutifivnal rcivoJutiona, which are per-

lt*ct and unvarying. The four great and iin}K»rtant events,

are, Bmni

—

Health—Bleep— Death; these are the four

citanges which the individual experiences in his passage through

this world into sublime countries

When the individual is perfectly healthly, (whicli is, iinfortu*

natoly, but seldom the case,) the organization is a splendid

representation of spiritual beauties, musical harmonies, and

symmetrica] developments. Even with the physical percep-

tions we sec and are charmed with the well-formed and

lioauteous infant ; with the elastic and joyous youth
;
with the

splendid and accomplished man in his prime ;
but what is more

captivating and desirable than all these, is the aged man— his

body unbent and unblemished, his mind radiant with memories

of the past, and sparkling with its conceptions of the future!

With the spiritual perceptions, I have beheld more than this

fiitr exterior of the healthy organism; and, having seen the

internally healthy man, 1 can not with justice compare it with

anything but itself. It looks like an illuminated world; and

represents the life, beauty, harmony, and animation, of the

universe. The Brain is surrounded with numberless emanations

and radiations, and it seems like the glowing and resplendent

sun in the heavens— so glorious and beautiful is the healthy

organization t It is greatly to be desired that we attain unto

this state, that we advance to this condition, which is elevated

above and beyond the deforming and depraving effects occa-

sioned by the transgressKiti of nature’s innumerable laws. It

9
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18 greatly to be desired that we should learn to impart to tb«

unt>orii generation, a sound and harmonious constitution ;
that

we should learn to situate, and circumstance, and educate it so

well, that it shall be m difficult for that generation to violate the

physiological or jjsychological laws as it is for us to obey then?,. It

is necessary for happiness that the human head should be glorious

as the sun, Vuight with the halo of righteousness ; and that the

entire structure should faithfully represent the undisturbed

harmony which pervades the universe. And so accustomed

should we l>ecome to moving, sleeping, and thinking right,

that it would be as hard for us to deviate from the regular path

prescribed by nature, as it is for the earth to depart from its

orbit and motions around the sun. Indeed, if we were con-

stituted and situated so as to be perfectly healthy, it would not

only be exceedingly difficult to violate the laws of nature, but

even for us to realize Uiat we possess any system to watch over.

This latter state is alone compatible with the heavenly state of

health
; for health is not a more physical condition

;
it is the

outer manifostation of an internal reality
;

it depends upon the

harmonious structure, the per^ct development^ and the equal

circulation of the spiritual principle
;

it is the right arrange-

ment, and the right manifestation, of the forces and elemetita

windb constitute the immortal souL
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WHAT IS THE PHILOSOPHY OF DISEASE?

The improveraents and advancements of pathological scienca^

are not in the least consistent Mntn its dignity or antiquity. The

antiquity of a science or doctrine, liowever, has but little to do

with its tmthfiilncsf, importance, or improvements
;
indeetl the

ancientness or oldness of a doctrine is almost positive evidence

that it originated in ignorance, superstition, and error. Human

testimony is ever varying
;
but the teachings and manifestations

of nature and pure reason are simple and unchangonhlo. If,

therefore, physicians or learning, experience, and influence, had

consulted these unmistakable autlif»rities, instead of the mere

superficial experience and false principles of men and books,

and practised accordingly, Truth would at this day difluse her

golden rays over the science of medicine and pathology. But

what are the facts? They are these— physicians and patholo-

gical writers have been, and are now, educated in certain fixed

orthodox paths; and everything— p^jsition, education, public

opinion, pride, ignorance, prejudice, fear— yes, everything

conspires and combines to prevent them from making the least

advancement. As a substitute for progress and improvement,

physicians and practitioners have accumulated a vast variety

f»f diseases and symptoms
;
and empirical remedies have accu*

imilated in the same proporticni. In consetjuence of this super-

ficial mode of actpiiring medical kilowlodgc, the world is

ieprived of that physiological and pathological infurmatioo
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which it most surely needs. Every step taken in the science

of disease, as that science is believed and inculcated by '.he

orthodox profession* and in which the multitude and the

reputed intelligent classes repose great confidence, serves only

to astonish and confound the investigator. Every practiticner

will acknowledge, if not to the world, certainly to himself, thai

the endless classification of symptoms to be found in the various

works upon disease are not truthful guides to the proper under*

standing of complaints, nor to the proper application of rem^
dies. He knows that every new case presents new symptoms;

and that, in eight cases out of ten, he is compelled to employ

his own judgment in making out what appears to him to be

the proper diagnosis and prescription. He is absolutely forced

to floe from the superficial authorities of the profession into an

independent and individual system of medicine and practice.

Physicians are perfectly aware that personal experience is

essential to anything resembling success in the art of curing

disease. Do not the repeated mistakes and deceptions to

which practitioners are constantly exposed in the diagnosis and

treatment of organic, functional, and tuberculous diseases, prove

most conclusively that it is lime to forsake old paths— the

popular orthodox tracks— and discover some new system less

fallacious “? Observation has been so exceedingly sensuous and

superficial among medical men, that anything like simple

internal truth and sound principles, have, as yet, scaicely made

their appearance. It is to be sincerely deplored that no more

rtiluable and satisfactory developments have been made in a

professi in, so generally believed to be redolent with intelli*

genee and truth, and so splendidly sustained by the unbounded

wealth, and the confidence of the wealthy and diseased. The

physician is daily made conscious, that the rapid multiplication

af nosological terms, of pathological discoveries, and of new
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tysftpItifttSr is wholly referable to the imper^ctiou of the tnodt

cal system wfatch he pi'olesses to believe and admire. In

oonseqoence of this inipeifectioti, the practitiooer is not only

daily and hourly misled and deceived, but rbe profession is

inundated with countless theories.; with innumerable divisions

and subdivisions, with conclusions both nnsatisfactory and

dangerous; with hypothetical reasoningp almost beyond the

|)Oseibi}Hy of exploration or refutation ; at»d with a sea of

tiKshuicalities exceedingly overwhelming and unprofitabie to the

human mind. The individual, v ho receives his medical dogw

mas and astrological principles from Hippocrates, or from l)ook8

written by minds walking in the same well-beaten tracks

rejoices that the whole philosophy of medicine is hypothetical

and conjectural. He feels secure in his utisound but popular

position
;
because the profession knows more concerning the

origin, nature, and influence of disease than the people
;
and

the student is certain that neither are competent or disposed to

make an exposition of the time^bonored and highly-respected

fallacies of the schools. He who acquires his medical theories

and principles of treating diseases during his hospital pupilage,
*

knows no more concerning the true nature and treatment ol

physical derangements, than the untaught nurse.

What is the use or signification, then, of those nosological

terms, considered as the names of various diseases ? They art

timply the names of symptoms that vary continually

toms which physicians have accumulated and classified as

many diseases
;
and, proportionably, as these symptomatic vat i*

ations have been observed and recorded, so have nosological

tenns and prescriptions been multiplied. Hence pliysiciam

are confused and wandering about in a labyrinth of finely-

wrought distinctions and supposed improvements ; and yet

4Mir6 is, at all times, in the medical jimfcssioti, an appearaitoc

9*
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af perfect internal satisfaction as to the trufhfelness am! ade

quacy of their system in the treatment of any disease or tc

any emergency. It is perfectly proper to style the principles

of present medical practice, astrological; for ancient astrolo*

gers did, like the professors and students of our most distin*

guished academies, pretend to discriminate between chr</nie

and acute diseases by the odor or aspect of the excretions, and

by examining the pulse, the eye, and the tongue. But the care*

ful observer can not but be convinced that these astrological

principles of ascertaining and treating disease are being greJ*

ually set aside, and that new and more truthful ones are being

substituted in their stead, which give evidence of a coming

reformation.

What spirit does the orthodox medical profession manifest

toward the propounder of any new principle ? Does that pro-

fession examine the new system, and render to the public an im-

partial and dispassionate verdict? No; the bitterest denuncia-

tions, and the most partial and violent criticisms, constantly em-

anate from the various distinguished professors. Thus was

Harvey honored for his discovery of the circulation of the

blood
;
thus was treated Dr. Jenner for introducing the system

of vaccination for small-pox
;
thus wa« Hahnemann anathema-

tized for leaving oltl paths to explore and reveal the beauties

and mysteries of homoeopathy; and thus will every fresh attempt

to break away from the old fastenings and fallacies of the schools

be denounced and derided by the established medical profes*

sion. But reformation in the science of pathology must come

;

and the errors and mysteries of the prevailing practice must be

exposed and abaTidoned.

Refimnation must begin with the people ; and I am im

pressed that the diseased and suflTering will stretch f«irth tlieii

arms embrace any medical improvements or principles tlml
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.pimaiae to prove beneficial to the inhabitants of earth. 1 will

now proceed to the inveHigation of the question;

What is DisBAsst

«

Disease is a want of equilibrium in the circulation of the

spiritual principle tbroagh the physical organisation. In plainer

language, disease is discord ; and thi.^ discord or derangeinetit

must exist primarilif in the spiritual forces by which the organ*

ism is actuated and governed. But how difficult to make some

individuals realize that they have a spiritual principle !— and

much more to moke them understand its nature and mode of

action. It will doubtless seem inconsistent to many misinfottned

and prejudiced minds that I should complain of too much ma*

terialism ir the thoughts and philosophies of the world; be-

cause these convictions and principlos which 1 feel impressed

to record are generally denounced as undisguised materialism

;

but, notwithstanding this, 1 do most sincerely deplore the entire

superficiality and deformed materiality of the religions, scien-

ces, and philosophies of the popular schools. The ground of

complaint Is, that, among alt the psychological theories and dis-

closures yet made, nothing like a clear philosophy and under-

standing of the nature and elemental orgafiizath)n of the human

soul has been developed. Phrenology has done mtire toward

introducing men into the hidden labyrinths of their own minds

than any mental philosophy or religious system in existence.

Still, 1 feel impressed that, in affirming disease to be a want of

equilibrium in the circulation of the spiritual principle^ I am

starting in the reader’s mind a series of doubts and interroga*

lories which perhaps he can not overcome or answer.

In the second division of this work, which is devoted principally

to the philosophy of health, are tr be found many things concern*
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iug the nativre of the spirit, its modes of action, and its mannel

and means of self perpetuation; but still the reader may not

gra^ and fillip realize the sublime reality of spiritual causesi

impulsions, and actuations. It certainly is difficult for externa^

minds, or those who are accustjmed wholly to sensuous reasori*

iiig, to conceive how spirit can be an actual 8ubstanoe~aii

immortal, indestructible, unfolding substance—organized, and

causing and supporting tbe infinite processes of the animal

economy
;

yet, difficult as this conception is to such minds, tbe

affirmation is unequivocally true and demonstrable. Fbysiolo*

gists will readily perceive that something like tbe foregoing

statement must be true
; because there is no other way to ac-

count for the reciprocal and inexpressibly harmonious actions

which occur in tbe voluntary and involuntary muscles. Efibrts

to acquire a knowledge of tbe internal moving principle have

been put forth by many distinguished pathological physiologists.

The deservedly-celebrated Dr. Cullen termed it the Medi*

eatrix Naturm by which term physicians mean, tliat the hu*

man system ])Ortsesses a healing power j which,*when the body

is diseased, does much toward restoring it to health. This

statement of Dr. Cullen, though a close approximation to the

nature of the spiritual principle (which is man bttnself), must

noverlluih?ss Iw considered a very indefinite and obscurtJ con-

clusion. The same may l>c said of the Sensorial Energy,’

so termed by Dr. Darwin
;
of the affirmation of Samuel Thom-

son, that ** Heat is life also of Rush’s ** Occult Cause and

of Hooper’s “ Vital Principle;'* for neither of these etatementa

opens a single door to a truthful comprehension of the intermd

ipiriiml man which causes disease and health, or discoid and

haimony. But these efforts, on the part of physiologists, to

tMcmtain the nature of man's immoital essence, serve to fix the

fanpresMon, that the human mind (in spontaneous obedienes^ te
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ii Mwellibg^ pdndples of progress and developmeni) c6i^

HanUly aspires after selfcomprehension and selfperfection. It

]feams to go without and above itself, to the righteous end,

that it may gaae down into the mysterious depths and many

iabyrinths of its own possessiovis. But these un^yinj aspira-

tions and yeamiugs of tlio soul have received, as yet, froLi the

prevailing professions of the world, but little response or grad-

Ooation. This is true, because the pathological investigator**

not being illuminated with the spirituality of true religion-*

and because, also, the theological investigator—not being guid-

ed by the interior and orderly principles of pure philosophy—

equally ftul in their disunited and antagonistic efforts to explort^

and reveal the hidden wonders of man's living principle. Not

only do physicians

—

—"wrfip noDSenfO 'roand

With potnp aiul darkneas till it eemi pmftmnd,**

hut theologians, too, make a distinction between the soul, spirit,

intellect, mind, heart, understanding, &c., as if these were

names of separate and distinct parts of man's inward nature.

Pathologists will talk of the occult cause^ of the vis medicatrisb

natures, of the sensorial energy, as the indwelling power by

which the brain, the heart, the stomach, and the lungs, are

moved ; and theologians will preach, concerning the heart, the

mil, and the spirit

;

while, in truth, the living principle, which

enables the clergyman to discourse, and his congregation to

hear, and perhaps understand him, is precisely the tamt

principle which causes food to digest, and the blood to flow,

together with all the innumerable movements and physiological

procams, natural to man^s physical organization. There is no

difllereiice whatever between soul, spirit, mind, and under*

•landing; these are terms particularly expressive of that

pmtion of the spiritual principle by which we love, reaaoii
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iecide, will, and act. But much more than pathologiats and

i^cieTttific minds, arc theologians apparently astrmisbed when,

tiy endeavoring to beget something like a truthful under*

standing of man’s immortal principltj, I affirm it to be an

organized substance— a refinement, and an extreme per-

fection of matter. I am thoroughly satisfied, that the mysti-j^

fications and incomprehensibilities with which pathological

physiologists, and metaphysical theologians, have robed the

subjects of spirit and matter, have caused more absolute

and desperate skepticism, than any other thing in existence.

This is true
;
simply because man’s spiritual organization, baa

been regarded almost as a non-entity

^

as a breathy as an

impalpability

y

as nothing ; while external matter has had

given it, all the properties and attributes of an actual entity^ a

reliable truthy a re,ei\ something

y

—something, in which man can

only place his confidence, and feel secure. Hence, individuals,

who are extremely superficial, bestow especial attention upon

material things
;
and, therefore, such reason almost wholly from

external objects, appearances, sensations, phenomena, and

sensuous olwervation. Hence, too, physicians and 8Ut^|6ons

are generally skeptics and materialists—believing in nothing,

which the scalpel does not reveal or organic chemistry sub-

stantiate. And, yet, because 1 endeavor to make such minds

realize, that the invisible spiritual principle is an actualltf

o^ganizedy iadividuahzedy and indestructible substancCy the

terms materialivsm, infidelity, heresy, are employed by clergy-

fttoti, without reserve, for the purpose of describing and

denouncing the blasphemy of nature’s oton revealments.

Tt is exceedingly difficult to make the reader understand an«!

realize, that his spirit is a substance, and, especially, that

disease is owing to a want of equil hrium in the citculation of

that substance (or himselt') through the Ixidy; but these state
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ments are at^tly true. If you want external evi<lt.nce tl^t

spiiit t# material, go anil contemplate the works of the Omuip*

otent Mind. Behold the ponderous earth, its immeasurable

mounts, its ceaseless tides
;
behold the boundless firmament,

its
^
countless constellations of glowing suns and ^evolving

planets; are not those diderent combinations of matter I and

must they nf*t be actuated and governed by a cotnhinatwn of

mattery in every respect superior ? So are there infinite evidences,

that man’s internal spirit is a substance. It was not bone and

muscle that built the Egyptian pyramids; nor the city of

London
;
nor that tunnel through lofty mountains ; nor that

make the powerful locomotive, and guide it across most fright*

ful chasms,—no! it was not bone or muscle, that accomplished

these mighty works
;
it was the spirit— the internal eul>itance^

which I term the spiritual principle. Bone and muscle are

instrumentalities, are the means which the spiiit immediately

employs, whereby to accomplish its designs; but bone and

muscle ai’e not the producing causes of the locomotion, nor

of the accomplishment. Suppose you raise from tho ground,

a hundred pounds—do you not employ a power, a substance,

superior to the weight t Do your muscles furnish that power I

No. Why 1 Because a dead man, or rather a body without the

spirit, could not raise an ounce. Well, then, what substance is

there dwelling in you, which enables you to lift a hundred

pounds, to handle and control foreign instruments,*— to build

magnificent cities, and to change the earth into fertile farms and

fragrant gardens. It is the spiritual substance. But it may bo

asked, how does this spiritual substance come in contact witli

gnws matter? I answer, spirit is an organization of refined and

sublimated materials, and hence has an affinity fur all inferior

combinations of matter which exisS in nature. This affinity

becomes less and less potent and manifest, the flirther we doHceiid
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from tite spiritual into universal nature. Thus, electricity ani!

mitgnettera are tiearer the spiritual composition than the muscle

:

ainl muscle is nearer the spirit than the bone ; and bone is

nearer th^ spirit than plants, or fruits, or animals, or trees^

and geological formations. Those elements and substance in

nature, that entertain a strong affinity or indicate a closs^

relationship for the spiritual substance, (which is man,) are

employed by both nature and the spirit, as immediate instru-

mentalities, whereby to accomplish ultimate results. Now,

inasmuch as electricity and magnetism have an intimate

affinity for the spiritual principle, it is agreeable to pure reason

to suppose that the spirit would employ them as immediate

agents by which to act upon visible matter. Therefore, if you

undertake to raise a hundred pounds, your spirit would

bring into requisition a number of agents or mediums, each of

which will be characterized by certain distinct actions, as it

approaches the ultimate weight. The resolution, or determi-

nation to lift the weight is instantaneously communicated to

the cerebellum, which is negative, but which, becoming directly

positive, as instantaneously communicates the impression, through

a magnetic and electric medium, to the cranio-spinal system of

nerves— to the motor nerves; these communicate with the

muscles,— and these with the bone ; and, by the simultaneous

contraction and expansion of the two sets of voluntary muscles,

which terniinate in the hand that grasps the weight, the weight

is made to raise. Thus the spirit lifts the weight by bringing

into action seven distinct instrumentalities or combinations of

matter, viz., magnetism, electricity, the eerthrum, the cerehellmm,

the nerves, the muscles, and the hone. The spirit, though

capable of raising the weight, could not come even into mma-
iia$e connection with such gross matter

; hence it ^employa the

above enumerated agents ; because vital magiietiam has tnors
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for the spiritual principle than electricity

;
and

tricity more than the oetebral substance; and so on to the

muscle and bone. The combined and harmonious action of

each compound, element, and substance, mentioned, under the

direction of the spirit, accomplishes the object. FiOm thij

\exp1anation, I think the i-eader will understand that it ie tlie.

SPIRIT, and not muscle, that performs the mighty works of

science and art
;
and also that he will comprehend how spiri r,

by instituting an endless chain of agents and mediums, can

move the granite rock, and buHd the stupendous pyramids and

edifices of the ancient world.

To afiinn that all disease is primarily caused by a want of

equilibrium in the circulation of the spiritual principle through

the organism, is to affirm what the distinguished professors and

pathological anatomists of modern schools of medicine will

think, and say, they knmc to be false. (The reader probably

understands that pathological anatomists are those who examine

diseased structures.) To physicans in general, and to physi-*

ologists and dissectionists particularly, this affirmation will

appear not only false but exceedingly ridiculous
;
and I am not

perfectly sure that the otherwise educated and prejudiced

reader will not regard it at first in the same light
; but it is

righteous to suspend judgment until the proper evidences are

presented. Let nature and intuitional reason— immortal and

divine revelations as they are— let these decide for you, but

never the superficial teachings of externally-educated minds.

Surely the reader can not be unconscious of the fact that

physicians, and systematic writm-s on physical afflictions, have

divided and subdivided diseases into hundreds of entities— in

otfaar words, that physicians believe in the existence of hundreds

cf distinct and individual diseases, each of which develop pecu-

liar signs and symptoms by which the complaints aro detected

10
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•nd treated. Perhaps the reader entertains the same opinion

perhaps he tiiinks. with his physician, that conmmptum is one

disease
;
that dyspepjtia is another

;
that headache is another

that rheumatism is another, &c. ;
if so, he will be surprised tc

limni that this conviction is perfectly unfounded, that this «uni*

versally received and undoubted doctrine is wholly erroneous./

By interior perception, I discover that the hundreds of diseases

which physicians have distinguished by* as many names^ are

simply hut svmptoms of one disease
;
and that this one disease

is caused or created by a constitutional disturbance in the cir-

culation of the spiritual principle. Toothache, headache, back-

ache—pain in the heart— pain in the face—pain in the chest

—pain in the side—pain in the limbs—these are evidences of the

spiritual disturbance. Every general disturbance is certain to

ultimate itself in local developments, such as aches, pains, tuber-

culization and structural changes ; and every lac^ disturbance

which is invariably produced by atmospherical and meteorologi-

cal influences (soon to be explained) invariably ultimates, first,

in a general alteration of the totality of consciousness
; and,

second, according to the constitutional predisposition of the

patient, in various special and local symptoms. Although the

causes of spiritual disturbances are many, sometimes external

and varied, yet the general equilibrium or harmony must be

first disturbed before Ir^cal symptoms can possibly be experi-

eticrd and detected. This is a universal truth. But methinks

the reader still inquires : “ What do you mean by the spirit-

nal principle V* I answer, from past investigations into the

physiology and the philosophy of health, we asceitained that

the spifitual principle is a oneuess, a unit, made up of lesser

principles, just us the physical organizutioii is made up of les-

ser organizations. Those lesser organizations, wh ch (whes

associated as we find them in the body) make the entiie
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whole, are termed the osseous, the muscular, the vase alar, the

nervous, the cellular, and the organic systems ; and those prw*-

eipleit which, when properly associated and organized, make

the one spiritual prineiplt^ (and which is the Internal man,) are

tern)/ad Motion, which circulates in the miwc/cs—

L

ifis, which

circulates in the 'Blood— S&nsation, which circulates in the

Nerves— and iNTELLioEifCE, which circulates in the Brain!

But the reader again inquires: “Do you moan that I— the

‘ internal I—am constituted of the principles of motion, life,

sensation, and intelligence V* Yes ;
it is the organization of

those principles that you term soul, spirit, mind, understanding.

These terms are strictly synonymous ; because they simply

express that totality of consciousness which is yourself. “ Do

you mean then,” inquires the reader, “ that, when I experience

a toothache, my spirit, or my spiritual principle^ is first dis-

turbed V* Yes
;

if you experience an ache, or a pain, or an

uneasy sensation, it is positively certain that your spiritual

principle has been, and is now, thrown off its proper equilib-

rium. “ It seems,” responds the reader, “ that this is not

true; because probably I can trace my toothache directly

to the presence of * calomel^ or to ‘ taking cold,' or to fre-

quently eating * sweet things,' or to drinking ‘ strong tea ' and

hot beverages.” True, you can trace the toothache directly to

these causes ; but to be philosophical you should inquire, How
it is that these causes are capable of producing such painful

results ? Your physician, or dentist, would probably accounl

for the phenomenon by informing you that the nerve is swollen

and exposed, or that ulceration has taken place at the root of

the tcH»th. But 1 press the question still further— 1 desire the

reader to reveal the reason why calomel—colds—sweet things

—or hot fluifls, cause the tooth to decompose, the nerve to

swell. Slid the development of ulceration. The reader tiecea
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strily repHcMi that be has not gone so far into causes-—that ht

does not examine so deep into interior things. The explanu'

tioD, therefore, must be furnished by the philosophy under

consideration. I affirm, then, that if you are suffering from

toothache, or from any other physical affliction, you have pf»si-

live evidemes^ (termed symptoms,) that the spiritual principle

has been, or is, thrown off its just equilibrium. Now we will

trace the origin of your toothache. Wliatever substance you

have ever eaten, drank, or taken as medicine, has had in the first

place a general and then a specific action upon the spiritual

forces. Repeated colds change the bodily temperature hy fir

H

operating upon and altering the state of the spiritual principle;

and general changes are invariably followed by various local

developments—such as pains, aches, lameness, ulceration,

tuberculation, &c., which developments constitute what physi-

cians term diseases. It is not necessary to the present expla-

nation to enter into particulars
;
but we will say that you can

trace your toothache to one or many colds, occasioned by wet

feot, continual exposure, and over-exercise. Now, I know

that a cold is a demonstration that the circulation of the spir-

itual forces through the body has been generally disturbed.

This distutbaiice always makes a local manifestation wherever

there exists a local weakness, or a local susceptability. Sup-

pose this local susceptibility is centred in the tooth. In con-

sequence of thb, the temperature of the nerve of the tooth is

greatly increased. (The nerve is a vessel for the principle of

semeation, which is a part of you, to circulate in, and commu-

nicate itself to all parts of the system.) This increased tem-

perature in the nerve is followed with a corresponding change

in the motion of the particles
;
hence the nerve has become

positive ;
it attracts particles of matter, and its size is quickly

ittgmented. This is termed imfiammation ; but should this high
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temperature and increased action contin ae, decomposition of

the contiguous particles tikes place, and this is called uloetm-

lies. You doubtless perceive that the causes and effects suc-

ceed each other thus

-

FirH. The atmosphere acts upon the spiritual principle, and

^his disturbs its harmonious circulation. Second, This consti*

tutional disturbsnce alters the physical temperature in a corre-

sponding manner. Third, This change of temperature is ac-

companied with 8 local change in the motion of particles.

Fourth, And this primary distuibance of the spiritual equi-

librium, this alteration of the physical temperature^ thb aug-

mented atomic motion, all combined, develop the inflammatiou,

the ulceration, and the painful sensations which attend the

toothache. 1 think this explanation will bo found every way

adequate and satisfactory
;
but the reader now inquires—

*^Are there no original or idiopathic diseases—diseases

which do not originate in the manner you have just explained I**

N<» j
the infinite variety of complaints with which the inhab-

itants of tho eartfi are afflicted, are but modifications of ** one

disease,” or, in other words, they are the innumerable inodes

by which a general primary discord manifests itself in different

constitutions. Those spiritual and corporeal changes or dis-

turbances, which develop inflammation and ulceration in your

tooth, may, under different circumstances and in other constitu-

tions, unfold consumptions, or catarrh, or bronchitis, or rheu-

matism, and, what are termed by the faculty, scrofulous or tu-

bercular d^eases. The universal impression that disease is an

tfUUy, is a something to fight down with medicinal weapons, is

totally erroneous. The distinguished pathological anatomists,

medical authors, and practitioners of the modem allopathic

schools, are all imbued with the conviction that disease is occa-

lionetl by the presence of depraved matter, in special localitiea

lO*
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or by humors, or by perverted vital action ;
hence they empio)

cathartics, emetics, injections, blisters, leeches, and the lancet^

at remedies. These popular and orthodox meails, like the sys*

tenr. by which they are suggested anil sanctioned, are unquali*

fiedly erroneous— ihcy are evils every way characteristic of

their highly-honored progenitor.
^

It may lie asked, “ Do you mean to say that there ate no de-

praved matters or humors in the system, when the system is

diseased, which reijuiie to be cleansed out ‘by cathartics, emet-

ics, aniibiruius and l)lo(Kl-purifying preparations I know,

by inteiior observation, that disease is not a things is not mai^

ter to be removed, but it is a condition to be altered. Therefore,

I also know that any system, which regards and treats disease

as something to Vie overcome, to be fought down, to be bled,

vomited, or purged out of the organization, has its foundation

deep in the error of antiquity. I think the reader will more and

more understand the reasonableness of the statement that disease

is an entity as we progress with the investigation. In the

first place, reason and experience unexceptionably testify that

the perversion of good develops evif consequences. Fire, in

its proper situation and capacity, is productive of nun^^rless

blessings
;
but, improperly placed, the same element may destroy

ships, cities, and human life. So with everything else, whether

substances or elements, in universal nature. And so it is with

every substance, fluid, element, or principle, in the animal econ-

omy. Suppose, thensfiire, we examine scrofulous, or tubercu-

lous, or cancerous matter. In the first analysis we would discover

the properties of each kind of matter to l>e very dissimilar
; so

likewise are tlie difTereiit combinations of matter in the Vioahliy

organism. In the second analysis we would discover the truth,

which I have already frequently asserted, that the three kinds

^ matter ai*e but specific altei^tions of those materials tshich.
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m an faaitnonious of the Jjody, go towi.rd the fui-nnatioit vf

bone, muscle, nerve, and ultimately into the C4>mparatively im

material principles of motion, life, sensation, and inttdUgence.

The distinguished surgeon, Benjamin Phillips, labored

several years to abcertain the true nature and causes ol sciof-

^lous diseases. Among many valuable and practical truths which

he discovered and elaborately stated in bis nrolific works, are to

be found the errors to which the allopathic sy.stem invariably

leads its faithful devotees. Although he xtjgardn local manifes*

tation of scrofulous “affections wherever seated, as clear

evidence of constitutional disease,** yet, should tubercular

matter be found in tlje lungs, he thinks such matter can not l>e

identical with scrofulous formations in the subcutaneous

lymphatic glands. If writers upon scrofulous and glandular

diseases would but take nature for ihair authority, and not the

fragmeiitarily ascertained facts and experiences of superficial

reasoners, the science of medicine would now possess and

exhibit more intrinsic and valuable truth. But when men

examine che materials of the human l>ody so particularly as to

lose sight of the grand harmonious whole, and in consequence

thereof conclude that diseases are various and innumerable,

then it is proper for the intelligent patient to search Nature for

his own satisfaction, and act in accordance with tier immutable

laws. Now and then physicians are conscientiously impressed,

and are so favorably situated and supported in the world, as to

reader a truthful declaration easy and apparently meritorious.

Thus the eminent professor M. Lugol, of Paris, author of a

splenaid work upon scrofulous diseases, declared in a lecture

>> the students of medicine, in 1841, the popular mode of

ascertaining the nature of disease to be both unsatisfactory and

fallacious. He says “ Our want of success in the use < »f the

trdinary means of diagnosticating rul>ercles, proven that tltose
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means aie inadequate, that we follow an erroneous course to

our inTeatigations, and that we must resort to new inodes ifwo
orish to be successful/* Assuredly/* says Dr. Evans, the

uncertain and most unsatisfactory art that we call medical

science, is no science at all/* 1 think the reader will agree

with these intelligent and influential members of the orthodo3|

practice, when the entire faculty declare that disease is a

and not a condition. M. Phillips thinks scrofulous matter

needs to be ** removed**—poisoned to death by the chloride ^
barium^ or purged out of the system ; but to the profession, he

candidly confesses, ‘‘ that the means at our disposal may lie

powerless to remove the matter when once deposited.’* When
the most learned among modern physicans confess that they ** fol*

low an erroneous course,’* and that their “ science is no science

at all,** the reader will understand how to value the dogmatic

criticisms which may emanate fi’om some of the more pre-

sumptive memliers of the medical profession.

I have said that disease ie a condition ; not a foreign sub-

stance, nor an enemy to be fought down. If disease is a

condition, then the popular modes of treating diseases are

totally superficial and eminently dangerous. The reader here

inquires-*-'* If disease is a condition, a state, and not a super-

fluous or corrupt material which needs to be cleansed or purged

out of the liody, bow can you restore diseased organs or parts

to a healthy state 1**

Beraemher that diseased organs or parts arc simply eoidenoes

that the spiritual equilibrium has been constitutionahy or gen-

erally disturbed. Consequently, this spiritual disturbance u
the disease^ and not the multifarious and momentarily changing

symptoms which are locally experienced. Hence to restore

•croihlous, tuberculous, or cancerous matter to its proper posi-

tion in the animal economy, the original spiritual harmony
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Bmst be re-efttabifefied. And here the question may be ask<^

** How can you re-establish this original harmony t’' I answer

the spiritual principle must be addressed by, or reached through,

the same mediums which it employs, as instrumentalities, in

operating upon and governing the organism. 1 have shown

these mediums to be electricity and magnetism. When the

equilibrium is disturbed, and the negatitn , or cold, state is ex-

isting, I propose to introduce into the organism a positive prin

ciple ;
when the positive, or hot. state is existing, the opposite

principle, a negative force should be introduced— thus, in

either extreme, the harmonious circulation, the healthy temper-

ature, and the proper atomic motions will \ye re-established.

“ But,” says the reader, “ do you not employ other means in the

treatment of disease V* Yes. I am impressed to let Nature

operate upon nature, and therefore I use everything which she

has prepared for the human constitution. But 1 must refer the

reader to the division of this work which is exclusively devoted

to the philosophy of iiealing.

“You speak,” continues the reader, “of the human system

being in positive and negative states— will you explain what

you mean by this

In the philosophy of health we discovered that the principles

of positive and negative, or the male and female, arc universal

and everywhere manifest. The physiology and functions of the

human brain prove that organ to be constructed upon the prin-

ciples of the galvanic or magnetic battery ; and, moreover, that

the physiological peculiarities of the brain are expressed

tfaraughoat the entire system of organs, nerves, and muscles

,

or, more properly, the brain expands, elaborates, or multiplies

itself in every part of the organism. Hence, just that duality

of arrangement, just that multiplicity of formations, and just

thalgttlmmtc oc/iew, which are discoverable in the cerebral stnio
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Uir«, are also discoverable in every
f
art and particle of the de

pendent system. Duality of arrangement is an unvarying mani*

ftjHlatioii of nature. There are always two in one
; a male and

a female
;

a positive and a negative principle. Botanists are

familiar wilh this principle. The mute strawherry-vine instinc-

tively seeks out its counterpart
;
the male and female vines mu«*

tually attract and embrace each other. Male and female plants

lean together ;
ilie mutual attractions and prolihcation of the

positive and negative principles cause multiplication of types

and evolutions of life and beauty.

So with the human spiritual and physical organization. The

spirit leans to its proper associate, and, by virtue ofcongenial asso-

ciation, it is enabled to multiply itself, and also to augment its con-

ceptions, its powers, and its joys. The male attracts the female*

and vice versa ; but what we must not fail to notice is, that l%kt$

repels and opposites attract^ each other. Hence, ^wo of the same

gender can not associate so harmoniously as two of directly op-

posite relations. Two males or two females can not enjoy con-

stant association like two of different genders, nor can the male

and female thoroughly love and attract each other, if they pos-

sess similar phrenologica developments and corresponding in-

clinations. But the true aneness is constituted of directly oppo-

site relations ; ov of a proper adaptation of positive and negative

principles. This truth is amply illustrated by the relation which

subsists V>etweeii the south and north poles of the eartli, or by

the relation which subsists between invisible mind and gross

matter. Affer the true conjunction of spirits has taken pla^e,

the thoughts, iuclinations, deeds, and endeavors, of the associa-

ted male and female principles, are similar, and flow musically

in identical channels. It is the adaptation that produces

harmony.

What we see in nature without man corresponds perfectly
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with that which is within him ;
fot natun^ is an unchangeablo and

harmonious whole. Therefore, the brain is constr«cte<i upon

male a )d female piincipk^s; the cerebrum is totahy different

from the cerebellum
;
the former is positivo, ihe latter is nega*

live.* The braiii has poles like S:be earth. It is the adaptation

of these opposite etrretures to one another that develops mind,

(o? the spirituu' principle) and also all the iucomprehensible

pi »ce8Rea of the Hole physical world (or body^ which is sub-

jojled to its exclusive control. It is this central harmony of

magnetic poles and spiritiial powers that causes the va**vm»

organs in the human body to move and perform their apprf>-

priate functions wilh such exc|uisi:e order. This wonderful

power and beauty, with which the brain is endowed, arc dis-

coverable in every other organ.

The reader is probably aware that the galvanic or magr.etic

battery is constructed of two distinctly opposite metallic plates

or surfaces : the one zinc— the other copper. Zinc generates

a poniivty and copper a negative fluid
;
but this phenomenon

can be produced only by introducing sulphuric acid into the

vessels in which these metallic plates are situated. The

analogy between this and the human brain is perfect
; because

nature never contradicts herself in anything. The two hemi-

splieres of the brain correspond to the zinc and copper plates

;

and the spiritual principle, which, by dwelling in the brain,

causes* the dovelopnienl of motion, life, sensation, and intelli-

gence, corresponds to the sulphuric acid which pervades the

metallic plates, and which causes the development of positive

and negative forces in the ordinary battery. So. likewise, have

all the organs— the ears— eyes—heart— lungs—spletm^

atomach— liver— pancreas—kidneys—uterus— the intestines,

an these have positive and negative surface.s. The inte^iol^

arrangemtmt of each organ corresponds, in every possible pa**
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ticutar» to their external structure. The internal and external

oi every nerve, and muscle, and tissue, and vein, and arteiy,

are organized in a corresponding manner, upon corresponding

principles. The internal surfaces are called macaus mem*

branes, because they generate or excrete a semi-fluid ; and* the

internal surfaces are called serous membranes, because they,

generate or exudate a fluid that is aqueous or watery. This

semi-fluid is an alkali
;
and the aqueous fluid is an acid ; one is

positive, the other is negative. Underneath these respective

membranes are located innumerable microscopic organs,

glands, or brains; these miniature organs are extensively sup-

plied with imperceptible veins and arteries which both ramify

throughout the membranes, and connect themselves with the

general circulating or vascular system. Each of these little

organs or brains constitute a magnetic centre
;
their combina-

tion, however, forms the general character of the surface or mem-

brane into which they terminate and concentrate their peculiar

forces. Thus the mucous membrane generates a negative

force, which is semi-fluid ; and the serous membrane generates

a jK>sitive force, which is perfectly aqueous.

It is by the harmonious adaptation and consequent prolific

cations of these raucous and tegumentary membranes that the

secretions and excretions of the system are carried on, and the

physiological processes perpetuated. And this is all accom-

plished by the spiritual principle operating through the medi-

ums of mague.ism, electneity, and tlie brain. Here we find

the origin of vital magnetism and vital electricity— fluids which

are vastly superior, in refinement, to that mineral magnetism

and electricity which emanate from the earth, and which fiow

firom its south poles into immensity. The food we eat, the air

we breathe, the water we drink—these substances contain

more or less of tlie gross kiinls of magnetism mid electrteily;
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but, by enterii^ the incalculably numerous^ and variouf* gab

ranic batteries that constitute the human body, these gross

elements are inexpressibly refined and sublimated. What was

mineral eleotriqity and teFrestrial magnetism yesteiday, may,

by this most wonderfiil procesw^ of refinement, constitute to*

morrow a pai t of what we call our thinking principle. Now,

in perfect health, these serous and mucous membranes con*

aantly generate positive and negative forces— acids and alka*

Iioi) ; and by supplying the spirit, and being in tui*n supplied

with adequate mediums and principlos of action, these two

preserve an equilibrium of physical temperature and atomic mo-

tion throughout the organization. But sl ould anything disturb

the circulation of the spiritual principle through the millions of

little glands, or organs, or brains, then there would immediately

exist a corresponding disturbance among these positive and

r.egative membranes ; and this would invariably cause one

3f the forces to preponderate over the other. Should the

positive surfaces be constitutionally or generally disturbed, dis-

abled, and impaired, then 1 say the system is in a negaiipt

state; and the symptoms are chilliness, coldness, iiiterniU

cramps, internal irritation, internal infiamniation, internal sup-

puration, chronic complaints, &c. ; but should the negative

surfaces be disturbed, disabled, and impaired, then I say the

system is in a positive state ; and the symptoms (or evidences)

are fevers, violent pains, external iiTitation, external imflam-

mation, external suppuration, and the various cutaneous, acute,

and fever diseases. But the reader should remember that

there is every possible degree of intensity and modification of

these negative and positive states. From the transition period

to the two extreme points, there may be developed an intiu*

ttierable variety of feelings, evidences, diseases, and disturb*

anees. Tt is the preponderation of one of the fi>ices over the

11 #
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othev that: produces the negative or the positive state. In the

nagufi^^e state there will be manifested a preponderation of

aRtali
;

in the positive state, there would be a superabundance

of acid
;
and electricity is always associated with alkali, and

magnetism (or finer electricity) is associated with acids. This

is true everywhere in nature.

Here the reader inquires : “ If all spiritual disturbances in

the economy are accompanied with a preponderation of an acid

or an alkali, why not cure diseases by introducing into tlie

system the opposite of the preponderating fluid V*

Because this would be doctoring eflects instead of causes
;

it

would Vie doing precisely wliat the practitioners of each system

are doing; it would be changing one species or series of

defects for another series, and thus doing irreparable injury to

the organism. The preponderation of one fluid over another

is not the disease-^ is not the discord. No ;
dieeate lies

deeper— it originates in the spiritual forces—hence these are

the forces which must be addressed by assimilating remedies and

ti;^nqui1lizitig elements. As soon as the spiritual forces are

restored to their normal, natural equilibrium, then the pre-

ponderating or predominating fluids— whether acids or

alkali— will also he properly generated, secreted, and excreted

from the various serous and mucous membranes. The general

practice of treating effects instead of causes is totally erroneous.

Those causes which operate upon the spiritual forces, and

which ai>3 generally foreign and extrinsic, should receive the

same attention as the effects which they produce in the human

ayatem. But it is unsafe and unreasonable to employ remedies

which merely address those effertn, which the disturbed spiritual

pinctplo produces, instead of the comes of the disturbance

This is the reason why I would not attempt to remove diseaae by

neutralizing an acid with att alkali, or an alkali with an acid
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The reader again inquires :
“ What evidences are there that

he spiritual principle is generally aflfected by air, food, water

moral and atmospherical influences V*

The evidences are multitudinous and incontrovertible.

Thitt local or general causes collect the internal totality of

consciousness of man, is abundantly proved by the sensations

which you experience whenever any thing or clement come& in

contact with the organization. The senses receive and transfer

sensations to the entire principle within. The prick of a pin i«

instantly recognised by the living spirit
;
but this recognition

could not be unless the pin disturbed the entire spiritual organ-

ism. Pain is not merely communicated from the seal of

invasion to the brain, but to the whole body— the entire individ-

uality, is instantaneously moved from centre to circumference.

It is not the skin, nor the muscle, nor the nerves, that experience

pain from the pin, hut it is that organized and individualized

consciousness or spiritual principle which permeates, enlivens,

and governs those physical structures. If you eat an agreeable

article of food, it is not the palate, the stomach, the mucous

membrane, nor the gastric nerves, that enjoy its agreeable and

pleasurable properties, but it is the spirit which enjoys
;
and

through the nerves, as spirit-vessels, the spirit communicates

the effect to the seat of government, which is the brain, and

thence to all parts of the system. The nerves, HI e the wires

on a galvanic or magnetic battery, are conductots; they con-

duct the vital electricity and vital magnetism, which are being

constantly received, generated, and refined, by the mutual action

of the serous and mucous membranes, to the principal and

positive battery in the system, which is constituted of the

^ebrum and cerebellum. The fact that ^ou are conedom

of invasions ofany conceivable magnitude, proceed from what-

soever source they may, is a sufficient demonstration that the
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ipiritaEl principle ia generally atfected by the various tBxmm

and elements which animate and pervade nature. It is not

your body, but it is you—your internal self—that Rsels,

sees, hears, tastes, and makes the body what it appears to be.

** You have said,** responds the reader, ** that thme is «bul

one disease—namely, a want of equilibrium in the circulation

of the spiritual principle through the organization
;
granting

this, I can not understand why there should exist such an

endless variety of diseases as individuals and medical books

seem to demonstrate. Will you explain this apparent con-

tradiction V*

It is not right to say or believe that there is “ an endless

variety of diseases,*’ but it is right to regard every type or form

of complaint as a particular evidence tliat the inward harmony

has l>een, and is, disturbed. We should reinember that nature

unfolds and animates different forms of matter just as she is

acted upon by diflcrent circumstances. The circumstances and

influences which attend the growth and development of plants,

are vastly unlike those which develop animals. The different

types and foi*ms which we find in these two kingdoms of life,

are also representatives and results of the difierent combina-

tions of circumstances and events, which may be said to have

presided over their development. In truth, every particular

Rower, tree, or animal, on the earth, is the direct effect or do*

velopment of a particular and new set of conditions and ixjflii

ences. So, likewise, are the thousands of dissimilar types and

complexions, which characterize the different races of mankind,

the effects, n jt of a direct manifestati >n of creative power, out

of as many dissimilar geological, social, and atmospherical

etixumstances as surrounded them while they were in tlie

gorminal or embryotic state of development. The association

and developm^tnt of plants, animals, and human beings, in na
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!lins prove most ooncluaively that the Great Central Fountain

jf li^ animation, and creation, is an inexhaustible source of

eternal harmony and inhnite progression.

Now let us apply these truths to what you term “ an endless

variety of diseases’* in the human constitution, lii the first

place, all complaints commence with a constitutional disturb*

ance of the circulating mediums. I have shown that tlieso

mediums are motion, life, sensation, electi*icity, and vital mag-

netism. The first deviation from the healthy condition is

invariably accompanied wdth a change of temperature and

motion^ in and among the various atoms of the body. And

action and reaction are natural and inevitable
; they are an

outward manifestation of tbe immutable law ofjustice or recip-

rocation. Therefore, should tbe spiritual principle be repelled

from the tegumentary, or extemal, to the internal membranes,

the temperature will be low, and the atomic motions dimin-

ished ; and tbe sensations (which are evidences) will be chilli-

ness, coldness, aching, lameness, and a general shrinking

inwardly. The system is now in a slight negative state. The

alkali and vital electricity preponderate. But should the vital

principle be attracted from the internal mucous membranes,

to the serous membranes and tegumentary tissues or skin,

then the temperature will lie high, and the atomic motion

accelerated. And the sensations developed (which are evi-

dences of the primary disturbance) will be feverishness, thirst,

pain, and a general tendency of heat and blood to the surface

The system is now in a slight positive state. The acids and

vital magnetism preponderate. It is not now essential to con-

»iiler what causes were engaged in developing or placing the

iystem into either of these conditions
;
but it is necessary to

understand that every departure from the state of health h
primarily attended with a change of tertperature and a change^

!!•
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kiomic motyn. Into whatever state the system is first throwiv

the opposite state most always succeeds it
;
this is occasioned

by the universal law of action and reaction. Thus, if the fit si

disturbah^ results in the cold and negative state, the reaction

will produce the warm or positive state
;
hence proceeds that

primary disease termed fever and ague.

Now, let us apply the principles of nature to the phentm-

ona of constitutional disturbances. We have seen that tne

first deviation from the health-state is attended by one or llie

Cither, or both, of the positive and negative conditions. These

are the simple forms of what are termed diseases
; but, as we

prfjceed with the inquiry, we shall see that particular types of

complaints are developed into almost infinite modifications.

For instance, toothache is a particular type of complamt; but

it has matiy and various modes of manifestation. Sometimes

it precedes other ailments
;
sometimes it accomoanies them

;

and sometimes it is a subsequent development
;
and its causes

are as numerous and diverse. We will suppose the human

system in a slight negative state— which is the first departure

from health. But here we must understand that constitutional

predisposition is a fundamental and powerful cause in deter-

mining the nature, extent, and severity of the type of sensations

(or complaints) which may be developed from the first depart

ure or deviation from health.

“ Ab the twig in bent, the iroe’e incruietl
”

One individual may experience a set of sensations (proceeding

from the negative state) like the following
:
pain in the joints,

r.Dldness of feet and legs, a numbness and pricking alotig the wliola

ef the lower extremities ;
sudden and unexpected paroxysms,

poiticularly in the great toe ; flatulency, loss of appetite, eructa

lions of wind, nausea, vomiting occasicmally, and severe pains

What do you suppose physicians term this type of disease 1
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A.MBured1y these setisations are simple developments of intemaV

and spiritual distuH>aiicer, and yet th^y aie cortsidered precur-

sfrt's and concomitants of the Gout. Now a slight modification

of these sensations would be termed Rheumatism
;
Jbave out

the pain in the joints, and the paroxysms in the toe, an
'
^uhsti*

lute pain and tenderness of the inner coatings of the stomachi

and the disease would be termed Dyspepsia ;
a little different

manifestation of effects— an irregular and labored evacuation

from the bowels— would develop another nosological temif

Constipation ; a weakness or «lilatation of the hemorrhoidal

veins and cellular coating of the rectum, in consequence of

irregular or forced evacuation, would develop little tumors, ami

hence would be termed piles or Hemorrhoids
;

if the tumors

are invisible, the complaint has another name

—

blind piles ; if

the tumors are excoriated and excrete mucous, it is termed

mucous piles: if blood is excreted

—

bleeding if the

tumors project, or if little fleshy excrescences are formed

around the anus, the disease is termed excresccntial piles ; and

if the rectum muscle projects, then it is termed prolapsus am*

Another individual may experience sensations of violent pain in

the stomach, nausea, constant tendency to vomit, inability to

retain food or liquids in the stomach
;
intense fullness, hardness,

and agony; this would be termed inflammation of the stom»

ach / and, with vanous slight modifications, and a change in

locality, there may be developed, in differently-disposed indi-

viduals, an inflammation of the bladder, bowels, brain, liver,

lungs, spleen, uterus, kidneys, eyes, ears, &;c. ; all of wliich ara

but different modifications of one primary constitutional disturb-

ance. Negative states of the system, as will be hereafter shown,

ultimate themselves in many distinct and different types of sen*

•alioiis : and the concentralioii of them all is the disease known

u tlie Asiatic Cholera.
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We will now suppose the system is in a slight positive sUste^

which is the first deviation from health, and the opposite of the

state just considered. One individual may simply have five^

and aguSt or remittent fever
;
another, according to predisposi

rion, may have lungfever ; another, brainfever / another, f^a»^

trie fever ; another, bilious fever ; another, malignant or etr*

dent fever ; anothei-, scarletfever ; another, yellowfever ; and

another individual if his conslitutional tendencies and tlie sur-

rounding influences are favorable to it, may have the concentra-

tion of them all in the typhoid fever. Females are accustomed

to different types
;
they have, milk fevers, puerperal fevers, &c.

;

but, in all cases, inflammation may be considered the immediate

cause of fevers
;
and the nature, extent, and violence of this

class of complaints always depend uj)on the constitutional pre-

disposition, situation, habits, diets, &;c., of the individual afflicted.

All disease is first general ; and local developments of sensations

are evidences of local weakness ; but all the benefit a person

can possibly derive from a diagnostication of local sensations

(or complaints) is summed up in a few words— it teaches the

individual what parts and organs of the system require pariicn*

lar care and protection, and especially how and when such

attention and protection should be bestowed. From, the fore-

g ling, the reader will perceive that diseases are not “ endless*'

in their variety
;
but that there is, in different individuals, an

almost infinite variety of manifestations and modifications of

consequences which flow legitimately from out of the “one

disease,” which disease we have termed, a want of equilib-

rium in the circulation of the Spiritual Principle through the

trganism.

It may be asked, ** Wliat are the causes which throw tlit

system into positive and negative states, and which develiif

thcee local consequences which physicians call diseases
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I snswert thet« are $evem general causes of physical iiihar

monies ;
but it is exceedingly difEcult to determine upon the

innumerable particular causes which are Included under the

following heads

:

It H»KEI)fTAR\ CONSTITUTIONVL PilEDISPOSITfOW ; ACCI*

DENTS or Lira, or Injuries; 3, Atmospherical chanues;

1, Situation; 5, Occupation ; 6, Habits; and 7, Spiritual

Disturbances.

Notwithstanding the constant mulliplication of evidences that

parents do impart to their off pring certain tendencies and

predispositions, yet it is but recently that any attention or con-

fidence has been bestowed upon the hereditary transferatiou

of character and constitution. What I mean by constitutional

predisposition is this, parents or progenitors impress upon the

spiritual and physical constitution of their children certain

tendencies or inclinations. These inclinations will manifest

themselves as the child advances in years
;
and finally they will

ultimate themselves in certain fixed peculiarities of character

and in fixed physical complaints. Pathological anatomists have

done much toward elucidating this important truth
; they have

demonstrated in various ways, thatwhat are termed consumption^

scrofula^ cancer, gout, rheumatism, nervous and calculous

diseases, are particularly transferred or transmitted from gene-

ration to generation; and such predispositions are termed

diatheses* Practical and intelligent minds observe the resem-

blance between cbildien and their parents; indeed it 8eem%

almost impossible that hereditary impression should be for one

moment questioned. The mental and physical disposition and

peculiarities of the father, or of the mother, or perhaps of lioth,

are invariably imparted to the child. Coarse and uncultivated

parents develop offspring which correspond almost in every

particular. I am fully impressed with the conviction thlU
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ipiritual and physical complaints are nearly all hereditary. If

parents have any local weaknesses their offspring are almost

oertenn to suflfer from a farther development of such imper*

fer lions
;
and, unless outer conditions and circumstances, such

as occupation, habits, diets, &c., are particularly favorable to

the parts where these imperfections are located, the second

generation will most likely have a confirmed and most inveterate

diathesis. The reader is. certainly aware that consumptive

parents produce consumptive children
;
that rheumatism, epi-

lepsy, apoplexy ctncer, and less formidable ailments, are trans*

mitted from generation to generation, and, usually, with increas-

ing vigor, growing more and more unyielding. Now it would

oe well to inquire—“ H<»w is it that parents can thus daguer-

reotype their own peculiarities of body and mind upon the con-

stitutions of their offspring I The answer is simple— It is done

through the medium and agency of the spiritual principle. It is

not to be supjiosed that progenitors impress such complaints as

scrofula, consumption, cancer, &c.
;
on the contrary, they have

certain intcnial spiritual (listurbances which they transfer to

their children— disturbances, which render it impossible that the

youthful physical system should develop itself, or be developed,

harmoniously. For instance, should one or both parents have

a pulmonary weakness, it is evident that they could not impart

a vigorous and energetic pulmonary structure to their children
;

because the operation of their spiritual principles are disturbed

in that locality, of the organism, and consequently they (the

parents) can not impart what they have not in their possession.

Those dofecUH of binly and mind which characterize prdgenitcrs

eUu characterize their children. There is no possible way of

preventing hereditary transforation of local weaknesses, uuleat

parents resolve to study the laws of tature and to nevei

Iransgi'ess then.
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Thut Bpiritual, aud not pbyaica1> forces cause herodUary

hapreaaions is abundantly proved by the experience of motlters*

Whatever produces the strongest impression upon the mothor^s

spiritual principle during pregnancy, is fialhfully rccfirdoit

upon the child; passion, impulse, desire, and constitiilionat

tendencies, rre imprest cd upon the child’s character and con-

stitution. Here vi e have one of the strongest pniofs that spiril

Is tlie only mediunr. th'*ongh which anything can influenco the

material organization. The mother is not first physically Mflfectoil,

but she is first disturbed
; hence th<^ spirit which

permeates every atom of her constitution, permeates also the

constitution of the unbo.u child; and whatever changes are

wrought upon her sjiirit and body, aie correspondingly

wrought upon the spiritual and pliysical organization of her

oft*8pring. I refer the reader to the “ Pkilosophif of Happi-

urn,*' in another portion of the Great Harmonia
;
for I desire

him to thoroughly understand the truths and importance ofheredi*

tary impression. But what wo must romemlier in this place is,

that constitutional predisposition inclines the individual to par*

ticular complaints and local weaknesses. These local weak-

nesses are the doors and windows through which outer

influences enter, and by which spiritual disturbances look out

from the organization. Thus, passion, or fright, will in one

person develop Jit9 ; in another, dyspepsia ; in another, severe

htssdache

;

in another, iic-dolortux

;

in another fever

;

in

another, diarrhtea ; and so the different developments of two

causes, (passion or fright,) may be multiplied beyond our

present conception ; and each local development depends upon

some previous local weakness, which, generally, is the result

of progenitory impression. And now, as we have seen, if tiie

system Is emy disturbed, it must he inclined to one side or the

other of the state of equilibrium. Therefore if the constitutior
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m ushered into being, in any respect defecdvn, having aB|

predisposition whatever, then the individual has and will cer

tahily manifest a constitutional tendency to fall into the positive

or into the negative condition. If he inclines to tho positWe

state, then he is predisposed to fevers, cutaneous and*

developments of disease
;

if to the negative state, then is he

disposed to chronic tuherculous complaints
;
asthma, dyspefsiet,

consumption, spinal diseases, and all affections which do not

come to the surface.

2. Accidents of Life, or Injuries. The human system is

thrown into various species of disease, and into various degrees

of distress, by accidents
;
but these causes, like all variations

involved in a general cause, are almost innumerable. Pathol

ogists employ the terms structural lesions, organic lesions, &c.*

as expressive of various local injuries ; but, whatever the kind

or character of the invasion, the system is thr-%wn, from its

natural, healthy state of equilibrium, into a more or less intense

state of inharmony. There are numerous accidents or injuries

upon which especial attention and treatment will hereafter be

bestowed
; but it is necessary at present to impress ftie reader

that blows, bruises, wounds, and frozen limbs, are ft*equent and

powerful causes of producing or developing diseases by first

operating upon and disturbing the spiritual principle.

3. Atmospuerical Chanobs. In the division of this work

devoted to the philosophy of health, I bestowed particular

attention upon the atmospherical and meteorological changes

and developments of our globe. The lines of no^variatkm,

which extend from all parts of the interior of the earth to the

north pole, and thence to the south pole, and thence into

hnmeusity, are the principal causes of variation in the tempera-

taro of otir atmosphere. The magnetic line is perpetually

warm, the electrical line is perpetually c' Id ; and, being
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m 8id69 of tlie oaith« they revolve almost impefw

eq>tibly from east to west It is owing to these lines of no

0aria$w% that Grreenland is about every six centuries released

from her prison of ice, and peopled with happy colonies

devoted to the cultivation of her fertile and reanimated soil

And it is also owing to these lirnm that Greenland is suddon1|

oncompassed with mountains of ice, and deprived of her

increasing population. Now what I desire to impress in this

place is, that the vital magnelitm and vital electricity in the

human constitution are attractive to the terrestrial eUdridty

and terrestrial magnetism which constitute those lines of no-

variation. This attraction is the result of an innate affinity

between them— an affinity, based upon the principles of associ*

ation, progression, and development. This is true
;
because

these elements in nature, are employed by the spirit as means

of self-support and self-perpetuation. Hence the spirit draws

into itself terrestrial electricity and terrestrial magnetism, as

divine elements of nourishment, and appropriates them to itself

in accordance with the universal principles of refinement and

assimilation. But should an individual be situated where one

of these elements preponderate over the other, the constitution

will be acted upon in a manner consistent with the character

of the superabundant element. Should there exist a supera-

bundance of electricity j the system will l>e thrown into a nega^

five state ; because terrestrial electricity repels iho spirit from

the surface to the vitals, just as Hatred and sorrow cause the

spirit to shrink into itself; but should there exist a superabuu-

danoe of magnetism, the system will be thrown into a positive

siaie i because terrestrial magnetism attracts the spirit from the

ntal recesses to the surface, just as friendship and joy cause

the spirit to come forth from its invisible chamWrs to re.^poud

te the ac^‘action•

IS
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C Situation. Individuals may be, and are many times, st

situated as to render it almost impossible for the system to

preserve its equilibrium of atomic motion and temperature.

Density of population is sometimes a cause of the generation

and exh daticm of mephitic vapors and miasm. It not unfre-

quently happens that the poor and unfortunate classes are

compelled to inhabit small and uncomfortable tenements, which

ofiend the anatomical or architectural principle in the spirit, and

thus depress and deform the unfolding individualism. There

are many locations which particularly abound with the element

of magnetism, or of electricity
; hence, in such locations, the

system is dlsproportionably influenced, and such inevitable

developments as are termed diseases, begin to afflict the organ-

ism. In the pathological department of this volume, will be

found frequent recurrence to this branch of causes which throw

the human constitution into positive and negative conditions.

6. Occupation. There are various kinds of occupations

which disturb and injure the human system. Pmtracted labor

is an efflcituit cause in developing disease. Artisans are sub*

ject to complaints arising from confinement and bad ventila-

tion ; from sedentary habits, and excessive exercise and exer-

tion of a particular set of muscles and organs of the body ; and

from constrained and uniiatiii*al positions. Orators, public

speakeis, and clergymen, ore subject to bronchitis, hud pulmo^

aary diseases— to dyspepsia, gastracele, hemorrhoids, consti^

paiioa, and asthma; and students, watch-makers, printers,

engravers, are subject to disenscs of the eyes

—

amaufosis,

cataract, ophthalmia, near-sightedness, and sometimes total

blindness. Those who have constitutional predispositions, or.

In other words, heal hereilitary weaknesses, fre<|uently becosM

badly affectcHl through the influence of occupation.

Habits^ Habits are modes of doing and living, winch
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not unfl^uently tbrow the entire organism into gieat ex«

tremes, into miserable discord. Intemperance in anything is fatsii

to health and happiness. Probably the habit of drinking tea, or

coffee, or stimulating end intoxicating beverages, has done more

than any other cause toward impairing and deratigii^ the human

organization and toward impeding the progress and devel*

opment of sound philosophy and pure intelligence. The habit

of eating frequently and excessively, of sleeping long, of

disregarding dally bathing, of chewing; snuffiT^g, or sm<iktng

tobacco, or opium, is exceedingly pernicious and vitiating.

The habit of masturbation, of gratifying too frequently Die

inferior passions, of indulging the inclinations in any direction,

is also a deplorable and powerful cause of human, mental, and

moral weakness, of physical depravity and misery. Habits

will be particularly treated upon in the department on pathoh

ogy ; they occupy a conspicuous position in the chapter of

causes which disturb the spiritual, and, consequently, the physi-

cal powers of man’s present constitution.

7. Spiritual Disturbances. The reader must not confound

spiritual causes external, which, by disturbing the spiritual

principle, produce discord, with those primary forces in the

organism which are disturbed prior to the development of

disease
;
because 1 am now noticing the various causes which

throw the spiritual principle into opposite states of action.

The human soul is constituted and endowed with countless

springs of immortal activity
;

it possesses varied passions, iin*

pulses^ desires, attractions, and intellectual endowments, all of

which, render it pre-eminently capable of harmonious ntid

endless expansion. But those same immortal attributes rendtir

the soul, likewise, capable of experiencing much iricxpressilda

misery. If its chords are unkindly Nmched the instrument can

aot but respond in corresponding tones : and the vibrations of
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tilt, e^irit wear fearfully upon the oody. A spirit confiilMd

with ANOERy or rage, disturbs the harmony of the circulation of

the blood, impairs digestion, and sometimes bursts open cere«

bral vessels. It is a state never to be permitted. Fright u

a psychological state which instantaneously changes the drcu^

lation of the spiritual principle, changes the organic tempera*

ture, and confuses the motion of atoms in the body. Sometimes

these changes are so quick and thorough as to cause the devel*

opment of paroxysms ;
sometimes the hair is changed perfectly

white ;
and sometimes that important and beautiful change,

termed Death t is accomplished by the spirit being totally

convulsed and deranged by fright. It so seldom happens that

the spirit is wholly emancipated from the organism by this

means, that it is never safe nor just to attempt to frighten chil-

dren or timid persons
:

you may be the means of cauung

irreparable consequences to befall the individual, thereby

destroying his usefulness through life. Grief is another

psychological state, and is generally accompanied with serious

consequences. If this state is protracted, the body becomes

weak, emaciated, and exceedingly unbeautiful. It changes the

physiognomical indications of the countenance ; transferms the

pleasant and smiling muscles into marks of care ; and throws

the whole physiological economy out of due proportion. There

are many diseases developed by grief— jaundice,

dy^ptpeia, lose of appetite, desponding sensations, asphyxia, and

physical dissolution. This is a state in which the soul is turned

in upon itself— it seems to subsist upon its inmost vitality*—

and tlie individual is incapacitated for the enjoyment of society

or elevating things. Fear is another state into which the E^dril

b occasionally thrown. It produces such thorough and eon-

•taitt vibrations in the circulation of the spiritual principle at

de\e1op, and luniietimes permanently, various diseases, sudh as
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tre tiosolog^caUy tarmed nertouine$s^ kyHeria^ hypfKhmtdriath,

Uaiiwfnnaiioni, dementia, 5cc. ; and there at*6 well authenticated

instances where fear (or fright) has produced instant asphjxic^

suspension of vital action, and death. In trnth, melancholy

monomania-^insanity— conflrm«>>d derangement of t.^e body

and mind have all been developed by spiritual or moral dis^

tutbances
;
and there never can be a disease developed in the

constitution without Jirat operating upon, and temporarily

destitiying the harmony and happiness of, the immortal soul,

which dwells in and governs the human body. Thus we see

that the living principle of man is surrounded by thousands of

influences which arc adequate to the development of eptritual

and tlien physical afflictions. Firsts he inherits a diathesis-^

a predisposition to some paiticular local manifestation of dis>

ease; second, he is subject to numerous and diversified acei»

d^ts, lesions, or injuries
;
third, he is particularly influenced

by the electrical and magnetic elements of space
;
fourth, ht? is

affected by occupation, or by his employment
; fifth, by situa^

iian ; sixth, by habits ; and seventh, by spiritual disturbances.

Remember that he, not his body, is first aflected by those

ttifluetjces
;
that sometimes they act individually, and some-

times in a state of concentrated combination; and that the

legitimate consequences thereof are faithfully recorded upon

the dependent system, and are ultimately experienced. I'he

seven causes of disease, external to man, correspond perfectly

with the seven modes \ y which the spirit acts upon tlie body.

The reader will learn of these modes in the chapter on tie

I liiloBophy of health.

I have said that whatever disturbs the totality of conscious*

tiess (which is the spiritual principle in the body) invariably

ihrows, at the same moment, that consciousness into one of two

ooiidiHoti8-**tnto a positive, or into a negative state. The

12^
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tnithfiilnoAS of this statement can be better illustrated by ibe

introduction of a diagram. The adixed diagram, there^re. is

designed to represent and elucidate my entire philosophy »f

disease.

By long and continued investigation, into the philosophy oi

human diseases, and of the diversified states into which the dis*

turbed organic action is thrown, I discovered that the departure

of man from health and his steps of progress in disease are nat-

urally divisible into seven degrees of intensity. The human

organism is a wheel in nature
;

it revolves with the seasons and

planets
;
and, consequently, whatever changes occur in these

dcpaiiments, the organism invariably typifies and experiences.

But there are properly but two seasons in what we call a year

;

one is winter, or the negative state
;
the other is summer, or the

positive state ; and spring and autumn are but transitional pe-

riods between the two gi'eat seasons. The observing intellect

can not but perceive that autumn is an indefinite and unsettled

portion of the year. It is diversified with atmospherical eccen*

tricities of every description ;
snow and rain, heat and cold,

sunshine and storm, and the frequent inter-penetration of these

antagonistic conditions, are some of the phenomena of the

autumnal months. And the same is true of spring. Every

element is disturbed : and the energetic motions of fluids, of

atoms, of forces, of the electro-dynamical principles which

pervade, though unseen, the face of the earth, all substantiate

the proposition that nature is in a transition state-*— is striving

lo adjust her atoms and forces, and to establish an equilibrium.

Winter is the negative state, and repels fluids, forces, and atoms,

mto the internal portions of the earth. The blood (or sap) of

trees rushes far down into their roots and hidden ramifications

;

and the little plants are forced to retire from the presence of the

fan. Thus th&re is a universal hibernation of plants and aid*
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malftt iiiduoeA by the electro-dynamic action of the atmoapbOH

in winter. But in summer, how everything is drawn to the

surface ! Fluids, forces, Rowers, plants, animals, atoms, all are

attracted and invited to expand themselves and welcome the

glowing light which emanates frcra the glorious sun. Thus the

summer season is a positive or magnetic state
; and the winter

IS a negative or electrical slate ; and the spring and autumn

months are transition periods between the two grand dmaiont

of the seasons.

So man makes corresponding revolutions, and experiences

corresponding sensations and consequences. If he violates, or

is made by the mastering force of surrounding circumstances

lo transgress, the laws of life and health, he will be thrown into

one of two extremes ; or, more properly speaking, he will bo

•brown into just that degree (of one of the extreme states) which

h determined by the character and magnitude of the disturbing

t auses, and by his constitutional predisposition to disease.

The human body is a weighing scale suspended in nature by

the hand of justice. If the body is bom healthy, then are the

scales perfectly balanced ;
but, by re^ieatedly disobeying the

principles of harmony, one end of the balance gradually aiiiks.

and the equilibrium is lost. It may require years fur good con>

stitutitms to cripple nature so as to make the individual con-

Btaiuly sensible of the legitimate consequences
; because nafun

is placed in one dish of tlie balance and the transgressions of

her laws are placed in the other ; and it is a battle of great

severity which shall resign its power to the other
; but, unfbi«

tunately for mankind, repeated and accumulated transgressions

of Natuie*s laws generally cause the balance to sink into the

exfit^mes of disease. And these extremes are naturally divish

lie into various degrees of intensity. 1 will not detail in thi

place the peculiar I'-henometia which generally charactertk:
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Am distinct degrees. The physiologist and the intelligent

reader will recognise these difieront degrees of intensity, and

Aeir natural concomitants, in the patholo^cal portion of this

rolume.

, In the diagram are represented by the numbers**^!, 2, 3, 4,

d, 6, 7*— the various degrees of progress which the diseased

organism makes toward disorganization or the final metamoiv

phosis. It is essential that the reader understand the general

symptoms of these different states, because the proper applica*

tion of remedial agents depends upon such knowledge. 1

represents the first departure of man from the sphere of health

in either direction
;
and No. 7 repi’osents the extremest point to

which the individual is capable of advancing in ony constitu-

tional disease or disturbance. At the extreme point the diseases

are, as to their character and symptoms, diametrically antago-

nistic to each other
;
but, unless the system is made to retract

its steps into the health-sphere, the ultimate effects are analo-

gous when developed— that is to say, at either extreme the in-

dividual will die to external nature, and ascend to his proper

position in spheres which are to material eyes unseen. Man
may justly be compared to an Electrometor, which indicates the

pi*esenco of electricity
; and to a Magnetometor, which indicates

the presence of magnetism ; because bo never fails to manifest

the presence and influence of a preponderation of vne of those

elements over the other. I desire to impress the reader with

the distinction which actually exists between the positive and

NEOATive states ; and this can not be better done than by pre-

senting the evidences which these states generally furnish in the

form of diseases.

The evidences that the system has been thrown into a posi-

tive STATE nre~lung and brainfever—mfamtilefever^^hiliem

fever—malignant, ardent,puerperal, yel1ow,w[\d typhoidfevers
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trnpHtm and cutaneous diseases, local inflammations, rheumsUk

^oui, inflammatory rheumatism; hydrophobia; smalUpox; and

all physical or visible disturbances which arise in the serous memr

hrones, and terminate in fevers, inflammations, and eruptions*

The Evidences that the system has been thrown into a

NEOATiTE STATE are

—

pulmonary affcctions ; colds ; catarrhs ;

bfonchitis; consumption; spasmodic complaints*; epilepsy;

St. Vitus dance ; catalepsy ; dropsical diseases, local and

general ; dyspepsia of the different organs ; constipation

;

piles, hemorrhoids ; hypertrophies ; atrophy ; structural dis-

eases, internal cancer, and tuberculation of the organs ; internal

prostration ; prolapsus ; the general female diseases ; impo-

tency, and sterility; contagions; dysenteries, and epidemical

influenzas; internal cramps; convulsions; and the Asiatic

cholera.

The ancients entertained many truthful opinions ^onceniing

the action and agency of the moon and other orbs upon the

human character and in the generation of various diseases.

The moon being in a mineral slate, is consequently highly

electrical. And there are numerous other meteorological and

astrological iitfluenres which affect periodically the human

bwly. Action and Rest, Menstruation and Paiturition, are

revolutions in the InimHii organization that aie occasionally

dimtitished or exaggerated by various lunar and mele«.>rological

influences.

The physical and mental organization of man, when healthy

itid perfectly developed, possesses such concentrated and

available power, and is so compact and thoroughly Arm, that it

is capable of resisting infringements and invasions lor many
years. Some individuals, though endowed with quick and

poweifut sensibilities, do, voluntarily or involuntarily, under*

•taniliiigly or ignorantly, repeatedly transgress the laws of
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fpirttiial and physiological harmony ; and that, too, for many

months oi years without experiencing such terrible and miser-

able consequences as are finally developed. But there can ni«t

be transgi'ession without consequences. At first, owing to the

unparalleled resistance which the organization makes, the indi-

vidual experiences a few disturbing sensations, and thcBe art

admonittons

;

but ultimately, if these repeated warnings um
unheeded, and transgression is persisted in, the system will

sink under the combined effects of long-continued causes and

constitutional disturbances. An ii;dividual may eat one quality

of food, or drink a particular beverage, for several days or

weeks, without experiencing any especial uneasiness oi irrita-

bility. But the disturbed spiritual principle records tVie insults

or violations of these various causes and particular habits;

and, in the end, it brings the individualism before the bar of

nature, there to answer for deeds done in the body, and to

experience the legitimate consequences of past transgressions.

Nature is built upon the principles of justice and recipro-

cation. She gives and takes, bestows and demands, protects

and requires protection. Perfect, unmingled, unchangeable

justice can only be obtained at Nature’s Tribunal ; because she

is enlivened and governed by a Great Divine Positive Mind, by

a vitalizing and super-celestial element, which is perfect, just,

and eternal t

111 the diagram is represented the sphere of health— a sphere,

sufficiently broad and capacious to enable human beings to

expand in health and happiness. We are inexpressibly blest

with bestowments and privileges from the inexhaustible

fountain of the universe. Our sphere of health and happiness

is expansive and eternally progressive. When the body and

mind are allowed to remain in their natural, normal sphere >f

•cti'iii, the entire itidivtdiial is capable of, and docs experience.
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Ae purest efijoyment ; and this is actually r^sidii^ ilk t

heavenly state. But when any one, or a combination, of the

aSready-mentionecl causes are permitted to act upon the spiritual

ibrces, then the individualism is pressed into one or the other

of the extremes which are represented in the diagram ; and

the legitimate consequences (or diseases) are developfui in tlieir

form and violence proportioned to the extent of the deviation of

the organism from the sphere of health. The degrees of this

devinrion are signified by the figures on the upper line of the

diagram. Some constitutions can resist disease for years

;

others for months
;
others for weeks ; but some organizations

and temperaments sink into a low state of disease by the action

of slight causes of but a few days* continuance. Whatever the

length of time involved, or the causes engaged in the develop*

ment of disease, the system will certainly be found in one of

the deviating paths, and will in some particular degree, be

removed from the healthy sphere. Practical observations upon

this point will be found in the pathological department of this

volume, because these particulars are embraced by tue philoso*

pby of healing.

The foregoing exposition of the philosophy of disease fur-

nishes the Allowing conclusions

:

1. That ducuse is ditcord; and that this disease originates

in a want of equilibrium in the circulation of the spiritual prin-

ciple through the organism.

2. That the spiritual principle is an organization of refined

and sublimated materials ; consequently, being material, it is

susceptible to material infiuences.

3. That those physical developments which are called d»«fawt,

(by the medical faculty) ure simply emdmee^ of constitutional

or spiritual disturbances ; and, consequently, that there is but

^ et e disease,** having innumerable symptoms.
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4. Tbftt a preponderadon af a podHve over a negativt state

jr eios fwr»a» is the piiiaary and sometimes the immediate

eause dtsease ; and tbati in the positim $im.Uy the spirit, and

therefore the body, is charged with a superabundance of vital

magnetism* with which there is a predomination of acids upon

foe positive surfoces or »erou9 membrant*; and that, in the

iKgatipe ttaie foe system is charged with a superabundance

vital electricity, accompanied with a preponderance of alkali

upon foe negative surfaces or mucout membranes.

5. That vital magnetism and electricity are the divfni

elements of spiritual (not moral) nourishment, and are the

mediums through which the spirit acts upon the body ; and

that, to restore harmony or health, the prime-moving principle

111 foe body must be addressed by and through identical medi-

ums or elements.

Although disease is an evil, and seldom exists without intro-

imcingf aec&mpanfing, or leaving in its eccentric and thoiny

path, a train of deforming and perplexing consequences, yet

some individuals are apparently revolutionized and spiritually

exalted by being thus arrested and subdued in their bold and

careless career. The Laws of Nature, which are God's

Thoughts, never cease to gnide, guards protect, and exercise

justice ; hence it is, that, though we are often admonished and

foen chastised by intense suffering for disobeying the laws of

life, our afftictioiis work out for us a far more exceeding and

elorttal weight of glory

!

There is almost always a subduing, refining, and spiritu-

aHung inftuence emanating from foe seeming evils of physical

aftliction. Under the silent influence of many diseases, the

material temple is made, as it were, to crumble and fall, piece

by piece, to the earth ; but under the same quiet ififiueitce foo

indwelling spirit-—foe immortal mind— unft^Uls its delicate and
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youthful proportions, day by day, and b:>ur by hour, until it is

prepared to tread the sunny paths, to inhale the fragrant odors,

and to associate with the radiant inhabitants of the superior

country. Disease is a strange and unnatural process by which

to subdue and purify, and bring the soul into conjunction with

the superior and eternal
;
but it is a revolutionizing ordeal,

and in this sense should ever he regarded as a blessing, and

sustained with patience and composure.

To-day you may be strong, and cruel, and unsympathizing;

to-morrow you may be weak, and kind, and generous. An
imperceptible cause may perpetuate your more slight affliction

into a low, lingering, prostrating fever
;
you can receive no

nourishment into your stomach
;
you can scarcely turn to the

right or left
;
unless a kind and sympathizing band is there to

assist, you can only remain on your back—your face toward

heaven; and tiace the shape, and size, and color.^nd position

of the various objects in (he room. The quilts, their various

folds— (he bed-posts, their size, height, and irregularities*— the

ciiitaiiis, their colors, and half-invisible shadows upon the

walls— the chairs— the garments that were lastworn—the cane

that was the companion of the last ramble, which is historically

traced and retaken to the minutest detail—you can only lie

nml muse on these and other things. Perhaps you would sleep

ROW, But no, your heart is trembling, your brain is hot and

active— the fever is increasing— the body is feeding upon

itself. Thert?—what is thatl— a ticking! Beraembor that

only a few days ago, or weeks, perhaps, you v/ere strong,

fearless, mirthful ; but now you rec«»llect the stories and in-

stances of cbiKlhtH>d, concerning the signs, symptoms, sensa-

tions, and portents of death. The ticking ! Yes, you think,

you it is the death-watch— an insect that ticks away the

hours and minutes of your nidimenta! existence. You must
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change— a little longer, and you feel you will reside on eardb

no more.

The individuals who wronged and injured you months ago,

are remembered, numbered, and gloriously forgiven. Oh, if

you could only have been so c' im when you came in contact

with them, how clearly you could have pointed out the influ-

ences aiid misundei standings which caused the conflict, and

what you were then moved to consider intentional injury and

unkiiidnoss ! The individuals you have wronged—-oh, some

foreign spirit prompted you !— you could not do so now— you

are calm—you are very sick—you love them now! You

know that, if they feel unkindly tovard you now, the hour will

come when the spiritualizing influence of disease, or pros-

pective transformation, will enable them to forgive you as you

have forgiven them.

To many minds the period of illness is a period of medita-

turn. Thousands have experienced the mysterious and revolu-

tionizing power of the indwelling religious sentiment, and have

c(»ntemplated the momentous questions of Deity and Heaven,

for the firU time, when disease has subdued the body and

tranquillized the mind. During such seasfms of distress and

meditation, how sweet is friendship—how soothing is the

loving hand—how like on April shower are the cheering words

and prompt attentions of the quiet and faithful mother ! When
diseased, how distinctly do you see the causes of your afllit^

ttons ; and how strong are your resolves to shun for evermore

tho^e many habits, those potent causes, and those irresistible

temptations, which led to past transgressions. Yes, bow differ-

ent y<m will live, and think, and act, when your health is again

restored . But the disease is daily acquiring strength and dis-

solving your organism. It is easy now to talk to your anxious

friends of coming death. You are reconciled to tlvs magical
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thange wblch disease has wrought upon, and in, your spirit

and yoi^ feel friendly to everything, to everybody, to all thf

world; you are in harmony with God—you are certain of

Heaven—because you arc at peace with yourself and at peace

with all the world. You now know, for the first time, what

Jesus instinctively understood fi*om his early youth, that—

*' The kingdom of Heairen ii within yon.'*

Such are the beautiful results of some physical afllicticns.

While the body is eating up and destroying itself, the good,

the true, and the beautiful, unfold themselves in the soul and

bless the philosophical sufferer. Perhaps the inward senses

will be opened— if so, what glorious forms and scenes will

break upon the vision. An acquaintance from the superic^

country may stand by the bed-side. The real realitiea of the

spiritual existence will move you to expressions of j[oy. This

acting upon the physical will indicate pain to natural eyes
;
but

the body is worn out and incomplete, and outer life is no longer

possible nor desirable. You break the now slender fetters

which hold you down. Now you ascend above the earth—

you stand superior to it ; and from the passions, and confiicts,

and temptations, and the innumerable misdirections of this

earthly life, you aiise to a more immediate association with the

good, the wise, and the Divine. Hence, it must be acknowl-

edged that what is termed evil generally develops good
; and

what is termed disease sometimes unfolds niimeious blessiiigi

uk] advances the mind to holiness and elevation.
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WHAT IS THE PHILOSOPHY OF SLEEP!

The Laws of Nature are srificiently minute am) specttal Im

guide and govern the least as well as the greatest thing In l>eiiig.

Tliere is a centripetal and a centrifugal force or tendency in na»

tore, which acts upon the revolving wheels of a watch with as

much precision as upon the mighty Orb which rolls through

the firmament. And there is a law of hydraulics which acts

specifically alike upon the human blood and upon the fathom*

less ocean. So there is a law which controls pain and pleas-

ure, motion and rest, sleep and wakefulness. This may be

termed a law of Action and Reaction, or, more properly, of

cause and eflfect. The pendulum of the clock, if pressed in

one direction, will, in accordance with this universal law, swing

to the opposite extreme. So, likewise, should the human body

be preesed into an extreme state of action and wakefulness, it

will inevitably react into a corresponding state of repose, and

this is sleep. Motion and resb or action and sleep, are, there-

fore, the causes and counterpart of one another
;
and they are

guided and governed by the same laws.

Here I feel impressed to examine sleep physiologically ; that

b, with reference to its causes and phenomena.

Sleep is primarily induced by long>continued labor or exmr*

else. Haring the period of wakefulness the spiiitual principle

la diffiiaed dinnighoat the entire organization. It flows rapidly

13*
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and <mergettcally from tht* brain to, and through, all the organa,

the blood, the muscles, nerves, &c., which constitute the body,

1fence the particles composing these various structures arc

thrown into a high state of action and wakefulness. The lunge

move more quick, the blood circulates more energetically, and

the nerves are tenfold more sensitive and vigilant than when

the individual is lost in sleep. When the spirit is wakeful and

active it descends from the head, through the medium of the

spine, and rapidly circulates through the minutest capilla/ies

and ramifications— thereby establishing an equilibrium of life

and power throughout the organized whole. While exercising,

the muscular powers of the body are called by the spiritual

principle, into constant motion
;
and this motion is accompanied

by a coirespoiiding action in the vascular, in the nervous, and

in the cerebral systems
;
therefore during the periods of labor

<ir mccrcise, the blood flows faster, the nerves are more acute,

and the brain is more energetic, than when the spirit is reposing

or sleeping.

It is contrary to prevailing opinions to assert that spirit

sleeps; but, I think, it will be conceded that, if spirit is some-

thing, is matter, is substance, it is consequently subject to those

laws which govern material bodies. And if the s^rit is not a

substance— if it is not analogous to those essences and elements

which cuunpose the body, difiering merely in degree—why are

we sometimes mentally fatigued and exhausted ? Why are we

inclined to sleep 1 Why does the mind so frequently receive

a momentum from which it can not readily recover ? Long and

intense thought will communicate to the spirit a force in the

direction of that thought. Sometimes it is impossible to sleep

for protracted Hours, afler liaviiig vigorously applied the mind

to study, or after some peculiar kind of mental excitement. In

t*cw of these facts, I ask. If the spirit is not a substance, then
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liow 18 it possible that matter can comcniinicate tu it a momen*

turn over which, for a period of more or less duratioti, the

strongest will and de9ir€ can exerdse no afiprcciable control ?

The spirit, or the mind, demands rest as a compcaisation foi

action
;
and, on tlie other hand, spirit besLiws life and activity

as a compensation for rest. It is not the lungs, the blood, the

muscles, the nerves, nor the brain, liiat heconm weary and

iiaiisted by exercise and wakefulhess
;
but jt is the correspond-

ing portions or forces of the spiritual principle, which actuate

these physical structures, that become wearied and ask for resL

It is only the animating principle that feels, and tells us what to

do. The artisan vtho has labored fourteen hours of the day is

fatigued in various parts of his bfMly; he desires food, and rest,

and sleep; but it is not those particular portions of his body

which demand to be thus refreshed
;

it is the animating princi-

ple by which his body is moved and governeil. Hence the

philosophy of sleep ’s simple and easy to comprehend
;
for in-

asmuch as it is the spirit and not the body, which experiences

exhaustion and requires sleep, it legitimately follows that sleep

*8 only a mode by which the fatigued soul partially withdraws

itself fh>m the physical structure, and gathers inwardly for the

purpose of sjelf-recuperation.

When sleep weighs heavily upon the spirit, the latter natu-

rally and involuntarily resigns its various interests in material

things. It first retires from the world— forgets its objects, in-

fluence, and scenery ;
then it partially retires from the serous

membranes and nervous systems of the body
;
then from the

vascular system ;
but its abandonment of these respective struc-

tut cs is not sufficiently compleie to leave them destitute of life •

on the contrary, the spirit remains enough in them to inspire

the involuntary systems with < anstant motion, and with power

adequate to die performance, in the most quiet and eas^
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firannett of tfaeir appropriate functions. When the aptrit haa

withdrawn its rarious forces from the body, and from the mate*

rial world, it then retires to, and dwells in, the must interior

portions of the viscera and in the deepest recesses of the sen-

sorium. The superior brain, or cerebrum, yields up its powers

to the cerebellum, and this resigns its powers to the medulla

ipinalis, or to the spinal brains. During the period of natural

rest, the cerebellum never sleeps; and, on the othei hand,

during the hours of wakefulnes, the cerebrum never sleeps,

but is awake to guide and control the organization. In figura*

live language it may be said, that the cerebrum is the guardian*

attgel of the active and living day, and that the cerebellum is

the guardian^angel of the still and death-like night.

I come now to consider the phenomenon of sleep pathologi-

cally ; that is, with reference to its bearing upon human health

and happiness.

When the spirit is buried in the blissful depths of natural

sledp, then it is that diseased structures are benefited and ad*

vanced toward the sphere of health. When the actuating power

has retired to its innermost chambers for rest and refreshment,

then the external organism is hushed and reposing. The lungs,

the heart, the brain, &c., are caused to move with the gpreatest

quietness and deliberation. The voluntary muscles, those ex*

ecutive insti^umentalities of the spirit, are permitted to rest and

to restore to themselves the damages and expenditures occa*

sioned by the exercises of the preceding hours of labor and

exercise. And there is quietness throughout the living temple.

Hut, alas ! how seldom is natural sleep enjoyed ! Some persons

are compelled to exercise just enough to induce a natural and

infrntdike slumber. But the inebriate, the gamester, the indi*

vidual who turns night into day, knows scarcely anything of

those diarms which surround the rest of the temperate and
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Ae hannonioas tndiTiduiil. To the former class, sleep ie

fraught with numeriiUB t^^rrors atid soul-haunting dreams
; but

to the latter class, it is impregnated with countless charms and

Itring blessings. The state of ^upefactkm which is induced bjf

opiates is vastly inferior to that peaceful sleep which r. iturally

succeeds wakefrilness ; the one state flowing harmoniously from

the other. While resting thus, the spirit, as well as the body»

rebuilds each defective structure and gathers into itself the

various elements and essences of the organism, which were

exhausted during the hours of action. By moving and govern*

ing the body, the spirit refines and transforms many material

substances into vital forces ; but these forces can not be drawn

into the spiritual constitution unless there is a cessation from

all voluntary movement, or from every motion which originates

in desire and volition. It is owing tr» this recuperating process

that the spirit is refreshed and benefited by passing into the

condition of rest. Diseased structures are incalculably bene*

flted by sleep
;
because they are sufficiently inspired, with the

soft, tranquillizing elements of the spiritual principle, to restore

to themselves something of their proper forces and functions.

When asleep, the spirit moves with the greatest possible

precision throughout the whole domain of organic life; but

this movement is particularly confined to the interior chambers

of the sensorium, and also to the ganglionic and lymphatic

batteries of the visceral organization. Especially, during the

hours of natural sleep, are the most inferior and superior prin*

ciples of spiritual or vital action in quiet but energetic exer*

cise. The anatomical and physiological principles of the

himital organism are particularly engaged in building up and

endowing the vital or other structures with new forms and

ftmedons ; and the Spiritual law of action is constantly con*

ferdng various essences into the vital and mental constitution.
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Bttt4he prificipleB of Cliemical, Electrical, and Magnetic acticn

are, or should be, at rest,—they should repose in the bosom of

the spiritual organism. Hence it is very wrong to sleep while

the stocnnch is burdened with food or liquids
;
because the pro*

cess of digestion can not go on unless the spirit exerts upon

the system its chemical and electrical principles of action.

When circumstances render it necessary that an individual

should sleep with undigested substances in his stomach, the

consequences will most likely be, first, an imperfect slumbet,

and second, an imperfect chylification of the stomach’s con-

tents. Therefore, if you desire inward harmony and happiness,

never fatigue your spirit by excessively burdening its poly-

gastric organs with food or stimulants
;
for such indulgence

generally induces an artificial and unnatural, and, therefore,

unhealthy sleep. It is impossible to fix a rule for eating and

drinking, or sleeping, which will satisfy the absolute require-

ments of every individual constitution
;
because there are no

two alike
; and consequently there are no two who experience

parallel attractions, who require similar quantities and qualities

of fi>od, and who demand analogous gratifications. But, as a

general principle, 1 feel impressed that no one should sleep

immediately after eating
; a stomach nearly empty of recently-

masticated food is in a state most conducive to occasion a

{>eaceful and profitable slumlier. In perfect healthy the num-

ber of hours to be devoted to sleep will always be determined

by the natural demands of the constitution. But the amount of

good to be derived from the gratification of these desires or

demands of our nature must ever be the standard by which ta

measure the extent of their indulgence. Let it be letnein

5ered, that oooo and use are Wisdom’s companions.

From the foregoing, we have gaine<l three conclusions, vi*.

:

1. That sleep s caused by a retirement of the spirit from fht
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vbhititary systems, and from the cereHriim, to the internal re*

gions of the viscera, and to the cereliellum.

2. That the use of sleep ii> to recornj>eiijje the spirit for dm
exet'cise of its powers during the day of wa^ietuhicss, and also

to allow it VO draw nourishment fi jm the subordinate systems,

and from the invisible elements.

3. That the b^Hly and mind should br alike free from food

and care when the period of rest arrives.

An harmonious man—with his stemneh clean and uiibur*

thened
;
with his heart heating thu* deep, calm pulsations whieli

characterize health and vigor; with his spirit serene and

exalted-—thus conditioned in body and mind, he retired to bed,

closed his eyes upon the ntaterial world, and merged into a

gentle slumber. But his spirit dreamed. The distant land-

scape was radiant with sunlight and beauty. To the left, a

musical stream ran joyously through the scene
;
to the right,

upon an eminence, which was decorated with violets and trees

with flowering foliage, stood a rich and magnificent edifice.

And in the extreme distance, between the mansion and the

stream, he saw, rapidly advancing, the heterogeneous multitudes

of earth. They approached, entered, and suddenly resolved

themselves into happy groups throughout the dwelling—each

finding his proper position, his congenial employment, and each

feeling himself a steward of the universal God. The salvation

of all men was shown the good man, and he awoke refreshed

and joyous.

A discordant man—with his stomach foul Ctnd distended by

foo<l ; with his brain fevered and congested ; with his spirit

troubled and chained to earth—thus conditioned in body and

mind, he retired to bed ; after hours of distress he slumbered.

And his spirit also dreamed. The earth was engulfed in the

blsrJiest night. The air was hot. He could not breathe. He
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straggled sad cried far help, but no one came to his relteH He
cried again, and lo, in an instant of time, the atmosphere and

the world were on fire ! And, between the serpent-tongaed

flames, he saw innumerable demons-—and each, sporting in

defiance of their misery, laughed at and increased his agony

!

This pandemonium enraged his already frenzied soul ; and he

sprang fl*om his bed, like a tiger from his cage. The conse*

.[^uences of sin had been shown the intemperate man, and lie

awoke exhausted and miserable.

There are numerous phenomena, of a spiritual character,

connected with the state of sleep, to introduce which would not

be consistent with the nature of this volume
;
therefore I leave

them for a future volume of the Great Harmonia, and pass to

a consideration of the philosophy of death. But here 1 desire

to impress the reader with the importance of retiring at night,

at peace with himeelft at peace voiik all the parld i The
Kingdom of Heaven is within you ; and Cameienee is the Di-

vinity that rules therein ; to obey its dictates is to do the will

of God
;
and to do this is to unfold in your own soul that

glorious paradise of peace and righteousness, in which each

Thought and Desire will appear as an Angel, breathing and

exhaling the serene elements of gooilness and truth.
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WHAT !S THE PHILOSOPHY OP DEATH!

Tub philosophy of Death is the philosophy of change ; rot

#r change in the constitution or personality of the Individ i&h

hat of change in the situation of the human Spiritual Prin-

ciple
;
which instead of being situated in an earthly body, is

placed in a spiritual organisaiion ; and, instead of living among

the objects and personalities of the planet upon which the

individual spirit was bom, its situation is so altered as to fit it

to live amidst more beauteous forms and in higher societies.

To the incurably diseased ; to the oppressed and down-

trodden
;
to those who are bowed even to the grave with grief

j

to those who are suffering and perhaps perishing In poverty

;

to those who are afflicted with the dread of coming death ; to

them, to all, I would say,— fear not, but follow Truth, tread

boldly where she leads, and, with philosophic, calm, and a

majestic bearing, go on—through the seeming mysterious

process of death ;
Truth still guides, with light revealing to the

awakening and more interior senses, a habitation of harmony

and blessedness

Believe not, that what is called death is a final termination to

human existence, nor that the change is so thorough and entire

as to alter or destroy the constitutional peculiarities of the

individual ; brit believe righteously, that death causes as mudi

aXUration in the couditioi] of the individual as the bursting of

a rose-bud caasea in the situation and condition of the flower

14
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Death therefore, only an event—only a circumetance^Vk

the eternal life and experience of the human soul.

The lower we descend into the depths of mankind’s history,

the more wo find that death has been unjustly magnified and

exaggerated. It is distorted to be made the central horror

around which all other horrors congregate
;
and it is the inevi-

table end from which none can possibly escape. The theology

of all nations tends to falsify the nature of death—even the

Christian theology presents to the inquiring mind the “ dark

valley of the shadow of Death,” and, also, the “ Monster” who

s terrible and gigantic even to the strongest intellect. But, as

We ascend in the scale of human progress, we find already

occasional illuminated minds that pass through a process so

analogous to death as to be the same in all but its duration ;

and such minds uniformly testify that the transfiguration is

interesting and delightful. I allude to those who^bave experi-

enced the sensations which are wrought upon the human

system by magnetic influences, or who have otherwise had their

spiritual perceptions sufficiently opened and expanded to

behold some of the laws and universal tendencies of nature.

In all ages of the world, and among all nations, there have lived

such enlightened individuals
;
and with them are numbered

Plato, Jesus, Swedenborg, Jacob Bemen, and every one whe

is sufficiently advanced to enter into the spiritual or interior

state
;
(which state must not be confounded with the inferioi

exhibitions of somnambulism, and the mistermed clairvoyance

of unprogressed minds ;) and in consequence of the vast accu-

iniilation of experience and testimony thus Rowing thror.gh

itituiiive and pure minds, the world is becoming gradually

emancipated from the lK>iidage which a false understanding

>f the nature and results of visible death has imposed upon it.

It IS for the diseased and suffering, who feel and know that
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imtk is the only rolief which they can expect from the

character of their afBiciiOfts— I say, it is fov such especially,

that the foUowing disclosures art> made; and yet they are

addressed to all
; fox 1 know that the high-bom and iiifelUgent

mind can not gather much cons latiop or truth from the pres-

ent doetnnes and philosophies of the world — the world which

is yet clad in the habiliments of Ignorant e, and in which Error,

fashionably draperied and masked, presides over the theologies

which live, like useless plants, in the gardens of present

civilized society.

Let us now turn to the investigation. As I have said, death

is but an event in our etei'nal life. \i is a change in the situ*

ation and in the condition of the individual. And as it is a law

of nature that every true and spontaneous change is attended

with an improvement and advancement in the condition and

constitution of the thing which is changed
;
so is man’s death to

the outer world an important and valuable change in his situa-

tion and condition. In other language, death is simply a hirth

into a new and more pei*f©ct state of existence. Nature, which

is the only true and unchangeable revelation of the Divine

Mind, is replete with the most beautiful and demonstrative

analogies, or with universal processes which perfectly corre-

spond to the phenomenon of physical dissolution. Everything

is being incessantly ** born again,” or changed from one state

f»f being into another ; and this change is accompanied, accfim-

pllshed, and confirmed, by transitional movements or processes

which mankind term death. For illustration let us think of

a little germ which lies hidden in the earth. First, it is

wurraed by the vivifying elements of nature, which invite its

innate essences and principles to unfold themselves and display

their legitimate tendencies. And forthwith the germ is changed

•—or, to keep the analogy prominently before the mind, it diet U
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its orignal Jbrm anl mode of exifttence. Siinaltai.eoiia witli

this death there conies forth from out of the germ new forms

ami organizations ; that is, a new body, with many branches,

are unfolded and developed. And so, likewise, by a constant

and harmonious succession of changei^^or deaihi^ot hirth»^

in the various ascending forms and forces of the germ, tJie per*

feet Rower is ultimately unfolded in all its fair and beauteous

proportions.

Everything which has motion, life, and sensation, and which

has not attained the human form, is destined to alter its form

end mode of being
; and every alteration is accompanied with

a death among some, or all, of the parts or portions of the liv-

ing organism. But there is no extinction of life, no annihiladon

of die personality of any human organization or principle' in all

the interminable universe
;

it is merely the mr/Jj of manV ex-

istence that is changed by death ; and which t in accord-

ance with progressive principles, is thereby /iistly improved

and elevated.

Here I am impressed to repeat what I h.ive already said,

because I know that it will instruct the readeris mind in the

physiology of death, and calm the unhappy and suffering indi-

vidual. Every human intellect should understand, that as soon

as the human organization is perfected in its form, size, and!

general developments, and as soon as the period has arrived

when the spirit exercises its full control over the body, the pro-

cess of transfermatioii commences. The change is impercepti-

ble, yet it is incessant and progressive. The body is not dying

for a few hours only, but for many years—-during which time

the faculties and powers of the inner being gradually release

their proprietorship over the form, and the soul a ntinaes iu

ispirattoiis toward the higher spheres.

When the form is yet a child, it manifests all *4i6 angulaz
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«ecerttric» and irregular traits of character, inclinations, and

movements. When childhood advances to youtht the eccentricity

gives way to more uniformity, an^ then is displayed the circu-

lar, in every possible modification of that foim. When youth

ascends to manhtxid, the perfect circular and spiral make their

appearance, and are uniformly displayed in the inclinations and

characteristics of that progressed stage of development. At this

period the process of dying or transformation commences. The

spirit is continually developing nnd expanding its faculties, and

putting them forth as feeler

9

into the higher spheres. The

dencies of the spirit are no more descending, but ascending

;

and that, too, to an immensity beyond the power of language

to express, or the most exalted intellect to comprehend.

And manhood progresses to old age, the body gradually

becomes* incapable of performing the office required by the

spirit. Hence, when people are aged, their faculties seem

buried beneath the womout and useless materials of the body.

They appear weak in intellect, imbecile, and unconsociable to

all around them that is youthful, blooming, and seemingly per-

fected. One faculty after another withdraws from the material

form, and their energy, brilliancy, and susceptibility, seem to

decline. The body, finally, is almost disconnected from the

spirit which gives it animation ; and then the body is a dweller

ill the rudimental sphere, and the spirit is an inhabitant of the

inner life, or the spiritual world. And when the moment of

dissolution occurs, the eensation, or clothing medium of the

body, is attracted and absorbed by the spirit, of which it then

becomes the materialform. At this instant the body manifests

fwnt and almost imperceptible movements, as if it were grasp*

lag for the life which had fled ; and these are contortions of the

eountenaaTe, spasmodic contractions of the muscles, and seem

fag eflbrts of the whole frame to regain its animating soul.

14#
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Such are the visible appearances connected with the proeeat

of death. But these are deceptive ;
for the process occurring

in the interior is far more beautiful than it is possible to de-

scribe. When the body contracts its muscles and apparently

manifests the most agonizing and writhing effortS) it is merely

an open indication of joy unspeakable in the inner being, and

of ecstacy unknown to all but itself. When the countenance is

contoited, pain is not experienced ; but such is an expression

of ineffable delight. And when the body gives forth its last

possession, a smile is impressed on the countenance, which

of itself is an index of the brightness and resplendent beauty

that pervade the spirit’s home ! In the last moments of outer

life the spiritual perceptions are greatly expanded and illumi-

nated, and the spirit is thus rendered competent to behold the

immense possessions of its second habitation.

It is giv(?n me to know these things by daily experiencing

them, and having them verified in the frequent transitions that

occur within ray being, from the outer to the inner world, or

from the hiwer to the higher spheres. I speak, therefore, from

personal experience, which is knowledge fully confirmed by

the unvarying sensations and phenomena that occur.

The butterfly escapes its gross and rudimental body, and

wings its way to the sunny Iwwcr, and is sensible of its new
existence. The drop of water that reposes on the eaith is ren-

dered invisU)le by the absorbing invitations of the sun, aod

ascends to associate with, and repose in, the bosom of (he

atmosphere. The day that, is known by its warmth and illutni-

nation, dispenses its blessings to the forms of earth, and sinks

into repose in the bosom of the night. Night is, then, an index :>f

% new day, which is first cradled in the honzon, and afterward

perfected in its noontide light, beauty, and animation. The

flower, being unfolded from the interior by virtue of its owa
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MfYnce and the sun, is variegated In every p.)88ible maniiei% and

thus becomes a representative of ligh»: and beauty ; but having

attained its perfection, it scon begins to change its form, its

color, and its beauty of external being. Its fragrance goes

forth and pervades all congenial and suitable forms, and its

beauty is indelibly impressed upon the memory of its beholder

and admirer, when the flower itself is more. The foliage,

thited with the breath of winter, no longer retains its outward

beauty ; but this is an index of new life and animation, which

is perfectly exemplified in the return of foliage in the youthful

season. As it is with these, so it is with the spirit. The body

dies on the outer, or rather, changes its mode of existence,

while the spirit ascends to a higher habitation, suited to its

nature and requirements.

Death is but a Door which opens into new and more per-

fect existence. It is a Triumphal Arch through which man’s

immortal spirit passes at the moment of leaving the outer

world to depart for a higher, a sublimer, and a more magnifi-

cent country. And there is really nothing more painful or

repulsive in the natural process of dying (that which is not

induced hy disease or accidmit) than there is in passing into a

^uiet, pleasant, and dreamless slumlwr. The truthfulness of

tills proposition is remarkably illustrated and confirmed by

the following observations and investigation into the physio-

logical and psychological phenomena of death
; which my

spirit was qualified to make upon the person of a diseased

individual at the moment of physical dissolution.

The patient was a female of about sixty years of age«

Nearly eight months previous to her death, she visited me for

the purpose of receiving a medical examination of her physical

system. Although there were no sensations experienced by
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hai, excepting a mere weakness or feebleness located in the

duodenum» and a falling ttf the palate, yet 1 discovered, and

distinctly perceived, that she would die with a cancerous disease

of the stomach. This examination was made about eight

months previous to her death. Having ascertained the cer-

tainty of her speedy removal from our earth, without perceiv-

ing the precise period of her departure (for I can not spiritu-

ally measure time or space), 1 internally resolved to be present

and watch the progressive development of that interesting but

much-dreaded phenomenon. Moved by this resolution, T, at a

later period, engaged hoard in her house, and officiated as her

physician.

When the hour of her death arrived, I was fortunately in a

proper state of body and mind to induce the Superior Condi-

tion
;
hut, previous to throwing my spirit into that condition, 1

sought the most convenient and favorable positir'i, that 1 might

be allowed to make the observations entirely unnoticed and

undisturbed. (For an explanation of what is meant by the

superior condition, and of the nature and character of my spir-

itual perceptions, I refer the reader to the department of

this work which is particularly devoted to the philosophy of

psychohigy.) Thus situated and conditioned, I proceeded to

observe and investigate the mysterious pn>ces8es of dying, and

to learn what it is for an individual human spirit to undergo

the changes consequent upon physical death or external disso

lution. They were these :
—

I saw that the physical organization could no longer subserve

the diversifitfd purposes or l equirements of the Spiritual Prin-

ciple. But the various internal organs of the body appeared to

rt*i9t the withdrawal of the animating soul. The muscular

system struggled to retain die element of Motion ; the vasculai

system strove to retain the element of Life ; the nervous system
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put i^rth all its powers to retain the element of Sensation ; ainl

the cerebral system laboiad to retain the principle of lutelli

gence* The body and the soul, like two fiiends, strongly

resisted the various circumstances wliich rendered their eternal

separation imperative and absoline. These intei*nal conflicts

gave rise to mauifestations of what seemed to 1)6, to the material

senses, the most thrilling and painful sensations; but 1 was

unspeakably thankful and delisted when I perceived and

realized the fact that those physical manifestations were indt*

cations, not ofpain or nnhappine^a^ but simply that the Spirit

was eternally dissolving its copartnership with the material

organism.

Now the head of the body became suddenly enveloped in a

fine—soft—mellow—luminous atmosphere; and, as instantly,

I saw the cerebrum ai.d the cerebellum expand their most

interior portions; I saw them discontinue their appropriate

galvanic functions
;
and then I saw that they became highly

charged with the vital electricity and vital magnetism which per-

meate subordinate systems and structures. That is to say, the

Brain, as a whole, suddenly declared itself to be tenfold more

positive, over the lesser portions of the boily, than it ever was

during the period of health. This pluMiomoiioii invariably pre-

cedes physical dissolution.

Now the process of dying, or of the spirit’s departure from

the body, was fully commenced. The brain began to attract

ihe elements of electricity, of magnetism, of motion, of life, otwl

of sensation, into its various and numerous departments. Hie

head became intensely brilliant
;
and I particularly remarkr d

that just in the same proportion os the extremities of the

organism grew dark, and cold, the brain appeared light and

glowing.

Now I saw, til the mellow, spiritual atmosphere, which
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emanated from, and encircded, her head, the indistinct ontUnee

of the formation of another head ! The reader should remem-

ber that thete tuper-sensuous proce$ses are not visible to any one

except the spiritual perceptions he unfolded ; for material eyee

can only behold material things, and spiritual eyes can only

behold spiritual things,— This is a Law of Nature. This new

head unfolded more and more distinctly
;
and so indescribably

compact and intensely brilliant did it become, that 1 could

neither see through it, nor gaze upon it as steadily as I desired*

While this spiritual head was being eliminated and organized

ft om out of, and above, the material head, 1 saw that the sur-

rounding aromal atmosphere which had emanated from the

material head was in great commotion
;
but, as the new head

became more distinct and perfect, this brilliant atmosphere

gradually disappeared. This taught me that those aromal

elements, which were, in the beginning of the metamorphosis,

attracted from the system into the brain, and thence eliminated

in the form of an atmosphere, were indissolubly united in

accordance with the divine principle of affinity in the universe,

which pervades and destinates every particle of matter, and

developed the spiritual head which 1 beheld.

With inexprt3S8iblo wonder, and with a heavenly and utter-

able reverence, I gazed upon the holy and harmonious pro-

cesses that were going on before me. In the identical manner

in which the spiritual head was eliminated and unchangably

organized, I saw, unfolding in their natural, progressive order,

the iiarmouious development of the neck, the shoulders, the

breast, and the entire spiritual organization. It appeared from

Uiis, even to an uncipavucal demonstration, that the innumer-

able particles of what might be termed unparticled matter,

which constitute the man's Spiritual principle, are constituti hi*

ally endowed with eetiain elective affinities, analogous to ar
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Immortal fnendehtp. The innate tendencies, which the ele»

ments end essences ot her sool manifested by uniting and

organizing themselves, were the ^officient end imnninent causes

which unfolded and perfected her spiritual organization. The

defects and deformities of he'* physical body, weie. in the

spiritual body which I saw thus developed, almost completely

removed. In other words, it seemed that those hereditary

obstructions and influences were now removed, which originally

arrested the full and proper development of her physical con-

stitution
;
and therefore, that her spiritual constitution, being

elevated above those obstructions, was enabled to unfold and

perfect itself, in accordance with the universal tendencies of all

created things.

While this spiritual formation was going on, which was j>er-

fectly visible to my spiritual perceptions, the material lx»dy

manifested, to the outer visioii of observing individuals in the

room, many symptoms of uneasiness and pain
;
but these indi-

cations were totally deceptive ; they were wholly caused by the

departure of the vital or spiritual forces from the extremities

and viscera into the brain, and thence into the ascending

organism.

The spirit arose at right angles over the head or brain of

the deserted body. But immedia*;ely previous to the flnal

dissolution of the relationship which had for so many years sub-

sisted between the two spiritual and material bodies, I saw—

•

playing energetically between the feet of the elevated spir-

itual body and the head of the prostrate physical body—
a bright stream or current of vital electricity. This tauglit

me, that what is customarily termed Death is but a Birih

of the spirit from a lower into a higher state ; that an infe-

rior body and mode of existence are exchanged for a supo-

body and corresponding endowments and cauabilittei
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of happiness. I learned that the correspondence between tlw

birth of a child into this world, and the birth of the spirit from

the material body into a higher world, is absolute and cmnplete

—even to the umbilical cord^ which was represented by the

thread of vital electricity, which, for a few minutes, subsisted

between, and connected the two organisms together. And

here I perceived, what I had never before obtained a knowb

edge of, that a small portion of this vital electrical element

returned to the deserted body, immediately subsequent to the

separation of the umbilical thread ; and that that portion of

this element which passed back into the earthly organism,

instantly diffused itself through the entire structure, and thus

prevented immediate decomposition.

It is not proper that a body should be deposited in the earth,

until after decomposition has positively commenced; for, should

there be no positive evidences of such structural change, even

though life seems surely to have departed, it is not right to

consign the body to the grave. The umbilical life-cord, of

which I speak, is sometimes not severed, but is drawn out into

the finest possible medium of sympathetic connection between

the body and the spirit. This is invariably the case when indi-

viduals apparently die, and, after being absent for a few days

or hours, return, as from a ]>eaceful jouniey, to relate theii

spiritual experiences. Such phenomena are modenily term-

ed, Trances, Catalepsy, Somnambulism, and spiritual Extasis.

There are many different stages, or divisions, and subdivis-

ions, of these states. But when the spirit is arrested in its

flight from the body, and when it is held in a transitional or

mediatorial state, for only a few hours or minutes, then the

mind seldom retains a recollection of its experience—this state

of ft>rgetflilnes8, seems, to a superficial observer, like annihila*

tton; and this occasional suspension of consciousness (or
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mummy) ta frequently made the fouudaiioTt of many an argu-

ment against the sooPa immortal existence. It is when the

spirit entirely leaves the body-^oEly retaining pioprietorshifi

over lit through the medium of the unsevered umbilical thread

or electric wire, as it might be cabled—that the soul is enabled

to abandon its earthly tenement and interests, for many hours

or days, and afierwaid, to retum to the earth— ladened with

. bright and happy memories.

As soon as the spirit, whose departing hour I thus watched,

was wholly disengaged from the tenacious physical body, I

directed my attention to the movements and emotions of the

former ; and 1 saw her begin to breathe the most interior or

spiritual portions of the surrounding terrestrial atmosphere.

(The reader will find an explanation of what is meant by the

** interior portions of the terrestrial atmosphere,” by referring

to the consideration of air as a medium*' to be found in the

pathological department of this volume.) At first it seemed

witli difficulty that she could breathe the new medium ; but, in

a few seconds, she inhaled and exhaled the spiritual elements

of nature, with the greatest possible ease and delight. And
now I saw that she was in the possession of exterior and physical

proportions, which were identical, in every possible particular

— improved and beautified—with those proportions which

characterized her earthly organization. That is to say, she

possessed a heart, a stomach, a liver, lungs, &c., A;c., just as

her natural body did previous to (not her, but) its death. This

is a wonderful and consoling truth ! But I saw that the tm-

pro\oment8 which were wrought upon, and in, her spiritual

organization, were not so particular and thorough as to destroy

or transcend her personality ; nor did they materially alter her

natural appearance or earthly characteristics. So much like

her former self was she, that, had her friends beheld her (tti J

15
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they certainly would have exclaimed— as we often dc

iiprm the sudden return of a long absent friend,' who leaves ui

in iliiiess and returns in health— Why, how well you look I

how improved you are!” such were the nature— most beauti*

fyiiig in their extent—of the improvements that were wrought

ii|X)Ti her.

I saw her continue to conform, and accustom herself, to the

new elements and elevating sensations which belong to the

inncir life. I did not particularly notice the workings and emo-

tionsof her newly awakening and fast unfolding spirit
;
exce^it,

that I was careful to remark, her philosophic tranquillity

throughout the entire process, and her non-participation, with

the different members of ber family, in their unrestrained be-

wailing of her departure from the earth, to unfold in Love and

Wisdom throughout eternal spheres. She understood, at a

glance, that they could only gaze upon the cold and lifeless

form which she had but just deserted
;
and she readily compre-

hended the fact, that it was owing to a want of true knowledge

upon their parts, that they thus vehemently regretted her merely

physical death.

The excessive weeping and lamentation of friends and rela-

tives, over the external foi m of one departed, are mainly caused

by the sensuous and superficial mode by which the majority of

mankind view the phenomenon of death. For, with but few

i^xceptions, the race is so conditioned and educated on the

earth— not yet having grown into spiritual perceptions— not

yet progressed to where “ whatsoever is hid shall be revealed”

—realizing, only through the medium of the natural senses, the

nearness of the beloved— w'atcbing and comprehending only

flie external signs and pnicesses of physical dissolution— sup-

|K»8iiig tkii contortion to indicate pain, and that expression tf

tndicato anguish— I say, the race is so situateil and educated
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death of the body (to the majonty .of the earth’s inhabitants)

IS equivalent to an annihilation of the persoiialiiy of the inili*

vidual. But I would comfort superficial observer, and !

can solemnly assure the inquirer afier truth, lliat, when an indi-

vidual dicfs naturally, the spirit experiences no pain
;

nor,

should the material body be dissolved with disease, or crushed

by the fearful avalanche, is the individuality of the spirit de-

formed, or in the least degree obscured. Could you but turn

your natural gaze from the lifeless body, which can no longer

answer to your look of love
;

aiid could your spiritual eyof* bo

opened; you would behold—standing in your midst—a form,

the same, but moie beautiful, and living! Hence, there is

great cause to rejoice at the birth of the spirit from this world

into the Inner Sphere of Life— yea, it is far more reasonable

and appropriate to weep at the majority of marriages which

occur in this world, than to lament when man’s immortal spirit

escapes fiom its earthly form, to live and unfold in a higher and

better country! You may clothe yourselves with the dark

habiliments of wo, when you consign at the altar, a heart to a

living grave ;
or when you chain the soul to breathe in an un-

cx>ngenia1 atmosphere ; hut rolxj yourselves with garments of

light to honor the spirit’s birth into a higher life

!

The period required to accomplish the entire change^ which

I saw, was not far from two hours and a half
;
hut this furnishes

no rule as to the time reejuired for every spirit to elevate and

reorganize itself above the head of the outer form. Wilhout

dianging my position, or spiritual perceptions, 1 continued to

ohser\ e the movements of her new-horn spirit. As soon as she

bcctune accustomed to the new elements which surrounded her,

die descendt^d from her elevated position, which was immedi-

ately over the body, by an effort of the will-power, and directly

Dassed out of the door of the bedroom, in which she had laif
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(in the material form) prostrated with disease for several wedta

It tieing in a summer month, the doors were all open, and hei

egress from the liouse was attended with no obstructions* 1

law her pass through the adjoining room, out of the door,

and step from the house into the atmosphere ! 1 was over-

whemed isith delight and astonishment when, for the first

time, 1 realized the universal truth that the spiritual organi-

zatioL can tread the atmosphere, which, while in the coarser,

earthly form, we breathe— so much more refined is man*s

spiritual constitution. She walked in the atmosphere as easily,

and in the same manner, as we tread the earth, and ascend

an eminence. Immediately upon her emergement from the

house, she was joined hy two friendly spirits from the spir^

itual country

;

and, after tenderly recognising and commu-

ning with each other, the three, in the most graceful manner,

began ascending obliquely through the ethereal envelopment

of our globe. They walked so naturally and fraternally together,

that I could scarcely realize the fact that they trod the air—

they seemed to be walking upon the side of a glorious but

familiar mountain ! 1 continued to gaze upon them until tha

distance shut them from ray view
; whereupon I returned to

my external and ordinary condition.

O, what a contrast ! Instead of beholding that beautiful and

youthfully unfolded spirit, 1 now saw, in common with those

about me, the lifeless— cold— and slirouded organism of

the calerpiJJar, which the jt>yous butterfly had so recently

•lHiiid«>Qed i

Death is but the 1 >cal or final development of a successicm

of specific changes in the corporeal organism of man. As lf«

death of the germ is necessary to the birth or development of

ihe Jtower ; so is the death of man’s physical body an iadispon«
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fsMe precedent and indication of his spiritual birth dr resor

recdon. That semi-unconscious slumber into vrhich the soul

and body mutually and irresistibly glide, when darkness pm*-

vades the earth, is typical of death. Sleep is but death unde-

veloped
; or, in other words, slee^' is the incipient maniiestation

of that thorough and delightful change, which is the glorious

vQSult of our pT*esent rudimental exisiei ice. Night and'sleep

correspond to physical death ; but the brilliant day, and human

wakefulness, correspond to spiritual birth and individual

elevation.

There is every reason why man should rest, with regard to

life and death, ami be happy ;
for *the Laws of Nature are

unchangeable and complete in their operations. If we under-

stand diese laws, and obey them on the earth, it is positively

certain that our passage from this sphere, and our emergefnent

into the spirit-country, will be like rolling into the blissful

depths of natural sleep, and awakening from it, to gaze upon,

and to dwell in, a more congenial and harmonious world.

Here I am impressed to introduce a portion of a spiritual

communication, which I was in a proper condition of mind to

receive, in the city of Boston, on the 29th of May, 1849. The

communicant was known, on the earth, as James Victor Wil-

son ; whose name, and intense interest iti the book, entitled

•* Nature’s Divine Revelations,” are mentioned in a note, which

is prefixed to the fimrtecnth page of the Scrilie’s introduction to

that volume. The circumstances which led to the communica-

tion from him, are strictly as follows: For several months

previous to Friend Wilson’s death, he was in the habit of visiting

the room in which I examined and prescrihod for the sick ; and

be was occasionally chosen as a witness to the lectures, which

1 was also, at that time, engaged in delivering. The profound

•iterest with which the Revelations, and the phenomena whii.r

15^
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ittended their (]e\6lopnient, inspired him, laid the fuundattoB

for a sweet and profitable acquaintance between us. We
conversed frequently concerning the nature of death, and

concerning that ineffable divinity which pervades the Spirit-

Home. lie sometimes feared that his identity, or personality,

would be lost, at the period of death, by divine absorption—

just as the ocean drinks in the drop of water
;
and frequently

he expiessed a strong desire to be thrown into a mental Cvudi-

lion, similar to the state in which I gave the above-mentioned

lectures, to the end that he might entirely satisfy his own mind

of thoae things which, above all else in the universe, he desired

most to comprehend and telieve. In reply to these desires of

his spirit, 1 said :
“ It is well to be pafient

;
for, in the present

state of the world’s social and intellectual progression, there

are but few individuals who can, because of their constitutional

qualifications, enter into the superior condition
; *Hid even if

there were many such individuals, it would be exceedingly

difficult to find the right operator— one who possesses within

himsedf the proper physical and mental qualifications— capable

of assisting the spirit in its efforts to attain that condition. What
wo can not learn by studying the laws of nature, and her uni-

versal analogies or correspondences, we had better wait for

jiatiently, either until our spiritual perceptions are naturally

devel(»ppd and unclouded, or until we actually become rm-
ditnU of the spiritual world.”

Thus we walked and conversed together
;
and it was during

one of these conversarions that, prompted by his great des’ro

for spiritual enlightenment, he requested me to promise that,

should I die first, I would, if possible, subsequent to my death,

visit him and communicate to liim ray experiences; ar.d. with

earnestness, he bound himself to do likewise, should io thf

earliest pass from eatth.
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A few weeks subsequent to the above interview, during Btt

absence from homo, 1 received a letter, from a friend, announ

cing his sudden and unexpected death, and stating that ** he had

been found dead in his bed/*

According to our mutual pro^nise, I daily and hourly ex*

pected to feel, behold, and converse with his spirit
; but weeks

and months passed by, and I received ik» thought or impression

which was calculated to keep alive that fraternal irtimacy,

which had, previous to his death, subsisted between us. I was

not to be disappointed, however. In my anticipations of further

communion with him, even here
;

for, toward the last of De-

cember, 1847, as I WHS recovering from a sboit but severe illness,

and while my mind was in a state of interior meditation, 1 did

not see, but 1 suddenly felt his spiritual presence. He breathed

into my spirit the following words : “ Thou hast not been of late

;n that peculiar mental state, which is adapted to spiritual inter-

course— thrice have I sought thee, but thy spirit was too much

engaged, in the investigation of natural or torrostrial subjects,

to have readily j)erceived, and communed with, me
;
and, even

now, thou hast not sufficient physical strength to record what I

would impart. But it is well to be patient
;

for, when it is

good and usejul that 1 should converse with thee, we shall

equally be prepared for the interview/*

Weeks and months again rolled betweem this brief com-

munication and the one I am about to relate, which, I feel

impressed, will do much toward illuminating the enslaved

intellect, not only of the diseased and the suffering, but also of

the unhappy skeptic. And here it would, perhaps, be well to

remark, for the satisfaction of the anxious and serious readort

that Friend Wilson’s external appearance generally corre^

spooifed to his previous earthly exterior personality and amiable

department— his spiritual form l>eiiig intensely b^’autified, and
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Bmewlmt mailer than the natural body, possessing exqRudta

symmetry, and harmonious or musical proportions; and his

transparent habiliments represented an inter*blending of the

character of a student and an instructor. 1 will now ^thhiily

present to the reader his holy communication, as follows

-

** Truth respondeth to truth— love to love—and soul an-

swereth to soul ! I approach thee because thou art approach-

able—and, I teach thee, because thou didst first teach me.

** I am fi)rced to exclaim : How truthful is Tnith—how loToly

is Love—how good is Goodness—how omnipotent is Will—

-

how wise is Wisdom—how great is Greatness—how divine

is Divinity—how universal is the Universe!

The innumerable Empires of Worlds about me supply every

pure desire with its proper and complete gratification.

The elements, which flow between one planet, or world, and

another, correspond to the bodies of water which divide, yet

unite, countries and hemispheres on your earth.

** These planets are our various countries. On each the in*

habitants are different, but only in degrees of growth. Their

laws and customs differ
;
but the difierence is always in accord-

ance with their relative position in the infinite system of pro-

gressive development.

** There is no antagonism here, only a divine emulation ; no

absolute discord, only relative degrees of harmony.

<*We travel to each other's country or planet, just as you

travel to each other's village or city.

“Our Empire is vast—our €k>veniment is spiritual— mr
Law is love— and our obedience brings wisdom and happiness.

“ Those individuals congregate, and journey together, who
have similar or parallel attractions.

“ Hete, every one is conjugally conjoined— is married ia

•pirit and in trith— or, every one know where its proper and
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ftorsttl «80O6tald reindes! Oar marriagtas are tnstantaneom

BehcM die aeii-beain km the flower—or, the sudden blending

of kindred dewdrope, or the instantaneous commingling of the

elements—and you behold the quickness and beauty of the

celestial marriage. The syralx)! is perfect in picture, not in

magnitude—because, onr unions are sweet, pure, beautiful,

and eternal 1

Anxiety is edsced from all properly-unfolded spirits. We
know the truth, and we are free 1 It is not the quantity, but

the quality of truth which makes us free.

** The universe seems great or small according to our Inward

growth. If any of as, or any of you (by which I mean us) have

just as much truth as the spirit can comprehend, feel, and

exhibit, in its daily walk and conversation, then its freedom is

comparatively perfect.

** If a man has too little truth he is anxious—he is seeking

;

and if truth is all he desires, he finds it
;
but should he seek

truth, not for truth’s sake, but for the sake of establishing an

opinion or hypothesis, then is be discontented and internally

unhappy. This perverted motive sometimes actuates the mis-

directed inhabitants of earth ; but it never moves the residents

of this celestial empire.

** The universe becomes greater and more sublime as we un-

fold— Infinity is as many times more injinite than you now sup*

pose as there are moments in your eternal life.

“ The Universe does not itself become more universal ; nor

diios itifiuity become more infinite ; but the expansion is in the

pivigressed and improved spirit. The spirit of every individual

IS cauaed to grow into a higher and wider knowledge of mate*

rial and spir'tual things.

^One widesprc^ and fatal error or misappiebension I behold

in all tV earth.— It is diat man (with but few exceptions)
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knows not what Truth ia
;
he knows not where to find it—how

to estimate it——how to, separate it. Thus, facts are locked

together
;
and a long chain offacts is estimated as a principle

of truth
;
while, in reality, Facts are only Things, and Truths

are Principles.

** To the animalcule, a drop of water is a universe of

life and activity. And,, to man, the universe is great, heau*

tifnl, divine, and magnificent; or it is small, chaotic, and

unheautiful—yxsX. as ho is individually organized, educated,

and developenl.

* Our desire ia that all should tread the same path in the pur-

suit of truth
;
just as the child, the youth, the man, tread the

same path in journeying toward maturity, neither manifesting

discord, nor giving rise to inconsistencies.

How heautiful is the way of truth, my brother • and, O,how
we—how all are blessed I

“ My departure from your earth and society was, to me, sud-

den and unexpected—but it was fully known and anticipated

by my present companions.

While with you I was seeking— finding—exclaiming—

writing— speaking—^practising— and I was leaving oM asso-

ciations of every description. My spirit expanded under the

warmth of your love, and grew enlightened under your reveal-

ments. The way to, and the geography of, the spirit-land

were deeply impressed upon my understanding; and, on the

evening previous to my departure, my soul was lifted up in

noly contemplation and admiration of the spirit-home. Thought

became too intense and elevated for the body. The sensoriuni

was expanded, with action, to its utmost capacity
; the blood

rushed to, and from, my head with bewildering rapidity
;
m}

thoughts retunied to me, and I retired to l>ed. Bui my.spiril
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iTfts attracted by an interior power— tbe attraction merctam

me, and 1 felt the evidenceR of tranefopnation.

How thankful wab I tiiut tny chamber was undisturbed ! no

•xcitemcnt, no rush, was there to draw me back-— I was thank*

ful for this; for, bad it }>een ofLerwise—bad friends beseeebed,

and prayed, and wept for me, I should have had but one sen-

sation—-not sympathy, but pity! phy-

" I remembered you—held your chart^ of ^he gecgi aphy

the spirit-home in my memory. Y<fli bad gone before me—
knew the pathway— understood the preparations that were

necessary for the journey— I was thus making preparations, and

the transition was interesting and delightful.

** My sensorinm or cerebrum threw open its ten thousand

hearts or cells, and the imprisoned spirit rushed, from the va*

rious members, into tbem,t—by spirit I mean myself,

**Now' I was calm— silent—still— sleeping. My bed-

chamber, the house, the physical world, all— all receded, and

wont into nothing.

“ My body was or its back,— I was asleep, and yet I was not

asleep ; I was in the body, and yet it seemed that I was out of

die body ; I was in the world, and yet it appeared to me I was

not in the world.

** Now my sleep deepened, and my consciousness of indmd-

uality was melted into an ocean of boundless ether. Joy

unutterable came over me as I seemed to spread out like the

divine breath upon the bosom of infinite life. I expanded in

every direction— I was boundless—was infiiiile—was in being,

and yet it seemed that 1 was nothing.

“ Happiness, or rather tranquillity

,

was the last of my earthly

•8e« diMoaites on the Bpiritaa] sphere*— ** Nature’* Divine IleyeI«tioii%*'

fsoswr, et *eqiie.

t The spirit escapes the orgamsm by emanating thmogli the antorior fiortfoBS of

eaonfdialnn
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recollectiotiA My spirit seemed poured into the founts rf

olysium— I felt like the breath of heaven—and the aiigeb

seemed to inhale me, and thus 1 Decame unconscious.*

** Yea, how we—how all are blest

!

“My individuality, thus seemingly purified, was restored. My
new being was inhaling what appeared to me like the pure

elements of other climes ;
it was so. My earthly body was

beneath roe. It was surrounded by friends and medical attend*

ants— it was examined— and turned in various ways to call

me back. I was then not more than two feet (according to the

natural system of measurement) from them, over the head of

the body, yet I was in eternity.

“Nothing which was done affected me, Sevend radiant

beings were near me—they were my companions to the

Spirit-Home.

“ When the surrounding elements passed into ry lungs, I felt,

like an infant, filled with life
; when my heart beat, and sent

the milk-white ether through my new and perfect organization,

I felt ready to go with my companions

!

“We passed from the earth-sphere through the opening at one

of ilic poles ; we met and observed several spirits on our way.

“ My eyes permitted me to see thousands of miles, whereas

on earth 1 could only see inches.

“We arrived where we were attracted, and I knew that

wo had reached ihe Second Sphere. Thus I recognised your

teachings.

“ The society of which I am a member is in numbers innu-

merable. We are mutnally fond of travelling through the

different societies and portions of the Spirit-Home.

* The •eiwfttSoM oT bUmdiiig with Uie elementa of tpiice etWM
by the spirit satpending ks oonedouneM of iodiridasKty daring the pcvriod at
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**Oii eartli I was A>fid of matbemadcs and! kindred studies ; m)
Jestre Ibr these acquirements is now totally satiated. Spiritual

affinities are my studies now ; and* ere longi I will disclose

what I have learned.**

Tims ended our brother's brief but highly interesting reve*

latMin. His concluding words refer to some future disclosures

of spiritual things, which, when I receive them from him, shall

be presented to the world.

I have yet another spiritual communication to record i«] this

place, for the consolation of the mourner, and for the enlight-

ening of the seeker after truth. It was imparted to me by an

individual who lived on the earth several liundred years ago.

Concerning his personal history and experience, 1 have derived

no knowledge from the reading of books. Tliat which be com-

municated I will relate as faithfully as I can possibly translate

his revelation into the English language
;
bur 1 can find words

for only a fragment of what he breathed into my soul ;
as nearly

as 1 can phrase the majesty of his thoughts, he thus addressed

me

-

Prayest thou for knowledge conceriiiug that sublime resur-

rection which mankind has misnamed death ? Prayest thou

for light upon a process, which has been, and is now, on tho

earth, robed in the darkest horrors and mysteries-* bedecked

with the ftineral pall, and veiled by ignorance T VTea, thou

mayest not reply— the eamest and truest desires of thy mind

are very distinct, being well defined. Let thy spirit, therefore,

withdraw from the various objects and inftuoiices of earth ; and

le^ it comprehend and faithfully record the sweet and silvery

tioteSf which, through me and thee, may musically instruct th«

eaUli^s inhabitants concerning life and its diversified ph»

16
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‘Many centuries have rolleil over the earth since I, as cms

among numerous inhabitants, lived and moved upon its surface.

My thoughts and experience, while residing upon that planet,

seem to me njw like the shadows and outlines ofsome unraean*

ing dream ; my earth-life seems like a brief but an uneasy mgk$i

when contrasted with the perpetual and peaceful Day, which

oervades the interior souls of those who dwell on the higher

planes of the neighboring sphere. Yet my experience, as I

neared the termination ofmy residence on earth, was a perfect

history of, and commentary upon, the influence of ignorance

and mythology.

“Greece was my Country and my Idol; her inhabitants I loved

as my children
;
and her beauteous institutions seemed to me

like monuments of instruction and philosophy. But, as among

children, there came discord there
;

the government of the

country was divided into numerous Republics
; a^d the people,

looking with favor upon my temperament and attainments,

placed me at the summit of their aspirations. Wherefore I

became the governor, the instructor, and the lawgiver, of the

once-beloved and adored Athens. Tho laws framed by me
for the Athenians were none other than the desires of my
iiiniost understanding

;
but, instead of orally imparting to the

multitude the instinctive promptings and silent meditations of

my own spirit, I t'.aused them to be executed upon parchment

,

and 1 confidently depended upon the most devoted ofmy more

immediate companions, who were well versed in my laws and

masons, lo instruct, and improve, and harmonixe the people.

But hereby I experienced a truth, which all mankind should

forthwith learn, that those who are esteemed as Teachers and

Legislators of the land must not he firMt presented with, oc

taught, new forms or revelations of truth
; for such minds,

holding a tempirary power over the people, will, in order to
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maintain tbeir power and poaition* misrepresent and deAtane

the medium or person through wh'^ch the truth is unfolded tc

the world. Teach the People, not kings and governors
; teach

chtldren* not strong adults, who feel immovable in their thoughts

and pkil^isopby. Had the people known me; had they but

once contemplated the contents of my living nature
; 1 would

not have been 8(* unexpectedly dnithroned, ax)r banished

from those scenes which ^vero enshrined in my mii^directed

adections. But I was constrained to depart into the interior of

my native country— there to deplore the past, and interrogate

the future. This change in my life and habits, was the begin-

ning of my uneasiness concerning the issue of that event which

is called Death.

** Mythology, though begemmed with unnumbered diamonds

of truth, had robed my spirit in darkness. 1 sought and invoked

the gods to preside over me when death frowned upon and

claimed me as its victim. Nothing discoursed more forcibly and

fearfully concerning the dreadfuliiess of my metempsychosis

than the long and still nights, which I endeavored to illuminate

and animate with constant wakefulness. But the words of the

Judean shepherd sounded loud in my soul*— * Death is an

everlasting sleep 1’ Whether in the forests of the Isle of

Salamis
;

whether consulting the habitations of the gods

;

or whether contemplating the deep murmuring music of the

Grecian gulf—yea, everywhere, I heard the voice of the

Judean shepherd saying—* Dark is the valley of the shadow

of Death*—
* Death is an everlasting slvif !*

** Three years subsequent to my dethronement, 1 was mado

aware of approaching dissolution. In view of tins final ter>

mination to my existence my spirit sank into the depths of

melancholy, and was veiled in night, I was imperfectly

aroused from this darkness when there streamed to me a recol
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lection of the doctrine which supposed a resurreeHm ^ lAi

toiilt of the good that die, to live on some fair and heavenly

Isle for ever. And this favored spot of earth—the beautiful

retreat I had oft choscm for my meditations—was known as

Salamis ; out of which was to be born again that fairer lsle»

anticipated and named, by Plato, the ‘ New Atlantia.* At the

request of my few but faithful friends, 1 dictated to be written

. upon parchment, that my ashes should be scattered upon the

sea which so constantly embraced and moaned about the fertile

but solitary shores of the Salamis Isle.

“ Being prostrated with disease for sevei^al weeks, it was easy

to mark the progress of those physical changes to the JImI

change which is termed death. This final change came upon

me as my spirit was audibly deploring the fate of my dearly-

boloved country. The sun had not yet disappeared in the west,

when I was prompted to bid my friends farew^l; and the

change, like slumber, crept over me.

** Asmy sleep deepened, the room I occupied, together with the

objects and persons therein, gradually faded away. The more

I strove to maintain a consciousness of things about the

more unconscious I became
;
until every avenue, which appeared

to connect me with the outer world, was entirely and, as I

thought, everlastingly closed. Fear and desire constituted the

last links in the chain of life, lengthened to the end, which

seemed about severing ft r ever. I feared lest the waves should

not give up my scattered ashes, and waft them to the New
Atlantis Isle; and my desire was unto the gods, that then

celestial presence should attend my death and revivify the divine

power which animated my bodily frame. Immediately up m
analyzing these oppressive thoughts, I experienced a sudden

ru^ of all the divine power (which dwelt in the hands and

feet) into my encephalon or head. This wa^ aecompaitied
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frith a soft, tranqtiilliaing sensation that pervaded my entire

oatufe, which peaceful calm was speedily followed by a 'state

of total uncottsciousness*

** How long I remained thus I could n(4 tell ; but I expert *

enced a full return of the consciousness ofmy personality. This

lestoratiTn of lilt^ ^as accompanied with many new and sweet

influences ; and my expanding thoughis catised me suddenly

to feel that I could now understand more concerning the godSf

and comprehend the nature of the souPs resurrection. A
Bupef^consciousiiess pervaded me

;
and my spirit was end<,wed

with immortal sensibilities. The instant I realized, or thought

[ realized, this truth, my breast freely inhaled the soil and

silvery air
;
my heart swelled with emotion, and beat the

musical pulsations, which would naturolly flow from an har*

raonious instrument. Inspired with these ex lilted seTisations,

and not realizing my spirit’s departure from the body which 1

had hitherto inhabited, I strove to open my eyes that I might

again behold my friends, and relate to them the melody of my
soul. 1 supposed that 1 should not die, and that 1 had but

passed through a metamorphosis from illness and suffering to

a renewed condition of life, which endowing me with a superior

power, would enabled me to instruct and legislate for the

Athenians.

“ Gradually my senses opencnl, and, lo ! instead of seeing the

external ffirms of my friends, I beheld their interior lift^ and

read their inmost thoughts— I saw them deploring, in tears,

the departure of some dearly-beloved one from their midst

;

and, directing my perceptions to where I saw them gaze, I

beheld (in tbeir thoughts) the body which I myself bad

worn ! 1 strove to tell them that that deserted tenement was

nothing, and that I possessed a body, and stood among them

;

inH# itiatandy, I saw that there could be no communication

J6«
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between \i»; because they were living in one condition of

being, and I in another
;
they could converse only through the

instrumentality of the material senses, and I could discourse

only through the pure mediums of thought and desire. But I

was too highly inspired with new and comprehensive concep

lions, to liestow much desire upon my friends in their attend*

ante beside the lifeless body, which lay before me. I internally

knew that it would yet be well with them
; and this knowledge

made me wholly passive concerning their feelings and destiny.

Now my interior spiritual senses were soothingly closed
;
and

now my exalted sensibilities gathered themselves into friendly

groups throughout ray nature. In a few moments 1 passed

into a calm and profound slumber.

** I was aroused from this serene and partial state of uncon-

sciousness, by experiencing a peculiar breathing sensation upon

my face and head, whereupon my eyes opened- and I beheld,

in the scenes and forms about me, more concentrated love and

friendship, more grandeur and magnificence, than thou canst

understand
;
thou couldst not comprehend, or record, what I

saw. Shall I tell thee that I realized the divine resu^ction,

which the gods had promised the early inhabitants of earth ?

Shall T tell thee thatl stood upon the New Atlantis' Isle ? Yea,

I believed the gods were faithful
; and that the glorious Re-

public of immortal duration had arisen from out of the divine

Salamis 1 A pure, serene air constantly entered my breast;

my ear was entranced with the most liquid and silvery music,

which seemed to float upon the atmosphere; and my eyes con-

templated a boundless and inagniBceiit country. Am*rj^ 1 was

inspired or penetrated with a divinity of ineifable sweetness*

And a thought came before me, and mid Seek tkau lie

things which draw thee mast*' And, immediatel/, I wat

attracted to a group of friendly persons, whom 1 beheld con
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fersing near me. What a thrill of uttei able jc f ran throagb

my now exalted i ature, when among thorn 1 discovered and

embraced two of the dearfut friende I ever knew in Athene /

This meeting, so anexpected and sweety imparted to my sou

more happiness than 1 hai ever enjoyed on earth ; and, from

that moment, I began to unfold in T^ove and Wisdom. It was

f>nly by perpetual development, I learnod that the gods did not

bring me thither
;
and that the glorious country, of which I

had become an inhabitant, was not, as 1 had supposed, the new^

bom republic of the isle of the sea—no; 1 learned of my
higher life, and progressed to understand tiiat I lived in a

tenfold more heavenly state than my earthly imaginings bad

dreamed of—because, each inferior faculty of my nature was

drawn up into intimate conjunction with the True, the Good»

and the Divine

!

Thou seest now what a simple and ennobling process it is

to die ; thou seest now, that there is no * valley ^ of fearful

* .shadows * to pass through ; and that * death ’ is not * an

everlasting sleep.* But I must tell thee that it is only the

good who die sweetly ; for the trouhlesome or troubled spirit is

sometimes not quieted, until after it has been, for a considerable

length of time, removed from the earth, and until it has expe*

rienced the subduing and disciplining influences which peivade

this divine habitation.

** The earth’s inhabitants will now see (even though they do

not believe it) that to die is to be born agaii ]; and that, to die

sweetly, they should think, act, and unfold, in harmonious

order; for the flower must have blossomed, though in rude

places, peacefully and purely, out of whose heart rich fra*

grance flows to heaven 1”
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In introducing the foregoing obsei-vations, and the aereral

spiritual communtcatiotis, I desire to be apprehended aright

My motive for presenting them to the reader is identical with

that which animated Friend Wilson, and actuated the Athe-

nian lawgiver ;
it is, to familiarize the human mind with the

process of dying, and with the uniform phenomena and conse-

quences which attend the event of death. To the spiritually

enlightened, these revealments will possess great <veight, atid

aSbrd much consolation
;
but to the external intellect, to the

materialist, they will appear like the methodical hallucinations

of an excited sensorium. To the last-named class I would say,

that, I depend not upon these spiritual observations and inte-

rior communications, for a demonstration of the reality of an

immediate resurrection and ascension of the spiritual body at

the period of physical dissolution. I acknowledge and recom-

mend no authoritiee but Nature and Reasor > Henee^ for

proofs of the Immortality of the soul, I involuntarily turn fipm

the unsatisfactory teachings of men and books, to the principles

of nature, and to the sanctionings of my highest reason.

It surely is not safe, nor is it reasonable even, to believo, as

many minds do, that the human soul is immortal, and that iti

resurrection from the grave is inevitable, merely because it is

asserted that Jesus was seen subsequent to his crucifixion and

burial. Nor is it reasonable to base all our hope and faith, in

the immortality of the soul, upon the mere speculations su.l

teachings of any form of sectarianism
; because the reasoning

mind full readily perceives tlie unaoundness and fallibility of

such evidences ; and a cold, unhappy, involuntary skepticism

will be the certain consequence. Those who believe in the

authority of men and books, and base tbeir teachings tliere-

upon, should understand that they can not satisfy those who
oelleve in the authority of Nature and Reason.
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I tefer to another portion of this Encyclopedia for an examl

nation of the evidences of the soul’s immortality and eternal

progression. But, in this connection, 1 will state three conclu*

sions to which a deep and far-reaching investigation into the

Ube and universal tendency of Nature conducted me. And

these conclusions lead legitimately to more sublime aud desira-

ble ones, which the reader’s own intuition and principle of

reason will discover. We are immortal, because

—

I. Nature was made to develop the human body ;

II. The human body was made to develop the human splr^

;

and

III. Nvery spirit is developed and organized sufficiently •*»-

like any other spirit^ or substance in the universe
^
to maiTUain

its individuality throughout eternal spheres.

Each human spirit possesses within itselfan eternal affinity of

parts and powers: which affinity there exists nothing suffi-

ciently superior, in power and attraction, to disturb, disorganize,

and annihilate. These are evidences with which the world is

not familiar; but they are plain and demonstrative; aud are

destined to cause great happiness and elevation among men.

In conclusion, 1 desire to impress the i-eader that there is

nothing to fear, but much to love, in a purely natural or non-

accidental death. It is the fair stranger which conducts the

immortal soul to more glorious scenes and harmonious societies.

Let mankind never lament because i f the mere departure of

an individual fixim our earth ; for the change, though cold and

cheerless to the material senses, is, to the interior vision, and to

the ascending spirit, bathed in auroral splendor ! To the en-

lightened mind, there is no more death ;” “ nor sorrow, nor

crying to those who live in constant conjunction with Eter-

nal Troth.

Let tranquillity reign throughout the chambers of the dying*
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buU when body is cold, and when the immoital soul Is

gone, then calmly rejoice, and sweetly sing, and be exceeding

glad ; for, when a body dies on earth, a soul is born in leaven*

You may rest upon the strong foundations of truth; may

strive to learn how to live peacefully and purely on earth ; may
enrich and adoi*n the inner spirit with gems of scientific and

philosophic knowledge
;
may wreathe every tnought with the

sweet flowers of virtue; may robe every impulse with the

mantle of contentment
;
for there is nothing lost by the putting

off of mortality, and leaving the material and evanescent things

f>f this world, to pursue life’s journey amid immortal beauties

in the Spiiit-Land I

There are voices from the Spirit-Land which sound, to the

Inhabitants of earth, like the revelations of fancy ; but, the time

will come-— it is dawning on the world—when many men shall

hear these voices and comprehend the mighty truths their tones

impart And then, when the hour of death arrives, the cham-

ber of the departed will not resound with sighs and iilaetita*

tions, but it will echo to the soothing strains of fweet and

solemn music; and, there will l>e, not moumfitl and word^

prayers, and tearful discourses, but a quiet and lioly
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WHAT K THE PHILOSOPHY OF PSYCHOLOGY f

J^NUMEKABlLiB Combinations of mattor are prepared to da*

velop and complete the htimrn organization. A vast congre-

gation of spiritual forces" act upon and elaborate this matter

according to their own specific purpose and form of action*

And the elements of man, like those of all other things, manifest

specific tendencies to advance, in regular series, to the deveh

cpment of a perfect unity. Therefore, there are successive

and complete systems in man's physical plan— and con espond-

ingly in his mental structure. Thus we have the osseous,

which consist^ of the bone ; the cartilaginous, which unites each

joint; the glandnlart which procreates and performs all secte*

tion i the muscular, which seiTes to promote and govern loco-

motion ; the nervous* which conveys impressions to, and man-

dates from, the brain; the vascular, which embraces the

arteries and veins ; and the cellular tissues which penetrate,

mediate, clothe, and connect the whole. Each one, considered

oy itself, is perfect ; but considered in relation to others, each

forms only a part, and is imperfect There is also a mutual

confidence in each other's integrity, and a mutual dependence

upon each other’s just discharge of oflic/6.

Moreover, each lower, and the lowest system, is subservient

and subject to the government of each higher and the highest

—insomuch that there is, by mutual consent, a constant recep

tion and impartalion of infiuence and power.
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To c.onsider man in relation to his form, is our next obfed.

Man is endowed with power to love or desire, to perceive and

conceive, to compare and decide, to will and to act His love,

or desiring power, diffuses an influence throughout the count*

less avenues of his being. Its influence before birth is upon

the osseous and kindred substances, and is only manifested in

performing the functions of creative motion. But immediately

after the fulfiltnent of its mission in this department, it ascends

to the development of higher systems—the muscles, nerves,

imd cellular tissues—and thus becomes creative life. Fur*

thermore, after birth, motion and life ascend and diffuse them-

feh'es upon each clothing membrane, and l)ecome creative

sensation, which not only establishes a more intimate con-

nection in matter within man, but connects him with matter

out of himself, and with all things. But his will, or executive

power, has endless ways and means of action
; as also has his

wisdom innumerable modes and mediums of manifestalion.

Thus it is plain that the matter composing the body, it not

only elaborated by, but is at all times under the actual govern-

ment of, a spiritual oneness, which is The Man uttertiid# And
thus man typifies, and corresponds to, the vatt univefBe which

is enlivened, actuated, and governed by a Supreme Spiritual

Mover—the Father,

There is an infinite variety of men. Impressed on every

man, more or less, are the peculiar characteristics of his imme-

diate progenitors. Thus each man has certain apparently fixed

predispositions which incline him to the identical pursuits ai d

habits of thought, and give him all the strongly-marked charac-

teristics, for which his parents were distinguished. Circum-

stances of birth, society, and culture, are no less engaged in

fiirmtng, deforming, or refi>rming the man; yet, running

through all these, can be seen the direclicm and peculiarity of
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iMreditary charader. And to whatever direction this maj tend,

diat way will each power and faculty incline, and thus go on to

some extreme point, where a coinplete phenomenon will be pre*

sonted. In some instances we find the barren idiot ; in others,

the fertile philosopher, Honro we have had, and nave now,

men celebrated fur tilmont stupendous talents in certain de-

paitmonts, such as mechanics, mathematics, poetry, astronomy,

and general philosophy.

When we read or hear of men having any of these powers

1C markahly developed, or witness them in their moments of

manifestation, we are impressed to refer them to supernatural

agencies. But v,rhen we search deeper, they declate them*

selves as merely out-births and legitimate consequences of

causes distinctly obvious.

We have thus briefly vieweci man’s material structure, its

particular selfdependence, its entire subjection to the internal

Principle, the mutual relationship of its various parts, and his

spiritual attributes^ in his first, normal, or rvdimental state.

I now come to consider man in another and higher condition

—in the sympathetic or somnambulic state. Numerous, in-

deed, are the causes that may be engaged in producing this

elevation! The body and mind may be constitutionally inclined

to enter it; or, long-continued corporeal disturbances may

render the nervous system highly susceptible to foreign or

mental influences, and these when actively engaged, while the

system is in a favorable state of health and temperature, will

terminate in producing double consciousness. Disease has,

not unfrequently, refined and subtilized the body to such a

degree, that individuals have had protracted visions and

trances. And sometimes, a simple accident or injury has

resulted in the production of the same phenomenon. In fact,

anydititg, whether constitutional or accidental, tending to refine

17
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ind spiritualize the organization, or to improve the habits, llw

manners, and life, may he instrumental in the production of

Somnambulism.

In this slate, the body is partially under the control of the

mind, and partially subject to the direction of surrounding m*

fluences. If mostly controlled by the mind, the constitutional

predisposition will be exhibited. The person may present as-

tonishing developments of physical and mental powers, such as

be may be distinguished for while in the ordinary state, or new

faculties may manifest themselves. Generally the person will

act out some ruling inclination differently and with greater

forc€% according to attending circumstances
; for to them and

their unseen influences should be attributed the numerous mod-

iHrations of mind while in the peculiar state supposed. But,

if the person he controlled mostly by surrounding influences,

he will write, speak, sing, weep, laugh, configurate his body,

and present many symptoms of monomania. At such times the

body and mind will perform what predominating impressions

suggest, and will also constantly evince a consciousness of all

near or interposing objects, thoughts, and desires.

Again, if constitutional and accidental causes be not adequate

to the production of this state, then the regular and repeated in-

fluence of a second person will produce the requisite degree of

corporeal refinement, an<l roiisequi'ntly the Somnambulic stale

In this case, a unity of desire and intention between the per-

sons, is indispensable ; and their mental structures must be as

dissimilar as arc positive and negative poles. Then a spiritual

galvanic action will ensue. The negative body will yield
;
and

a channel of communication will he o{>ened between them ai

between two persons conversing thmugh the mediums of hear-

ing and speech. The agent by which this has been frequently

iccomplished, has been called Animal Magnetism ; but I
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impressed to eansider it a spiritual intercourse through the cur*

ganism, resulting in a definition of relative physical power!

and mental capacity,

Another class of results frequently follows th?-< condition.

Having his spiritual jjerceptions enlarged and improved, the

individual can lead another’s memory ;
can relate circumstan

CCS of youth, describe distant scene!*, revive, and clothe in beauti*

ful language helf-remembered thoughts and loiig-rlierished

opinions entertained by those hi his immediate presence. He
can, also, speak of and describe absent friends, whethci in oi

out of the body, in proportion to that accuracy willi which they

are defined and represented in the memory
;
and sometimes be

can give philosophic and scientific dissertations. In truth, the

subject can separate or combine every thought or predelictiori

pervading the mental atmosphere ofthe room orcupied. Indeed,

woll-attasled instances are recorded in which the semi-clairvoy-

ant employed Latin, Greek, and Hebrew words, and even passa-

ges, with perfect ease and correctness, concerning which, in

his natural state, ho had no knowledge. Ask persons in this

state respecting disease, and they will describe and confirm the

patient’s pre-impressions ;— differing only in the selection of

terms and diction, which is customary with individuals in all

conditions. Ask them to reveal their source of information,

and they will refer to spiritual influx, prophetic power, compli-

cated mediums of sigiit, tales of ancient marvels, and all tnan*

uer of consistent and inconsistent explanations will be given.

In most cases, however, the subject will repeat acquired opin-

ions, or those unconsciously entertained by the operator or

assemblage. And while these explanations are being given, the

simple causes of the phenomena escape the percept iorts of men,

and long investigations are required to disrobe the occtirrencoi

of tlie false &cts and principles with which they liecomc clotlied
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, Manifestations while in this state are dissimilar, accordmg t#

mrroundhig and invisible causes ; and whether truths or &lsU

des are uttered, no practitioner is authorized to claim for his

subject a vision independent of his own, or of contiguous minds

and influences,— for this is the Transition State, through

which the mind must pass to attain a clearer dbcemment, a

greater capacity, and a higher elevation.

The independent or clairvoyance etate is seldom attained.

Those causes which produce diversities of form, mind, and

talent, in the ** rudimental** and transition*’ states, roust all be

favorable to its development. Peculiar mental and physical

qualifications are indispensable. An easy, healthy mind;

simple and correct habits of diet
; a calm, growing knowledge

oC and confidence in, God ; a desire for refinement and good?

ness ; a clear perception and full appreciation and practice of

l>enovolence and justice; and a desire for spiritual association,

are necessary qualifications to enable one to mount this mental

eminence. And as circumstances of birth, society, education,

temperament, organization, and habits, are, in roost cases unfavor*

able, but few individuals gain this position. Indeed it has

been intimated that but one in seventy-five millions of the

earth’s inhabitants are capable at one time of entering this

state. And sound, authoritative reason everywhere concedes

the point that it is a condition in which many prophets, poets,

and philosophers, were while communicating truths, principles,

and prophecies, far in advance of their age and education.

There are two sets of causes engaged in the production of

dairvoyauce.

I. That of submitting to congenial and frequent roanipu*

iRtions. This tends to tranquillize and concentrate the mind 9

also renders it susceptible of gentle influences through the or«

gmisation. In this case, the body is held to life by the operW'
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lor, of whose active body it then becomes a pamve member t

and the spirit is held to its form by sensation, which at other

times connects it with objects of the external world. And. with

tins transforation of the perce{>titre medium, the ext^nal mem*

ory is dosed, and the iiOernal opened, whereby the individual

can, from time tc time, remember all things heard and seen

white in, bui none out of that condition.

2. After being rendered thus susceptible, then, as in the other

case, if immediate cfmdition^ are favorable— the state of tho

mind, health, and atmosphere—the bmly will yield to temporary

death, and the spirit will dwell in a world of causes. In this

case, the spirit resides, transitionally, in and out of the form,

at the same time. And, in consequence of this intercourse be-

tween sensation and thought, between the lx>cly and mind, the

interior glides into external memory
;
wherefore the individual

can recollect when out, what was felt, seen, and heard, while in

the state.

In the ordinary condition, the spirit is compelled to remain

in, and seefrom, its bodily location
; but, in the state now de-

scribed, the spirit is empowered to make voyages of discovery

and go where desire, impiegiiated witli good and truth, may
create a central attraction. As 'this state is the highest, and

comprehends all below it, it should be called the suPEaioa con-

dition ; for the terms “ normal,” ** abnormal,” * mesmerism,”

ma^ietism,” “pathetism,” ** somnambulism,” “sympathy,’’

“ claii-voyance,” “ extasis,” &c., &c., are indefinite, as well as

iosignificant of the various states of mind they are used to rep-

resent. The reader is requested to remember this classifica-

tion, as I feet impressed tD employ no other in 8ul)sequeut

articles.

The spirit, in the “ superior condition,” is not influenced by

toqui^ or prevalent ideas and prejudices. Like a man in tim

!?•
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form, waUcIng, aearching, and inquiring, the spirit goes forth in

seai'ch of that wherewith its desires may be gratiiit.d. The real

man then enters a new field of investigation, uttering and con-

firming that which men have written and believed, if trues^

revealing fresh and vaster principles, ifweftd ;—denouncing and

removing long-cherished opinions, if unfounded;— suggesting

deeper, higher, and more expansive plans to instruct and har*

niouize society, and if the faculties are all equally developed^

will make every demonstration necessary and profitable lor

mankind. It is unnecessary to seek after or define the pro-

ducing cause of every diverse feature characterizing isolated

cases, inasmuch as the general $tate^ when once attained, is in

cases identical.

In all ages men have grown to this condition. The sim-

plicity of Christ, his purity of mind, his gentleness and wisdom

power of prophecy, freeness of principles and pronfiety of de-

portment, all testify of his mental growth. And Swedenborg

declares that he himself entered this condition. Its truth no

one will doubt, when acquainted with his immense STcial,

scientific, and philosophical superstructure, presenting at once

\ condensaliori and amplification of all previously-ascertained

*ruth.

A multitude of testimonies might be produced in illustration

ind confirmation of these general views
;
but we must pass

them and impress the following conclusions

-

1. Inasmuch as tlie human organization is a umt made up

of a iiuml)er of lesser systems—which act galvanically, sympa-

thetically, and magnetically, upon each other; so the mind, made

up of countless infinitesimal portions, acts galvanically, mag-

netically, and sympathetically, upon the IkmIv. Therefore, in

man’s normal or *• rudimental state,” the whole orgaiiisni is

magnetized by the mind and Uib is its constant magnettcet.
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2. inasmuch aa acciilent of hiith, circumstances of life» mi

menta] associations tend to mould, modify, and refine, the entire

being
; so do circumstances act pympathetically and magneti*

rally upon the mind ; and, therefore, in the “ transition or som-

nambulic state,*' the mind is constantiy magnetized by circum>

stances, «rhich are numerous and diverse.

3. inasmuch as the bod^t in the fio^t state, und the fnind in the

second, are the syiapathetic and magnetic subjects of combina*

tiona of circumstances in the outer-world, even so is the mind

acted upon magnetically, sympathoiically, and spiritually, by a

combination of circumstances, and spirits that were once men,

in the interior or spirit-world. The interior influences b)

which the mind, while in the superior condition, is held in

sympathy, and is constantly magnetized, are free, pure, and

spiritual.

And again we are led to conclude

I, That, as all things in each department act with, for, and

upon each other, the term “ independence ” is insignificant; and

as there are diversities of constitution, **80 there are diver-

sities ” (as says a well-known writer) “ of gifts, and diversities

of operations," (or causes and results,) and that all are, in some

degree, susceptible of, and developed toward, the supeiior

condition.

1 {. That, as the mediatorial state is a passive one, so truths

or falsities in that state, may be uttered
; and that, conse-

quently, “ to one is given the word of knowledge," (or acquii cd

opinions;) **to another divers kinds of tongues," as active sur-

roiujding influences may determine, hence that their sayings

have no weight or importance.

HI. That, as the superior condition is a development of

every spiritual power, the subjugation of every animal propen-

sity, and the bringing of the real man into immediate coiijune
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timi with spirits, causes, and principles we may rely upnn the

affirmation that, **to one is given the wore, of wi$iomt (or

intuition
;)

to another, the gift of healing ; to another propheey /

to another, the dtteeming of gpirite ; to another, the inter*

pretation of tongues;” and, therefore, that the disclosoies of

this state have great weight, and demand serious and deep

consideration.

Individuals who enter the Superior Condition, whetliei

through the agency of human magnetism, or by constitutional

and spiritual development, are subject to that univeiaal law

whereby the human spirit is educated by experience. That is

to say, the mind impioves and learns by familiarizing itself

with influences and phenomena, whether in the body or out of

the body, whether in this world or in the higher spheres of

existence. If the spirit is pure in its desires and aspirations

after the interior and the iniinito; if it Uvec harmoniously

among men— shunning discord, or striving to remove it—

loving good, and truth, and justice, and Deity ; then, should

such a spirit enter the clairvoyant r>r superior condition, by

magnetism or by spontaneous development, the world may

repose confidence in its utterances and revealments. For I

have ever found such minds disclosing truths ; but let it be

deeply impressed that the extent or importance of such truths

are invariaVdy characteristic of the intrinsic character
^ natural

deoelopmentf and spiritual elevation of the individual. This is

n law of the universe.

My interior experience has taught me to discriminate be*

fween Spiritual Perceptions and Spiritual Impreseioms* Spir

itual perceptions are distinct from impressions^ first, by being

inferior to them
;
and, stujond, by being circumscribed and

particular Instantly, upon entering the superior cimditum,

the mind is m conjunction with a vast sphere of Light ; or else
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b comes iti immediate amtad with the eiectricit|^ of the nnL

verse; which, like the sudhght with regard to the material

eyes, is an agent or medium of perception to the spiritual eyes.

For illustration?—suppose I inwardly desire (or pray) tg

understand the situation of an individual in the tower of Lon*

d:*ti. If tliis desire is intrinsically gfHfd, and if there is a use in

it, then my spirit, by yielding to its internal promptings, is

abstracted from sarrounding objects and material influences

Directly subsequent to this semi^voluntary self-abstraction, there

emanates, from the front brain, a soil, clear light ~unHk<* any

earthly medium—but which quickly merges into friendly rela

tions with the electricity of universal nature. And foithwith 1

can see, from the room in which 1 am now writing, the indi-

vidual which I desired to behold. But had the desire been

located upon the inhabitants of one of the planets (Saturn for

instance) instead upon an earthly person, my spiritual pereep

iioBs would have as readily darted to that locality. As the

telescope brings the planets comparatively within our grasp,

even so do spiritual perceptions bring them as near to me,

apparently, as is the distant landscape which the material eyes

can gaze upon from my wind ow.

Concerning spiritual impressions enough can not be writ-

ten-<«so valuable and exalting are they to the spirit of man

!

For illustration, suppose 1 earnestly desire to communicate

to the world something respecting Geology or Astront.my

If this desire is intrinsically good and useful^ it will be grati

fied. The superior condition is induced as above described

by a kind of semi-voluntary self-abstraction. But instead of

the soft, cleac light darting in straight lines from the anterioi

brain to some particular locality of the earth, it ascends, like a

eloud or volume of light, a few feet from my head iufo tlie

atmosphere, and here it suddenly blends with a Groat Sphere
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of Lighti which light proceeds from the concentrated iniMt-

genee of the spirit-world, as from a mighty Sun ! This light if

impregnated with the knowledge which I seek ; it possesses all

conceivable intelligence ; and it flows into the mind which is

thus unfolded to receive it, as light and heat flow from the

visible sun into the olyects and receptacles of earth. I was

in this state when The Principles of Nature, Her Divine Reve*

hitions, and A Voice to Mankind, were delivered to the world.

That tiwrA could not have been presented to mankind so early

in my life had I not been assisted by another person's support-

ing and congenial influence. This influence, as a quickening

power, combined with my constitutional predisposition to

spiritual illumination, enabled me to do that, which, without

this influence and under less favorable circumstances, 1 might

not have accomplished before I attained my thirtieth year,

Hut, quickened into the superior condition by the manifold

influences that were brought to bear upon me, such as magne-

tism, diets, habits, &c., my spirit was qualified to continue to

progress and unfold, more and more, day by day, and hour

by hour.

The paragraph, on page 44, in the above-named volume,

which seems to imply that the independent state of clairvoy-

ance can not be entered except through the agency of an ope-

rator, has reference to thoso individuals who have not natu-

rally progressed to the superior condition, and also to those

who have not attained it through tlie instrumentality of vital

magnetism. It is true, so far as it goes
;
but, that the whole

ground, occupied by psychological or spiritual science, may be

wholly covered, the passage alluded to should be rendered at

fellows

:

It is impossible for any one to enter voluntarily that state in

which he can view with clearness things belonging to a sphere
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#fexistence higher than the natural worirl ; uhUm the mii*

widual hffSt through the ageney of inftuencee^ attained

the superior condition ; or mieee hte spirit has groum, accord^

ing to progressive principles, into conjunction ttith th^ truths

which animate and pervade all tmisiences^ For this state can

not be entered previous to such development, without a sus*

pension of one of the controlling forces oi the system
; and if

tliis force is not supplied by the system of another, the nstural

functions 'of the erganization. would cease, and the spirit could

not re-enter it after it had once departed. Independent clair-

voyance, therefore, (to he induced artificially, and consequently

before the individual has permanently attained that condition

hy natural development,) must be induced by the action of

another system, by which the positive power, (or vital magne-

tism^ is extracted from the subject. To sustain life, this

magnetism) is supplied sympathetically by the system of the

)perator
; and so long as this is the case, there is a rare and

subtle medium of sympathy existing between the mind and

body, by which the former finds its way back to the latter after

a temporary absence. [See the Philosophy of Death.] If this

medium were severed, the mind could not return ; and it is

impossible to go voluntarily into the independent state of

clairvoyance without sevenng it, unless, as before stated, the

spirit has, by individual development, attained the superior con-

dition*

In this place I will introduce* a brief history of my experi-

ence. While in the normal or ‘ rudimental state,’ a series of

events transpired which enabled me to make a speedy passage

up to and through the transition state, into thefirst stage of the

superior condition. At this point I remained many months,

during which time anatomy, physiology, and pathology, as sub*

icnriettt to the healing of disease, engaged my entire attentkni.
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U^hen omi of the state, I was totally ignorant of all this* ettd

souM not remember any thing I had perceived or uttered. 1

passed this point, November 28th, 1845, and began dictating k

series of Lectures now before the world. While these lectures

were being delivered, the body was influenced by a second

|>er8on, (as described in No. 1,) but when they were completed,

I was greatly fatigued and prostrated. I removed from the

city, and existing relations, to the village of Poughkeepsie, Ibi

I lie purpose of having former vigorousness restored. After a

few weeks, another revolution earned me to the point, (descri

bed in No. 2,) which was the beginning of my present illumi

nation. It is well here to remark that, the difference between

these states, (described as No. 1, and No. 2,) consists in tbs

latter state putting the individual in the possesssioti or use of

his own bodily personality and a memory of his interior experi

ences
;
but the two states in other respects air strictly identical

I experienced a peculiar mental condition independent of ai

operator, for the first time, (with but few exceptions,) since

1843, on the sixteenth of May, 1847, and its cause, object, and

sensations, I will now relate.

A friend in whose house I was then boarding, was suflertng

with a functional disease of the stomach, throat, and head. All

remedies and treatments which had been, and were being

employed, proved ineffectual; and my knowledge of disease

and medicine out of the state, was then too limited to enable

me to afford any relief. Still I earnestly desired to assist her.

For several days this desire increased. So things continued

till in the night of the day before mentioned, when 1 was

aroused from slumber by a succession of slight rapid shocks.

A clear, mellow, penetrating light immediately succeeded^

them proceeding from, and encompassing my brain. I becamv

dim and happy and deeply interested. At this moment, tlic
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{Mident was revivi^ in my memory* Being anxions to test O If

mental light» I was moveci to deiire an examination of tfke

patient’s condition. The light imiantly darted in the direction

where she lay. It passed through each intenrening substance,

vix., two walls aiid a floor ; and I beheld the patient’s system,

its situation, motions, and present symptoms, and was instantly

impressed with appropriate treatment ’%nd medicine. Now
the light grew dim, contracted, returned, and retired within me.

Sleeping in an adjoining bed was a gentleman, who madoi

and is ready to repeat, the follov. ing statement “I happened

to be awake when Mr. D, sprang from his bed and glide<l past

the table and chairs* to his bookcase. It was totally dark, and

I could not see, but I heard him unlock the case, take out

paper, and write with astonishing rapidity. In a,few minutes,

he ceased writing, and returned to his l>ed
;

I heard him

breathe with manifest exertion a few times, as is the case when

afier being magnetized be is restored to the ordinary state."

Of what is here stated, I had no recollection. But when

consciousness returned, I opened my eyes and saw the gentle*

man with a lamp, by the desk, reading. On inquiring his

object, he read roe a description of, and proscription for, the

patient, which 1 recollected then, and continue to even to this

day. It was 20 minutes past 3 o’clock in the morning. Since

that period I have entered, and can still enter, that condition,

when health, frame of mind, object, and atmosphere, are all

favorable, with astonishing quickness
; and thus occurrences

of greater interest have daily taken place. 1 have been ot •

abled to &miliarize my mind with truths, sciences, pnnciples,

and spiritual phenomena, through this medium : without it I

am barren of inflirmatior. Now I have no suspension of

momewyt and am able to pen my impressions whenevm* and

iMMerer received.

18
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We now see tbe foundation and principles whid* fustain and

govern those startling mental manifestations so frequently pre-

sented, and which demand the most serious reflection. Also

the reader now understands the cause and medium of my im-

pi^essions, and why I, though unlearned, can speak with assu-

rance and ease. Having explored and satisfied ourselves

respecting the vessel which receives and communicates, it only

remains for us to reflect upon, and well analyze, that which is

from time to time communicated.

** But what'' inquires the reader, “ may be said of those who

frofess to believe in magnetism and clairvoyance V*

I answer— these are of three classes.

The first class are mercenary practitioners, who commit to

memory a few fragmentary facts in science, who claim extra-

ordinary or supernatural powers for their subjects, who give

public and vulgar exhibitions, who employ chi'^anery and igno-

ble plans, who trifle with and play fantastic tricks with their

subjects, and who injure the truth by producing these three

effects— Superstition, Skepticism, and Disgust.

The second class are doctrinal practitioners, who pervert and

misinterpret principles and results, who labor to make the

phenomena subservient to, and illustrative of the theological

dogmas
;
who receive, modify, or reject, as a sectarian educa-

tion and prejudice may sanction
; who conceal, mis-state, and

magnify, disclosures; and who retard the progress of truth

by producing these three effects— Credulity, Distrust, and

Enthusiasm.

The third class are free, flim, fearless advocates of truth, who
search inteJ, and look facts in the face

; who investigate deeply

tnd declare their impartial convictions
;
who are swayed by no

trivial experiments ; who collect and arrange facts and deduce

a consistent and haimonious system, and who accelerate tbs
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}»rogre&8 of truth by producing these three effects— Reasoi^

Respect, and Inquiry.

It is good to know that the Psycho-metrical State, (or the soul-

measuring condition,) and the Superior Coiidition, (or •he spir-

itual state,) are to all men attainable. It is also good to know

that interior sight i . no gift which can be lost—is nothing

merely he$towed uj>oti the soul—but it is a spontaneous result

or manifestation of the harmonious mind
;

it is an inevitable

development of the sours indestructible and unchangeable

energies
;
but the devdopmcnt of these sublime powers, this

side of the spirit-land, depends upon the favorableness of the

hereditary predisposition of the individual, upon his habits, his

social situation, education, moral state, and upon the strength

and purity of his soul’s aspirations. If spiritual perceptions

were given to, or bestowed upon, any individual or class of

individuals (in a manner identical with the presentation of a

jewel by one friend to another
:)

or, if the Divine Mind should

intrust them to the exclusive protection and use of any par-

ticular favorite— theraby making that individual his agent or

attorney
;
then it would be reasonable to conclude that, should

that individual, thus honored and blessed, not use hia g/fi as it

was originally designed to be used, that he would consequently

lose it entirely. Although these powers can not be lost, they

can, nevertheless, be much weakened and rendered compara-

tively worthless by a misuse or perversion of their propei

liiiictions. And the same may be said of every sense or faculty,

which belongs to man’s material or spiritual constitution. It

is veiy wrong to believe that the Deity bestows special hies-

*tig8 and attentions— that he, by an arbitrary exercise of his

voluntary powers, gives, to certain individuals, intellectual of

moral attributes, which attributes he can afterward lake away.

This suporstitiotiB and unpl ilosophical optnioii was entertained
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by the Cbalcleanic-Persians, and by tbe Perrian]C-Fg
3
r|iCi«i

nations, with respect to their highly-endowed and influential

chieftains. And tbe same superstition is sdll existing, though

vastly improved and sublimated, in the most civilissod por*

tions of the earth. Thus—the ancient Chaldeans believed

Vishnou to be an incarnation of the universal god; the

Persians believe Zoroaster to have been a favorite of some

particular deity; so the Mussulman believes respecting Ma-

homet
;
the Christians respecting Christ

; and the Swedenbor-

gians respecting Swedenborg. The constitution and perfection

of the Divine Mind render it absolutely impossible that he

should be a “ respecter of persons and hence, it is only prop-

er to believe that every individual is constitutionally and eter*

nally endowed with certain moral or intellectual attributes
; the

manifestation of which attributes depends wholly upon the

favorableness or propitiousness of those c'^cumstances and

conditions, which I have enumerated, and which I will no#

proceed to briefly consider.

Inasmuch as the psycho-metrical and spiritual states are to

all minds attainable, it is proper to inquire how individuals

shall proceed to attain them. It is proper diets,

what habits, what occupations, what activitii^ am essential or

favorable to spiritual elevation and illumi|^iC|^ addition to

what 1 have already said, respecting solemn and

momentous question of individual hamq^oniaation, 1 will place

along mankind’s rugged pathway a few important guide-

boards, which will, if strictly followed, lead to the Kingdom of

Heaven and to the enjoyment of its iiieflable beatitudes.

And first, let me remark, if parents desire their children lo

occupy a higher moral and btellectual position than they tnei^

selves do, they must not themselves violate any physiology id

or psychological law, nor go counter to the pure adtnoniticesi
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if iiitmtioii, Ilereditary predisposition is the foundati*ii upon

whkib ’ to bare the formaticm of your child’s character* Of

coufMy every human soul has an intrinsic predisposition to

gopdnesSf i) harmony, and to spiritual illumination ;
which is

com|lian}' t.l0d to it by tha Father of all spirits
;
but it is essen-

tid that be legitimate tendencies and developments of this

inirimMif predisposition be not in the least retarded by the

trani^eteions of parents or progenitors. Instead of these ten*

dencics being obstructed, evervthing should be done, by the

parents, which is calculated to augment their full and per!«HSf

manifestation. The world has seen examples of what heredi-

tary predisposition can do— especially when that predisposition

is favored and strengthened by proper diets, moderate activities,

and careful discipline. Extraordinary warriors, poets, philos-

ophers, and mathematicians, have been made by progenitory

impression ; and even so, it is possible to present to the world,

a variety of spiritually elevated and endowed individuals, who

shall be, in morals and philosophy, what Napoleon was in the

battle-field, and what young Safibrd is in the sphere of matho*

matics.

In order to augment the development of the spiritual per*

ceptions, the individual (or the youth) should never le actua

ted by any extreme or impulsive sensations. His habits should

be consistent with harmony. He should never walk, not

play, nor exercise the Ixdy or mind, violently and inconside

rately ; for extremes always disturb and retard the soul’s tran

quilliiy and develc^ment. It is very important that the body

be exercised in jail its parts; no set of muscles should be

allowed to remain unemployed ; because the individual must

attain to the ** fullness of the stature of a perfect man,” i efiu*6

any very valuable results can be permanently and satisfactorily

obtiuiied. It is also necessary to sniritual advancement that
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tUe moral stale is good. What is meant by good, in thin con

section, is, that the mind entertains a strong and unchanging

friendship and veneration for Truth, Justice, and Deity.

And quietness of mind is also essential to interior light.

Nothing will so injure and deform the souTs internal powers

as an uneasy— dissatisfied—impatient—ccmhative— revenge*

fid, and a non-conforming state of mind— particularly, when the

individual is conscious, or desires to become conscious, of his

relationship to the material and spiritual universe. The spirit

must desire a revelation of Truth, Justice, and Deity. Its

aspirations should not be confined to earth
;
nor limited by the

solar system to which our earth belongs
;
but the soul must

seek to expand throughout the width and breadth of the immeas*

urable univercoBlum.

In a word, strict adherence to rtiles of physical and mental

discipline will always refine the feelings and elevate the mind.

And if we will but turn from the external world of effects, to

ourselves and the internal world of causes, our knowledge of

spiritual truths will be much higher and greater. Wisdom,

the angel of the mind, which leads unto all truth, gently

whispers- •

**Seek Rnd yo diall find,

Knock and it shall be opeilh) aatoycKi.**

The earth’s inhaVutants are looking (without knowing :n

what direction to lo<»k) for some important and supernatural

tknnge— for a world-wide revolutitm—-for a universal demon-

stt^tioii of distributive justice and individual righteousness.

The Persians are anxiously expecting the advent of their most

exalted and adored deity; who, while on the earth, proclaimed

the Oviparal origination of the percepible univeiae ; taught

tMome of the most beautiful and accurate principles of life and
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justice
; and who, according to their sacn^d superstition, pre-

sided over the formation of their holy lK>ok8 and the Vedaa

Tlie Jews remain unshaken in their convictions that a greatet

than Moses is soon to appear—a pure and magnikxet!" Jewish

King—one, who shall maitial the estranged and scattered

tnbes of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, upon some universally

accessible portion of the earii, and thereon establish a New
Jerusalem City, wnich shall never change. The Christiana

begin to acknowledge that there is, pervading their inmost

aouls, a deep and holy consciousness which causes them to feel

that the second Advent of Jesus is to occur sometime within

the present century. The destruction of the Old World, and

the establishment of a New order of existence, is yearly ex-

pected by the more ardent and believing of the Christian sects*

And the world is replete with evidences that Philosophy ami

Theology— Reason and Superstition— Religion and Republi-

canism— Liberty and Slavery— Truth and Error— are about

to commence a fearful, a terrific, and a summary battle—

a

battle to be fought first in men’s souls, and then, in the sanc-

tuaries and congressional hails of sects and nations. But not-

withstanding the manifold evidences that a storm is about to

break upon the religious and political world, and Tiotwithstand*

ing the convictions of all sects and nations that some revolu-

tionizing and regenerating change is about to occur
;
yet I am

moved to affirm (and this affirmation is based upon sci(*nrlfie

and spiritual piinciples) that the earth’s inhabitants will never

experience a sudden manifestation of truth, hut will graduallf

glide into the realization of three things— first, the nearness

of theSpiiitual world to the Natural world; second, the pos-

sibility of Spiritual intercourse; and, third, the reorgani*

Bation of society, which will be a commencement of the king-

iom of heaven on earth. But individual harmony and
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8{mtaal illuinination lie at the fouiidation of all human reit

ormation.

And when the interior senses are expanded, and when they

bed) lid the great Arcana which lies beyond the lintita of exter-

nal and material things, then will the vastness and music of the

universe be impressed upon the inward principle. When the

human mind once feels the unutterable realities of its own ex-

istence—when the principles of love, and truth, and wisdonit

shall move its sublime and fervent depths— it will turn from

physical and earthly imperfections; and then man will feel and

summon

—

** That iitrong divinil^ of son}

Which conquers chance and fate.*'

The earth’s inhabitants will ere long grow into immediate con

junction with the inhabitants of the Second Sphere. The era

of spiritual communications has nearly come. Humanity is

progressing rapidly toward perfection— the fruit-bearing pe-

riod will soon arrive— and the high-bom soul ofman will then

experience sensations and sentiments which shall cause him to

JU himself but a little lower than the angels.
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WHAT IS THE PHILOSOPHY OF HEALING t

Pbogr^s is a luw of Nature. To resist the perpetual ten^

dencies of this law is to resist the sublime workings of the uni*

verse. From the inexhaustible Fountain of celestial Love and

Wisdom, flow innumerable streams of Motion, Life, Sensation,

and Intelligence. These streams constitute oceans of Divine

Vitality, having mighty and never-ebbing tides. On the mar*

gins of infinite space, these oceans of celestial life and grandeur,

strew the most beautiful orbs— flowers of fadeless hue and

eternal fragrance. For every gem that adorns the margins of

earthly streams, there are millions of orbs on the shores of in*

finitude. These orbs are flowers that unfold themselves in the

illimitable gardens of the Divine Expanse, and in accordance

with the great laws of Progression and Development, These

orbs unfold and manifest the magnificenco of their possessions,

because they yield to the irresistible influence of supreme prin*

ciples. In consequence of thb involuntary ol>odience, these

planets or worlds become the sublime habitation of man. The

earth is one of those flowers which the oceans of celestial Love

andWisdom have planted upon their numberless shores. Among
its magnificent developments, and by far the most superior and

beaudful of all, is man ! Man, the ultimate of stupendous

creations, and the germ of celestial seraphs ! Nature, ever faith*

fill and true to herself has unfolded man in the image of GocL

lie stands as Nature’s masterpiece. He possesses all her wealth,

her beauty, her skill, her magnificence ; and he completes the
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chain of life and Love extending from spirit to mattc»r, from

God to the infinite ramifications of the Universe. But man, in

bis pirogress from birth to manhood, h^ frequently and con-

spicuously deviated from the true path. He has not displayed and

exercised the same fidelity toward Nature as she has toward

him. Being a concentration of everything beneath his exalted

position, man possesses universal affinities, more or less active

and influ€?ntial. This concentration of beautiful and powerful

possessions^ has caused the human soul to misunderstand and mis-

apply its attractions and attributes. It has not known whether

these innate and restless powers were evil or good. It has been

amazed and confounded at the multitude of affinities and endow-

ments in its possession
;
and thoroughly overwhelmed in the

wilderness of consequences into which it has been plunged by

an unwise or extreme gratification of inherited inclinations, it

has sinned, suffered, repented, resolved, and agai*' it violates,

resists, or deviates frtim, the progressing and developing laws

of Nature and the Divine Mind. Mankind has yet to learn

what man is— it must learn the origin, tendencies, and proper

application of his universal affinities. Man experiences attrac-

tions toward everything, because he is made of everything;

but, in bis endeavor to obey the strongest impulse, ho frequently

rushes into fearful extremes, because he does not listen to his

in-dwelling Wisdom, which is his guardian Angel. Thus on

the earth—on one of those magnificent flowers of divine crea-

tion, there are misguided and diseased spirits. In conscquenco

of improper and extreme actions, mankind are spiritually and

physically diseased. And disease has developed physicians.

And physicians have obeyed antagonistic impressions, and

walkcNl in opposite directions in their attempts to heal diseases

;

and each otto has considered himself almost at the summit of his

profession. Clergymen have taught men to contend with theii
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imimlses, ttnd perpetually to suspect their natural uttruntions)

they have urged upon mr.u the unqualified necessity of crw.cify-

ing their innate aifectiuns, and of sacrificing everything that

breathed the least of rebellion against religious rites, req lirc-

rrents, and ceremonies. While priests and clergyni. n have

supposed tbemseUes divinely commissioned to heal spiricut.! or

moral infirmities, physicians have considered their mission con*

fii.ed to the sphere of physical or visible afiliction. Between

these two professions, the human soul has been unfortunately

situated, admonished, misrepresented, and forced into more dis-

ease and misdirection than it could otherwise have ever known

The diseases and misdirections which developed physicians

and clergymen centuries ago, have been merely exchanged f(»r

similar or more powerful causes of physical and spiritual suf-

fering. These professions have achieved nolhing glorious, be-

cause they circumscribe the sphere t)f human progress and

attainment. Notwithstanding the beseechings, the admonitions,

the exemplifications of Nature; notwithstanding the constant

and powerful manifestations of the laws of eternal progression

and development
;

yet physicians and clergymen have im-

pressed the dependent inhabitants of earth with the conviction

that progress is fatal to the body as well as to tho mind
;
that to

advance beyond the pathological or theological circle of thc-

oiies which they have long revered and embraced as true, is to

endanger physical health and eternal happiness. But the pure

and disceniing spirit feels and sees the law of endless develop-

ment both in his soul and in the widespread fields of Nature.

To him, to such a spirit, I desire to impart the immortal fire of

lelormation ; and through such, as mediums and conductors, 1

love fj address the masses and professions which reciprocally

Injure and support each other. And now, on one of those orbs

or Bowers so magnificently unfi>ldcd and perfected, and which
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li called lie ear^jb, 1 will proceed to investigate the nature and

infiuence of the Medical profession.

The individualism of the human soul inclines it to fixedness

of opinions. And this is an inestimable effect of its peculiar

constitution ;
it indicates that interior power which will enabl

the spirit to remain eternally faithful to the teachings of Nature,

and to the requirements of truth. But when this power is mis-

applied, when it is out of its proper sphere of action, it consti-

tutes that unfortunate state of mind and trait of character which

are called Prejudice and Dogmatism. Prejudice and Dogma

tism are deplorable, because they are generally associated with

learned ignorance, with high-mindedness or pride of opinioot

and with those aristocratic and exclusive characteristics which

distinguish acquired education from that wisdom which is de-

veloped out of the souPs constitution. It is well to understand

that Knowledge or Learnings is an effect of a muhhude of facts

and opinions consigned to the recesses of the memory, and

which are based upon external Perception and Testimony ; but

Wisdom is an effect of the full and harmonious development of

all the affinities, affections, and attractions, which constitute the

immortal Soul, and adorn its fair proportions. Remember this

distinction — Knowledge is acquired and superficial

;

but Wis-

dom is unfolded and intuitional. According to this definition

of the two sources of human enlightenment, it is easy to under-

stand that reformation in the science of healing and preventing

disease is absolutely necessary. Reformation is necessary, be-

cause tbo medical profession rests at present upon no other than

a superficial foundation of acquired ^facts and opinions. Not-

withstanding this, the popular and influential physician of every

country manifests great reluctance (for reasons soon to be ex-

plained) to any degree of improvement or advancement to lib

particular mode of treating diseases. Bnt cond^tiens and db-
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^mstanees sometiiAes favor the quick and startling develop-

taont and manifestation of truth
;
and, though a powerful com*

mnaHon oftalent and learning is arrayed against the most valu-

able discoveries ahd confessions of bruth, the latter invariably

triumph and bestow their extensive benefits upon the general

brotherhood of man. Thqsin the science of Medicine wonder-

ful developmenis have been made. Alter Hiy^pocratCM and

Qalen, there came iutennediate reformers, who remained very

near the old school of Allopathy, until Hahnemann declared his

important discovery, that a leas quantity of medicine in a higher

state of refinement and concentration, was more suitable to cure

diseases in an organization where every atom is moved by the

electrical pnnciple, or by spiritual impulsions. Then came

Thomson, who declared that a total devotion to physical tem-

perature, and to the medical properties of plants as agencies in

the cure of disease, with a complete abandonment of Calomel

and Bleedings is the only safe way to procure and preserve

health. Then came Priesanitz, who declared that a total aban-

donment of all medicine, and a strict devotion to personal clean-

liness by employing cold and warm water systematically, is the

only true method whereby to cure all the forms and modifica-

tions of disease, and restore the body to its natural condition.

Then came Samvel Dickson of England, who declares, that a

rejection of all learned erroi-s in every form of medical science*

and an application of the excellences of each system in the cure

of Disease— a union of all the good each system contains— i*

the only method by which to develop truth and benefit man

kind. Therefore we have Allopathy, Homceopathy, Thomso-

nianisra, Hydropathy, and Chrono-Tbermalism, not one ofwhich

would now exist, had not some superior mind towered above

the doctrines of his profession, and declared the truths he beheld

fix>m hts own pontion,

19
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This seems the extent of alJ improvements yet made, oi

rather suggested, by the medical profession. But let it not be

supposed that the old orthod(»x school of medicine has advanced

from one step to another in the great system of progressive de-

velopment. Oh, no! these various modes of philosr>phiziitg

upon pathology, and of treating diseases, are specific effects of

preceding and suiTouiiding systems of medicine. The reader

must not be deceived. He must not suppose that All(»pathy

ever alters or cbanges its horrible features so as to resemble

Homojopathy, (n- Hydropatby, or Cbrono-Thermalism
;

this is

not the nature of the Allopathic organization. Each new sys-

tem has p!oceed<jd from the original germ
;
but the specific

fwm of each is studiously preserved from amalgamation or

change. And here is presented the perverted action of that

individualism of the human character, which manifests itself in

the deformities of learned ignorance, prejudice, and dogmatism.

It is unrighteous, however, to blame tfM> severely the dogmatic

fetidencios of the practisiiig physician. Interest is the govern-

ing principle of the human mind. It will favor, with very few

exceptions, the first thing that liarmonizes with its pecuniary

interests and educational convictions. The mind ‘must l>e very

superiorly organized, and Reason and duty must reign su-

premely in the soul, if the individual is not swayed by local

and pecuniary interests. Hence it seddom happens in this con-

fiicting state of socieiv, that repufationy educatumy situation yiaxC.

pecuniary circumstances, are favorable to the development and

free expression of truth. Hence now truth is slow in its mani-

festation ;
and popular systems of theology and medicitio are

prevented from falling int<» the sepulchre of useless thinga.

Tiie reason why the medical professtun does not joytme^y

embrace all new improvements, in their mode of practice, b
•iplaified by the following passage which I was impressed to
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publiah in a work (Nature’s Divine Revelations) now twr.

years before the woild.

THE PHYSICIAN’S INTEREST
*

Consists in the atnount of orgaiii<^ violation that occursi and in

the abundance of dismiss and physical Wretchedness that aie

found in the sick room, llie hosj)ital, tlic mylum, the prison, the

army, and throughout ihe nation. Physicians as men not pro-

fessionally employed, will express the most UTibounded hehevc-

lence, and actual sympathy, for t’.ic auffering that exists. They

will express all the yearnings of noble minds for the improve-

ment and education of the poor and ignorant, and for superior

situation to bless the poor man’s home and the rich man’s con-

stitution. But a physician, in his occupatmu feels no interest

in any new invention, or system, or compound, that might bo

effectual in curing disease. He feels no inltuest in the ad-

vancement of intelligence on the subjcjcts of anatomy and physi-

ology, because a general knowledge of the organic structure of

man would lead to a great amount of health, inasmuch as then

all would strive to avoid violation. He feels no interest in the

prevalence of physiological knowledge, nor is he interested in

any degree of reform lending to a destruction c>f vice, de-

bauchery, and physical violations. Disease and pain exist, be-

cause the science of life and the necessities of the human body

are unknown to a majority of the human race.

The poor man is obliged to exert all his physical energies tc

gain a subsistence for himself and family. He is thereby sub

ject to exposures of every possible description, and to suffer

ingsthat are almost intolerable. The atmosphere may change,

and bring disease to his exposed body. Labor may be excessive

and disproportionate
; and its results may be doffinnity, con-

tractions, inflammations, and muscular prostration, some or all
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of which a^e a portion of the poor man’s reward. Thus

ex|K>8ed» he sinks tinder disease
;
and when prostrate on his

couch, amid his family whose wants are unsupplied, he ventures

to raise his voice to the wealth and philanthropy of society in

iopplication, and humbly solicits relief. What is the i*6ply

which he receives ? It is the frowns and silent abuses of the

community-— and he can see that the world regards him not.

Tiiu6^f<>rsaken, he languishes, and departs unappreciated ! Such

examples are, in modified forms, visible in every portion of the

world. The physician feels no interest in the health of that sick

man, and it is a matter of indifference to him whether his

pains are soothed or liis situation relieved. He seeks not the

poor man, because tbe little attraction (which is insignificant

indeed) is not in tbe poor man’s possession. Thei*efore the poor

man is neglected, because the physician’s interest coiisists, not

in the prevalence of health, hut in the extent of disease among

those able to reward his labors.

The wife and children of this poor man are also exposed

to inclement weather, and to every description of destitution

possible to conceive. The wife, exercised by grief and de-

pressed with sorrow, becomes weakened and * emaciated, and

finally occupies the bed just deserted by her unfortunate

and neglected companion. She, too, is encompassed with sor-

row, and is afflicted with privations, which society perceives

not. Amid the cries of her children, she is depressed beyond

the possibility of a rcvsiirrection
;
and she soon closes her eyes

upon the world with a fear, and dread, and sorrow, unknown to

any but Lerself : and the last vibration upon her ear is tbe cry

uf Imng^^r arising from her infant child! She thus dies a sacri*

tee to human injustice, and social disorganization

!

Tbe children, one by one, are taken and placed in the

asylum, and there cat'ed for in proportion to the reward gives
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to the pltysieian and the overseer. They arc treated as

gtrt / there they grow like the plant uncultivated, and finally

jecome a ourdeii to the community and the keeper of the alms

louse who supports them all.

If the physician were well situated and properly rewarded^

he would seek the afflicted, relieve their pains, and strive to in-

culcate physiological truths whereby disease might be avcided,

and unnecessary v'olations escaped. If the physician weie

rewarded in proportion to the amount of health that cxistSf

then would he feel anxious to have vice, and misery, and drgra*

dation, and debauchery, to cease, and health to bless the exist-

ence of every man. These corruptions gyrate through all

portions and classes of society, and the physician is interesteA

therein. And where disease is in abundance, there he is

attracted, because he feels interested, not in the health and pre#-

ftrity of his patient, but in that which he receiver for his med-

ical attentions.

Nothing can be more dishonoring to the convictions the

physician than the corrupting situation which he occ«.pie8
; for

he is compelled to follow the promptings of his interest, while

his convictions of duty, and bis higher sensibilities weep over

his ill-directed proceedings*. The physician’s duty, like that ot

the lawyer and the clergyman, is sensibly impressed on his judg-

ment by Nature, and he would cheerfully comply with its dir *

tales, were he not so viciously and unhappily situated. But

miereet is the governing principle of human existence
; and the

object to be attained is so to change the iituations of men that

their interests may correspond with the admonitions of their

enlightened judgments.

The physician has an internal conviction which he can not

suppress, that what he is obliged to do in his profession is di-

lectly opposed to his duty. Ho can not resist this conviction

;
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fttid the same is true of the lawyer, mechanic, and the laborer

And this truth nufolds the foai'ful and homble fact in the con*

dition of the human race— that men are not only contending

with each other in their social occupations, but that there is a

eoitatant antagonism existing between interest and duty in every

bosom. Men’s interests tell them one thing, and their duty

another. Interests are created by the necessities of the body

and ’‘a propensities
;
and men, to supply these necessities, are

com])elled to smother conscience in the blackest clouds of so-

cial warfan? and conflicting interests.

One third of the earth’s population are bound by the hand

of disejise, merely because they are uneducated, inferiorly con-

ditioned, and unjustly treated by the c^xclusiveness of classes

and aristocracies. Ami this one third arc also crushed by

poverty, caused by ingenious speculations on their labor. These

come into being, live unhappy and useles.s lives, ,*iid finally die,

not knowing the destiny of their creation. They live, more-

over, in a wilderness of pain, starvation, and discontentment

;

and it is conspicuously true that physicians seldom venture into

that wilderness of despair ! They seldom explore the regions

of pain, distress, and wretchedness, because their interests

speak, an<l their steps are directed to the bed of the rich man,

whose wealth consists of the accumulated productions of that

wilderness of despairing and diseased l)eings ! Terrible indeed

is the unrighteousness i»f these things: and they are truths that

need unveiling, though they will thrill the soul of eVery en-

lightened person, with an overwhelming conviction of iheii

truth and importance

!

The human race is aiflicted with disease. Mankind as a body

ire sick, and need a physician. They need effectual atteiitioi

ind permanent restitution to health, and energy, and happiness

The race, then, must be educated. The rudiments of this edu
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cation must consist in each one knowing kimseff, in every mn*

lomical atid physiologica) particular
;
and then the world will

not cursed with ignorance, vice, disease, and misery. Then

physicians wdll Ini ubcJuI and lieneficial
;

for their t*Tne ano

taler ts will bo concentrated in the great work of social and

moral reform, and their interests will not only consist in the

amount of health enjoyed, but in the destruction of ignorance,

fiolation, and local wretchedness.

THE MISSION OF THE PHYSICIAN,

I am impressed, has neither been understood by himself or the

inhabitants of the earth. His mission is not to the body
;
for the

body is but a subordinate portion of the individual. He is not

to follow the example of the n<»toi ious and misdirected Para*

eeUus

;

who burned many of the works of Galen, misrepre-

sented his disciples, and introduced that most powfuful and

popular evil, termed Mercury. He is not to remain a mere

convert to Valentine; wdio introduced the next medical

evil, termed Antimony. jEsctilapiuSf the god of Physic, and

goddess of Health, have nothing to do with the

duties of the true Physician. It is unrighteous to believe that

physicians are designed to prescribe merely for diseases
;
be-

cause disease is an effect, not a cause— an evil to be prevent-

ed, not a thing to be fought down with therapeutical imple-

ments. Disease is an evil to be prevented
;

it is an effect to bo

overcome and extirpated by overci>raing and extirpating its

manifold causes. Physicians are designed tc minister to the

spiritual principle
;
they should be clergymen, or clergymen

should be physicians. There is not sufficient occupation to

keep these two professions properly f?mployed. As society is

now constituted, physicians and clergymen conflict with each

other. Clergymen think the human soul dejiraved and satu
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with wickedness, because it manifests those inferior prd*

penalties which characterize the animal Kingdom
; and phyn*

cians strive to cure dyspepsia, gout, nervousness, and constipa*

tion, without ever once imagining that the Internal thinking

Principle is the primary disturbing cause. Hence, clergymen

complain of the unyielding qualities of the human heart, and

physicians complain of the unyielding character of chronic and

other diseases. Now, if the constitution of society was per

fectly sound— if it favored the rapid, unrestricted, unbounded

development of truth and free principles, then the medical and

clerical professions would converge and concentrate their nu-

merous and almost omnipotent forces upon the great oljects

of human endeavor, namely— the attainment of Health, Hap-

piness, and eternal Truth

!

But what unsound and unphilosophical doctrines, and what

disastrous consequences to the interests of huimn health and

progression, emanate from these disunited professions ! Man
is a UNIT. It is not true that he has a body to be cured of dis-

ease separate from hi.s mind; nor is it true that man has a

ipiriif a soult a heart, to be cured of sin-diseases separate from

his body. The physical and spiritual organizsUion of man are,

in this rudimental or caterpillar state of existence, one and

inseparable ! If clergymen suppose (and I know they ihost

conscientiously do) that the moral and religious sentiments and

qualifications of the human soul can be touched and unfolded

into practical exercise merely by preaching and imparting

sacred principles to it, then I am impressed to undeceive them.

And if physicians believe (and 1 know that they profess to) that

the human body can be cured of its endlessly modified afflictions

mcrc/y liy administcrbig scientific preparations of mineral and

vegetable substances, then 1 am alsi> impressed to nnde*

fseive them. It is absolutely impossible to develop thougfiti
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mi conceptions of heaven iti the soul when that soul is not 8l«

tuned to perfect harmony. From various causes, to be hereafter

explained^ the animating essence of the human body is thrown

or pressed into different degrees of discord
;
and the relation

between this essence and every oi gan, nerve, and mustle, is so

inconceivably and inexpressibly intimate that the latter becomes

the day-hook dMiledgcr in which are recorded the most trivial

as well as the most complicated of disturbances that the spirit is

made to experience. The enlighiened mind can not but perceive

lhat any unsettled accounts between the human soul and ex*

ternal nature will act as positive obstructions to the develop-

ment and exercise of pure religious principles. But how sur»

prisingly unphilosophical are the clergymen of the present

generation ! How unphilosophical and useless to preach and

complain that the human heart is slow to perceive truth— that it

is inclined to evil and sin— that it l esists the saving and moment-

ous truths of Heaven— when, from some cause, the soul—the

entire individual— is suffering from the melancholy effects of

dyspepsia, or constipation, or from other constitutional inhar-

monies i

Clergymen would advance mankind to happiness and true

religion if they should impress upon their congregations those

indispensable truths— those weightier matters of the law—
which the soul most of all things requires. They should cease

their ignoble discussions about the holiness of the sabbath

;

that the philosophy of Anatomy, of Physiology, of Chemistry,

of Mechanism, of Electricity, of Magnetism, of Psychology,

are too material and worldly to be preached from the pulpit on

Smiday. I say, clergymen should cease these unsound and

unphilosophical discussions ; because the truths of which these

idttlosopliies^and sciences are representatives, are as sacred as

beaven itself. Yea, these tn^ths are the Nerves of Sensatim
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wrhich the Divine Mind ramifies throughout the Universe, and

through vi^hich he communicates his nature and essence to the

inhabitants of all earths, all planets, and to all spheres of celestial

harmony ! The Anatomy of the human soul and body, and

the Anatomy of the Universe, what can be more sacred and

sublime ? And what can more rapidly unfold the Love and

Wisdom of the human spirit than a knowledge of Physio-

logical.and Chemical processes 1 What can more exalt and

hi) the soul with heavenly contemplations than the Mecha-

nism of Nature, the architectural developments of the infinite

Universe ? What can unfold religious sentiments in the mind

quicker and more permanent than the beautiful phenomena

of Electricity and Magnetism?—these are indications of that

sweet Divinity which pervades all created things. And Psy-

chology— what branch of study can furnish such magnificent

and holy truths ? This science conducts the soul into the sulv

lime depths and sacred mysteries of its own existence
;

it throws

open the iabyrintlus of immensity ; it renders transparent “ the

valley of awful shadows*’ which have shrouded the future
; it re-

veals the progressing myriads of parents, companions, sisters, and

brothers, which are now spirits, angels, and seraphs, in the

gorgeous spheres of harmony
;
and it effects a conjunction

iHJtweeii the natural and spiritual universe 1 And yet clergy-

men Khriiik from the hare mentioning of these glorious tnitlra

on the subhath. They work over and over the imperfect

cogitations of Oritaital religionists
j
they detail from the pul-

pit the insignificant and usidesH histories and meditations of

individuals whf> have played their part in their day and gene

ration, and are now actors upon a more magnificent stage

;

they read and interpret to their congregations those old and

inapplicable sayings which any intelligent mind can do oi

Wf\\ and with more persona satisfaotiqp ; and thus clergy
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men trammel tbe progressive development of tlie humss

Boul, and yet complain taat it is not more inclined to holiness.

There is no need of ttvo profef^sions— the one medical, the

other clerical. Mankind would be sjioedily advanced to a high

degree of Health, Happiness, rnd Trulh, if, by s<mie chemical

or social process of decomposition and extract U)n, the medical

and clerical professions could be mannfactnrcd into one sound

and harmonious body . The quiet and tranquilizing influence of

moral and spiritual principles are indispensable as prophylactic oi*

therapeutic means; these influences are particularly required in

the art of preserving and restoring health. So likewise are the

splendid truths, now in the possession of the medical faculty,

ndispensablc to the development of those heavenly principles

which clergymen deem essential to present and future happi-

ness. What unqualified folly it is to preach to a congregation

of individuals that have imperfect constitutions, or unclean

bodies, or stomachs, or lungs, or brains ! It is folly, because

these defects originate primarily in spiritual disturbances

;

:he8e disturbances exist in the same princijile upon which

clergymen are striving to im[ires8 moral and religious precepts.

The spiritual principle which, when disturbed, ex])criences

loothaclie, or headache, or the suicidal promptings of hypochon-

driasis is perfectly identical with what religious minds techni-

cally term the hearty spirit, soul, mind, and intellect
;
these

terms, as I have before said, are strictly synonymous. It is

actually impossible to make an individual realize the nobility

Hiid indwelling sentiments of his nature, if bis 8])iiit is out of

harmony with his body. Hence if clergymen desire to refbnn

and advance the race to “glory, honor, immortality, and eternal

life” they must begin at the foundation cif individual and social

imperfections. And if physicians desire success in the treat-

ment of disease, they must l>cgin with the spiritual principle *
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imt to fwrgCy and lecck^ and UUter^ and calomelize, ttie bumai

boay for the purpose of curing it of various maladies^ is nol

only unphiloBophical, but it is going counter to the absolute

teachings and requirements of immutable laws. The occu-

pations of the physician and clergyman, in the present state of

society, are exceedingly antagonistic and unfavorable to bumai:

improvement
;

but, in the social state which is about to dawn

upon the world, the eraploymeiitof these professions will be found

to be identical, and, consefjuently, will not draw so heavily upon

the resources of the productive or working classes of society.

The mission op the Physician, and, therefore, of the

clergyman, is to the spiritual principle— to the living, immor-

tal individual. In this state of existence, the human body is a

part, an associate of the human soul
;
the former can not foel,

think, or act, without the spiritual principle
;
and the latter can

not be in the least disturbed without recording itg^ disturbance

upon its visible organism. Hence Man is a oneness
; and all

diseases originate with that portion of the oneness which can

feel, think, and act, upon matter. Physicians must cure disease

or discord by producing harmony in the human constitution.

Their pursuits should be essentially prophylactical. They

roust banish consumption, scrofula, erysipelas, rheumatism,

contagions diseases, and every species of individual afHiction,

by comroeiiciiig at their fcmndation. They must ascend the

pulpit, and teach the inhaVntants of the earth concerning hered-

itary impression ;
explain how parents induence their chil-

dren while in the eniVnyotic state; explain how the human

tniud and body arc under the control of surrounding circum-

Stances; how the entire individual can be manufactured, per-

fbet or imperfect ;
how the spintiial principle acts upon ttie

organization ; and they must teach the philosophiiis of Ana

Uitiiy, of Physiology, of Chemistry, of Mechanism, of Bltfr
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tfic^ty, of Magneristn, and of Psychology, If clergymen wU
not teach these fundamental truths of Nature and of true

religion; if they combine their intellectual and pecuniary

powers against the promulgation of these principles on the salv

bath
;

if they clamor about deaerating the holy institutions of

antiquity
;
then congregations must rise in their strength and

demand the True Physician. The true physician places his

hand upon moral’ ai well as upon physical diseases
;
he cures

the maladies of future generations by closing the flood-gates

of individual excesses ;
he manufacturen good and healthy

organizations by improving and perfecting the individuals by

whom future generations are developed ;
this is the mission of

the true physician.

THE EVIL AND USELESSNESS OF MEDICINE

Are becoming more and more apparent. The human system can

not sustain itself if subjected to the rack of scientiBc medicine*

The various modes of practice which I perceive in the world

are exceedingly superficial and dangerous. Instead of treating

^nd removing causes, they are confined to the sphere of effects.

It is true that some medicines are directed to the secondaiy or

immediate causes of disease ;
but they are seldom prescribed

with an understanding of primary causes or of constitutional

disturbances. I am deeply impressed with the conviction, and

hence 1 affirm, that two thirds of all diseases, which lurk like

vipers in the human constitution, are evils produced by the

administration of mineral and vegetable medicines. Let not the

reader suppose that I except those medicines which have

received the sanction of test or experiment, and which are

particularly esteemed and recommended by the Royal Acade-

mies of medicine. This assertion is uttered exceptionless ; and,

^o«igh the reader may not have his undcratatiding so opened

«0
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is to enable him to see the truthfulness of this statement, yet it

Ml unqualifiedly true, and the good and wise of present and

fiiture ^nerations will gladly acknowledge it.

If reputation, education, situation, and intellectual develop-

ment, were favorable to the manifestation even of the amount

of truth already knoim in private among medical practitioner,

the results would gloriously sustain all I have said concerning

the evil and uselessness of medicines. It is necessary to undei*

stand in this place that I am impressed in favor of employing

medicated preparations in the treatment of Burns, Bruises, Ac*

cidents. Lesions, Injuries, &c.
;
but I am not in favor of any

therapeutical compound or remedy which has received the

tacit or unqualified approbation of any known medical system.

Every experienced and conscientious physican—every individ-

ual who has observed and recorded the causes, phenomena,

progress, and extent of human suffering— knows^ m the secret,

unrevealed recesses of his soul, that the physical constitution

is, in some particulars, evidently impaired by the administra-

tion of medical preparations. O, that the world could be made

to understand those truths! which I know to be confined to the

medical professions of the present century I 'But, for reasons

heretofore stated, I know that physicians will deny, and profess

great astonishment, that any intelligent, scientifically-educated

man should he so deceived as not to believe in the utility and

salutary power of discovered and well-attested remedies. Phy

siciaiis will now appear perfectly disgusted with statements,

iho truthfulness of which, did surrounding conditions and cir-

camstancos favor, they would he delighted to acknowledge to

the world. Let not the reader, therefore, bo startled at die

boldness with which these revealments are denounced and

apparently disproved by authorized medical practitioners ; ba-

caitse die constitution of the human mind is favorable to dii
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co*4^alment of its most deep and sacred sentiments, and it can

never act in opposition to its positive interests. But there are

free, independent, noble, well-situated minds which will readily

acknowledge these truths to mankind. I am impi*CBScd not to

conceal those thoughts which struggle within me exprea*

sion, though there ai'e minds who are not free, independent^

and well-situated, who will array thou* talents and influence

against the truth.

The proof that it is known that medicines are injurious to the

human constitution, is that, as soon as a physician sees his way

clear, and feels himself superior to his education and qualified

for the task, he discards the Allopathic system of treating dis-

ease, and declares his long-entertained convictions that it is

totally fallacious. Those of this class are minds who can cease

the practice of medicine altogether; but those who are attracted

to the profession, and desire to employ remedies which will not

injure the constitution, gravitate to Hommopathy, or to Hydrop-

athy, or to Thomsotiianism, to Chrono-Thermalism, or to other

systems of improved practice which exist in the world. These

dissimilar modes of treating disease stand as monumental evi-

dences that independent minds have experimentally ascertained,

and freely acknowledged, the numerous and positive evils that

abound in the empire of popular medicine.

Man is a combination of impressible materials. Mo is so

tenderly constructed that everything with which he comes in

contact, stamps its likeness upon him. So, likewise, the mind

influenced by prevailing convictions and opinions. The most

susceptible minds are the first to be impressed ;
but every class

or stiucture of mental organization is to some degree influenced

by those doctrines which receive the general consent of com*

munity. The producing causes of this phenomenon are but

Bttle tttderstood. Man does not yet know that he is moulded
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into any shape, or, more properly, that he is magn^iwed intc

arious states of thought and feeling, by the positive infiuenee

of things, circumstances, and opinions, which preponderate in

society. Man does not yet know that be is almost as much tin*

del* the control of education, situation, pnde, and reputation, ai

the mellow clay is under the control of the potter’s hand. Not-

withstanding his ignorance of these things, they are absolutely

true. And now, moulded by these magnetic and subduing

influences, the reader may be persuaded that there are medical

preparations which have been proved beneficial to the sick and

diseased. He may feel antagonistic feelings ansingin his mind

occasioned by these revealments; but I can solemnly affirm

that what 1 have said is unqualifiedly true, and will appear

more and more incontrovertible as the subject is analyzed and

investigated.

Disease is an evil ; and one evil suggests and unf'ids another;

and the ultimate accumulation and combination of evils, thus de-

veloped, become a mighty power. This power exerts a magnetic

influence upon the mind that comes within its sphere of action.

It becomes, like the fabled Upas, a far-extending and destructive

circumstance. Thus it is with the widespread system of pop-

ular medicine. When once the student places himself under

the influence of any pathological theory, he yields to its positive

or magnetic power, and allows himself to be lulled into that

delusive slumber which never permits the mind to dream of

those errors and fallacies with which the theory is impregnated.

From the evils of disease have proceeded the evils of medicine.

The latter evils have grown so high and strong— are so splen

didly supported and thoroughly approbated— are so gravely

taught by the thought-to-be educated and celebrated professori

of modem Academies of orthodox medicinG—-that the subroie-

MVe student and stiffisring patient can not hut yield their coofr
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imeef and fall asleep under the powerfully narcatic iniluenea

And agaiut what wonderful developments have these medical

evils presented! The chain has three links; there are the

evils of disease, the evils of medicine,, ard the evil of Drug«

stores. Society is spotted everywhere with the latter indica*

tions of error in the treatment of disease. Every medical labo-

ratory appears to my mind like a powerful Blister upon the

social body ; because it draws the susceptible and impermanent

fluids and substances (or persons) to the surface, and purges

them out of existence. The physician and the druggist com-

bine, and, without intending it, do most truly assassinate the

human constitution with various scientific compounds and

patent preparations
;
but 1 am impressed that neither the prac-

titioner, nor the druggist, nor the purchaser, regards these cus-

tomary proceedings in this, their true light.

The reader may have the rheumatism
;

it may be rheumatic

gout or rheumatic fever. If he submits to what I am im-

pressed to term the assassinating mode of fighting disease, he

will undergo a kind of antiphlogistic treatment, consisting

of blood-letting, purgatives, saline, and antimonial medicines,

calomel and opium. His constitution is fortunately possessed

of sufficient intrinsic 8tre?ig^h to master the remedies
;
but he

is thrown into a slight negative state
;
and he finds that the

continuation of purgatives are indispensable to digestion and

even existence. In consequence of this, the physician is com-

pelled to leave a prescription for what he terms acute (or

recent) constipation, or, probably, symptomatic costiveness. The

reader now visits the druggist ; he procures the remedy and

uses it ; but does it cure him t Ah, no. On the contrary, he

becossKM a victim to permanent or chronic constipation, and a

eoaalaiit purchaser of cathartic medicines. It may be, he

entertains the opinion, in common with the whole medical

20*
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Aicuity, that dUease is a thing ; that the blood is humaromi 4

that the Raids need purificatioti
;
that the stomach or bowels

are esf ecially deranged and need physic
;

if he thinks so, and

the physician has failed. to relieve his sufferings, he will prv»b-

ably seek salvation from them in the notorious patent medi*

ctnes of the present century. The ultimate effects of this

courscj gtjiierally are, first, a defrauding of Nature of her ap-

propriate aches and pains; and, second, Nature’s rebellion

against this treatment, which mainly terminates in physical dia*

solution, called death.

If medicine is adequate to the curing of disease, why are

chronic diseases so prevalent ? If medicine is good and bene-

ficial, why does Nature (which is high authority) rebel against

its administration ? I am impressed that medicine never cured

a disorder in the human body. This may startle the reader*

and provoke his feelings to discussion, but it i& nevertheless

true. He may think that millions of well-ascertained facts go

counter to this assertion
;
he may quote experience as demon-

strative evidence to the contrary
;
but I can assure him such

facts are no facts
;
that such experience is deceptive. The

contest is never between the Medicine Kadi the Disease; it is

always between Nature and the Medicine. This explains the

origin of those pyramids of pathological error, the imposing

heights of which dt) dai^ cast death-shadows over the medical

deserts of Europe and America. No ! the ^’^ar is never be-

tween the disease and the remedy
;
but it is life spiritual prin-

ciple, the living constituticui, that suffers from the assassination

of the medicine, and from the concentrated disturbances which

constitute the disease. Nature is powerful; but through the

combined, but well-meant exertions of the physician and drug-

gist, and the discord with which it is oimpelled to contend, site

b sometimes forced to yield her powers. Nature never sab-
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fiiitft to the eiMpiricism of popular remedies

; she lights to tha

moment of dissolution ; but how deplorable that slie should be

BO circumstanced as to make it absbiutoly necessary to keep up

a pernetual warfare with medical ignorance and errors ! E\eiy

disturbance in the animal economy that was ever overcome, or

euredt must be put down to the credit of Nature
;
for she sel-

dom is permitted to complete a settlement with her internal

portions without being most unrighteously molested, or assassi

nated, by the scientific medical preparations of modern schools.

The allopathic pharmacopcela is reph^te with evils. Tliis sys-

tem of medicine has oiigiiiated or confirmed more di^ases than

any habit, or atmospherical influence, or extrinsic cause, with

which the constitution is compelled to contend. It is less

successful than other systems, because Nature has more to con-

quer when allopathically treated than when attacked by other

remedies.

During the prevalence of the Asiatic cholera, in the years

1832, 1834, and 1849, the orthodox or allopathic system of

treatment was notorioiisly unsuccessful. The Homcsopathic

system proved itself extraordinarily efficacious and adequate;

and the Botanic and Tijoms(>nian systems were successful

almost without an exception or a parallel. Now, to what con-

clusion do these facts legitimately conduct the inquirer I They

conduct the mind to the following ; the powers and attributes

of the human constitution were less burthened and injured by

fho infinitesimal tfoses of Homcsopathy, than by the huge, calo-

tnalized preparations of Allopathy; and there were less ob-

structions and more assistance arising from the medicines and

nu*^singa of the Botanic and Thomsonian systems than there

W64e from HomoBopathy
;

in other words, the human system re-

Cfwered q licker while under good nursing and prompt atten-

dofi to temperature. Probably there never prevailed an opi
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demic so impregnated with evidences that the human mind ll

the cause of disturbances in the human body, as the Asia.ie

Cholera. Those individuals who resolved not to experieioe

the complaint, and preserved a calm state of mind, generally

escaped it; but those who feared the disease, and allowed

themselves to run into excesses of excitement and trepidation,

were invariably the sufferers and victims. This truth became

so conspicuous and important that the medical profession gen-

erally admonished the inhabitants to preserve great determina-

tion and tranquillity of mind. Publicationo ''f every description

echoed this authoritative admonition, and the community at last

triumphed over the otherwise unconquerable disease. These

constant proclamations I regard as the unintentional acknowl-

edgments of the disciples of modern medical schools, that

some physical disorders, at least, have their foundation in spir-

itual disturbances.

Although the inhabitants of the earth are constitutionally

diseased
; and the alchemical remedy, introduced by Theo-

phrastus Paracelsus, termed Mercury^ has driven its fangs deep

into the vital recesses of man
;
yet there are thousands suffi-

ciently ignorant and prejudiced to believe the allopathic prac-

tice the only safe and certain mode. I know there are hundreds

this moment suffering from the effects of various medicines,

calomel included, who will raise their voice and set their influ-

ence against the important and incontrovertible truths I am
now revealing t<» the world. While the mythological God,

Esculapius, continues to preside *)ver the Reason of the patron-

ixers and practitioners of Medicine, there is no room for progw

ress or development. While the Master lives, the slave*

obey. The present systems of tmating disease are siibotan-

tially m€>des of drfra^ding Nature out of her proper pains and

iches, which are indications of existing discordU liet it not bt
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•uppoeed th&t I am opposed to the alleviation of the diseased

and suSering
;
on the contrary, I feel deeply impressed with

the holi%^9 of that science or philosophy which has for its

ultimate object the alleviation of human discord and distress

;

bu I am not in favo- of ti'eating effects instead of caju^ ^lor

cf treating mat. in opposition to those immutable laws which

control the haimonious Universe. Disease is supposed to be

removed and eradicated when the individual experiences noth-

ing of its characteristic symptoms; and medicine generally

receives the credit of achieving this signal victory; but 1 k?iow

that medicines penetrate, imprison, and partially murder, some

of the weakest or most susceptible organs of the body, and thus

prevent the manifestation of those intrinsic disturbances that

render the individual uneasy and unhappy. O, that patients

could place the same unbounded, submissive, child-like confi-

dence in the indwelling Divinity of nature, that they place in

their physicians I What universal changes would occur in the

vast empire of disease, over which the fabulous Esculapius now

presides! Let the impression go forth that Medicines scarcely

ever assist, but almost always injure and retard the af propriate

processes ofNature ;
let the Reason of the human mind open its

doors and windows to the truths and therapeutical means which

Nature furnishes for man ;
lot the stupendous and delicate

operations of the principles ofanatomy, physiology, mechanisiti,

chemistry, and magnelistn, which the Divine Being has insti-

tuted, have full action in tne body and mind ; let nature fiow to

nature, motion to motion, life to life, sensation to sensation, in-

telligence to intelligence ; and humanity will forthwith be ad-

vanced to Health, Happiness, and Spiritual Elevation.

PEftAONAL EXPBftiENCE in the examination and treatment of

disease, extending over five years of daily ami hourly appli-

vation. baf erected in my mind a monumenf of evidences in
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favor of the impiessions which I am now recording. Owing

to llie peculiarities and phenomena invariably attemling my

mode of ascertaining the cause, nature, and extent of disease,

my time and spiritual perceptions were constantly occupied

and called into requisition. During tlis period I accumulated

a vast quantity of practical observations concerning the true

nature of disease and its treatment. I have examined maladies

of c\ery description and magnitude. The field of iiivestiga*

tiott was not circurnscrihed to a few individuals, but it extended

over hundreds of cases that were the refuse of popular systems

of medicine. The work (uitilled “The Principles of Nature,

Her Divine Revelations, and a Voice to Mankind,*’ was given

during the last half of my medical experience. Previous to,

and while engaged in, the Revelation alluded to, it was abso-

lutely impossible to institute such a system of Physiology and

Pathology iis I felt impressed the second spher of human exist-

ence fully sanctioned as being alone applicable and adequate

to the curing or preveniiug of disease upon the earth. It was

.'or this reason that I was, and have been, up to this time, im-

pressed to presenbo vegetable compe^unds, syrups, oils, &c.;

because these are the best and most harmless remedies that

the human constitution has ever taken in the form of medit;ine.

1 was successful, simply iK'Jcause 1 impressed upon the mind of

every individual the powerful reason why Nature should be

confided in ; why various habits should Ik? discarded ; and why

the spiritual ]n*inciple should be harmonized. These imprea*

sions upon the paiu*!it\s mind, combined witli implicit confi-

dence, rendered it almost impossible not to have l>eeii sue-

eassful. But the time has arrived for my impressions coiici m-
bg disease, its cause an<l cure, to be made manifest

; and tliii

hi the work in which lam now engfiged.

I can trufy say, that during my medical disc'^line and expe-
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rien«‘e. my spirit Jived years in weeks
; and especially were the

events and experiences of years concentrated into hours, when

united with medical examinations, my spirit was rendered

capable of instituting independent investigations into the infiidta

chambers and gorgeous spheres ^f the imineasurabie bniverse!

And, as is explained in the chapter on psychology, the impi es*

lions of these pure, everlasting, and infinite things, were at first

deposited in, and particularly confined to, the inmost recesses

of the ntemal memory: hut the Eternal Law of ProgreM^

whicl'. runs through all things and develops correspond-

ing, progressive results, influenced me, and my mind was c(*n*

^qiieiitly unfolded and adequately strengthened
;
and with it

were unfolded the multitudinous impressions and recollections

of my strange and unparalleled experience. Those things are

natural to every individual spirit
;
but the high and glorious

consequences attending tlie development of such innate endow-

ments, owing to the unfavorable conditions, influences, and

educational imprcssi<»!i.s, which act upon mankind in tliis sphere,

are almost wholly dormant until the individual advances

(through death) to the superior world. (The reader will find

many explanations and valuable suggeHli<»ns concenuiig these

things in the chapter on the Philosophy of Psychology.) Hut

what 1 desire to impress upon the re4idt?r’s mind in this place

IS, that my spirit is not destitute of practical experience and

Knowledge upon physiology, pathology, and therapeutics
;
be-

cause I have examined and prescribed for the interior arrange-

tnent and condition of hundreds of dissimilar individuals. I

remember the appearances, the symptoms, the causes, the

iinlescribable peculiarities, which characterized each ])ai*ticiilat

case of disea.se. And 1 have, at this moment, the full and com

plate command of everything with which my spirit has lieeii

mpreued from the first of my magnetic and psychological ex
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perience. Frequent and favorable opportunities were pre

sented for the examination of diseased structures and I have

bad my spiritual perceptions hundreds of times directed to the

relative evils which arise from the popular modes of treating

various diseases. Thus 1 am not only writing from interioi

impression this moment, but also from past internal or intel-

lectual observation and absolute experience.

Notwithstanding the unfortunate and notorious fact that the

human mind has accumulated and systematized a vast multi-

tude of falsehoods or eiTors, in all departments of inquiry,

since the peopling of the earth
;
yet it will bo discovered that

truik generally preponderates everywhere and in all theories.

From a germ of good and truth all things, as well as all philoso-

phies, were and are developed. There is, however, a heaven-

wide difference between the influence of those truths which

have been searched out, ascertained, and coirprehended for

thtir own sake^ and those which sensuous and vigorous indi-

viduals have appropriated to the mere establishment of an

hypothesis. Those truths that are unsought, or sought for thetr

own sake, are pure and elevating to the aspiring soul
; but those

that are used as props whereby to support the mythological,

theological, or philosophical edifices of error which exist in

the world, are, in such relations, inapplicable and very injurious

to the human race. Thus, as in everything else, I discovet

truths, associated with numerous errorsy in the medical systems

of modem days. The constitution of the human spirit prohibits

the possibility of its loving and cherishing unqualified error. It

IS truth, that the spirit seeks
^

but, as 1 have frequently said,

there are powerful c^mbinatunis of influences and circum-

stances, in the present organization of society, against the

adoption and acknowledgment of those truths whicli the

bones? and enlightened mind silently cherishes and thoroughly
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udoreii. Hence an impartial, dispassionate, unprejudiced in>

ipiiry into the merit9 and demerits of each system of medicine

that has been developed since the days of Hippocrates and

Galen, to the present era, is not to be expected— indeed, undei

present social an*angements it is nlmpst impossible. Tiie pro>

judice which one sect of physicians manifest toward another,

and the imdiminished resistance which the opposed sect makes

against the sect opposing, admonish the rising generation to

leave the old paths in medicine, and begin their eternal prog-

ress by laying a foundation of truth upon the changeless

principles of Nature and Reason. I am impressed to writes

not so much for the past or present os for the rising and Jutut e

generations. The majority of existing generations of the earth

are so entombed and saturated in error that to expect much im •

provement or progress fiom them would be to expect against

facts and seeming impossibilities ; but, in the midst of all this

midnight gloom of ignorance, misdirection, and prejudice, I

?an see an exceeding small minority of minds that are splendid

prophecies of the era to come!—^gloriously illuminated intel-

lects, representing the truths of the past, possessing the good-

ness of the present, and revealing the sublime developments of

the future. We have, at all times, individual embodiments of

genius, truth, and jTrogress. These move among us
;
but they

live and breathe in the expansiveness of future liberty and

knowledge. Therefore I confess that my impressions are

adapted more to the rising and unborn generations than to

those already in being ; because the present nations and pos-

aessuins of the earth are too fixed and unprogressive to breathe

the heavenly exhalations of newly-discovered and fast-unfi>1ding

truths. Those who dare to investigate the truths and errors

af existing medical systems will receive great intellectual

^toward, and can confer unspeakable favors upon the diseased

21
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and suffering multitudes of the earth. Nature and Ret .4)

roust preside over all investigations
;
for whatever these dele-

gates from the celestial courts of the Divine Spirit testify to,

or sanctiop, as being true and eternal, must be received;

though the theologies and philosophies of the world put forth

dogmas and testimonies to the contrary.

thp: merits of allopathy

Are too important and splendid to be overlooked or disguised

in the present inveHtigatiori. Associated with many potential

evils, Alh»pathy baa developed the useful and truthful systems

of Anatomy, Physiology, and Surgery. The human organiza*

tion has been profoundly studied
;

its numerous osseous struc-

tures have received the minutest examination
;
and the highly

beneficial and instructive sciences of Obstetrics, Comparative

Anatomy, and Botany, have flowed directly from this prolific*'

source. All(»pathy originated in chemistry, or rather, in alche-

my; for its founders were thoroughly imbued with the beauti-

ful and romantic idea of transferring various earthy materials

into gold and diamonds, and of discovering the elixir of immor-

tality, Paracelsus, who introduced Calomel, believed that a

medicine would bo discovered which would cure a diseased

action by establishing another action of a different kind and

character. He bclievcjd the human body to be compounded

of salt, sulphur, and <|uickHilver
; and it was for this reason that

he anil nniced and employed mvreurp as a universal panacea

for human sufiering. Although the science of medicine origi-

nated in the depths <if suiierstition, it contains many valuable

disc* veries, and is replete wflb suggestiveness and brilliant

speculation, ft is well known to pathological investigatars tliui

the alchemists adopted a phraseology of their own by which to

eommunicQte with each other, and that their priticipal objhot
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iras tibe discovery of the **philo9opher*s stone and that the

elixir of immortality, and the elixir v'hich would instantly cure

every existing malady, were believed in by, and carried ahrmt

the person of, Paracelsus to the hour of hir death. Notwith*

standing all this superstition, the science of chemistry has been

unfolded by the Allopathic system of medicine ; and this is one

of its principal merits. Chemistry is a atid elevating

method of holding commerce with universal nature ; and it

lies at the basis of a true medical system. Liebig expands his

thoughts by following the legitimate teachings of chemist**y \

he throws open the doors of the human temple, and sends forth

the reformatory thought that Nature cures disease and preserves

health by informing the understanding, through chemistry, what

to eat, drink, wear, and avoid.

But the practice of surgery is also based upon the far-ex*

tending anatomical researches of the disciples of Allopathy.

When, by accident, a bone is dislocated or broken, the teach-

ings of anatomy inform the natural or educated practitioner

when and where to direct his hand and knife to the injured

structure. Malformations are frequently removed by .surgi-

cal operations, and much good has been and will be accom-

plished by this department of the Allopathic system. The

profound, and consequently mystical, investigations of German

anatomists and physiologists are valuable, because they conduct

the inquirer far and deep into nature’s interminable labyrinths

;

and they are valuable, because they beget the true and divine

philosophy of optimism—the belief that good, and truth, and

Divinity, preponderate in everything and everywhere. The

optimity of Nature is legimately impressed by the investiga*

tions and conclusions of German anatomists and philosophical

physiologists. The French have also developed a beautifully

elegant, but 8iipei*ficial, science of anatomy $ and physiology
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End surgery have received many beautifying additions and

bellisbrnents from their schools of Allopathy. The suggestive-

ness and expansive tendencies of anatomy and physiology, at

originating with, and constantly improved by, the Allopathic

system, render this system good and indispensable as a 9$mte in

the temple of liberty and knowledge, which the members of

humanity, like honey-bees, are building upon the summit of tlie

centuries past.

THE DEMERITS OF ALLOPATHY

Are conspicuous, injurious, and powerful, as its merits are beau-

tiful and indispensable to human progress and educational im-

provement. Its merits are Anatomy, Physiology, and Surgery

;

but its demerits are Pathology, Nosology, and Therapeutics.

The enlightened understanding will readily perceive that the

popular philosophy of disease is diffusive and ince:.lprehensible.

The multiplication of learned and elaborate disquisitions upon

the cause and nature of disease, in the medical world, conspira

to fixedly impress upon the iinperverted intellect the conviction

that physicians have mystified the science of disease to an un-

limited extent. In truth, their science of disease is no science

at all— it is simply an accumulation and organization of facts,

experiences, experiment, and isolated phenomena, which have

occurred in the domain of human disease and misery, and con-

sequently is not resting upon the universal and immutable

principles of Nature. Allopathy has developed a vast congre-

gation of ]>ernicic)U8' errors and delusive speculations upon the

E&tnre and number of diseases natural to the physical organiza-

tioii* Instead of flillowing the dictates of Nature, and the

adinonitions of pure reason, plysieians have allowed themselves

to be deluded and conducted into wildernesses of error aii*l

myslificafion. Whik? Nature and Rea^m teach the progtess
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«li<l unity of all thiiign, pathology toachca the dissimilarity aiu!

diaeonnDCtioti of diseases; it makes an endless division ane

subdivision in the modes ard eaus^ of human sufifering ; atul

it institutes numberless nosological terms significant of these

distinctions
;
and so technical are they that those individuals

who suffer most, and need instruction and assistance, can not

ec»mprehend them any more than doe*^ the pt>j>u1ar practising

physician understand the true nature of disease. The Nas^^logy

of the Allopathic system is very si.ientifir and very useless to the

sufferer and to the practitioner. It is good for its metluxliiat

construction, for its classification and its Latin technicalities;

because the human mind can learn how to think and rcasoq from

these examples of genius and educated individuals
;
but to follow

out, in clinical practice, the results which the celebrated Cullen

developed in his system of Nosology, would be sacrificing Na-

ture and reason to the mere conclusions of fragmentary and per-

sonal experience. Modern physicians and physiologists gener-

ally continue faithful to the modes and principles of their most

ancient masters, who were smithsayers, alchemists, and astrolo-

gers
;
because they employ a phraseology, in their commerce

and consultations with each o»hcr, which none but the thor-

oughly Initiated into their orders can comprehend. 1 think all

this is wrong, because it is the diseassd and suffering that call

for assistance and pathological instruction. The physician

must feel that his time should be employed, not in committing

nosological distinctions to memory, but in applying those heal-

ifig elements which Nature furnishes to the inharmonies of flia

spiritual principle.

But what evils are there in the Therapeutical department of

Allopathy ! I am impressed not to confound hygienic and jsr-

gicdl with the medicinal therapeutics of the allopathic system

moderr. days ; for there are many good and salutary things

21*
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e<mtain€^ in the hygienic and surgical discoveries and instmo

tions originating with, and belonging to, the system under in

vestigation. But the medicinal revealments and appliances of

the “ old school *’ of medicine are the most formidable evils

with which the human organization has been forced to contend

1 am impressed to regard the whole allopathic pharmacopoeia as

one vast classification and organization of learned eiTors and

therapeutical evils. Calomel has spread its false reputation all

over the inhabitable portions of the globe
;

it is, in the mind

and materia medica of the orthodox physician, the only reliable

“elixir of immortality** in the empire of medicine. He con

aiders it the “ King** of all therapeutic means
;
and without it

he dares not venture to treat the simplest form of constitutional

disturbances. Smalhpox, itch, and slight eruptions, are, in his

mind, curable only by employing the alchemical preparations

<ifmercury. Antimony is an evil not much inferior in magni*

tude to Calomel, Calomel has lived nearly four hundred years

as an invaluable and indispensable remedy in the curing of

disease
;

it has lived not only in the allopathic dispensatory, but

in the honn and muscles of millions of individuals, who, previous

to a change in the atmospheric temperature, or to a storm of

rain or snow, can testify to, and do acknowledge, by involuntary

cxpres-sions of pain, the truth of this statement. But its death

and burial are near! The law of progress is unfolding and

untrammelling the perceptions and attributes of the human

soul
;
and the multifarious errors in medicine, as in theology,

will l>e discarded, and their places occupied by the truths of

Nature and the heavenly spheres. So long as individuals con-

sent to employ or associate with evils, they must expect to

experience corresponding consequences. Nature rebels against

such evils as calamelt antimony^ leeches^ blisters^ lancet cup

pHi§$ and those horrible appliances which Allopathy commandt
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iUi practitioners to employ, and ita disciples to receive. Aa 1

have already said, these atJopathic evils assassinate, and defraud

nature. The human system, when laboring under constitutional

and structural deranguments, and when snbjectod to the orthod^ix

inode of treatment, has two evil' to contend with—one is tho

distaie^ the other the medieme* The vu medictUrh naiurm^ or the

spiritual priticipK*!, is seldom allowed iht^ employment of those

simple and pure means, so natural and attractive to itsoHl and

which Nature has already j»rcp:ired adequate to any want of

emergency, in the act of re»r<iriu^ its many px>wers to harinoviy*.

Nature manufactures her own bones, muscles, and organs, and

distributes her various and potential forces thnmgli them. Man

can not make these structu' es; nor run he manufacture those

elements and compounds which the spiritual principle abso-

lutely demands, and draws into its interioi recesses, whenever

the natural harmony of the coiistituficm is disturbed. If nature

is allowed to act u[)on nature, princi[)le upon principle, and

spirit upon spirit, all error, and evil, and disease, and misery^

will be overcome and gloriously extirpated from the earth I 1

know that good minds pray for the development of this happy

millenium.

THE MERITlS OF HOMOEOPATHY

Present themselves at this juncture; because Hahnemann

evidently conceived and partially revealed the philosophy of

applying nature to nature, life to life, and spirit to spirit, in the

ti'eatment of various diseases. The merits of Homoeopathy

naturally arrange themselves under two distinct heads : first, a

foundation of spirituahty^ and, second, a partial abandonment

of all mediehhe. I feel strongly attracted to the originator of

the Homoeopathic system, principally because he occupied n

DOsition so much more exalted than that occupied by his seciol
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ana professed enemies and the medical world in general. Hi

had bis perceptions sufficiently expanded to recognise the uni*

venial magnetic or spiritual forces by which all matter, as well

as the human organization, is constantly influenced and governed

He cast aside the materiality and superficialness of the allo«

pathic theory and practice
;
and honestly declared that it is by

the means of the spiritual influence of the morbific agent, that

Our spiritual vital potoer can be diseased
;
and also that it is

only by the spiritual (or dynamic) operation of medicine that

liealth can be restored. He comprehended something of the

magnitude and extent of spiritual, electrical, and magnetic

developments; and 1 atn impressed that he was himself at

limes in that independent, psychological state of mind which

enabled him to investigate the properties and essences of

several kinds of matter, and also the vital or spiritual forces

which, proceeding from the Divine Spirit, permo:.^ and con-

trol the expanded universe.

The spirituality of the Homoeopathic system elevated it pre-

eminently above the avStrological and material character of

Allopathy. Tlie profoundness and interior tendencies ofmany

of Hahnemann’s rcvealments constitute the principle causes of

their obscurity
;
and those physicians who have been educated

from their youth to the period of their graduation from college,

in the sensuous modes of reasoning and argumentation, so com-

mon to this era of the race, are not qualified, to see. in Ho-

mesopathy, anything but ridiculous propositions and incompre-

hensible corollaries. This class of minds are equally incapable

of understanding those magnificent disclosures of Baron Sweden-

borg, which relate to the anatomy and physiology of the Animal

Kingdom. I am impresse<l that Hahnemann and Swedenb<»rg

were correspondingly exalted in spint while investigating the

tendencies and spiritual possessions of matter ; fbt* each asserted
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e«irrejtpotiding fruths in the same field of repenrch. The crith

eisms from regular physicians upoi the claims and results of

HoiticBOpathy are splendid so far as composition and literarjf

embellishments are concerned ; but, when viewed from a true

and elevated position, the.^e strict ures have no particular weight

and require no rcfu.athm. The important discovery that the

human system i» animated and controlled by a spiritual, se^-

maeed, vital power,'* led Hahnemann to the irresistible conclu«>

sion that, when the harmonious circulation of the spiritual

principle is flisturbed, nothing but a coi responding principh. or

vital power could restore it to a staler 4»f equilibrium. 7'his

conclusion suggested the slatemetii that hike cures hike, or

similia similibns curantur

;

which is the beautiful and elevating

motto of the Homoeopathic system of medicine. For reasons

already assigned, it is impossible for mere superficial intellects

to perceive the depths and infinite extent of this sublime propo-

sition. The generality of H'ilinemann\s proselytes, like hia

most invulnerable opponents, are inexcusably ignorant of the

true character of the fundamental principles of Homceopathy,

and especially of the legitimate and irresistible conclusions to

which those principles conduct the impiiring mind. For instance

— Hahnemann reveals and demonstrates most conclusively the

relations, connections, and sympathies, existing between the

magnetism of medicines and the magnetism of the organization

;

be recommends the practitioner to dilute, shake, manipulate,

magnetize, and spiritualize, his medicines for the purpose of

potentializing and widening the circumference of their influence

upon the system
;
he plainly teaches it is by this process that

modicines become penetrative, operative, and remedial
; and

yet there are but few of bis disciples that know or believe any**

thing concerning the magnificent and world-revolutionizing

developments of Human Magnetism or spiritual philosophy
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UonuBopathijits comprehend something jf the mode by wliitl

the magnetism or spit it of the medicine acts upon the magnet*

ism or spirit of the human system; but that spirit can act upon

ipiritt and develop powers and capabilities in the human sou!

of v;hich the world has had no previous knowledge, is too in-

consistent, they generally think, with all nature, to be for one

moment admitted. And yet they profess to believe that the

“ HomcBopathic healing art develops for its purpose the imma-

teriaV* (dynamic) virtues of medirAnal substances^ even in those

Hubstances, which, “in a natural or crude state^ betrayed not

the least medicalpower upon the human system.” I am moved

to inquire— Is it not as consistent to believe, that human mag-

netism develops, by its spiritualizing influence, the hidden pow-

ers of the human soul 1 This question is put to homcBopathists;

for to a different class f»f medical practitioners and disciples

this has no weight or applicability. The merits of the system

under consideration present themselves as beautiful and valuable

additions to the temple of liumaii knowh;dge ; and whatevei

may be said against it can not alter or diminish the great anc

profound truths which gained an utterance through the inde

pendent and exalted soul of Hahnemann.

THE DEMERITS OF HOMCEOPATHY
Are no lt?8s conspicuous. Its merits are embraced under tl e

head of spirituamty, and its demerits under tlie head of

pathology and therapmtics. The partial abandonment of all

medicines is at most but a negative merit. The employment

of remedial agents similar to the long-established allopathic

ornctice of curing disease, is a positive defect in the system.

It is true that like is congenial to /tJlc;* but it is not time that

those medicines wliich develop morbid symptoms in healthy

persons are capable of removing corresponding symptoms is
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tliose that are sich* It is true that disease originates in a pfi»

mary disturbance of the spiritual forces
; but it is not true that

medicines are adequate to a restoration of that happy equiltb*

rium> which constitutes the healthy condition. It is true that

spiritual disturbances ultimate themselves Into an inhnite

variety of forms, such as paint, achet, fever», decomposUiom, (or

consumption,) and alteration t of structure ; but it is not true

that ” every curable disease is known to the physician by its

symptoms,” nor that ** the totality of symptoms is the sole indi*

cation in the choice of the remedy.” This is substantially ‘be

old alk)pathic system of endless diseases, and also their mode of

treating approximate causes by a classification of pathogonomic

symptoms.

It is unfortunate for mankind that man is not always consis*

tent
;
but yet it is unrighteous to complain

;
fur man possesses

universal affinities which develop numberless modifications of

innate attractions, and it is not to be supposed, that, until ho is

placed in his proper sphere, be can always manifest unvarying

narmony in his thought and action. Had Hahnemann reflected

more, he would have discovered that medicinal substances do

not create diseased action in the system, and consequently that

they are not desigried by Nature to remove it
;
and that there

are but few extrinsic causes of discord in the human const!*

tutton; and for every specific modification of that discord,

fpathogonomic symptoms
)

there are already prepared in

Nature’s own chemical laboratory, pure elements and simple

substances efficient for the production of perfect harmony.

The process of potentializing and administering medicines ho*

mceopathically, as allopatbically, is exceedingly arbitrary and un-

like the progi*easive processes and spontaneous adaptations of

parts to parts throughout visible and invisible Nature. It is, how-

ever,a meritof great magnitude in homoaopatliic physicians to dia*
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curd the old Imt fashionable practice of hleeding, purgings

and depleting^ the human body for various and almost all

diseases. The reader should bear in mind that the difference

between Allopathy and HomcBopathy consists in this : the for-

mer system teaches that medicine cures one disease by creating

another of a different kind
; and the latter system teaches that

those medicines which cure a particular disease are adequate

to cause it in a healthy organization. Allopathy says that

opposite cures opposite ; Homosopathy says that like cures like /

the two systems are totally antagonistic to each other, and are

almost as equally antagonistic to the universal teachings of

Nature and Reason. But it can not be disguised that Homceon-
athy has appropriated to itself much anatomical and physio-

logical knowledge from the fertile gardens of Allopathy
; and

especially is the latter system the parent-cause of the de-

velopment of almost all Pathological Anatomy, ORletrical and

Therapeutical science, which emanates with exceeding fresh-

ness from the homosopathic schools of G^ormany, France, and

the United States. In view of the complete antagonism and

inseparableness subsisting between the two systems of medical

theory and practice, I am impressed to recommend a union ot

duty and interest— or of the affections and intellects whicn
now grace and adorn the two sclimds of medicine—thus to go
f*irlh into the fields and labyrinths of Nature, and with the

simple-mindedness of a child, learn to apply her powerful and

beautiful iiislrumentalities in the divine effort to develop tnitl

harmony, health, and human happiness.

THE MERITS OF THOMSONIANISM
Have an important claim upon tlie aUention and affections

mankind; not l»ecause they are numerous and far-reaching

but because they possess that naturalness and beautiful mm*
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which characterize all truthful disclosures. I ara

impressed to consider the merits of the Thomsonian system

of medicine under the following beads : ---Attention to Tempera-

ture^; the abandonment of All allopathic Remedies; and the

Revealmenl of the qualities and ^n'operties of Herbs and Plants.

Probably there can not be a more important truth discovered

in this medical system than that relating to physical or bodily

temperature. It wis this discovery that led Samuel Thomson

to make the very suggestive btit highly supei^ficial statemonL

Heai is hife / Cold is Death, The founder of this systchi of

medicine possessed a simple, honest, and firmly-constitutiHl

mind. While tilling the earth, ho caught glimpses of truth

;

and surrounding circumstances being favorable to the develop-

ment of his impressions and theory in the Esculapian art, he

soon demonstrated the practicability and efficaciousness of them

in the treatment of disease. And here it is well to remark that

Thom8on*s success depended principally upon the magnetic

influence, good and faithful Nursing, and not so much on the

remedial agents, as many believe, which he administered to the

patients under bis control. Wlien the patient exhibited symp-

toms of Ague or Coldness, the Thomsonian system foithwith

institutes various means by which to produce an fdevation in the

bodily temperature ; and when symptoms of Fever are mat.!-

Tested, the treatment is designed to decrease the temperature

and restore an equilibrium. This is a nearer approximation to

tl«e simple teachings and requirements of Nature than is made

by either the allopathic or homceopathic systems. Farthermore,

Thomson never employed mineral remedies. He violenlly

opposed the administration of calomel and all mineral poisons;

also bleeding and blistering
;
but he did not cease the })er-

oicious practice ofemploying emetics, calliaitics, and depleting

diafdioretics, which are manifestly evils of great magtiUiide and

22
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power. Again it is well to remember that Thomsonianisiti

his undergone slight but important modifications since its de*

%eloptnent; it may be divided into an Old school and New
school of Thomsoniati practitioners. The Old school remains

faithful to the original teachings and admonitions of Thomson

;

but the New school, by incorporating into its creed and organ!*

ratkin the occasional practice of bleeding and cupping, and iy

reptidtating the practice of constantly employing Steam*Baths,

Composition Powders of different degrees of potency, and

copious Lobelia Emetics, in the treatment of disease, is entitled

to the name of Botanicism. The two systems are identical in one

particular— neither use mineral poisons or allopathic prepa^

rations
;

l)ut, when viewed in their relations to each other, they

present very different principles and modes of healing diseases.

To Thomsonianism and Botanicism the world is indebted for

many wonderful and interesting developments in thj^science of

Botany and pomology. The contributions from these sources

exceed, in their scientific accuracy and analytical minuteness,

all the botanic or floral revealments that have ever proceeded

from Italy, Persia, or Arabia.

THE DEMERITS OF THOMSONIANISM

Are analogous, in several respects, to the prominent defects

which distinguish the medical systems which I have already

briefly analyzed. They are embodied in its pathology and ther*

apeutics. The doctrine of endless diseases, and prescribing

in accordance with ascertained pathognomonic symptoms, has

been extracted from the old astrological system of Allopathy.

Tliotnsonian practitioners go through the same sanctimonious

and mysterious ceremonies of (he pulse, examining the

vxcreti&ne of the kidneys and tnlesiinesy and the aspect of tke

tongue^ as did the priests and alchemists >f f>ld, when they were
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preparitig to aclmiiiiater the elixir of terrestrial immortality it

the anxious and suffering applicant. There is a wide difference

between the constitution of Hahnemann’s and of Thomson's

mind; an external prix>f of this will be found to reside in their

respective revealments concerning the science of Life and of

treating diseases. Hahnemann’s intuitions were exalted ant

active ; but Thomson depended principally upon observation

and superficial experience. It appears to me that the lattei

reformer adopted the allopathic system of pathological anatomy

and subslituted a vegetable, instead of a nnnerah mode of over

coming physical disturbances. 1 discover no deep and spiritua*

philosophy in Thomsonianism ; it seems simple, but exceed-

iiigly external and material. The concoctions, compounds,

extracts, and ointments of the vegetable laboratory, are better

remedies for functional and organic diseases than those of the

mneral system, but they are emh nevertheless. The administra-

vmn of powerful diaphoretics, emetics, and cathaitics— medi-

ci'ios which weaken, disarrange, and disorganize the membranes,

fluids, and solids of the human system— is very wrong, becaus#'"'

\c is forcing upon Nature more biirthensome evils than she ill

ena*oled to master. The Steam-Bath, Lobelia, and Composi-

tion Powders, are, to the Thomsonian system, wbat Antimony,

Calomel, and Bleeding, are to Allopathy ; the vegetable calomel

is a lesser evil than the mineral calomel, and the same is true of

all other parallel remedies in the two systems
;
but the employ-

ment of medicine is doing an evil to the human constitution, and

the inhabitants of the earth should speedily learn to avoid the

pernicious practice. But in uttering this exhortation I desire to

be apprehended aright. Perhaps, to he perfectly understood, it

ss well to repeat that I perceive many remedies in the Thom-

sonian and other systems of medicine which are proper and ne-

eeitoary to employ under several circumstances. There are
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iiutnerouB instances when the use of the lancet, leeches, emeUim

cathatticsy are absolutely indispensable. Accidents of life

or unnatural events— lesions, injuries of organs, bones, or mus*

cles-— scalds~ burns— the hiU of venomous oaeiviaZs-^over-

loaded stomach —swallowing poisons, &c.— these are evils and

•vents which require active agents to neutralize and overcome.

Indeed, the use of the lancet, emetics, and other remedies, under

these circumstances, is sanctioned by Nature and Reason ; but

to use these superficial and pernicious instrumentalities in tlte

treatment of natural or non-accidental diseases and constitutional

disturbances is to violate principles which permeate and control

the divine structure and processes of the Universe. By interior

observation and personal examination into the relative merits

of the Thomsoniari or Botanic, and into the allopathic and ho*

mcBopathic materia medica, I am perfectly persuaded that

the inhabitants of the earth will receive less injury and more

benefit from the crude compounds and concoctions of the

Thomsoiiian system than from the more scientific and ostenta*

tious preparations of the mineral schools. 1 mean, that when

remedies are indispensable, vegetable mixtures are the least

medical evils that can be administered : but there^ ai*e also

valuable homoBopathic preparations that operate admirably in

UnionSf burnst bruises, and accidental iiijurieB. These things

will be alluded to and explained in the sequel.

THE MERITS OF CHRONO-THERMALISM

Ate but little understcKnl. Orthodox practitioners are too uii*

acquainted with Uie general principles of truth to comprehend

the beauties and merits of this recently-developed system. But

it is unrighteous to limit this remark merely to the devotees of

Allopathy ;
mankind, in general, are too involved in facts and

fictions, particulars and extenial ex(>enencos, to comprehmu?
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fAaeb of the troths and interior revelatiotm of Nature. Thi

founder of this system, Samuel Bii^kson, of England, had his

vigorous and analytical mind considerably illuminated by the

principles of universal harmony. His thoughts soared through

Nature— tboir pinions glittored with gems of intuition and

oxj>erience—and their song was Unify In man and in his

exeitions
; but his position in reference to the medical

faculty of Europe, wan pre-eminently calculated to frictiomee

and provoke his spirit to exp.ressions of combativeness and

severe retaliation. And hence, associated with his ber/atifal

and important revealments in the science of Nature and dis-

ease, are to be found many sharp leviews, and a few atigulari*

ties of character, that do not indicate a completely-harmonious

or philosophical organization of mind.

The merits of Chrono-Thermalism will be recognised ere

long by the millions, now suflering the consequences of various

transgressions of nature's laws, and from the maltreatment

which is being constantly instituted by the popular systems of

medicine. Dr. Dickson reveals the Unity and Periodicity of

disease. He discards, as unconditionally false, the modem
theories of disease

;
and demonstrates the simplicity of the

phenomena of health and the phenomena of constitutional and

hereditary disturbances. He reveals the periodicity of disease

;

or, that every physiological disturbance is attended with regular

and specific alterations or changes ;
these changes are typified

by the well-known complaint of Fever and Ague. He exhibits

singular profundity and gracefulness of reasoning upon this

point; which proves to my mind that his spiritual perceptions

weie qtiickened, unclouded, and somewhat expanded in several

directions. He states a multitude of irrefutable reasons why

die pnnciples of nature should be strictly fiillowed ; and why

all known diseases should be treated chrono-thermally, which

22*
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if in accordance with those laws that govern and preserve rt»

order and harmony of the human organization. Tb« merits of

this system are yet to be perceived and acknowledged, and

placed in the temple of wisdom and experience which is being

erected by the master-spirits of humanity.

THE DEMERITS OF CHRONO-THERMALISM

Are not numerous. Indeed, its defects are at least negative

merits, for I am impressed that the system repudiates the astro*

logical and mysterious proceedings of Allopathy, and unquali*

Redly denounces the practice of large dosing, of bleeding, and

of frightening diseased individuals with stethoscopic investiga-

tions into the condition of the pulmonary and cardiac structures.

But Dr. Dickson does not cast aside the superficial and danger-

ous custom of administering emetic and cathartic preparations.

In truth, the use of narcotic, poisonous, and depleHng remedies

is generally wrong
;

and it is evident that, though Chrono-

Thermalism recommends (juinine, hydrocyanic acid, and min-

eral uxydos in unusually small quantities, the mere sanctioning

of their use is a demerit in this system. It is well to remarlg

however, that the principles upon which the administration of

chnino-thermal remedies are founded, are true; they are the

principles whereby the Divine Mind develops the adaptation

of piu‘ts in Nature, and causes the iiiRnitc Universe to breathe

foilh the immortal melody of celestial order and harmony. It

is not the mode of administration, but it is what Chrono-Tlier*

malisin administers that constitutes its principal demerit. I am

Impress ed to write against the use of medicines, because I

know that one half of the chronic diseases prevalent in the

civilized portions of the earth are caused by the use i>f vatious

unnaturally compoundi'tl aiul administered remedies which die*

turb piuinunently the spiritual principle. I deem unnatui*al
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•hnost every human preparation which ia designtxd to mn^
diseases

; for whatever man requires when diseased* is already

manufactured for him in the nmumerable laboratories and

ascending kingdtmis of Nature. Science and skill were given

to mankind as means wherebv t d familiarize lhem> dves with

the nature and principlus ct the Divine Essence, and with the

proper position and use of all tltirigs which tliis E^xtince has

unfolded in the iinineasurablo IJinverse. Henre the concen-

tration of chemistry, skill, tolcnt, and wealth, tipon the well-

meaning but unnatural ofha't a# prepare medicines for human

diseases, I can not but regard as a most unrighteous prostitu-

ti(m of human en iowments and possessions. The ora of unity,

health, and harmony, is approaching
;
but I am persuaded that

medicines can no more produce physical harmony, than dim-

geons can produce social harmony; because th'ese means are

unnatural and arbitrary. The individual must become luialthy

and harmonious by placing himself under the magnetic and

spiritualizing operations of Nature. Man must become natural

;

for the more natural he becomes, the more is he healthy and

like an angel. And disease in individuals, as in tociety, will

he overcome and extirpated through the mediums of intellect-

ual or spiritual development and hereditary descent or predis-

position to*goodne8s.

While Chrono-Thcrnidlism develops the unity

^

the perio'-

didtyt and the simplicity^ of natural and physiolofifical events

*ind phenomena, it unfortunately recommends the use of artifi-

cial and narcotic agents in the treatment of human ccnstitii

tional disturbances. But, on the other hand, I am impressed

that the founder of this system perceived many truthful things

concerning the electric and magnetic action of medicinal or

nourishing substances upon the system through the medium of

•the brain; and these revealments, together with his disclosures
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eoncerttlng the philosophy of disease, render the Dicksontsa

reformation a great and important event in the world of patho*

logical and philosophical investigation.

THE MERITS OF HYDROPATHY
Demand a serious and impartial examination

;
for, among all

the movements and improvements in the world of pathological

cience, the Priessnitzian reformation is the most simple, won-

derful, and truthful. Its merits consist in the unconditional

repudiation and abandonment of every variety of drug medica-

tion. I love to behold and contemplate the susceptibility and

independence of that intellect which could unfold so much truth

from the simple suggestion of a 'personal accident^ and which

could introduce and apply its revealments in the midst of prej-

udice and long-established medical errors. It is almost equal

to a denunciation of the prevailing systems and forms of reli-

gious sectarianism
;
because medical and religious prejudices,

and sublimated errors, are correspondingly strong, conservative,

and violently opposed to the introduction of new ideas and

inodes of benefiting mankind. The regimen of hydropathicism

is particularly calculated to remove chronic and drug diseases,

and to develop and confirm the healthy condition. The most

brilliant and intellectual minds of Europe have visited, and in-

vestigated, and tested the Priesmitzian establishment and system

ofti^ating the most decided forms of chronic disorders, and the

l^rimotiy of these minds is uniformly favorable to the new

discoveries and numerous applications of cold water. The most

distinguished allopathic physician of England recommends hia

brethren to adopt the improvetntnts'* in therapeutic science,

which the hydropathic system presents to the world. I Ibol

impressed that it is unrighteous to call Hydropathy a tysiem t

it is more a departure from every existing mode of overcoming
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iisetse than tlie development of a fixed and unalterable tbeorf

which constitutes a system. Its founder and disciples are per-

petually making new discoveries and adding fi'esh truths to the

faat-unfolding and far-extending practico of leinovn g chronic

disturbances by the use of Water. It is not necessary to dwell

upon the various modes and merits of the hydropathic hygienCc

disclosures, 'i'be reader is surroun%led with numerous Pness-

nitzian establishments and fertile sources of medical insti uction;

if he will but cultivate an intimate acquaintance with the most

advanced theories and physiological rovealments of the present

era, he will see the well-tested truths of ages* past associated

with the more practical and elevating revelations of modem
days. As 1 proceed, the adaptation of Water in the treatment

of functional and organic disturbances will be made to appear.

But here it is well to remark that whatever application of cold

water 1 am impressed to jircscnbe, is sugge^sted, not by the

hydropathic theories and prescriptions of contemporaries, which

I have never read, but the principles of Nature with whicii

1 realize the sweetest and most intimate communion.

1 am not impressed with uiiy especial dkmkkits in Hydrop

athy. The practice thus fir employs but one clement iu

Nature; and, excepting a few pathological speculations pro-

ceedingfrom Priessiiitzian proselytes and practitioners in Europe

and America, it has developed no new or important truth in the

philosophy of human diseases. But these are not demerits;

they simply demonstrate the fact that the cold water system is

not yet complete. Fortunately for mankind, the founder of the

hydnipathic practice is, wdth all his intellectual angularities and

dogmatic propensities, a free and progressive spirit When
experience and intuition testify and conspire against any par*

licular mode of applying water, Priessnitz, though he insti*

lilted and advocated that mode himself, nobly abandons it, and
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turns into new paths of investigation for a more righteous suts

stitution. But it is necessary to remark that any application of

cold or warm water to diseased constitutions in Grmfeiiberg

will be found inadequate or inappropriate to patients in the

United States
; because air, food, water, and constitution, are

all dissimilar in the latter portion of the earth. Therefore, a

translation of the Grasfenberg practice into America will be

inevitably accompanied with many discouragements and disap*

pointments both on the part of the patient and the practitioner.

Different portions of the earth are, and must necessarily be, in-

habited by different physical and spiritual constitutions. And
it is unreasonable to expect analogous results to flow from

the stereotyped application of any compound or natural element

in the curing of maladies, especially when the application is

made upon patients that arc accustomed to dissimilar habits,

food, atid atmospherical influences. Hence time, place, and

surrounding circumstances, are natural voices and the ti-uest

physicians. And I think the reader perceives the neces-

sity of unfolding and cultivating his own intuitions in order to

know what these physicians admonish him to do. Nature

always selects such medicines as can truthfully impart tier prin-

ciples, and strives to develop such attributes in Man, her glori-

ous embodiment, as are capable <if comprehending and faithfully

obeying her immutable laws.

The fnegoing brief analysis tif modem medical systems is

designed to furnish the reader with a gcmeral understanding of

their respective merits, and how high they are advanced to-

ward the development of those truths which diseased and dis-

cordant humanity constantly require. Having written all tre

impressions concerning medical theories and speculations in my
pttsseasioii, I will now proceed to develop those principles and
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llMrapeutical means which are aileqiiate to the prevention and

extirpation of human suffering. The philosophy of disease

teaches the mind to recognises v^ven distinct causes, as being

engaged in the production or generation of spiritual and phys-

ical disturbances. These causes ai'e briefly examined in the

third department of this volume. From interior investigation

I also learn that there nre seven distinct <'aiises in Nature which

produce and preserve spiritual and physical harmonies. I will

first examine these causes, and then proceed ttf reveal my
impressions concerning iheir f'*ue use unci jierpetual applica-

tion.

The only true medicines :n Nature for existing diseases,

and the only true and divine elements which, by operating

magnetically upon the body through the spiritual principle,

unfold and advance individual health and happiness, are the

following : Dress— Food— Water— Air— Light— Elec*
TRICITY— AND Magnetism. These ngemts and elements are

emanations from the fountain of Universal Nature. The Spirit

of the boundless Universe breathed, and continues to breathe,

forth those unchangeable principles of association, progression,

development, refinement, and harmonioiin purification, wliirh

develop, out of the grossest fi>rnisof visible rauttei-, the essential

causes and elements of life, spiritual existence, and human hap-

piness. The divine essence is everywhere and in all things*

It is the spirit of plavtSf animals^ man, and angels / it dwells

in every so called imponderable principle, and it is the main

spring of all motion, life, sensation, and intelligence. Hence

the religious mind is made to see and experience a kind <d

omnipresent and particular providence in everything. The

principle of universal and eternal advancement and purification,

tiot only develops and individualizes the elements of the humait

•oo I, but surrounds it with kindled and congenial agents that
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furnish general nourishment and multitudinous enjoyments

And the nearer these agents approach the quality and refine-

ment of the elements of the spiritual constitution, the more dc

they influence man and impress his mind, with the Pantheistic

conviction, that there are particular providences in consequence

of an omnipresent and omnipotent divinity. Now I desire the

i*eader to understand and realize the sublime thith that the

seven elements to which I have alluded, are the vehicles by

which the Divine Essence of nature introduces itself into the

human soul; and that nature always htaU nature, or spirit

always communei with spirit, through these omnipresent and

energetic mediums. Hence, too, health and happiness must

come through these instrumentalities; indeed, every intellectual

endowment and attribute of the spiritual constitution of man

are particularly addressed and intensified by the influx of the

Divine essences of Nature through the mediums ^ dress, food,

water, air, light, electricity, and magnetism. Let us examine

this pro[)osition more minutely.

DRESS IS A MEDIUM

Through which air, light, electricity, and magnetiem, flow

fntm Nature into the organism. It is well to understand, how-

ever, that these elements are primarily identical
;
but by going

through innumerable and dissimilar processes of refinement

and purification, they have l>ecu made to assume specific

positions and hence to enter into different relations with sur

rounding combinations of matter. Thus magnetism is* devel*

oped electricity; electricity is developetl light
; air is developed

water
;
and water is developed from matter and gases which

re^de in and constitute the organism of Natura 1 have said

tbit i>RRsa is a medium through which the epirit of tbeae
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(ktutltar elemetits reaches and influences the human hody. Let

US examine this statement

Clothing seetits artificial, hut it is not. It is true that the

mode of preparing and wearing dress is exceedingly aitificial

— sotneumes unnatural ; and tia same is generally true of the

material which h designed for wearing ; but the practice or

custom of dre&3itig the body I am impr jssed to ccuisider per

fcctly consistent wi^h the teachings of nature and reasmi. D4>e9

tlie reader ask for reasons ? If so, let him examine nature,

There is nothing without dress. Every createxl form is pc*»*

sessed of a skin or cuticle, but added to this there are natural and

protective habiliments. The lion, the fox, the horse, and the

rabbit, are clothed with hair; the bear, beaver, and the buffalo,

are mantled witb splendid fur
;
and the little bird is attired in

garments constituted of the most iMjautiful and graceful feathers.

These animals are endowed with a skin thicker and superior

in stretigth to that possessed by man
;
yet they are warmly and

gracefully clothed. Even the flowers have atmospherical or

aromal habiliments, and the hoiiey-liec is barbed, or is dressed

in a coat-of-mail, which alike protects and warms its minute

structure. Thus, for various reasons, (to discover and under-

stand which reasons the genius and interior powers of the

soul were bestowed,) the Celestial Divitiity clothes the forms

of nature with magnificent and cosily materials
;
and man, ex-

periencing the powerful attractions of this universal principle,

almost unconsciously covers his body with various combinations

nf those simple dresses with which the lion, the beaver, the

iamb, and other animals are so admirably adorned. Man is

spontaneously moved to procure garments
;
but his selection

tiid combination of wearing materials, and his mode of wear-

ing them, do not harmonize with the principles of health and

hifppttiess. A wrong use of clothing will develop discord
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the spirit
;
because the different kinds of apparel now gen#-

rally worn, like all clothing in nature, have peculiar individual

affinities for light, electricity, and magnetism. Some kinds of

cloth will conduct electricity rapidly to and from the body

;

other kinds possess corresponding affinities for magnetism and

will develop a different and higher class of eonsequeiices. If

the body is dressed in very electric materials it will lose a

great quantity of the most warm and positive element, which is

magnetism
;
and lassitude, general debility, slight or excessive

net vousness, and a local development of negative diseases, aie

the legitimate consequences. On the contrary, should magnetic

garments be worn under proper circumstances, the ])henomena

of health will be developed
;
except when an extreme or high

state of physical temperature is produced by conducting from

the body too much of the organic electricity. The application

of these natural facts will appear in the sequel. But here it is

proper to fix the impression that it is right for man to manu-

facture various habiliments whereby to beautify his person

and harmonize his soul. If man was not so richly endowed

with intellectual skill and attributes, he certainly woul^ have

been clothed as animals are
;

or, in other words, since itnan is

not an animal, but has the vegetable and animal kingdoms under

his exclusive control, he is capable of selecting from the gieat

wardrobe of nature those materials which will bestsubsone

the purposes of personal health, reBnement. and elevjS^n.

FOOD IS A MEDIUM

Through which the energetic and spiritual forces of nature, or

of the Divine Spirit, reach, act upon, and support, the human

eofistitution. The epirit of food can not be detected by chemi-

cal instruments; because it is the Essence of the Celestial

Principle, which animates and rolls the worlds and spheraa ‘of
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tminensity. Everytbing conspires to keep alive the flame of

divine consciousness in the souL Tiie food we eat is saturated

^ith the elements of Divinity, and the soul could not support

ihe body unless it extracted from nourishing substaT-^'es com

mined to the stomach, the principles of motion and vitality

Foo<l can be analyzed by chemical instrumentalities
;
the nitro

genized and non-nitrogenized substances can be detected, and

the composition of uuman blood, and the composition of vege

table and animal articles of die*^, can be ascertained and accu*

rately compared
;
but the innermost elements of life and

ishment, which reside in food, can be analyzed and properly

appropriated only by ilie spirit,of man, which selects, pre[)are8,

and masticates, the substances that contain those elemeiita.

Chemistry teaches, or will teach, the agriculturist hoiv to

restore an equilibrium to his soil
;
the roarmHicturer how to

economize and concentrate capital and power; the physiologist

how to admonish his uneducated patients to procure the prop-

er articles of food
;
and the clergyman how to develop, refine,

and intensify the spiritual perceptions of his congregation. The

latter statement is not now suited to many minds
;
but I know

the world will ere long comprehend its depth and importance.

Chemistry is destined to present to the world a class of spirit-

ual truths and inventions which will, when understood and

properly applied, quickly harmonize and unfold many of man’s

innate powers.

Food, like dress, seems artificial
; but the latter term is alone

applicable to the several popular modes c»f preparing it for,

and consigning it to, the stomach and constitution, I can see a

period in mankind’s history when food will be selected and

prepared fi>r the body and spirit in acccrdatice with musical

principles ; that u, adaptation of compounds, odors, and flavors,

lO the constituents of the organization will be perfectly natural
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fin 1 hamoniotis. There are three kinds of food, or nu!rittoix

which possess different and specific quantities of posidve and

tieg^ive vitality. There are negative^ pasnve, and p&sitivt

combinations of matter in nature, which man selects and ap-

propriates to the want and perpetuation of his constitution.

And it is necessary to health and happiness that he asceitains

why and where these combinations exist, and how and when

to adapt them to his system. He irust learn what to eat when

diseased, and, when he is healthy, how to confirm and preserve

harmony throughout his being. By interior perception, I dis-

cover that Vegetable food is, when contrasted with animal sub-

stances, perfestly Negatii^e

;

that Fifth is Passive; and that

Animal food is Positive, That is to say, Mutton, Veal, Beef,

Venison, &c., &c., contain more spiritual vitality than vege-

tables, and that, loo, in a higher state of refinement and concen-

tration. And Fish, being a connecting substance between vege-

tables and animals, can not furnish the human organization with

much valuable nutrition
;
yet it contributes something toward

increasing the mass of matter in the muscular system.

The relative power of different kinds of food is but little

understood by chemists or physiologists
;
but several important^

results have been gained from the chemical examination of the

various vegetalde and animal compounds which exist in the

earth. Americans have partially received the revealments of

Dr. Graham concerning the exclusive use of vegetable com-

pounds as means of physical nutrition and refinement; but ]

am impressed that the principles of progress and development

do not sanction his disclosures. Man is a compound of all

Nature ;
consequently be possesses affinities for everything iu

the suboi*dinatc kingdoms. And the nearer other organiaai

aoiis of matter approach man, the more are they adapted to hit

nature and wants, and the more are tney capable of impailiiig
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vltmitty and energy to his constitution. There are many indi

viduals whose habits, situation, occupation, or state of health ot

mind, render it proper and expedient that they should adop%

the exclusive use of vegetable food for months, pethaps years

;

bat the human organism is po sesacd of animal constituents,

and, therefore, requires coiresponding constituents to confirtn

and perpetuate an equilibrium of physic? 1 and spiritual forces.

Even chemistry demonstrales the indispensableness of animal

food to the human body. Vegetables are not so near man as

animals are; nor are the ffumor capable of imparting ’hat

strength and vigor which the entire constitution of man con-

sttintly demands of nature. The t.m thousand digestive and

purifying processes in the physical man, are adequate to the

steady spiritualization and appropriation of animal substances,

especially if these substances are properly compounded, and

taken in such quantities, and at such periods, as Wisdom

sanctions.

Vegetable cascine^ and albumen, arc, in their ele-

mentary principles, perfectly identical with animal cascine,

fihrine, and nitrogenized substances which are in-

dispensable to the formation of blood. The diflbrence between

vegetable and animal compounds consists, not in the kind of

matter which forms them, but in the peculiar combination of

that matter, and in the degree of spiritual power and nutriment

which they possess. Hence, it is an error to believe that when

we eat vegetables we are not eating meat, for the former con-

tain the latter undeveloped. The physiological discovery that

blood made from animal substances decomposes, or decays,

several days in advance of vegetable blood, furnishes another

reason why man should gcmerally use the former as means cd

nourishment. Animal matter decomposes quicker than vcgetabls

matter, umply because animal atoms always move with gieatei

23*
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rapidity m cbnsequence of being imp -egnated with more of

the universal vital principle of Nature. And hence, when

these atoms are committed to the human stomach they forth*

with exert a positive and energetic influence by responding

readily to the corresponding motions and forces of the organ-

ism. The rapid and refining processes to which animal sub-

stances nalurally submit themselves, and are subjected, when

ate by man, compel them to quickly yield their innate vitality to

the superior power of the human economy
;
and hence, dectoin-

position, or decay, of the blood or other substances, into which

these animal atoms and vitality enter, must be proportionally

accelerated. But vegetable matter possesses less vitality and

innate vigor. It requires more action on the part of the organ-

ism to effect an assimilation of its constituents with those parts

of the system for which they entertain congenial sympathies.

And, therefore, the fibrine and albumen of blood, com-

poutided of vegetable fibrine and albumen, do not readily de-

compose; and this is the strongest evidence that vegetable

matter is negative and slow to refine, and that animal matter is

positive and more prepared to enter into new and higher com-

binntions of vitality.

Mankind must not become sectarians in the physiology nor

in the philo8f>ph^ of food, but the mind should l>e directed to the

uses of things
; and Wisdom should decide how, when^ and where

KKOATivE, PASSIVE, or POSITIVE focxl is essential to the human

body. This is the great secret to learn. In some diseases, the

use of negative (or vegetable) food is powerfully influential in

restoring the organism to a state of health
;
the same is true of

positive (or animal) substances, and of passive matter, or Fisk

Here is a field open to investigation
; it will be found to yield

a riclier hai'vest of means adequate to the production of bealtb,

refinement, and happiness, than any discoveries yet made I y
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Oraham, or Liebig, fbe eclectic and profound chcmiftt of

Gemnany,

From a far-reacbing investigation, I am impiessed that tim

mind and lK)dy can be thrown into extreme positive or negative

states by the simple influence corresponding kinds of niKrb

tion. Food capaole of inducing the most violent chill or

/evert and of keeping uji the diminislu'd iuid accelerated action

of atoms ft»r a sufTicient period to develop a local chnmic dis*

case. On the same principle, ’f the system is in an extrema

positive state, the use of negative substances for a sufficient

length of time will su])ply the required amount of alkoli and

vital electricity, and an equilibrium of matter, power, and tern*

peraMire, arc the happy consequences. And vice verm— nega

tiva diseases may be cured by the proper use of positive food.

I will apply these principles presently to the treatment of

disease.

WATER IS A MEDIUM
For the influx of electricity. Every orgaiiizcul substance con

tains Water
;

it is essential to life and health
;
and, by its

promj)! and chemical acfion ^mparts vital electricity, and ex*

tracts various kinds of matter from the organism of man. It is

a constituent of every particle of air which is inhaled, and of

every atom of food which is consumed. It acts chemically in

and upon the b(>dy; and the health and equilibrium of ihe

system can not be maintained without the presence and co-

operation of this universal element. Water is manufac-

tured in the interior portions of the earth ; it is a chein'cal

piepatafion of hydrogen and oxygen, which are electricity

in a peculiar state of combination. When, used intenially,

water readily enters into combination with the bk>od and vital

electricity, which circulate through the system from centre
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lo circumference. There is always an excrementitious poitiuc

cif water which is thrown, with the various excretions, from the

system ; that is to say, repelled by the superior forces of th#

internal comhinationa of matter. When used externally, wate»

is a powerful anodyne, alterative, tonic, diaphoretic, and res

torativc. That portion of water which is negative to the iii

ternal acids and forces, is rapidly drawn into the organism^

and the internal negative fluids and atoms are thrown or

repelled to the surface
;
thus a mutual exchange or reciprocal

lion of forces and constituents is a legitimate consequence of

the chemical action of water, la case the patient has a fever,

which is owing to a superabundance of the acid and magnetic

principles of the body, the first thing which intuition bids the

tongue to pronounce, and the individual to employ, is cold

water. Nothing but ignorance will transgress this prompting

—nothing but error will disregard this powerful and sacred

admonition (f conscience, which is the voice of the indwelling

divinity. Nature, intuition, and circumstances, are ever the

best physicians. But, for illustration, let the reader suppose

that Nature and intuition prescribed for her own disturb*

anccs
;
and that the patient in suffering with a violent fever

;

that is, the system is thrown into a positive state, owing to some

spiritual disturbance, which has developed a superabundance of

acids and vital magnetism. Intuition demands that cold watei

should be^applied internally and externally. The demand is

supplied by makitig the application ; and now let us observe

the chemical action which ensues. In acute fevers, the acids

of the system preponderate and come to the suifece
; and the

rital magnetism rushes from the viscera and intensely permo*

•tes and accelerates the movement of all the atoms belonging

to ibe serous surfaces and cuticle. While the system is in this

severe state of general infiammation, cold water is properK
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^ipHed to the entire ftnrface ot the body. Cbeniical ai^tioe

faistratily ocnmnences* The water repels the superabundant

nmds and magnetism from the e^iternal membranes, and ‘tliis

consequently diminishes die atomm motions, and reduces the

physical temperature. This i& aceompliahed by the electricity

of the water coming in contact with the magnetism of the body;

tlie chonrical pbenoraena of which arc a rapid decomposition of

tlio water—one portion penetrating the system, another pscand-

ing into vapor or atmosphere. And that portion of the organic

or muscular matter, which was decomposed by the intensity of

the inflammatory or magnetic action, is repelled from the sys-

tem in the form of excretions and insensible perspiration. The

avenues through which the electricity of the water enters the

organism, are vessels for the reflux or outflowing of tho ex-

hausted and useless particles of matter.

Particles pass and repass each other to and fro through the

internal departments of the human body, especially when the

surface is enveloped in that watery element which abounds in

Nature, In emaciation and starvation, the membranes and tis*

sues decompose and pass off through the bowels, kidneys,

lungs, and skin. Carbon and hydrogen separate, and atmo-

spheric-oxygen, which is also electricity, pnxluces an oxyda-

tion of tho lungs, membranes, and brain. But the process of

starvation and the progress of diseaso may bo greatly pro-

tracted and arrested by the mere inhaling of water. If a person

of good constitution was condemned to die by starvation, and

was placed in a close room with a hogshead of water uncovered,

he could, without drinking it, by allowing his mind to act

moderately, live from six weeks to two months. In this case

water compensates the system for matter which if exhaled into

the atmosphere
; or, as fast as tho body imparts substances in

the f(»rin of nitrogen, hydrogen, and carbonic acid, to the atr
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tbe oxygen of the water enters the lungs, and thus, as long at

it l^ts, contributes to strengthen that principle of vitalit} which

joins the mind to the body. Water, in various degr..e8 of

temperature, is a powerful agent for the development of happi-

ness in the individual, and for the restoration of harmony in

those that are sick. Its application will be explained in subse*

quent pages.

AIR IS A MEDIUM

Through which the living emanations from the great IllurrJna*

tor, or Sun, of our ])lanetary system, gain cotjstant access to the

spirit and body of plants, animals, and man. The origin and

atomic constitution of our atmosphere are but little understood.

It is not known that atmosphere is developed from water
;
nor

that there are two kinds of atmosphere surrounding the globli

which we inhabit. There is an atmosphere wnlch is manufao

lured in, and unfolded from, the interior departments of the

earth
;
and there is also another atmosphere which proceeds

from the orbs and controlling suns of immensity. One is local

f

and particularly affects the physical or visible organizations

which are distributed ovei the face of the earth
;
the other is

universal and particularly acts upon the invisible principles of

vitality which animate and actuate the various combinations of

matter which exist—* including the human economy. This

general atmosphere, which is chemically generated in the snh;

^mc depths <»f the universe, and which, in accordance with im-

mutable laws, is sent on its mission through llie innumerable

realms of infinitude, may be considered the spirit of which

the atmospherical envelopment of our globe is hut the physical

organization. The particles compf>sing the air which we
breathe are perfectly globular or circular

;
anf each partjclti

ouiitaitiR an infinite tiumber f»f leaser glol ulef which prove
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that mailer ts itulivivsi} le, or that every atom ir the iiiuverae iii

possessed of endless duplications* and is endowed with the

power of reproduction and with the attribute of nnlimitod ex-

pansion. These atmospheric globular particles art attiaclcd

inconceivably close to oach other—so close, that, to human

conception* they are lost in one deep and bnv'd sheeHcfinvisillme

va|ior t>r imponderable elements, which we call air ; but to me
these parlicUiH appear as distinct from one another as do loadon

shot in a glass of water. In r»>n.H€'quciKe of the cucularity or

roundness of these atmospberiral atoms, there are innumot

able interstices or openings between tht'm, into which the

wiritual atmosphere of the Great ih'sitivc Mind perpetually

flows. In ascertaining the height and de.isity of the surround-

ing medium of our ear’h* the chemtst can not delect or discover

that essential principle of life which proceeds from the All-

animating Essence, and* through the physical atmosphere which

we inhale* breathes into man's nostrils the breath of life, “ and

renders him n Living Soul.*' 1 desire the reader to feel and

see the Divine Principle in evei^thing and everywhere. When
we inhale the air, impregnated with ilif^ sweet fragrance of

numberless flowers, we should feel that oxygon, nitrogen, and

carbonic acid, are physical mediums through which the Celes-

tial Spirit (or God) communicates a portiiin o£ his essential

properties to the human soul. In Food, Water, and Air, the

Deity lives ;
it is through these instrumentalities that he im-

parts many harmonizing and spiritualizing principles to the

human constitution ;
in this manner, ho causes Nature t('

act anatomically, physiologically, chemically, and magnetically,

upon man— man, the highest evidence and revelation of the

Divine existence and workmanship.

Air is a powerful agent in the production of harmony oi

discoid, or in the chemical generation of health or diseaso
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The atmosphere changes the electrical and magnetic conilitiofif

of the Ik dy in projiortioii to the kind and quantity of nourish*

ment taken, and to the constitutional susceptibility of the indi-

vidual. The spiritual principle (or vital-power), of plantSi

animals, and human beings, is repelled from, or attracted to, the

periphery of the organizaiion by the action of certain atmo*

spherical changes ;
that is to say, the vital forces are thrown

into either jmftice or negative states by the high or loio tern*

peraliire of surrounding mediums. Birds possess a higher

temperature than children ; children higher than adults
; adults

higher than quadrupeds
;
and quadrupeds higher than amphibi-

ous animals, such as the saurians or fish
;
and each of these or-

ganizations is warmer than those surrounding mediums in

which they exist. Chemistry can not determine the volume of

the spiritual or vital power, with which any organization is en^*

dowed, by merely ascertaining the quantity ot oxygen intro-

ductid through the lungs by respiration, nor by the physical

temperature ;
for oxygen is a species of electricity, which does

not appreciably increase or dimmish the life-pnnciple of any-

thing ;
hut it altera the condition of that principle and changei

its mode of action upon the body— and this altered condition

and action are termed a change of temperature. The chemical

action of atmospheric air is recognisable everywhere in nature.

The oxydadon of iron and that of the human lungs, muscles, and

brain, which occurs when the system has been long deprived of

proper quantities of food and clothing, are perfectly identical.

But the temperature of animals, which possess lungs, is almost

wholly independent of the temperature of surrounding elements

and mediums; because respiration and the appetite are in-

cressf^l or decreased in pn>poriion to the coldness or warmth

uf the al^w^splle^e ; this respiration causes more electricity (or

oxygen) to enter the system, which combines with magnetixej
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Iw nitrogcffiized an<l carlKwized) ^uLfttanros, and thus, all tliingi

being equal, an equilibrium uf ten'perature i« maintained. (It

would swell ibia volume to an tmuseful siae to enter into the

details of the isomerism or identity ofoxygen, hydrogen, nitro-

gen, carbon, &c., with the venous modifications of electricity
j

therelbie I am impressed to refer the reader to other voluitiM

of this “ Encychpfidia,** which I shali in due time present to

the world.) The temperature of the human body h almost

invariably the same at the equate?*, at the poles, the arc tie

regions, or at the temperate zones. But there is a vast differ-

ence in the amount of nutrition or exercise taken, and clothing

worn, hy the iidiabitants of warm and cold climates. Slow

respiration, a moderate appetite, slight exercise, and thin cloth*

ing, ai*e distinguishing characteristics of the torrid regions
; but

rapid respiration, an insatiable appetite, constant locomotion,

and numerous articles of dress, are the peculiari'ies of the pop-

ulation of cold and negative ''countries. Hence individuals with

weak constitutions and local weaknesses^such as pulmonary

and nervous diseases— can not comfortably reside where the

atmosphere is too electrical or negative. The necessity of

rapid respiration t<i preserve an equilibrium in the bodily tem-

perature is too laliorious for the defective pulmonary structure.

But to consumptive individuals-— those who are snflTcring with

negative diseases-—bow grateful is a warm, magnetic climate

!

They can breathe leisurely, exercise moderately, and sleep

’»weelly, because the atmosphere imparts a vital influence to the

diseased localities, which influence, in a measure, restores the

whole organization to rest and hurtnony.

The mind and body are equally influenced by the spiiitual

and physical envelopment of our earth. The lungs nc»t only

Inhale and distribute atmospheric air, but the surface* of the

whole liody is qualified with innumerable avenues for itt

24
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reception and appropriation to all parts of the economy. It if

n >t necessary that I should refer the reader to the facts and ex«

perimerits of chemists and physiologists in confirmation of

these revealments ;
because, in the first place, they would

occupy too much space in this volume, and because, in the

second place, facts and c^xperiments are not always reliable evi-

dences ;
for they are frequently isolated, fragmentary, and

wholly exceptional to the general manifestations of unchange-

able principles. 1 am impressed to regard Air as a divine

medium, not only suitable for the influx of physical elements,

whereby is maintained a conjunction between the soul and

body, but for the communication of celestial essences to the

interior portions of the unfolding spirit. Therefore, as a re-

medial agent, this element is indispensable.

LIGHT IS A MEDIUM,

Designed to refine and exalt our spiritual sensibilities and to

reveal to their perceptions the form, size, weight, color,

locality, relation, and harmonious proportions of natural ob-

jects. The influence of light is not merely confined to

material vision
;

it acts chemically and physiologically uptm

human and other organizations. Light contains in its spacious

bosom the elements of teiTcstrial and universal magnetism and

electricity
;
that is to say, the latter are developed from the

former. Light occupies a p<»sition superior to the aimotphtrt^

but it is one degree inferior to electricity, and two degrees in-

fciior to magnetism. I am speaking of natural light; for

thei« are two kinds— one proceeding from the suns and

planets of immensity, which is natural— the other procc^ib

from heated c»l)jects, decayed aubstancea, or from animatculm,

IS the fire-fly or the glow-worm, &c., &c., which is artificial

The thaguitu-le and importance of tlie influence of natu*'«l
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light upon the bociy ai 4 mind i« not Pi*flRciei'tly undo stood

Opticians, have developed many interesting and practica;

ti'utbs in this department of humuti inquiry; but concerning

the influence of light upon the diseased and b^rraoi 'ous coii^

stitutiori*of man, much remains unrevealed. Even the con-

stitution of hght is not understood. Those particles which

emanate from suns and planets in the form of light are endowed

with a spiritual principle, deeper in their bosom than the

electrical and magnetic olements wdiich reside in light unde*

Veloped.** Light in its essence is Love
;
and Love is Life : and

this life penetrate*^ and thrills through every pai ticle that enters

into the composition of the soul. This spirit of light is in-

stantaneous in its transitions from place place
;
and yet its

ptissage i.s attended with a succes.'>ioi4 of specific movements, tht-

regularity and order of which adaj)t them lo die harmonious

progress and requirements of nature. Light is the material

vehicle of Divine Life
;
but bow ff‘w in(livi<liials thert) are

who comprelietid or realize the sublimity and truthfulness of

this holy conjunction between the Great Posilive Mind and the

boundless Uiiivenso of minute developments.

Tiie decc»mposition and refraction of light produces the pris-

matic spectrum. The variety and extent of the influence of

light upon the human constitution can be determined by ascer-

taining the number and power of those colors wbicVi are

developed by a division and p«»lanzation of its rays. Optica

investigations and physiological research have demonstrated,

that different colors produce differt nt sensations upon the mind,

tlr<»ugh the nervous mediums and the brain. Light acts upon

the spiritual principle with great quickness and mysterioui?

Jiower. And it is no less wonderful that the laws of Nature

'^ould be 8r> admirably and delicately arranged, as to compre-

liHiii and regulate the movements of those inconceivably ciiitutf
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atoms, which enter into the composition of the alhpervading ele<

tnents of the Universe. Thus the time and extent of the action

cjf light, and the action of the diversified colors upon the spiritual

principle, are as particularly measured and governed as is tlie

rirculation of the living blood. Red acts upon the eye four

fmndred and fifly-eight millions of millions of times in a second

;

Yellow five hundred and forty-two millions of millions of times

in a second
;
and violet acts seven hundred and twenty-seven

millions of times in a second. The influence of violet is gener*

ally sofl, mellow, pleasing, and tranquillizing
;
the yellow is a

transition color, with a somewhat similar influence
; and red is

the most exciting, the least quieting element, and the lowest in

beauty. The intense action of red upon the medium of

sensation, produces great, and sometimes uncontrollable, excite-

ment in susceptible minds. Some animals are infuriated, and

some individuals are thrown into paroxysme. of nervousness

or delight, by the sudden presentation of red to their senses,

Africans are passionately fond of this color ; it imparts pleasur-

able sensations, and suggests simple enjoyments. It influences

them to sing, dance, and go through a great variety of pleanng

gymnastic performances.

When Nature is bathed in the glowing and glorious ema-

nations from the Source of all light and life—and when every

tree, every bird, and every flower, is drinking in and breathing

forth the soft luxuriance ofspiritual hues— then the mind can not

but perceive and realize something of the loveliness and maguifi-

cence of the Second Sphere to which all mankind are journey-

ing. How gloritms and exalting to experience, in common
with, the manifold creations of nature, the sublime presence

of the Great Spirit ; how elevating to feel our souls begemmed

and constantly spiritualtzed by the mellow, glowing light of

numbeiless Armaments I Man is designed to enjoy the light of
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heaven, but be can not avail himself of the enjoyments which

Eovi from this source, unless he investigates and comprehendt

the chemical, physiological 'and spiritualizing influence of that

element which darts from the efiulgent sun to our earth with

such continual precision. The natural development of every •

thing is measurably influenced and controlled by light

;

wherever heat, light, and electricity, are allowed to dwell,

there are to be found the best health, the most happiness, atd

the purest intelligence. And rice versa. How and when tv

employ light and its modifications in the curing of di8ea8^^, and

in the production and intensification of spiritual and material

enjoyments, 1 shall heroafler disclose.

ELECTRICITY IS A MEDIUM

Of universal relationship. It originally resided in the Mighty

Vortex of uncreated worlds, undeveloped. In the beginning of

the present structure of the universe, all matter was in a state

of diffusion and agitation in consequence of the inconceivable

preparations and raiifications that were necessary to the flirma*

tion of a universe superior to the precedine^ structure.* The

four great developments of matter were Fire, Heat, Light, and

Electricity; these condititms spread themselves from the Great

Centre through the realms of influitude, previous to that Asso*

ciation and Organization of materials which we call planetary

systems. Fire was the most inferior form of matter
; but it

contained the element of all those diversified objects and priu

ciples that beautify and vivify the earth which w© iiihal it, as

well as all the earths or planets that begemmed the innumerable

heavens of infinity. From Fire was devfdoped Heat; from

beat came lAght; from light was developed Electricity

;

and

Irom Hie aggregation and organization of these elements was

iidUded the Mupeodoiu system of Nature, of which system

24*
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mankind is a portion. Thus, it will be perceived, Electricit5

mu the most superior and omnipresent principle in Nature *

it came out of other elements, and, having gra^'itated to the

highest point of primeval perfection, was necessarily invested

with the power of perpetually pervading and inter-penetrating

the vast universe of matter, which, like a shoreless ocean,

rolled in boundless waves around the Supernal Mind.

So now with electricity. It is being constantly eliminated

from various and innumerable founts of matter; and from ibcin

it flf»W8 into a grand sea of elements, and pervades not only all

etirth, but all the incalculable systems of immensity. And as it

becomcjs refined in character and manifestation we change its

name. Thus, one modification of electricity we term Magnet-

ism, another Galvaiiism, another Nervo-vilal influence, &c.

;

yet ihesti terms are merely expressive of the progressive refine-

ment and supejior manifestations of the One great princijde.

The Divine Mind employs electricity as a medium of commu-

nication to all parts and particles of the universe. Every instant

of time, the Great Positive Mind causes this element to express

the unchanging pulsat ions of his Soul through .all the various

ramifications of Nature. Those immutable laws, which govem

the pulsations of divine vitality through the universe, are so

minute and rigliteouvs that the tiny flower and revolving orb

alike receive life, direction, and prc»tection, acciM‘diiig to their

respective capacities and requirements.

So with the human mind. It employs electricity as u

medium of communication to every part of the organism.

Streams of this element aie constantly flowing from one organ

to another most energeiically. Tims, there ai*e currents flowing

in direct channels from the lungs to the heart, from the spleen

t4» the liver, from the stomach to the kidneys, fmm tlie brain tc

the bowels, and to all pans of the living temple. Vital elec
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litcity occupies a between the principle of aenaaiW

atid the external world
;
and the bi aiii U the power wi ich at^

ti*acts, refines, and dispenses it, anti controls the performance

of its diversified faiictions.

Since the discovery of atmospheric electricity by Dr. Fitiuk*

Hii, mankind has made but very lilth* progress in asceiiaintn^

its nature and mode o^‘ action. Physiologists and chemists have

accumulated many valuable facts in voltaic and terrestriid clac-

tricity : but all the disn»vt‘iit‘s yet pit'seiiled to W'<»rld do

not ain(»unt to an inlrttduction of the human mind into the mys*

terious presence of that active agent which plays so eneigel

ically in the organism of Nature and man. Miuikind have

been taught to regard the 8<iutid of tlmnder and the flash of

lightning in the firmuineiit, and the snap, the spark, and the

shock from the Leyden jar or the eltjctric machine, as the only

certain indications of its presence
;
but this is a very suporiiciai

and unwarrantable lest. In truth, electricity is everywhere

and ill everything. It is the vehicle or medium of divine

vitality. It is working miiacles in the secret recesses of the

earth
;

it plays in the diamond vatilts and chambers under

the sea
;

it flies from point :o point in the deepest mineral

beds ; it penetrates all otreaus, and supplies that living bat-

tery, the lorpedo-ef?!, with its wonderful power; in a word,

it resides in and fills all substances in nature, and it is tlie iin-

mediate cause of all contraction and repulsion, and of all ex*

pansion and attraction that occur in the human organization.

Plato intuitively understfiod something of this truth, or else he

could not have said “It is not art which makes thee excel, but

a divine jHmer which moves thee ( the air), such as is in the

stone which Ruripidee named the magrx^t, and some cal the

llarajlian-stone which attracts iron rings/* Millions of dU*

eases can be prevented and cured by the projier application of
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electricity. I de not mean that fluid which is generated t r ao

cumulated by the electrical apparatus from surrounding sub

stances and the atmosphere, but that which is already in those

surrounding elements and substances which act upon and nour*

ish the human body. The object to be gained, in curing of

preventing disease, is the establishment and perpetuation of an

equilibrium in the electrical mediums and moving forces which

permeate and actuate the body
;
and this can not be accom-

plished except through the instrumentality of the Spiritual Prin

ciple. The spiritual principle must be made to rise superiut

to the dependent system, and in this position, it must exert its

health>giving, magnetic, and harmonizing influence upon the

various organs, nerves, and muscles, which are submitted to its

control.

My attention was once called to the examination of a youth

who was suffering from a severe attack of ol. Vitus’s Dance.

The paroxysms of muscular action were at first very slight,

but they rapidly increased in quickness and violence until it

became almost impossible for the child to sit, walk, or sleep.

Upon investigation, I discovered an unequal distribution of the

electrical, or of the contractive and expansive forces through

the system. The body was in a slight negative state, (about

No. 2,) and there were local enlargements of the lympathic

glands in several parts of the viscera. This was an indication

that thei*e were local accumulations of the electrical forces,

which rendered those loca'ifics ptwitive, or magnetical. The

paroxysms were caused by the constant accumulation of the

electrical or spiritual ftirces the various glands and poles of

the Ol gans ;
and they were also caused by the effort which these

Rircos were putting forth to icgain their proper, normal eqitb

librium. By pursuing the examination still further, I discovered

that the system Ci>uld l»e restored to health by Uie introdu^iaf
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if an electric current of great energy and sufficiently refined to

iireetly assimilate with the spiritual principle; or, rather, to in

atantly become its agent of'muscular motion. There were

spirit and forces enough, but they were iu the wrorg places

These forces needed e<]ualizlng, and their vessels rei|uir6d

strength. And I was immediately impressed with the cf)nstnic

cion ofa magnf.tic chair
;
which should be internally constnictod

upon those principles which are involved in the formation of

the human organism, especially the brain. This is a chemical

invention, and one to which 1 have heretofore alluded. It will

be of great service in the treatment of positive and negative

diseases; and especially will it restore an equilibrium in the

circulation of the spiritual principle when from various causes,

it has been long and repeatedly Jlsturbed. The cerebral ar-

rangements of the CHAIR are calculated to accumulate, con-

dense, and refine, the gross electricity which exists in surround-

ing elements and substances, and also to rapidly render such

electricity capable of associating with the positive and negative,

or the magnetic and electric, forces of the human system,

When the system is too positive it (the chair) can be made to

introduce a negative force, and when too negative, to introduce a

positive force
;

this force can be made to have a local or a

general action upon the system, as circumstances suggest, and

the case requires. This is a scientific mode of employing elec*

tricity, separate from its presence and infiiicnce in the natural

elements, as an agent in the curing of disease. But, for some

(to me) unknown reason, I am not impressed to allow this

OnAfR to accompany the present volume.

Electricity will be a powerful agent in the hands of future

generations; not otily as a means wlicreby to control and tern-

|ier the atmosphere, to communicate with nations, to allay the

tempest and hush the elements to rest ; but it will be use J as r
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means of harmonizing the human soul, and of rendering its

trarious attributes capable of the highest illumination*

MAGNETISM IS A MEDIUM

Of great |)Ower and unspeakable importance. My thoughts

are not upon ihat gross magnetism which flows from the rarifi**

cation of terrestrial cilectricity, V)ut upon that spiritual element

which plays atfuind llie Centre of Omnipotence and connects

all mind with matter. Every human soul is surrounded with

an atmosphere, more or less pure and influential. This atmo-

sphere is an emanation from the individual, just as flowers ex-

hale their fragrance. In conseejuence of this peculiar and

inestimable endowment, or rather result of the organization,

the soul can and will exert a favorable or unfavorable influence

ujwti contiguous individuals, but always in propitrtiou to their

apjn'oximalioii to the reciprocal state of positive and negative

relations. The further removed two individuals are from the

true juxtapr)sition of these relations the more they will repel

and dislike each other ; and the nearer they approach the prop*

er adaptation of these relations, the more can they associate

together, and develop physiological and psychological phe-

nomena.

In all ages of the world these truths have been recog-

nised and applied to the sick and the suftering. There have

lived many individuals whose physical and spiritual ronstitu-

lions pr€‘-eiiiinenlly ipiallfuHl them to exert a powerful influence

ou the Iwxly and mind of ruhers— even to the working of miia-

cles and curing the lame and palsied. But while the ancients

employed the imlwtdling virtue (<«* magnetism) in the curing

of diseases, they unfortunately lielieved that human diseases

were caused by mcked 9pirit$ or detih^ and, though Sw«3de«t
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borg regarded thia superatitwn as a trntli of which the world

in those days had manifold evidences, yet 1 am impresKed to

regard it as a great obsraclt to the manifestation of pure and

important priflcip*es And I think that even yet the tnhahit-

ants of tTie earth are too much tinder the control of ignorance

and 8oper:itition to understand the higher truths of psycholo-

gical science. It is ignorance and false; education that cause

the human mind to manufacture a pci’Monril devil, and to build

for him a fiery abode of vast dimensions.

Ignorance is the most formidable and dangetrous foe v%ifh

which the human mind is conifieDed to contend. It stands at

the entrance of eve**y path which leads to new fields of investi-

gation, and frightens back the uninitiated adventurer afier

unexplored truths with a terrific representation f>f chimerical

demons, and horrible corisequencc^s. Thus individuals seldom

attempt the investigation of Actc things; and thus Old things

becomo like fixed facts and realities in the mind, which to ex-

amine, is considered (by the majority of the world) a fearful

invasion upon sacredlzed grounds, and an insult to the erudi-

tion and truths of anticpiity.

The learned and accomplished Lord Bacon once remarked,

when considering a similar subject, that— “If false /acts he

once on foot, what through neglect of examination, the counte-

nance of antiquity, and the use made of them in discourse, they

are scarce ever retracted.** In truth, it may he said, that

three fifths of what are believed to Ikj established /acts and

realities in science, in philosophy, and in theology, are no facts

-'-they are fictions sacredized, and sanctified by the spirit of

Antiquity, and the powerful sanction of general consent. If

the mind conquers ignorance, the conquest is great indeed
; fox

ignorance is a powerfiil monarch, being promoted and support-

ed ‘upon his throne by a wonderful combination of aritiqu'^Y
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aiid wealth, pnetuts and people. His spirit is anarchy, and

his goyernment is tyranny—bis dcictrines are imaginary fiucta;

and his enforcements are dogmatisms. If the reader is a sub*

ject of this potentate, and resides in his dominions, within the

sphere of his poisonous influence, then will his brow frown

when I state that a personal devil is not a fact, but a fiction.

This statement appears the more startling to the nerves of the

slaves of ignorance, because it is in direct opposition to what

seems to them to be the positive affirmations and confirmations

of Christ. But Jesus did not say, what Matthew and the other

disciples say for him, that “ he was led up of the spirit, into the

wilderness to be tempted of the devil

V

In the Bible, the devil

is represented as a personality, as speaking and asking quea*

tions. In one place it is said that the devil taketh kim

[Christ] up into the holy city, and setteth him on a pinnaele .of^

ihe temple ;** and in another place, that “ the aevil tajpoffi Wil

up into an exceeding high mountain, and showeth him all the

kingdoms of the world, and the Glory [I] of them and again,

it is said, that the devil conversed with Christ, and Christ talk-

ed with the devil
;
and thus the impression is legitimately giveu

to the reader of these accounts, that a personal devil really ex-

ists somewhere, and possesses almost unbounded power. Hence,

the statement that this deiqon it a JUtion^ and not afact^ white

the fact is thus authoritatively asserted and endorsed by anti*

qutty and popular consent, is sufficient to arouse the ire of the

monai'ch Ignorance, and call forth from his subjects the most

bitter denunciations.

The impression being implanted that a devil existed some-

where, it became easy and natural for uneducated minds to

refer all unusual aud extraordinary physical and mental ph<^'

nomena to his s|>e€ial iiffiuence. Whenever an individual

maiiiffisted extreme nervousness, disquietude, despondency, at
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tiikj 6xtmor<liiiary 6yinp*:<mia'^iii the spberee of the body or

mind—the causes thereof were attributed to the overmastering

power of evil spirits
:
and such individuals were usually said

to be ** possessed of the deviV' After the opinion was fully

cntertaiiied that Satan possassod a personality» and an unlimited

power of metamorphooitig and multiplying himself into various

objects and animals, it was not difficult to conceive how he

could reside in the human body, and bo unseen by physical

eyes. I know that those individuals, who attributed physical

and mental maladies to infernal causes, were perfectly honest.

In the very heart and flowering gardens of civilization,

and in the nineteenth century too, there are individuals who,

not knowing the philosophy of disease and mental phenomena,

assign satanic agencies af the causes of some peculiar nervous

diseases, and of clairvoyant illuminations. Indeed, it is a re*

markable fact, that what arc termed magnetism, pathetism,

psychology, and clairvoyance, are believed even by one fifth of

its disciples, in the United Stales, to be induced by the

mysterious interposition and influence of the devil or evil in-

femalities. In view of these facts, it would be the height of

injustice to assign dishonesty as a reason why the apostles of

Christ attributed every extraordinary manifestation of mind or

musculaV strength to Satan ; and the Jews were equally honest

when, beholding Christ’s novel way of casting out or curing

diseases, (termed devils,) they exclaimed—** He castelh out

devils through Beelzebub the chief of the devils.” 1 do not

call such dishonesty
;
on the contrary, I believe that their pro*

fbond ignorance of science, psychology, and physiology, is the

true explanation of the opinions which they entertained upon

the subject.

Mitten comprehensively describes fhe class of diseases which

smmstitton has caused the human mind to attribute to satauis

25
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ftgeiirios; He informs us that devils, while tm^erstnie, wkl

their victims, the wastes of Erebus, give rise to

** Maladies

Of ghastly spasms, or racking tortares, qualms

Ofheart'sick agony, all feverish kinds,

Convulsions, e[>ilep8ieB, fierce catarrhs,

Intestine stone, and ulcer, colic pangs,

Demoniac frenzy, moping melancholy,

And moon-struck madness, pining atrophy,

Marasmus, and wide-wasting pestilence,

Dropsies and asthmas, and joint-racking rheums.
**

JesuB, being endowed with that sublime power which i*

natural to all human spirits, hut which he exercised to an un-

paralleled extent, cast out the various devils with which

numerous individuals, who followed him, W€u*e supposed to he

possessed. The true signification of this curinjr, process would

appear, if the relation of it was translated from hible language

into common expression. Thus, a woman was afflicted with

hemorrhage fc»r twelve years, and, instead of being henefiled

was considerably injured by physicians
;
but when she heard

of Jesus, her Jaith was strong that he could cure her, if she

might be permitted to approach him
;
and she manifested her

perfect faith by saying— “If I may touch but his clothes, I

shall be whole.*’ With all earnestness she pressed through the

crowd, touched his garment and was healed. But Jesus prob-

ably understood the science of physiology and the principles

of magnetism and psychology, and perhaps, something of the

power of faith, better than did his followers
;
because, while they

were attributing to him the miraculous powt^r of curing diseases

by divine or other agencies, he simply rebuked their ignorance

by saying to the woman, in their presence—“ Daughter, Th$

Faith hath made thee whole.” Jesus meant that the cause of

her cure was more in Iherself than in him / and, at the same
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liniOt his language iniiplies that some portion of the supers

abundance of the life (or “virtue*^) of his organizatioi had

passed into her system, and which restoied an equiV n um
among its previously deficient foi ces ard motions. ^

it is clear, at least to the interiorly-enlightened mind, that

Christ cast ont diseases, Hatatis, or devils, by the exe^^cise of

that spiritual power, which, in our century has unfortunately

been termed ** Animal Magnetism/' It is by this long-discc?vered,

but newly-revived spiritual influence, which one individual can

exert upon another, if they be constitutionally agreeable or

similar in the elementary princijdes of their natures, that

mankind are enabled to

^Fetter strong madness with a silken threa.1.

Cure ache with air, and agony with words.'"

It is evident that Jesus did cure ache with air, and blindness

with clay and spittle, especially when the solicitor of his aid

was prepared to receive his spontaneous and healing influence,

by possessing a full and pei foct confidence in his benevolent

disposition, and extraordinary powei to render assistance. 1

can not admit that Jesus did, or that any individual can, perform

works which transcend, suspend, or infringe upon, the un-

changeable o|>erations of natural Law; but I am delighted

when I learn of individuals disposed to profess not too much,

and to render what they do easy, natural, and useful to man*

kind. Thus 1 admire Jesus for rebuking the. ignorance of his

disciples and followers, by telling the cured woman that, Aer

had made her whole. It certainly is agreeable to pure

reason and philosophy to believe, that Jaiik can cure, as well

as kill^ an individual.

Probably the reader has heard of the vvell-aiiiheiificHtcrl

finical experiment by which a man, (comlemfied to dtuirh,)
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ti^Ting hitf eyes bandaged, was killed by the di opping of

Ujpid water from bis arm, instead of his life'e bloody which be

supposed ho was losing through his lanced veins. It was his

fahh that killed him
;
and it was the woman’s Jaith that eur^

her-*-- the causes of the dissimilar phenomena are precisely

id^ratical.

If Matthew and other Christian historians, in their statements

concerning Jesus casting out deeiU had omitted the letter D in

the latter term, then commentators would have had less work,

and believers, less perplexity, in discovering the signification

of the terras satan, tempter, and demon
;

it woul^ then read

Evil* throughout the book, and thus would communicate the

true ideas which was intended to be conveyed by the word,

levil, as it was employed by Jesus.

I have said that persons, affected with peculiar Aervous^ dis-

eases, were originally believed to he possessed ^ the devil—

this opinion was also entertained of those whc» were wicked, or

maliciously disposed— hut that those individuals, mentioned in

the New Testament as being thus possessed, were afrebted;;wWh

diseases known as lunacy, madness, hypochQndriai(^»* yttus’s

dance, apoplexy, epilepsy, &c., is almost incontt^bmf demon-

strated by the descriptions given in those , scMmlltt^ of their

speech and actions. And, as it has be||GtJhow|W»6 followers of

Jesus attributed the causes of those djferent^^K startling mala-

dies to evil spirits
;
Wcausc they wpre of the science

of physiology, and with the vaiious pybw^na of nenuiis

tiisoascs.

The symptoms of madness, lunacy, epilepsy, (panicu-

Isrly of madness,) can not be descril>ed or generalized better

than by Mark, in the first %'erses of the fifth chapter of hit

nook. He says that when Jesus came out of the ship, ** There

aitt biro, out sf the tombs, a man with an unclean [diseaaed’
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apirit. who had his dwelling amd^g the tombs; and no maa

could bind him» no, not with chains : because that he had been

often bound with fetters and chains, and the chains bud been

plucked asunder by him, and the fetters broken ui pieces:

neither could any man tame him. And always, night and day,

he was in the mountaius, and in the to’nbs, crying, aud cutting

himself with stones.*' In order to familiarir.e th€.* r^^ader's

mind with the iHghtful and demoniacal realities of epilepsy, I

will quote from another poition of this toork, the following di^*

scription of symptoms :

—

The patient generally experiences a tenderness along tlio

spine, especially over the kidneys, and a full, heavy sensation

in the head. The appetite becomes quite morbid, and food is

desired more frequently and in gieatcr quantities than usual

;

the liver becomes enlarged, and the system seemingly filled

with blood ; the eyes are swollen and their surfaces darkened

with nebular masses
;
the countenance assumes the color of

copper or is rendered bloodlessly pale
;
the lips purple, thin,

white, or protruding ; and the entire system is shocked and

startled at every unexpected sound or sensation—growing

more and more tremulous and sensitive as time advances and

the disease increases in power and influence. These are

symptomatic sensations of epilepsy when of long standing, but

are not its precedents. The concussion or spasm is intimated

^r preceded by a few days or hours of aching, weakness, and

weariness ;
dull, sleepy, pressing pain, and giddiness in the

head
;
tumultuous noises in the ears, Hushed complexion

; mo*

mentary dimness or loss of sight ; excessive and irregular pah

pitadons of the heart, head, or arteries
; the patient is restless

at night, and is disturbed by dreams. All sensations indicate

ibe approaching eHbrt which nature is about to put forth to re-

fain her eqaitibriura of solids, fluids, and forces. As the period
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of coiiciuisive convulsions arrive, ^he sleep is more disturbed

;

the motions of the chest, heart, and brain, are laborioi^ and op-

pressively difficult
; the evacuations are lessened or increased

perceptibly
;
the abdomen is filled or inflated with wind, occa-

sioning frequent eructations ; the kidneys are active in their

secretions and excretions of urine ; and now, as the paroxysm le

about to take place, the complexion is pale, the hands and feel

a!!*e cold, the blood rushes to the head with a breathing noise ai

the blowing of wind, and the patient is deprived of conscious-

ness. T?ie countenance is frightfully contorted, the patient*

extremities are cold and convulsively drawn up or twisted to*

gether, his teeth and lips arc violentlygnashed and compressed,a

frothy saliva (somethnes tinged with blood) flows from and

gathers around his mouth, he utters an unusual sound, and

evinces a sudden development of muscular strength.

The fit usually commences in one of the extremities
;

it is

known to the individual by a sudden shock in the hand or wrist,

foot or ankle, and is followed by a rapid succession of spasmodic

motions until the action arrives at the brain, when reason is

dethroned, or more properly speaking, the spiritu^ relations

subsisting iKjtween the mind and the body are suspended ; and

thus the local development of previous disturbances is enabled

to restore the system to peaceful relation, and to re-establish

the former just connections.

It will be seen that these symptoms are quite similai* to those

manifestat ions of muscular power, which the followers ofJesus

apprehended as unfailing indications of the presence of Sataiv

or of evil spirits, in various individuals.

1 desire to impress upon the reader’s mind the couvictiou,

dial the only real Devil in existence is the Evil with which
individuals, as well as societies, are possessed. It is our duty

te abandon all chimerical and imaginary speculatiots upon
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mythological doctrine*

^

and we should learn that the

only mcthcKl by which to dhpos^e^^s the world of those

(devilsj vOhich have grown mountain high, and attained colossal

proportions, is to unfold the free-born ini| ulses of tlie soul, edu-

cate and direct them into hanaonious channels, and do what-

•oever the pnnclpU s of Nature, the admonitions ofWisdom, and

the indwelling Divinity, unqualifiedly sanctit^n.

The power of influencing individuals and curing them of vari-

ous maladies, through the agency of spiritual instrumentalities^

was understood thousands of years ago. In India and Persia,

even at this day, there are persons whose constant occupation it is

to cure diseases upon those principles that wore involved in the

performance of those astounding miracles attributed to Jesus—

-

that good and therefore great Reformer I If the soul is faith-

ful- to Nature and her principles, there can nnd will be no

limits to Its health, happiness, and power, to woik the sublimcst

miracles. The faithful spirit is god-like in its every manifesta-

lion. Such a mind is capable of interpreting the multifarious

phenomena of Nature; and, through the instrumentality of

eternal principles, its attributes can be unfolded even to the

perception of gorgeous spheres— radiant with beauty, purity,

and |>eacefu1ness. If tli^ reader is true to Nature (which

is being true to himself and to the Divine Mind) he can improve

the condition of his neighbor, and heal individuals of many ap-

parently incurable maladies. Let all aspire to this glorious

state pf spiritual exaltation I

1 have now presented what my spirit has been impressed to

say concerning the philosophy of Heallli, of disease, and of the

therapeutical means which nature furnishes as agents in the

healing of diseases and in the preservation of health. The

reader should keep ]'romiueutly before his mind these three

inclusions:—
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First, Health is Harmony ;
second, Disease is Discord ;

and

third, the remedial agents of Nature are—Dress, Food, Water,

Air, Light, Electricity, and Magnetism.

I will now proceed to apply the foregoing principles to the

preservation of health, and to the curing or amelioration of those

itiportant diseases with which individuals, who have trans*

yressed the laws of Nature, are more or less afflicted.

The first deviation from the sphere of health, or the first

transgression of those laws of nature which sustain and guard

the Eden>state of man, is immediately attended with the devel-

opment of that slight Negative condition, tciined a cold. Ex-

perience has taught perhaps almost every individual, to rightly

apprehend the nature and tendencies of the most simple cold.

Situated as man is everywhere, amid material o^j^cts and cir-

culating mediums, possessing qualities, exerting influences, and

having temperatures quite dissimilar to his own, he is constantly

liable to frequent changes and consequently to disease. It is

impossible to wholly banish, or to escape from, this irregularity

of temperature. The combinations of matter in the granite

rock, and that of the atmosphere, are very unlike the combina-

tion of materials in the human body. Therefore, their temper-

ature and influences are at variance, and act variously upon one

another. While walking, the body comes into contact with the

temperature of the earth, and with that of the atmosphere

;

their influences are dissimilar, and the body is affected accord

ingly. A cold is sometimes caught when least expected.

The Causes of a Cold are usually atmospherical changes,

The exposure of the body to currents of cold or warm air ti

very unhealthy. By coming into contact with an object or me
fiium, wo are warmed or chillel, according to the quantity of
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piritual vigor and resisting power in onr possession, and to tlie

temperature of the ol^ect with which *we are in connection.

An exchange of influence and temperature begins imraedi

ately, and both bodies are affected. The process of shaking

hands affords an illustration. It* one’s hand is colder than his

friend’s hand, the latter will warm it, and rice verea. Tlie

similar exchange of temperature between men and ojther

directs, is the cause of colds. Wlien the bo<lily temperature

is much lowered, the perspiration and evacuations are ob-

structed, and consequently, matter not only accumulates, but

heat also, and the result is a fever, (continuous or intermittent.

The cold may be local or general
,
that is, the atomic mo-

tions or exchanges may be generally arrested, or particularly

upon the stomach, liver and lungs. The mutual exchange of

particles, is disturbed by corporeal chnngos in temperature, and

the equilibrium of actuating f(»rcc8 is destroyed in a corre-

RpondiOg manner. The arrest of particles will develop in the

lungs, or cause to settle in them, a substance termed phlegm or

mucus
; and this will burden the air-cells if not expectoi atod,

and progress to the development of pulmonary disease, or

consumption. Colds are the parents of consumption. Their

incipient manifestations stiould therefore be observed, and

tlio temperature restored, in order to prevent more terrible

consequences.

The Symptoms of a Cold demonstrate concfusively that the

system has-been thrown into the first phase of an electrical con

dition. The spiritual principle is disturbed by the superficial

ciuses above described
;

it is repelled from the serous mem-

branes and tegumentary surfaces, to the lining membranes of

the most susceptible and exposed localities
;
and the alkali if

made to preponderate over the proper acids and positive forcesi

But let ns glance at the consecaeoces of this a ndition. If tlis
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cold U general* the first sensations are creeping chills, dull act

ing, acute pain, 'ippression of the chest, nausea, want of vigor,

weariness, difficulty of breathing through the nose, pain in the

head, or headache. These are the immediate symptoms. But

as the cold advances, new features unfold themselves, and dis-

tinctly indicate an approach to consumption. The second

symptom is hoarseness; this is caused by an acid lymph at

mucus, spreading itself over the trachea, or windpipe, and ob-

structing the passage of air over the parts, the vibration of

which would otherwise produce distinct sounds. The third

symptom is coughing. When the hoarseness is, by the care-

lessness of the individual, permitted to proceed, it inflames the

bronchial tissues and the lining membrane of the windpipe, and

this causes a spasmodic contraction of the diaphragm—termed
a cough. The fourth symptom is spasmodic asthma, which

is a concentration of previous symptoms. Tht?* fifth symptom
is tuherculation and decay, or consumption of the lungs.

How evident it is that one disturbance begets or generates

another ! A simple cold in the beginuiiig will sometimes mu!«

tiply and propagate itself into a combination.of the most fright

ful maladies. Thus, from the primary disturbance of the spir-

itual forces, which is evidenced by what is termed a cold, there

not unfrequently proceeds asthma: catan-h, bronchitis, and
consumption

; but, inasmuch as a cold is a symptom of this fir*rt

deviation of the system from a state of harmony, it is reason-

able to anticipate, if health is not quickly restored, the develop-

ment of nearly every disease to wlacb the individual is constitu-

tionally predisposed. 1 m truth, I know of no disease which had
9^ for its foundation or parenl-c&jso the disturbance now
ander consideration. But let us think of one deviation from

the simply cold, termed the croup.

Infants, and cluldivsn of more advanced age, are lialile tq
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difierent developments of symptoms—** the boopiogcougH

mumps, influenza and croup. The hooping-cough acd th«

croup are their most eetious afflictions, as resulting from colds.

These diseases, rather organic disturbances, result only from

1 change of temperature, an arrest of atomic motion, and from a

leoiisequeiit a^'cumulation of heat and matter beyond the power of

the lungs to i:eHist or repel. Inasmuch as these various eflbcta

have their origin in colds, the treatment should l>o very similar iia

all cases— differing only according to the age of the patient, the

form of his disease, and his combination of temperaments.

Ths best REOiMBN Is, ill the beginning of a cold, when the

varied symptoms are experienced, to commence a low, solid,

slightly stimulating diet. When the system is in any degree

of a negative state, owing to a cold, it is very wrong to eat

large quantities of food. Almost all primary disturbances in

the organism may be overcome and removed by proper atten-

tion to food and dress. The reader is certainly aware that,

when a cold is existing, the lungs are loaded and congested

with negative accumulations—*the throat is inwardly inflamed,

the glands are enlarged, the bead is pressed and aching. Now,

should the individual make no alteration in the quality and

quantities of nutrition which he usually consigns to his stom-

ach, it is certain that his cold will remain upon him much

longer than it would otherwise do, and, perhaps, it will resolve

itself into more serious and formidable complaints. Yes, ike

general opinion that ** feeding a cold,” is the proper way tr

smother or cure it, is very erroneous. Against this assertion

may be arrayed the repeated experience of many powerful

consdtutions ; but, nevertheless, the truth is, that eating large

quandties of nourishment tends to generate and deposite more

muco-purulent matter in the chest. If any subdue a cold by

sumptuous eating, it is owing to the strength cif ti e viscera and
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lystem generally, and not to the treatment ;
therefore, the prac

lice should be a oiu ? abandoned, as scrofula and many cats

neons disorders, are i*ften generated by it.

Articles offood to be avoided are— pork, veal, beef, mutton,

venison, bird-flesh, mashed potatoes, butter, cheese, desserts, ind

pastries of every description.

Artides offood to he sparingly used ore— rice, barley, in-

dtan meal, unleavened bread, cracked wheat, boiled flsh, and

•very species of farinaceous compounds and preparations, ex*

cepting pudding and other pastries. And here let me impress

the reader with this principle—food and dress are the natural

remedial agents in the treatment of colds. If the spiritual

principle, which has been driven from its proper entrench*

roents by atmospherical changes and other causes, be but allow*

ed to exert itself to restore an equilibrium, without being

restricted by defective clothing, or trammelled by food, it is

certain that the individual will, in a short time, be conducted

into a sphere of health. It is better to cease eating altcgether

for twenty-flmr hours
;
and, when the next meal is taken, it is

unspeakably necessary that the digestive organs are gently

called to perform their customary functions. Hence the foo<l

should be thoroughly masticated, and the quantity should not be

sufficient to gratify tiie demands of fhe appetite. Indeed, for

several days, the indiridiial should, from intuitive principles,

emt and drink but small quantities of nourishment

The Cure op Colds.—Every one knows how to treat a

simple cold, or if they do not they should learn immediately.

The ol^ect to be had in view, is to restore the temperature,

and the equilibrium of motions and actuating forces. As ths

symptoms at first are slight and then sevete, it would be

proper to treat the system as if a greater disease were

antieipated. The patient should take a warm bath, local of
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gtenersl*bathe tbe head with cold water iwid retire di]*ect1y . Thia

treatment, and carefulneas to exposure for a tew daya, will

almost invariably restore the health of the patient If hoaise-

ness or cough exists, lay between the shoulders at night, a

small plaster of burgundy pitch, and continue to wear it with

an occasional renewal, for ten or twelve days. A piece of

oiled ^Ik applied in the same way, is also beneficial if the per

spiration which accumulates beneath it is daily wiped away.

Infants troubled with the croup or hooping-cough sboul^r

be treated in the gentlest possible manner, as much medicine

will injure them for a lifetime. In the first place, warm appli-

cations should be laid upon the chcbt and throat. Flannel wet

in warm brandy, is good
;
or a small bag of strongly-steeped

hops, frequently saturated in the decoction. Oiled silk applied

in the same way, is gof>d in the hooping-cough, and some-

times will beneht in the croup. For either affliction, a conserve

of pulverized wild turnip, one teaspoonful, and honey sufficient

to make a syrup, may be made and administered with con-

siderable benefit ;
it will break up the thick, tough phlegm,

which seems to threaten the child with suffocation.

The best cure and preventive of the croup, is Hie keeping

the general evacuations open, the breast warm, and abstain, as

ill a cold, from rich or greasy food. Popular practice-—that

of bleeding, blistering, steaming— is not good in this complainf;

but the most simple is the most reliable; and the more

scientific practitioners arc beginning to acknowledge this, and

to modify their practice accordingly.

I would urge upon the patient the absolute necessity of

arresting a cold when it is first intimated ; he will thus prevent

more fiirmidable developments, and reap the invaluable reward

nf Ins own promptness and prudence.

Goi#o Extremities indicate that the system is In a slight

«e
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<iegativo state
; or, perhaps, that some portion of t1 e interna]

structures are seriously deranged and diseased. But it it

absolutely certedn that cold feet is an evidence that the spiritual

forces are somewhat disturbed, which invariably precedes the

development of various complaints. But everybody knows

what it is to have cold feet. The young and old sometime*

experience the unpleasant and disturbing sensations arising

from this slight affliction. The youth in school is disturbed

4vith cold feet, the aged in bed is sleepless with cold feet, the

student in his chamber is pained with cold feet,—cold feet dis-

turbs everybody sometimes, and everybody will understand

what I mean when I announce my intention to consider the

aifficulty. Though it is a small disturbance in the physical

temperature, it is a very uncomfortable and unhealthy one.

At first, the unpleasant difficulty may exist independent of any

organic or functional derangement, but it is cabbie of 6ventu<^

ally developing and urging them into being. The affliction

may seem of itself small and insigniBcaiit— and so it is— but

it can and frequently does cause great and important con-

sequences. And believing that in order to render the whole of

any structure perfect and harmonious, its parts and trifling

integral portions must be correspondingly perfect, I turn my
attention, as a physician of the body, to its minutest dis-

turbances.

The Causes of Colo Feet, as of every other affliction

known in nature or in technical schools, is a want of equilibrium

in the physical temperature—sometimes oMring to an absence

of blood from the parts— sometimes to an absorption of foe

moving principle info the brain,— or, in more appropriate

language, the absorption of the mind from foe extremities of v

foe orgaiiixatton into foe various instrumentalities of fooogfaf

and feeling. The secondary causes ui' cold feet, therefinre, are
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Intense and protracted mental action. S&h^ing that

jlowerfully upon the nsind and feeijngs whether it be stoify Of

passion, will attract the spiritual essence and living cuntJtil

(the bloof?) from the circumference and extremitier, to the

centre and superior poriions of the l>ody ! and this will prf>

duce cold fefet and hands, to a greater or less extent, according

to tho susceptibility of different individuals.

Another very plain and general cause of cold feet is an ex-

posure to the piercing winds, cold rains, heavy frosts, and decfl

mows, during the oiitumhal, winter, and spring months. The

reader will allow me to state the truth. There are great

numbers of children of men-—of women—who are very

poor, and who consequently, reside in the midst of sickening

and disheartening circumstances— who are daily compelled to

^read the streets of cities, and the thorny, flowerloss paths of

present social life— without good shoes and stockings, if

indeed they have any at all. I think it requires no interior

perception, but only Christian charity and common sense, to

obtain knowledge of this fact
;
nor is it necessary to employ

interior wisdom to determine the coldness of the feet of the

poor, nor to remind missionaries of all sects, of the ahiratute

necessity of exemplifying their fondness for doing good, for

clothing the naked, for healing the sick, for opening the eyes

of the physically and spiritually blind, and for extirpating sin

end wrelchcydness, by confining their labors to the towns, the

cities, and the communities, in which they fortunately reside.

It is of but little consequence to the sufferer with cold feel,

what particular cause or causes are engaged in rendering them

so, if he is put in possession of such information as will enable

him to cure the disturbance.

Cold Fekt caw bb cured, and prevented in most cases, by

die individual bestowing particular attention upon his Sitnatmn,
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Occupation, Habits, and spiritual disturbances; and also by

availing himself of the immense advantages to be derived fnim

Dress, Pood, Water, and electricity.

If the coldness of the feet is the result of intense study, uf

mental excitement, or of any disease known, 1 would prescribe

the following as a relialile specific : According to the size of the

sole of the shoe or boot you wear, get two copper and zinc

plates. The copper plate is to be folded (as directed in tlieseo*

tion on dyspepsia) upon the zinc plate about half or t.iiee quoT'

tors of an inch, and this lapping is to be in the hollow of the foot

The philosophy of tlie prescription is this ; Zinc and copper,

like many other metals, when thus intimately associated with

each other, generate an electric fluid. This fluid is capable of

assimilating almost immediately with the life and spiritual

forces of the human system ; and by its constant introduction

and penetrating into the system where coldnr^ and elow

tions are existing, a quicker motion is created ; and thU re-

attracts the inward principle to that particular locality, and

re-establishes the equilibrium of the physical temperature.

Fearing, however, the patient may not fully understand the

arrangement of these metallic plates, 1 will state the directions

more simply. The zinc and copper plates should be about as

thick as sheet tin. The copper plate should extend from the

toci to the centre of the foot, and the zinc should extend from

the heel to the centre, where they should be folded within one

another or clasped together—^just as tin sheets are locked to*

gother, which are used in roofing houses. 1 would advise that

the plates be fitted to the shape of the foot by moulding tliem

over, or hammering them into the shape of the sole, < n a shoe-

maker’s Last.

These pia*es c^n be worn on the soles of the feet in the bod,

fan study, or in the counting-room. Those aolgect to citUi
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fcet should wear these plates at night. They should bt) warmed

before placing them on ;
and the feet will be delightfully warm

in an hour.

I am impressed that the moat certain cure or preventive of

this affliction is the bathing of the ^et in water every night ano

morning. The temperature of the water should be fbr one

week at 70^ Fahrenheit ;
subsequent to this, it should be per-

manently reduced tc 60*^, and tlms continued to be used for six

or eight weeks. The feet should be immersed in the water

one inch and a half ; should be well protected from the atmo-

sphere by blankets ; should remain in the water hfleen minutes

at one sitting
;
and should be thoroughly dried and rubbed or

manipulated by another person. This will restore an equilib

rium among the circulating and controlling forces of the or-

ganization ;
and the individuars disposition and intellect will

improve in proportion to the perfection of his health.

Those who can not get the plates, can mb their feet with rod

pepper and gum of camphor in equal quantities, finely pulver-

ized : or blood-root, or bayberry-bark, and camphor in the same

proportions. Simple brandy and mustard-seed are an excellent

remedy for cold feet, if used in bathing them just before retiring.

I do not treat the simple affliction of cold feet as a disease. It

may, however, be called a disease. It is induced by the same

causes that are engaged in developing the most violent fever or

the most fatal disease—being different in importance and in-

tensity from almost all other disturbances, only because it is

quite removed from the natural functions and dependencies

the internal organs.

But there is another affliction which indicates a keoativc

enmrriOH of the body-—viz : the toothache, or odontalgia. It

should be borne in mind, however, that local inflammations are

evidences of pttriicmlar accumulations of artds and positive

26*
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forces in particular organs and localities* Hence» when tlm

patient is suffering from an inflammation at the base, or in the

nerve of the tooth, it is owing to an undue accumulation of

the spiritual or vital principle in that particular place. In other

language, the nerve is in a positive and exaggerated state in

consequence of a previous general disturbance in the vital cir-

culation.

The structure and functions of the human dental organiaa*

tion, have engaged the talents and attention of many learned

and worthy minds
;
and their various discoveries have been re^

duced to a reliable science. The diseases and defections to

which the organism is subject, have given rise, within a few

years, to a very remunerative occupation. A beautiful set of

teeth is a beautiful and useful ornament— beautiful, because

the youthfulness and symmetrical appearance of the cheeks and

face are preserved by their presence, and Hccause they sub-

serve the purpose of mastication, or of preparing food for gen-

eral assimilation. The young place but a slight estimate upon

the possession of a beautiful and well-developed set of teeth

;

but the more advanced, and refined, and experienced— those

who have grown to a contemplation and appreciation of the uses

of things—feel what it is to be possessed or deprived of them.

But great advancement has been made in discoveiing the

various causes engaged in producing toothache and tooth con-

sumption
;
but the best and most certain means and remedies,

by which to prevent and cure this very distressing and unnerv-

wg affliction, remains to be developed. My object at present

u, however, not to treat of the structure and uses of the dental

arrangement, but to state soraetbing concerning the causes of

toothache (odonlaigia), and the roost expeditious and effectual

means by which to cure and prevent it.

The Causes of Toothache generally are, when considered
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ttttemal to the Ho^y, atmoApherical changes ; but these iiiRti

ences or causes are involved in the explanation of a cold, whiob

1 am impressed to consider the departure from the sphere

of health. When v/e begin to investigate the causes of tof»th-

ache in tlie bod^, then we'disco^'er that the primary, secondary,

and tertiary causes of this, as of every other affection, are spirit-

ual, temperaluval, and atomical dinturhancc.^. These disturb-

ances take place in the general system, or aggregation of or-

gans and functions, termed the animal or human economy
; aud,

as I have already frequently stated, the vi^eakest ot'gan or nor-

tion of that economy is the seat of th»j visible disease. Fre-

quent and continuous changes in the temperature of the organ-

ism will, at first, be naturally termed a “cold;” but if the

lungs are the weakest among all the iniernal viscera, then a

pressure, a fullness, u cough, hemorrhage, and tul>erculous

consumption, may be consecutively developed. On the other

hand, if the head be the weakest part, then catarrh, a pressure,

an ache, a violent pain, tic doloreux, inflammatory or cellular

rheumatism, and congestion, would be individually, or in a state

of combination, developed ; but, if the teeth be the weakest

and most susceptible organs in the entire structure, then one or

all of the various species and phases of toothachcy with all their

characteristic painfulness, will be developed. Certainly, this is

a plain and natural simplification of the primary causes of dis-

ease— freeing the mind of that multij)licHtioii and complication

of terms which are thrown around the science of Physiology

and Pathology, by scholastic and superficially-scientific prac«

titioners.

There is generally a slight beat or inflammation residing in

the laembranea and tissues near the tooth ab<uit the time when

it begins tc ache. This unnaturally high temperature excites

ibe particles of matter in that regi(m to unnatural and exag
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gerated tnoticm-^this quick motion not onlyirntates acd argaii

tbe nerves and causes violent pain, but it accelerates the process

of decay in the tooth. This decay may take place at the base

or root of the tooth, in which case, the ache is caused by what

is termed ulceration. Some teeth are not inclined to allow the

process of disorganization to go on so far as ulceration, for

sometimes the action of temperature upon the parts and particles

is resisted and arrested, and, in such a case, the pain is attrib-

tiiable to rheumatic or nervous causes, and is generally treated

in reference to them. And in consequence of physicians not

properly investigating and understanding tbe progressive de-

velopment of disease, the different and insignificant varieties of

toothache have, with reference to their primary, secondary, and

tertiary causes, been uselessly named rheumatica, hysterica^

gravidarum^ scorbutica^ cariosa^ catarrhalisy &c„ &c., —

-

while the simple truth is, that a general spiritv**! disturbance,

and a change of temperature among the materials of that par-

ticular locality, are the parent and subsequent cause of every

variation of toothache in existence.

And here I feel moved to remark, that Swedenborg must

have been somewhat removed from the sphere of science and

philosophy* in which he almost constantly dwelt during the

greater portion of his eaithly life, when he attributed his tooth-

ache to spiritual beings. For material efiects are ever devel-

oped by corresponding causes, and these causes by more

refined ones, and so the chain may he traced, link by link, until

we come to the moving elements of the great Positive Mind-*-*

but spirits never cause sucb slight and tangible effects ai

were, in this instance, attributed to them by the Swedish

theologian.
'

The Symptoms op Toothache require but little attentioH

In truth, the simple toothache is itself a symptom quite as well
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ttiiderstood by the patier*: as by the physician; Hut there an

tymptutns* charipterizing the actual progress ot* the decompo*

sition, which it is necessary to distinguish and define as sug*

gestive of the most appropriate treatment.

When the difficulty arises from nermui disorders, the symp-

toms are sensations of instantaneous enlargement of the teeth

and a<yoiritng portions; throbbing pain— intolerable Ifrncina*

tton and drawings— occasional cessation of pain, and ludden

revivals of it— the pain affectinj£ not any one particular toothy

hut darting along and through contiguous ones and the jaws,

rendering it almost impossible for the sufferer to distinguish th|»

tooth in which the pain is particularly seated.

When the ache is occasioned by rheumatic and chronic affec-

tions, the symptoms aro dull, heavy pains, subject to occa-

sional paroxysms. The teeth in and about the affected portion

(eel elongated— accompanied with slight tic-doloreux and

eainche.

When the ache is caused by ulceratitm, (remember all these

causes are steps in the development of decay, or death among

the parts,) then the symptoms are intense pressure at and

around the base of the tooth ; the cheek red
;
great nervous-

ness is experienced ;
violent congestifui of blotnl in the head

;

in females, hysterical weeping directly before the meneea, or

during prfgnaucy, and near the period of parturitim; and

reading or meditation will increase the symptoms, which, how-

ever, are experienced in greater or less degrees of intensfty iti

different individuals—owing to the different stages of refiiie-

ment to which the nervous structure has been developed. Tims

lar 1 have exclusively considered the natural developments and

symptoms of toothache— but in the section on the cure, I will

glance at the remedies by which to remove those sometimes

long-existing and quiet causes, such as hollow-teeth, unprotoct*
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ed nerves, icc,, which influence the tooth or teeth ti) pain when

ever disturbed by drinks or other causes, which change the

temperature.

Toothache can be cured by various means
;
but I would

rather urge the reader to prevent this, and all other physical

aiflictions, by living in accordance with the principles of

nature.

A systematic and simple life, based upon those unchangeable

laws which emanate from the eternal vortex, and control the

Universe, will not only prevent discord in the individual, thus

righteous, but will transmit to his oflspring (should he have

any) that health and youthful vigor which the spirit of the sick

man yearns to possess. But instead of livings acting, and

dying, natural, as mankind should, we are entombed in tho

grave of ignorance, transgression, and artificiality, O reader,

let us strive to comprehend Nature, to obey her immutable

principles, and to exemplify that musical harmony which should

pervade the human race !

But the reader may be suffering now with violent pain ; if

it arises from a nervous toothache, he may prepare and apply

the following

•

Extract of cicuta, five grains; laudanum, half an ounce;

brandy, two ounces. Put these ingredients together, and add

one ounce of alcohol ; then warm and shake the composition

until its constituents are in a complete state of amalgama*

lion.* (Gel the medicine and keep it in the house.) Direc*

TtoNS--- bathe under and behind the ear, under the jaw, on tlie

cheek over the aching tooth, and put a piece of cotton, satuia*

led thoroughly with the liquid, into the ear
;
change this fre*

quently, continue to bathe as directed, and relief will almost

Immediately ft>llow.

lint in order to arrest the pain and prevent ulceration and
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mippuratioii, prepare the following powerful anodyne :-^Take

dry hops, a large double handful ; vinegar, one pint
; laudi^

num, quarter of an ounce ; steep the hops tliirty minutes in

the vinegar
;
then pnt them in a sack prepared for the pur«

pose, and pour the laudanum upon them
;
place the patient*f

head and ftce iti tiie sack, and a quiet sleep will terminate his

suffering. But if the patient is suhjecl to the affliction, usc^ the

liquid preparation occaaionaTly before walking or ridiru; in llio

eold air

I woild advise every [>6rson, child and adult, to furnish

himself or herself with the following invaluable tooih-wa^i,

which I know to be woith more for preserving and cleansing

the teeth than any dentrifice or powder in V>eing ^Giim

giiaiacum and orris-root, of each one on Tice
;
camphor-gum, a

teaspoonful
;
put these in a pint of good bi andy, let the mix-

ture infuse ten days, and fitter the liquid gradually through

a cloth into a suitable vessel. Wash and cleanse the teeth

once in twenty-four hours with this preparation, and bleeding,

eiilai'ged, or detached gums will lie healed, lessened, and re-

stored to their proper places, and the toothache will be seldom

experienced.

In the treatment of m>>re formidable maladies, I recommend

the use of no known medical preparations
;
but, for those afflic-

tions which, though insignificant in themselves, disturb the

fieace and tranquillity of the mind, I feel impressed to com-

mend the external, but not the internal, use of artificial

mixtures. In the case of toothache, I know of no power so

adequate to restore an equilibrium through the system os

human magnetism. If possible, the patient should avail him-

•elf of this tranquillizing and pure influence.

If the teeth are hollow, have the cavities cleansed, and, if the

nerves be not too near, have them filled with dty phosphate
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of Ittne apd gold foil, but never with tin or silver foil, m with

pastes of mercury. But if the nerves be too near, never be*

lieve that Riling will preserve the tooth, or that it will prevent

the severest pain, or do away with the ^necessity of ultimate

extraction.

Never consent to have a tooth filled if it is very tender, nor

let filling remain in the cavity if a sensitiveness is felt while

eating, or whenever cold or warm fluids are admitted into the

mouth. If it is necessary to have a tooth extracted, never im

hale a sufficient quantity of chloroform to produce what is

termed insensibility to pain, as it only causes a suspension of

memory concerning pain, a derangement of mind, and a ner*

vous prostration quite injurious
;
but I would not object to the

inhaling of a quantity sufficient to allay pain, and subdue ex*

eitement and irritability.

Another insignificant aifiiction, requiring the Ut>e of exteivial

remedies, presents itself at this point. 1 mean the wartf die

core, the mole.

The wart— or Verruca^ as it is scientifically termed^ is an

induration or hardening of particular portions of the cuticle*

Warts sometimes appear and disappear without being attriba<»

table to any apparent cause. They are never useful, never

beautiful, never free from soreness and tenderness. I do not

like to behold the hands or the face of fbe human body dis-

figured by such useless excrescences. And setting aside the in-

cituvcniencc occasioncui by the possession of them, tlieir inutil*

ity and unpleasaitt ajtpourance arc sufficient to prompt me to

suggest a cure.

The Causes of Warts, are accidents of life, or injuriet.

An injury upon the fingers or bands sometimes so disturbs and

deranges the exchange of particles among the ittle glands,

whwo the injury is received, that warts are fon ed fVom the
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Mnckening of the tissoes and cuticle. Warto are iormed al«va^

hy a congregation of little atoma which produce an elevatiout

more or Im living and conspicuous, according to the quantity

of atoms thus arrested and deposited. Somecimo it is sup

posed that warts are capable of communicating tbemselres not

only to other., portions of the liody, but to other individuals.

This is true i but they are imparted or i ather, received, bv

the action of the mind upon them—^just as, when we perceive

n graceful and attractive motit n in another indiviJoal, we ulti

mately acquire it ourselves ; and this is generally accomplished

unconsciously to ourselves. In this way warts are made capa*.

ble of prolification, or of multiplying and communicating them*

selves indefinitely.

The Cuke of Warts is exceedingly simple. If the wart be

elevated conspicuously above the surface, it is then like an in*'

dependent or foreign body— is nearly without life and sensa-

tion, and the best cure is to cut it away. After it is cut off,

bathe the parts with weak alum water, and put on it a plaster

of turpentine pitch, carefully spread on thin kid or linen cloth.

But if the wart be large and not much above the general sur-

face, bind a small portion of fresh-burned lime upon it every

night until the excrescence disappears. This will take place

some time within ten days. The reader should understand

that this latter prescnptidn is a caustic, which is a substance that

possesses the power and tendency to penetrate and permeate

organized substances so to disorganize them, and should l>e

used with care and steadiness while it is employed to cure the

wart.

Lunar caustic, and the nitrates of mercury, are occasionally

empl>yed by phydcians in the removal of these unseemly ex*

srescences. But Nature has prepared more effectual substance#

hi her owu laboratory viz. : common salt and alum in 6<|ital

27
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quantities^ burned te a powder, and bound on the paris
; or.

fresh codfish skin, a small piece being put on the wart for sis

consecutive nights, (and days too, if convenient
;)

or, the skin of

squirrels, of eels, or of rattle-snakes, is good and most perma-

nently beneficial in the cure of warts, or moles, and corns.

If the little elevations under consideration are not in the way

when drawing on a glove, or in placing and displacing a ring,

^jr v/lii^s shaving, then 1 would let them remain— for sliou^d

Uie system be cancerous, and predisposed to cutaneous ai d

acrimonkiUB eruptions, the eftbrt to cure the varicose forma*

tions might induce and develop a more serious and unbeautiful

infiltration of unhealthy matter.

Another affliction arising from a negative state of the system,

presents itself at this point, which is teimed the Eamche, or

Otalgia, by the technical practitioner.

The human body, when in a complete state ^if symmetrical

development, is the most harmoniously-beautiful and elegant

specimen of divine architecture anywhere presented. Its many

and delicate apartments can not but attract and engage the at-

tention of the anatomist, the physiologist, and. the metaphysician;

nor can they fail, it seems to me, to induce the thoughtful in-

dividual in any of the walks of life, t(» contemplate their elegant

and useful structure. And the entrances through which outer

impressions visit the interior inhabitant, &ow beautiful ! But

they demand the strictest possible watchfulness, so that no ex-

tol iial disturbance may impair their structure and render them

unfit to receive visiters from the outer, or to perform their ap-

propriate functions. No one of the many organs or entrances

require this protecting attention m>re than the ear, which is

anc of the most delicate and useful inoml>ers of the organism

Its bony and muscular poitions and general construction, art

’.ondorfully complicated—admitting of no suggestion as tt'-lnii
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provement. But I must defer m examination of its anatoniiCfil

peculiarities until I treat upon the vanous and painful diseases

to which the organ is subject, aud with which it is, more orkssi

very frequently afflicted. In this article, however, 1 shall be

obliged to notice but one of its afflictions, which comprohemk

many others —indeed, I may with truth and propriety say, it is

the development of every other affection, with the exception o!

deafness, with which the earls afflicted— and consequently ad

niits of the clearest simplifiei*t»ori and troatirfont.

Otalgia is the common earache. Its causes are many. Our

object, then, is to discover what will develop and what will cui^,

the simple or compound earache.

The Causes ok Earache are irritiitiou and inflammation of

the membranes which line the cavities
;
tenderness of the actu-

ating muscles, or an acute sensitiveness to sound
;
the intrusion

of insects, or the generation of them in the chambers of the ear;

or the presence of morbid matter, and ulcerous depositions,

after the retrocession of eruptive malignant fevers
j

or the

changes from a warm to a cold temperature
;
which develop

toothache, headache, tic-doloreux, and occasional rheumatism.

Otalgia is also pi oducc<l by trequently cleansing the cavities of

the ear of wax, and leaving them exposed to cold, piercing and

chilling winds. The ear should but seldom be cleansed, as the

membranes are exceedingly liable to be punctured and injured

beyond remedy. Children should never be allowed the privilege

or habit of working at, or cleansing their ears. Pins, or pieces

of stone, wood, paper, and other substances, fnay work into the

orifice and cause intense pain—perhaps dissolution. The mem-

branes of the Eustachian tube may be affected with mieiite

tubercles, or collections of catarrhal secretions and mucus f om
the head; or the muscles ('neperior aurii

J

which control flie

retreating and advancing motions cf the externa' of the ear ; or
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the iamatar tympanic which is inserted into, and actuates, thi

malleus; or the tensor tympanic which co-operates witli the

ktxaior in drawing and attracting the malleus and tympanal

membrane toward the petrous cavern
;
of the stapedius^ which,

has its beginning near the temple, and extends to the mastoid

process, and operates upon the stapes to augment and delicately

modify sounds which enter the meatus auditorius (or the general

passage)— these muscles, I say, may be swollen, or dry, in-

Aamed and inactive— in which case earache would ensue.

The Symptoms of Earache prove conclusively that this

affliction is but a local (perhaps positive) development of pre«

vio^js general disturbances. It may seem absurd to write con-

cerning, or to classify, the symptoms associated with otalgia,

inasmuch as earache is its own symptom; but this may be said of

every other disease— dyspepsia, consumption, headache, hic-

cough, hoarseness, hydrophobia, and inflammations— these are

simply the ultimate symptoms of first and secondary ones,

which, as in earache, are important concomitants—demanding

careful attention. The indications of inflammation of the mem-

branes are acute pain, darting through the *cheek and temple

bor.es
;
roaring and whizzing sounds accompanied with alter-

nations of chills and heat, and even delirium sometimes ensues.

The parts are painful to the touch, and experience heavy,

thr(»bbiiig pulsations.

If the muscles are affected, the symptoms are occasional oi

eontiiiued deafness
;
a thick, reddish and yellowish discharge

fl^tid and ulcerated matter in the external oriflee ; the glands

tt'e enlarged beljw and behind the ear ; sopor or stupefaction,

iceompanied with piercing or lancinating pain, frequent alterna-

tions of chilliness and heat—are the prominent indications. If

fihm ache is caused by a retrocession of malignant fever, of

arnsles, the symp^^oms are simple discharges which conttnos
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IG appear, sooKitinies for many years ; intermittent deafness

nccaeioiial coma or drowsiness, and slight headache*

If any foreign substance is in the ear, the symptoms are con

Citssioiis; roaring, deafening, bewildering sounds | if an insect.,

the sound seems like the deep roaring of a tempestuous jcean,

or the heavy, smothered breathings of the sea
j
delirium, and a

general excitement throughout the biain ore the usual symp
toms~ especially when the first sensation is experienced in the

external, and subsequently in the internal chambers, caverns^

or orifices of the ea**. If the ache is caused by a cold In the

face or head, the symptoms are correspondingly intimated* It

is presumed that every individual sufficiently understands this

affection not to need a further description.

The Cure of Earache depends almost wholly upon the prop*

er use of Dress, Food, Water, and Air, Food and drink always

influence the atomic structure and motions of the system, to a

greater or less extent, and, therefore should always bejudiciously

selected and methodically committed to the stomach. But in

simple affections the patient must be hia own judge in matters

of diet, 09 the physician can not tell what will or will not agree

with his constitutional peculiarities and temperaments Otalgia

or its inciting comp1aint>i, demand no more care in reference

to nourishment than those aflectioris which are purely nervous

;

ibr in either case, whatever excites the fluids and particles, or

reduces and weakens them, will influence the disease and its

accompanying sensation— it will diminish or exacerbate it

inevitably. Therefore, the only direction that I can give U
this—eat and drink agreeable substances in reasonable quanti*

ties, while laboring under this disease
; and study the 8cienc*.e

of longevity, while in the enjoyment of health ; it may at soma

flay be of no small importance.

For inflammatior of the meatus audit rius and interna
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tauBclest apply a poultice of baybenry-bark, or of potatoes

or of carrots, or onions, or bread-and-milk, or precipated yeast

or flax-seed, or stramonium leaves, green tea and asbes, ot

mustard-seed, or of any soft warm substance, and place it im*

mediately under and behind the ear. If the inflammation in-

creases, cold affyMons to the head and warm to ike feet are

sure relief. Should insecte or any other foreign substance get

into the ear, they must be removed. Should the surgical in*

Btrument, or any other that may be in haste employed, prove

non-availing, let fall into the ear one drop of camphor-spirits,

or cajeput-oil, or amber-oil, or spirits-of-turpenline, or of any

relaxing essential oil. If an oil is used, it should be applied

while warm
;
if the spirits, it should be applied cold. Bayberry-

bark is a most powerful provocative to sneezing, and ahould

be used. Equal quantitites of laudanum and brandy may bo

used for simple earache ; and bathing the ne: ves behind the

ear with cold wafer in the morning, will be found highly

serviceable and perhaps efficacious. Also the constant practice

of bathing within and without the ear, before exposure to cold,

bleak winds, will ultimately cure this distressing complaint. Be

watchful, and do not fail to studiously avoid all predisposing

causes. More than has been said is unnecessary.

1 will now proceed to examine another local development

of the general negative state, termed Deafness. But lot us re-

flect a moment upon the nature of the senses. My desire is

to awaken the healthy individual to a just appreciation of the

indestructible endowments of his spiritual being
;
to teach him

the Mtte of the senses ; to urge him to obey the laws by which

his nature is govented
;
and thus, to cause him to impart to his

offspring the health and harmony of constitution, which tha

multitudes of earth are seeking to possess and enjoy.

There is a wonderful beauty in tlie arrangement and adap
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tation of external objects* mediums* and elements, with ref

erenee to the senses. I understand the various ser ses to be

fixed ramifications of the general principle of senaati>n
;
or at

dififerent instrumentalities employed by the mind in its inter

course with material tilings, anJ to nivestigato. and enjoy thi

manifold emotions and delights imparted by outward oh*

jects in Nalurj. 1 hey are also intended to intimate to us oui

general relations to properties and substances which surround

us in the outer world. The senses do not control the mind, nor

do they make it, but they do influence it, in so fai as the loirid

IS connected with them and matenal objects. Without the

mind— the internal man— the senses are inanimate and in-

capable of receiving or transmitting impressions
;
but, with the

mind to animate them, they readily perform this office
; and

thus they influence the mind by varying its expenonces. Every

change ivhicli the elements or any other objects effect upon

the senses, must work a corresponding change in the sours

experience
;
for the mind, or soul, or the real man, is, in the

present sphere, necessarily connected with, and residing in

the brain ; the brain is connected with the .senses, and these

with matter. And whatever external or physical disturbance

changes the atomic, nervous, or muscular structure of any one

of the organs of sense, produces a c^orresponding alteration in

the brain, and consequently in the stale of the mind.

When we approach a substance emitting odors, the organ or

sense of smell is acted upon, and thereby the brain transmits

to the mind an impression, pleasurable or otherwise. Thus

we know what combinations of matter are suited to the smell,

end what are calculated thus to impart happy iiiffuences to out

iqiitntual being. So with light and its innumerable modifi*

cations, consisting of those colors that are presentc^d when light

is •imparted to, and reffocted from, various combinations b
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Nature, at^ perceived from different directioTiS. Every out

knows from ex|>erience how objects, forms, colors, and see*

nery—bow the sweet voice of friendship, or the musical dis-

course of birds, or the gentle murmurings of the stream— and

Iwiw the penetrations and reverberations of instrumental or

vocal music— will please the sense, delight the mind, elevate the

sensibilities, and develop the tenderest affections. Thus the

good Bishop Beveridge was moved to say in reference to

music :
** It lulls my spirits, composes my thoughts, delights my

ear, recreates my mind, and so not only fits me for better bust-

ness, but fills my heart at present with pure and useful

thoughts
;
so that when music sounds die sweetest in my ears,

truth commonly flows the clearest into my mind ; and hence it

IB that 1 find my soul is become more harmonious by being

accustomed to such harmony.*’

1 think that no one can imagine what it is to he deprived of

that harmony which should exist between the mind and the

senses, except he experience the deprivation. The memory of

odors, colors, forms, scenery, sounds, flavors, and pleasurable

sensation, will still remain ; but this can not compensate for

the want of a right and constant exercise of all our faculties,

while residing in a world of creations so adapted to theif

physical and spiritual sensibilities. A thrill of intense satis*

faction penetrates my whole being when I behold an erect,

noble, wise man—one in possession of every faculty and sense

—one who employs them rightly, and feels grateful to the

Omnipoteut Mind for what he enjoys. And never do «

meet an individual deprived of auy one or more of his

external organs or senses, without experiencing the most

Kvely sympathy for him, and the mostamcious desire to restoie^ «

tf possible, that of which he has been deprived. Especially is

qr attend)n alive to any disease, or imperfections, that
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exist in the ear; and as I have already re toadied in treat*

tiig ofthe many afiections ro which that organ is subject, the

greatest possible care should be taken, so that its delicate

Btnieture, and important use, may never be disturbed or de*

stroyod. Among other serious complaints, deafness is the

most important to avoid, and the most difficult to remote* It

is easy to understand, and consequently needs no minute do*

lineation. There, are, however, many causes which it la

proper to mention in order to vrofect the ear from disease, or

any disturbance lending tc never its relation to, and destroy the

influence it exerts upon the spirit within.

The Causes op Deafness.—For many of the causes, con-

sult the diagnosis of Otalgia
;
but other local or general disturb*

ances are nevertheless engaged in its production. Small-pox,

varicella, erysipelas, scarlet fever, typhoid scarlatina, purple

rash, measles, nettle rash, varioloid, and other eruptive fevers,

occasionally ultimate themselves in deafness. The ultimate

cause of deafness is a chronic inflammation of the mucous mem-

brane which lines the tympanic cavity. Therefore, it may be

inferred that whatever inflames this important investing mem-

brane, is productive of, or liable to ultimate in, a partial or

complete loss of hearing. An inflammation is an arrest of the

atomic motions and particles in a specific locality, which accu-

mulates the spiritual principle, and changes the temperature of

the implicated parts. This arrest may he occasioned by what

b generally termed a cold ; this changes the temperature in

the system
;
this produces some weakness to which the system

b predisposed, or affects some organ, nerve, muscle, or menu*

brane, which is constitutionally inclined to develop disease ; it

may, perhaps, be the membrane of the tympanic cavity, or the

delicate membrane of the fenc^stra-rotunda ; and the conse^

^itenees would be the generation of a catarrhal and t tberrn*
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lous substance ; a superficial deposition of this, and other con

erclions, many times exceedingly hard and seemingly anulb

gous to fihro-calcareous matter, would ensue, and the wholf

would ultimate in deafness. Effusi ms of blood over the mem*

brune of the fenestra-rotund a, owing to an enlargement or

con.ortion of the capillary vessels, are the general result of

inflammation. The tensor-tympani muscle is sometimes hyper-

trophied ; and when erysipelas, tuberculous or scrofulous and

sanguineous matter is effused over the surfaces, adhesions be-

come the fixed cause of deafness. But it is well to know that

this condition is seldom existing, except when the eruptive

fever or cold, or whatever disturbance it may be, has been vio-

lent, and allowed to linger in the system for many years. Time

is the confirmer of the adhesive state.

When adhesion is existing, there is no impression of sound

conveyed through the organ. If it exists, "ven to a limited

extent, sound is never free and pleasurable
;
but if it does not

exist, the patient will hear distinctly when sound is addressed

to the sense sufficiently full and regular. The surest evidence

that it does not exist, is when the sound is heard without experi-

encing mental confusion or physical pain in the tympanic de-

partment. Deaf persons generally date their losses of hearing

to some violent fever or cold
;
for one is only the counterpart

of the other
;
and they are also conscious of hearing better on

certain days than on others. This proves the important fact,

that motion and temperature develop disease, and represent

themselves in the alternations of hearing and deafness. Deaf

neat corresponds to the cold and negative stage
; fever, or the

positive state, corresponds to hearing
; and the alternations, or

varying phases of the complaint, are perpetual representatives

pf its producing cause or causes. It is, however, unimportant

to Iweil very extensively upon the pathological indicariom of
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cofiflitions of this fttmi'iar afiection; inasmuch as tiiey arc quite

uninteresting to the patient, who alone desires a speedy restor-

ation—and also to the physician, who can only ascertain the

true state by dissection of the parts diseased.

The Cure op Deafness.— What is said ctnicerirng the

logimen, or the hygienic rules to l>e observed in the treatment

of otalgia, is applicable to the successful treatment of deafnessj

and is almost equally applicable to every other local adection.

To properly cure thie complaint, the muscles and membranes

must be made to resume their usual strength and activity, or

perhaps they should be excited to more than their ordinary

power and motion. Commence, then, the periodic and con-

tinual use of electricity as collected and inipaited by the elec-

tro-magnotlc machine. This macbiiio should be moderately

charged at first, and applied behind the ear, upon the cervical

nerves, (or at the back of the neck,) every morning and night.

Increase its power as the patient can bear, and continue its

use. Syringing the ear with tepid water is not to bo neglected ;

do tliis twice a week.

That deafiiess can be completely cured, is not to be believed,

especially if the membrane is incrusted, and the actuating mus-

cles hypertrophied
;
but that it may be comparatively cured,

»s clear from numerous instances chronicled in medical works,

and associated with the successes of personal practice. There

is not given me any other general treatment for deafness—*lru.

cause there are so many sp »,cific cases itupiiring special medi-

cines. But the principal object of writing upon this complaint,

and also upon others, is to guard those already in the full pos-

session and enjoyment of their organs of external sense, and

feculties of spiritual perception, against a violation or infringe^

uient of either, as their just and harmonious exercise is pro

ductive of peace and elevation.
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There t9 another local manifestation of a ntgaiive ovdedfum

state of the organism. Among the various diseases which de«

velop themselves in the human body. Asthma is considered one

of the most distressing. There are numerous degrees of inten*

dity in the manifestations of this disease, but its uniform phe-

nomena warrant the simple classifications which pathological

physiologists have adopted ;
viz. : the moist and dry, the con

tinuous and periodical.

The Causes of Asthma are reduceable to a simple state-

ment. The disease is developed by a preponderation of vital

electricity over the vital magnetism; an individual whose

lungs are the weakest organ, when this negative state is exist-

ing, is the first to become its victim, and the first also to propa-

gate it to the rising generation. But it is proper to notice

some of those extrinsic influences which thus disturb the spir-

itual equilibrium.

Those disturbing causes of which consumption is often the

result, sometimes terminate at a certain point, or change their

mode of action^ and ultimate in the spasmodic affection, termed

asthins. Indeed, the causes of the two ‘diseases are identical,

but the diseases themselves are dissimilar
; because dyspncea,

or difficult breathing, is itself a cause of lung-consumption. The

beginning causes are pre-disposition, accidental or artificial

compression of the chest, sleeping in places lower than the

surface of the earth, where carbonic acid gas accumulates in

too great abundance for the lungs ; exposure to the penetra-

ting atmosphere of cold, bleak mountainous countries, or to

damp, chilly, miasmatic regions. If the muscular or cellulai

"tissues of the lungs have been inflamed, and their component

particles are made to move with increased motion, then astimn

may be developed.

The secondary causes are the existence of dropsical secim
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Ikms in the air-ee11«, e^terly winds, damn contitmcd

colds, unmasticated and undigested food, and anything dutt

compresses the chest and obstructs the process of respiratloti.

and the regular cirrulatioii of the blood.

The prinrtpal causes are easily recognised ; and, inasmudb as

every individual is liable, more nr less, to this painful disease

means should be instituted to remosre those causes, and to pre

vent them. There are individuals who. because of unfavorable

circumstances, are compelled to btcathe the mephitic vapors

of densely* populated or marshy localities, and suffer days and

nights with this disease, unheeded and unassisted by society.

I can not but feel that society neglects her legitimate children,

when such deplorable instances are presented to my mind. One

of the beautiful evidences of civilization is cleanliness ; where

its opposite is visible, the' conclusion is reasonable tliat civiliza*

tion appears to exist only because barbarism has assumed its

livery. By removing the prncipal causes of disease, which are

ignorance and bad conditions, society would be strengthened

and enriched by health and happiness, to an extent beyond

present conception.

Asthma is only one of those innumerable diseases that pro*

duce discord and perpetually generate evil among the members

of society ; and, although it is seldom attended by fatal conse-

quences, the germ of more formidable and unconquerable mala^

dies is often bosomed in its^producing causes. Remove these,

ami great evils will be prevented.

Thb SviiFTOMs OP Asthma are sulBicient to convince the

ohsorvor and eufterer that the great moving forces of the system

are prevented their proper circulation and action, ftfoist

asdima is indicated by expectoration, and the dry, by a deep

spasmodic cough, with no expectoration and some pain. The

former distinguishes the periodical ; and the latter the c ntinip
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000 asthma. The paroxysm is generally accompanied wid

irritatirm and constnetions of the trachea, or wind-pipe, which

descend through the bronchial tubes, and expand over the lungi

and diaphragm. This is followed by frequent discharges ol

wind from the stomach, a sense of pressure upon the chest

hoarseness, dry coughing, and drowsiness. Sickness and vom

iting succeed the above, with pain in the head, fever, palpitation

of the heart, weak pulse, and painful exertions to breathe.

These are exacerbated as evening approaches. The patient

constantly desires cool, fresh air
; a sense of suffocation is mo*

mentarily experienced and expected— and especially so if he

attempts to lie in bed. Asthmatic persons usually sit, or stand

as any other posture is intolerable and dangerous. They suffe

most at night. If vomiting and expectoration are copious, the

fit soon modifies and disappears ; but if imtation and feverish*

ness continue, it may be several days before th^ epasm is com

pletely removed. The milder form of asthma is represented in

slight difficulty of breathing when ascending a hill, or flight of

stairs, or in doing anything which increases the respiratory

process— the expanding and contracting motions of the lutiga

and thorax.

Asthma can be Cured by the systematic and judicious use

of Dresst Foody Watery and Magnetism. Woollen garments

should never be worn next to the body ; they may be separated

from it by linen or cotton fabrics ; but asthma can not be cured

unless the individual, suffering witli it, is in all seasons entirely

clad in warm, magnetic, or woollen garments. Every morning

and night, the patient must be bathed ten minutes in water, at

R. temperature of 70^. Immediately subsequent to this periodic

hath, a second pt>r8on must apply water, at a temperature of

$5 to 60^, up and down the spine. Jm no case should a napkin

he used. Tim human hand must apply the element aud ene^
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gctically and dry the skin. Th^;! manipulations imiil

be made invariably along the spina! column—from the neck to

the centre of the back, and thence to the os-coccygis. This

treatment, ifpersisted in for a few weeks, wUl befiafit almost every

case of asthma; but the patier»«. must exercise his own jndg-

mantas to the frepiency and duration of, these applications,

because it is perfectly impossible fo« any human hfing to lore*

see or anticipate the various circumsuinces by which individ-

uals are particularly surrounded. The most I can do for the

inquiring patient or physician, m the present iiistnuce, is to sug-

gest a healing regimen.

Wholesome air and unfntiguing exercise are highly essential.

The body must be warmly clothed, and a healthy temperature

and perspiration must be preserved everywhere. All food, let

it be remembered, must be well prepared, wf^ll masticated, and

susceptible of ready digestion. It should be 6rm, nourishing,

and generally free from aromatics, salt, irritants, and espe-

cially from everything which is calculated to accumulate wind

in the stomach, or serum in the lungs, or cause unnatural

movements among their actuating forces and constituents. In

consequence of the inct'mpletc performance of the respiratoiy

functions, the blood is unsufHcieutly oxygenized or electrified,

and the patient is chilled and unc( mfortabic in a keen, cold

atmosphere, or where the air is heavy, impure, and oppressive.

Study well, therefore, the causes which disturb the vital princi-

ple and physical temperature, and occasion discord in the or-

ganization, and strive to remove their.

The patient will keep constantly in memory that he must inrt

be exposed to piercing winds, confined air, or unwholesotiio

vapors
;
that exeicise is to l)e daily increased or decreased, as

experience proves necessary
;
and that particular attention tc

Dr^ss and Air is the primary step toward a cure. By sulB
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fienl precaution in the commencement of this disease, greatet

and more disastrous complaints may be prevented ; but if it if

allowed to advance, it will implicate the general system, pro»«

trate its spiritual forces, and teiminate in disorganization

The pathological anatomy of this simple functional disturbance,

is understood, to some extent, by every person, and, thcrelbre

does not demand that particular description which others re-

quire, because of their complication and removal fi’om general

observation. A disclosure of the causes is deemed sufficient ti

suggest the appropriate remedies for the asthma; and the

most superficial understanding of the principles of anatomy,

and of the respiratory functions, will enable the individual to

avoid those direful influences which disturb or destroy that

comfort of body and elevation of mind which we all seek to

possess and enjoy.

Outer observation and interior assuranctif have presented

to me the fact, that those who are profoundly learned in the

particulars and technicalities of Anatomy and Physiology

oflen succeed better in acquiring a reputation as learned men,

than as successful practitioners. The 'well-versed professor ic

Anatomy can point out the origin, location, and insertion ^ a

muscle, and discourse upon its functions much better, iq, many

cases, than he can prescribe for that muscle should it be dis-

eased. So also with physiologists: the most learned among

them are seldom good physicians. It appears reasonable,

therefore, that society should be constructed upon principles

analogous to those of a medica^ institute, so that each individual

may labor in that department to which be is most atU’acted,

and in which be can most excel. There should be professors

of Anatomy, of Physiology, of Pathology, and of clitical prac-

tice, in every department of industry. There should be w,

amalgan atioii of these studies and occupations : and every out
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liitHild contribute hia «^cqutred informuti;ui to sweU tite streftie

which flows into the reservKilr of general kuowleilge. It is

itnpossible for the human mind to become perfectly acquainted

with more than two or three branches ci learning V once, and

fer its own sake and the benefit of humanity, these should be

judiciously selected and well understood.

In present society, the professions are blended, and several

of them are frequently imposed ' upon a single mind. Conse*

qi ently labor is disorganized, and,, though a man may succeed

to some extent in each department, he is manifestly incompe-

tent to perform his duty in more than omj of them. A diffmivt

education ij a great mi^ortune, for although it may give a

smattering of almost everything, it renders the mind really

familiar with nothing * and it engenders an apathy or reluctance

to furthei investigation or advancement. It Is well that each

should be allowed his congenial position and employment ; and,

according to the capacity and creative genius of each, should

his legitimate contributions of labor be demanded by the com-

munity. That man who has a pro]>cr and intuitive perception

of the relation subsisting l>eiweerj cause and effect, will oflen

do more good by the bedside, tlian the learned professor of ana-

tomical physiology, or the inflated pronouncer of professional

technicalities.

These reflections are prompted by a consideration of the fact

that theory in medicine is generally divorced from practice.

Many simple structural disturbances upon the pericardiac tnom-

orane, and upon contiguous muscles in the region of the heart,

have been frequently pronounced ** heart-disease** by stetho-

acopists; and the patient being thus erroneously impressed, is

IHghtened into the very disease of which he was otherwise

free, and dies a victim to an imperfect diagnosis. But the pm*

4^t physician, or natural nurte, expresses no opinion, (the one

28*
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because he knows the evil thereof, ihe other, because ho has

none to express,) and proceeds cheerfully to institute an ef*

fectual treatment. Clinical observations furnish evidence

that the patient is spiritually depressed or encouraged by the

physician’s countenance and expressed opinion. Hence the

necessity of rightly ascertaining the disease— its nature and

consequences, and the probabilities of a cure— befote venturing

an expression of thought concerning it.

Ttii: Causes op Heart-Diseases are evidently spiritual;

and, from this primary source of all physical inharmonies, this

disease generally develops itself or is unfolded into two kinds

—functional and organic
;

but the secondary causes are not

numerous. Malformation of the heart is not of frequent occur-

rence, though it is occasionally the cause of painful disturbances

and fatal results. The heart is a muscle
;
and the principal

causes of its disease are spiritual, and, consequently, muscula**

exertions, such as produce disturbances of its regular pulsations

beyond its power to endure. An unsound heart is seldom pos-

sessed, except by those who have inherited a weak muscular, and

nervous and generally imperfect constitution. An imperfect mus-

cular structure, either local or general, is the primary cause oftMs

complaint
;
for every physical or mental effort, ifthis imperfection

of structure or strength exist, will concentre at the weakest point,

and throw the circulation of the spiritual principle out of its ne-

cessary equilibrium. The intimate relation existing between the

cerebral dispensation of spiritual life, and the motions of the

heart, renders it quite certain that peculiar conditions of the

brain may operate as an assistant cause. In fact, spiritual

excitement, continued for an undue length of time, will disturb

the circulation of the fluids, and ultimately a heart-disease may'

be thereby developed. Therefore the physician must be

vatchful, and stethoscopiste should he silent, that no depressing
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word may foil upon the patient’s ear. In truth they had bettei

eease the old practice of astrologtzing the patient altogether.

Many instances are recorded in irhich imagination has tri-

umphed over reason; and even destroyed life. If you -prophesy

tlie patient's death, should be he laboring under some dmhi&m

affliction, he will most likely fulfil ii, and pibve you a truthfn’

prophet. Hence I repeat, phymeia^jt must regard the mind

ef ike patient^ and, in all diseases, of the heart or nerve, treat

ike body in feference to the sU ength of mental influence the

patient may exert upon it.

The disproportionate distribution of spiritual influences

throughout the body, always iuteiicre with the heart~ its

valves and attending membranes-^and soflen it. An accident,

fright, rupture, over-physical, or mental exertion, may weaken

some minute tissue, and develop hypertrophy. This latter is

an enlargement of the heart. The muscular contractions and

expansions of the four valves, the auricles and ventricles of the

heart, are powerful. If they are disturbed or obstructed in

their complete and harmonious motions, the consequences are

painfril and injurious. It is by these interferences that the

veins and arteries, descending and ascending from the heart and

orifices— the cartilagin us membranes of the latter especially,—

i

become disrupted and functionally deranged. Inflammation

of the pericardium is sometimes a distant cause of heart*

hypertrophy. But local injuries, produced by violent athletic

exercise, generally develop themselves into simple inflam*

mation
;

this may be located upon the mitral valves, the lining

membranes, upon the auriculo-ventricular orifice, in the aorta,

or pulmonary veins. Aortic and mitral obstructions, oi* fi>rced

rftgurgitations, are caused by local rupture, inflammation, oi

by die unequal circulation of the spiritual power, termed by

cheiaitts and physiologists mental electiicity, or nervous in
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fluetice. One rupture will weaken the tendonoua threcwla 9wA

InRame ilie vascular coatings. The infiammatiori will geaerr^

or attract, or accumulate, particles of matter, or globules, which

Boat in the blood, and tend to fill up the Uorta, vena«cava, cn

pulmonary veins or arteries; the abntpt mid sudden ob

struction thus created produces palpitation, pain, and somr-

times disorganization of the body.

The Symptoms op Heart-Disease are exceedingly varied

and distressing. Softness or placidity of heart is indicated b^

a low pulsation, fullness of circulation, irregular breathings,

aching, soreness, in the region of the heart, and general de-

bility. Hypertrophy of the heart may be detected by the fre-

quent repetition of acute pain in the left breast, extending ts

the left shoulder, and behind it; also by the trembling,

tumultuous, painful palpitations, sighing, sufibcating breathing

and general agitation. It may be well her6 to remark the*

this affection (hypertrophy) may exist for a number of yearp.

producing scarcely one of the symptomatic contingencies de^

tailed above ; and, furthermore, that the above sensations ma}

all be, in a measure, experienced without the existence of the

disease.

There are other diseases of the chest, which declare thoi.

presence by similar symptoms, with the exception of tbeii

intensity.

Angina Pectoris is a combination of symptoms of an ex-

tremely painful character. They are located upon the heart

and back, binding the chest with chains of writhing pain, which

seemed forged by the heart’s beating pulsations. There are

minor indications of thb disease, such as local palpitations in

various parts of the system, sunken expression of the eyes, a

pale azure shade upon die countenance
; a cold, livid blueneaa

of the lips
; tremulousness in being touched, and sudden Icai
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•f Toiee, and strengtli« ai^il hearing ; throbbing on hearing of

itaitliiig <mlastropheSt on hearing a friend announced, or ex

pmencing any unexpected disturbance*

While a patient is in this condition, the tale of a stethoscope,

should it be unfavorable, would probably be fatal. Discoui*

agement, proceeding from an undoubtedly liL^amed and prudent

physician, falls deathlike upon the erjfeelded mind. When the

moment of death airives, the heart dilates— the valves enlarge,

close, and stop—the form is crmvulscd with one general throb

~the nerves trembie, and the spirit escapes its maieviai

encasement.

Spasmodic disease of the heart is seldom anything else than

the result of a concentration of previous disturbances. There

are a variety of symptoms accompanying a disease of the heart

which, though not enumerated in this diagnosis, are essential

for the physician to understand, so that he may he guided

aright in his investigations and treatment.

Constitutional plethora, and an unequal distribution of spir-

itual or nervous inihience, will pnaluce palpitatioif
;
and the

various symptoms, which are welhascertained contingencies of

hypertrophy, atrophy, angina pectoris, (or spasms of the heart,)

softness and other cardiac complaints, can never l>e distinguish-

ed from any other thoracic disorder by mere auscultation. But

I am happy to make the announcement— that diseases of the

heart are less frequent, than is believed by physicians or other

persons. In im casett where the auscultor pronounced the

coronary arteries in a state of ossification, and prophesied ulti-

auite hypertrophy of the heart, 1 discovered, by interior percop-

don, the coronary arteries perfectly sound, the organic structure

ofthe heart unchanged, and that the many symptoms wore de-

veloped by a slight inflammation upon the pericardium and

iiapbragfu. And in thirty cam of suppoicd dropsy, and a
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vnriety of other aiTectioiis heretofore mentioned, I was enabled

to perceive and pronounce the patient almost entirely free from

heart-disease; yet thirteen of these were experiencing the

anguish arising from those diseases which popular physicians

had impressed each individual to believe were preying upon

them, and which would eventually have been true had their

impressions continued. Each heart was trembling and throb-

bing tumultuously, not because of disease, but because of spir-

itual, and consequently, cerebral agitation
;
each patient expected

to die every moment with a disease which he had not, but which

certainly would have been developed by such protracted excite-

ment. 1 would advise the patient to entertain no serious ap-

prehension concerning his chest-affection, inasmuch as symp-

toms are both deceptive and fluctuating, and the complaint may

be materially misapprehended.

Heart-Diseabks can be Cured by strict attention to Dress,

Water, Air, and Magnetism. But I would rather impress

healthy individuals with the necessity of obeying the laws of

nature
;

this is the only sure method of preserving personal

heLrmony, or of benefiting the human constitutions yet unborn.

I know of no hygienic rules separate frofn the principles of

nature. But in the treatment and prevention of this disease,

a few suggestions seem to be required.

Everything of a disturbing tendency must he avoided
;
a

clear salubrious atmosphere is indispensable. Well-ventilated

apartments, odoriferous climates or perfumed air, walking in

meadows or valleys, or upon elevated land and promontories,

are to be highly recommended. The mind should he engaged

in contemplation, forgetting the internal affection, and, is.

thought, not heavy or agitating, but wide and beautiful* If the

patient is confined to his room, or to his bod, then he should

•ommence a diet of agreeable quality and quantities, (for ever)
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Otia is his heHjud^e of these things,) and be hb qiuet as sttr*

rounding circumstances will possibly permit. The pnncipal

consideration which lulesire to impi'ess upon the patieiit^s raind,

is this: ft is extiemely probable that the helin is not diseaso«h

Init its surrounding membranes may be dry Or indamed, and,

therefore, tln^re is no necessity foi approhetiding fatal conae«

queuces. Dress moderately warm^ ride or walk frequcntlyi'

(but not far,) and read some book describing the misfortunes

of social life, or read Noture hntkin and without yourself, and

learn wisdom and contentment.

For hypertrophy, or enlargement of the heart, as it is a dis-

ease which is seldom quickly cured, I would recommend, as tiie

best remedy, the application of the magnetic maebine. This

machine should be constantly employed for one year. Place

the positive button over the region of *he heurt, and the nega-

tive button under the shoulder-blade directly opposite
; change

the buttons on every other application, which should be ten or

fifleen minutes, three or four times a day. While employing

the electro-magnetic machine, preserve the mind from every-

thing, but cheerful anticipations.

Diseases of the natural heart correspond to disease of tlio

spiritual heart. In conclusion, therefore, I would suggest the

propriety of allowing the spiritual heart to expand “ beyond

liooks of men and creeds of the land,*’ and permit it to heat the

immortal pulse of universal love and sympathy
;
for it may be

proved almo«*t to a demonstration, that a selfish, unexpanded,

unsympathizing spiritual heart will change the natural ojie inro

a heart as hard as Pharaoh’s, and render it as tyrannical in its

government of the human system, as Pharaoh was in the guverii-

ment of those subjected to his control.

FAt«LiifG or THE ITvul.%, and other internal afTectioiis of the

ihriial, may be regarded as evidences that the system is in tho
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Jirti or second degree of a negative state. By the CTeaib I

mean the palate. The term palate is derived from the Latin

Jfalo, to cover, and hedge in
;
but the organ which it is employed

to designate, is, owing to its shape, more scientifically and prop-

erly termed Vvula^ which signifies conical and grape-form,

The Uvula or palate is a thin short muscle
;

it is suspended be-

tween two vcil-like membranes of the mouth, which constitute

two arches serving to protect the palate and pharynx, and to

assist them in the performance of their respective functions. It

is beautiful to see the spirit acting through these delicate struc-

tures. The two membranes on each side of the palate, in con

sequence of their veil-like and arch-like character and appear-

ance, are scientifically termed velum pendulum palati

;

and

within, before and behind these membranes and the palate,

are little bones of irregular shape and proportions. In the

region of the palate, behind the velum pendukim palati, are

processes which connect with the head ;
through these air and

secretions pass to and from the head and lungs.

I think physiologists can not say what are the natural func-

tions of the palate. The larynx influences the intonations of

the voice ; the pharynx conveys the masticated food from the

tongue and fauces into the cesophagus ; but in all Giese func-

tions and processes it does not appear, upon dissecting the bonee

and muscles, what uee the palate subserves. Physicians have

not discovered many spiritual truths in medical science; nor

have physiological anatomists ascertained all the various uses

and functions of the human bones and muscles.

It is a common expression, relative to anything pleasant to

the taste, **that it pleases tbe palate,**—giving the impresslaB

that food and liquids are tasted, and their flavors disUngiiii^iedt

by tbe palate. Of course, no one requires to be told Gial this

)• not true. However, what is scientifically termed the pakto
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(meaning Uie tnoath,) k ftct, is tbe instntmetit of distingulsliing

llarors. But what ie ordinarily fermed pa1ate» (the Uvida.) is

demgned simply to arrest and graduate tho ingress of air re*

quired to speak., and hy it the voice ic modulated, and rendered

soft and musical. Withotit the Uimla^ the voice is smothered

and nasal. Physicians say that the palate ir, intended to move

backward, and forward, and upward, and downward, accord*

ing to the actuating influence of the palato*pharyn^euB, or of

the slight muscle, which proceeds from the several membranes

oflho mouth, and lies at the base of the Uvula or palote— but

what this movement is for does not, to them, appear. The use

of the palate is intimately associated with tlie use of the larynx,

in the production and modulation of vocal expression. Any-

thing, therefore, that interferes with the palate, interferes with

the structure of the vocal organs, and the healthy sensations of

the throat.

Diseases or the Palate. -^One of the diseases to which

the palate is subject, is inflammation. This is generally ac-

companied with enlargement of the tomiUf and the inflamma-

tion spreads over almost all the membranes. The symptoms

arc heat, smarting irritation, and dryness. The dryness ex-

tends considerably down the throat or cesophagus. Another

disease is, Ulceration or festering tubercles. This is the devel-

opment of the inflammation— an approach to decay and decom-

position. Another disease is, prolaptua— this generally occurs

between inflammation and decomposition. This is usually

tei med the falling of the palate.*’ Another is an enlargement

of the palate at its base and end. It will be evident to the

patient when the palate h inflamed, or ulcerated, or fallen, or

enlarged. Inflammation is the first indication, in. almost every

instance, of farther development. After a slight inflammation,

tlie muscles and membranes become weak and seemingly in-

90
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capable of austaining the little muscle of which the palate it

composed. If the palate gets down, and remains so a lew

days, it sometimes seems impossible to get it up again. It will

become more elongated and spongy at the lowest point ; and

occasionally the end will d 3Compose and drop away.

By inflammation I would have the reader apprehend me to

mean a local positive development of a general negative state

of the system
;
that is to say, the spiritual forces are repelled

from the external to the internal surfaces, and, in the weakest

places or parts of the economy, ’ ose forces accumulate and

accelerate the [larticles of matter to an unnaturally rapid

action. This rapid action among the atoms is the immediate

cause of inflammation. By a “ local positive development,” 1

mean a preponderation of forces and fluids in some particular

locality, instead of being diffused harmoniously throughout the

organism, as in health they invariably are. \

The causes of Prolapsus Uvula (or falling of the palate)

are bronchial affections, or diseases of the throat, viz.
;

influ«

enza; catarrh; coughing and the constant expectoration of

mucus
;
and the invfduntary movements among the muscles

and tissues, which form the velum pendulum palatiy the uvula^

the larynXy and the bronchial arrangement in general, occa-

sioned by earnest thinking or writing. I have seen instances

where medicine had been taken for months to cure bronchial

and throat diseases when nothing was wrong but the falling of

the palate. Some people do not seem to know when their

palate is down, or what causes a tickling cough— indeed, un-

less an examination is made, it is sometimes difficult to tell

from what cause a slight cough origiivites. A simple cold oi

negative state is the general cause of the falling of the palofe

;

but a long, protracted disease is not unfrequently the cause of

Its permanent elongation.
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Prolapsus Uvula can »e Cured by Water aad Magnetism;

cut chronic disturbaucas of the throat require constitiitioiial

strength to remove them. For the afBictior. undet considera-

tion, I recommend the following as almost a specihe : every

night envelop the throat with a nopkiti dampened with cold

water, and envelop this again in twice the thickness. This will

soon cure the malady. But if this does not succeed, and the

falling of the palate is associated widi other inHarnmations, then

the galvanic plates, recoinme!i#*od for cold feet, may prove of

great utility. Place them upon the soles of the feet nightly.

Animal magrietisra, or human influence, ever proves itself an

auxiliary in the successful treatment of this as of every other

disease. In France there is a new sect oi* physicians who em*

ploy the organs of aninials to cure corresponding organs in the

human body. This is animal magnetism
;

it is reducing the

physical temperature of the human system with the magnetic

life residing in the animal structure. But I would urge the

more refined practice of human spiritual influence, in every

disease having for its origin spiritual, atomic, and tempcratiiral

disturbances.

I come now to consider another disorder which is primarily

produced by a cold negative state of the system
;
but its out-

ward manifestation or appearance is wholly an effect of a gen-

eral reaction in the organism—that is to say, from a slight

negative into the positive state. This disorder, known as Can-

cer, may dwell in the system unobserved for years
;
but, if the

organization is thrown into a slight positive condition, it is cer

tain to be developed. The evidence of the positive state is the

tendency which matter indicates to come to the surface. The

internal cancer is wholly the result of a negative condition of

the system. Chemistry will inform the patient and physician

whether the acids or alkali preponderate ; and the treatmer«t
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must be in accordance with the testimony of this divine science;

because cancer, whether internal or external^ is an evil grow*

ing «>ut of a perverted action of the spirits’ chemical principles

which, as I have shown, perform the functions of decomposition

in the organism.

Chemical investigations have unfolded many important trutns

conc<jrning the organic constituents and requirements of the

human constitution. The intimate relation of chemical science

to physiology and pathological anatomy, can be recognised

and fully appreciated by those alone who comprehend and ap-

ply its invaluable teachings to every department of individual,

domestic, and industrial life. By it we are enabled to determine

what articles of food are best adapted to organization^ develop^

ment^ and reproduction ; and by it we can rationally ascertain

the general causes of material decomposition, and the phe-

nomenon of structural change, or physical death. The causes

of the latter are identical with those physical disturbances

which invariably precede the local deveh»pment of glandular

or cutaneous disease. Consequently, a knowledge of those

chemical processes in the vital economy, which ultimate them-

selves in the disorganization of a tissue, a gland, or the entire

system, is quite indispensable ; for individual health, as well as

the soil’s equilibrium, depends upon the prompt and perpetual

application of those principles which chemical investigations

and experiments have so admirably developed.

To successfully prevent the production of internal tubercles,

or external tumors, which afflict the corporeal structure of man,

we must learn to select from the larder of the vegetable and

animal kingdoms, appropriate nourishment—substances ea»

pnble of being transformed into blood, bones, muscles, nervei^

membtanes. and into all parts necessary to the complete orgam

xation. If heterogenou.s compounds are taken into the stomaidi
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• 6ti<$c6AAi«in of local d'aturbance^, together with a rapid gener»

Btion of morbid or perverted matter, will bo »the inevitable ro-

aoll. By a series of examiaationH Iti relation to cutaneom di$*

Mae#, the conclusion has been attained that the ig lorent via*

lotion of the laws of chemical decomposition ami electrical

combiiiattoa. in their application to the hi.^man system, is the

predominating cause of their development.

The highest and most fetal representative of cutanooua

diseases, is the schirrus or indurated cancer. All other dis-

ordei's of the cuticle from the pimple to the salt*rheum, simrvy,

scrofula, erysipelas, aud obstinate tumors, are nothing more

than modifications of the corroding c,ancer, The cancer is the

concentrated development of previously generated and some*

times long-existing acrimonious matter, which the system has

derived from its similarly-inclined progenitors, f>r accumulated

by the continued use of improper articles offood, or by the

perverted exorcise of individual endowments. Without de-

scending into minutim conci^rning the origin aud tendencies

3f cancerfuis secretion, I will proceed to a brief cemsideration

of its general causes and locality.

Thx Causes op Cancer are generally Hereditary Predispo-

sition, Accidents of life, or Injuries, and Occupation. Of cout se

the reader will remember that the primary cause of disease, in

the body are spintual disturbances. That constitutional pre-

disposition, together with the frequent violation of the spirit*!

chemical principles, are the primary causes of cancer, and of

its ultimate manifestation, is established by experience, and the

well-attested facts preserved in pathological records. If thet*e

exist, then, sequestered in the system, malignant or perverted

aecretions, tending to the development of cancer, every ineb

dental injury or local disturbance will urge on and accelerate

ha '*loeal organization. There are, therefore, a number of

29«
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uconddity causes of this disease, such as suppressed evacuations,

bruises, indolence, imperfect digestion, pressure, barrenness,

compression of the chest by artificial means
;
and indeed any-

thing that interferes with, or infringes upon, the circulating

mediums— the blood, nervous fluid, or spiritual influence—may

be engaged in developing this disease.

The investigations of physiologists have been, uTitil quite

recently, manifestly involved and superficial, and this disease,

among many others, has been pronounced incurable. Now*

apply medicine, or the scalpel, to a tumor, a cancer, or to any

excresence, in its incipient stages of growth, (which is the

popular practice,) with the intention to cure it, is evidently

doctorizing the effect instead of its cause
;
hence the fatal ter-

mination for which this disease is most dreaded and dis-

tinguished. The conclusion is perfectly legitimate, I think,

that another cause of the fatality of cancer lies in the ineffectual,

because 8U[)erficial ireatment. adopted by the physicians every-

where in reference to this disease.

Thk Formation of Cancer is as follows: the acrimonioue

matter which is deposited in, and generated by, the deranged

action of the system, circulates through every vein and aitery,

and consequently is ditfused and secreted everywhere, unac-

companied by any symptoms or phenomena, until it ’s inter-

cepted by injured or hypertrophied glands. These glands

being rendered previously susceptible, and positively charged,

attract the circulating atoms, and a nucleus is substantially

formed. Infiltraiicm of cancerous humor immediately follows,

and a schirrus cancer is organized. It generally appears di

redly under the skin, extending inward, through the niucouf

membrane to the bone, and around neighboring glands and ii>

teguments, which one by one become implicated.

Tub Localitigr op Cancer are mainly determined by*’ti»e
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mcst debilitated and injured organs. Amid tbc vkcera, nn

organ is more frequently aiHwted with cancerous tubercles,

than the liver. Its indolent action is favorable to the accumu-

lation of this secretion ; but its contaminating influence is seldom

imparted to sttrrounding organs, and, consequently, it may

reside hi the Hver, producing but siighr evidtuice of tuberculosis,

and be unknown to the patient for many years. N-^xt to the

liver is the spine. Cancerous tubercles arc never found here,

however, unless the rcprodixtive system lias sustainetl volun-

tary or accidental injury, nr unless the kidijoys are frequently

and violently aiiacked with infl'’mmatinn. And although the

spleen, pericardium, diaphragm, and pancreas, are generally

free from this disease, the duodenum, the uterus, and succeeding

portions— the large and small intestines—-are i>ot unfrequently

the seat of cancer.

The stomach, however, is a frequent victim to a species of

cancer, which may he termed dyspeptic ulceration. The

fearful fact develojis itself, that many symptoms supposed to

arise from dyspcj^sia almfmt exclusively arise from the existence

of cancerous ulcers— ulcers upon the mucous membrane which

lines the stomach. These gastric accumulations, which de-

monstrate the stomach to be in a positive condition, are sicreted

by the pancreas, spleen, and contiguous membranes, wbicli

have prevKuisly been injured by impure or too much food

;

but the ulcers are principally located upon the pylorus. This

coiToding secretion, is, at first, powerfully resisted by the so-

crctiiig and digesting surfaces ; but, at last, these coatings give

way to its decomposing ])ower, and become hypertrophied—
together with the whole gastric cellular structure.

awphaguny or passage to the stomach, is sometimes the

residence of cancer ; but such instances are not common^ e&d

may be passed by as unimportant.
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hmgnal cancer^ or cancer of' the tongue, is one of the most

distressing afflictions. Its commencement is indicated by an

infiltration of salivous particles, and the formation of aa

indurated fungus, or positive nucleus, near the tongue’s base.

The tonsils, palate, and salivary glands, are not implicated until

cancerous deposites produce enlargements that obstruct the pro-

cess of mastication
;
then they yield, one by one. to th^ deconai

posing action, which immediately succeeds this advanced stage

of the disease.

EpuliSi or gum cancer, is of frequent occurrence, but is

leldom attended with fatal consequences. It generally makes

its appearance near the base of carious teeth, and communicates

gradually with the whole dental structure. The bone and

supporting membranes yield to its corroding influence, and the

excreting glands become decomposed or hypertrophied.

Labial or lip cancer, is of rare occurrt;i)ce. but when a

cancer is once organized in this location, it is exceedingly

dangerous. The tissues secrete acrid fluid, and schirrus

humors, in great abundance ;
this accelerates the progress of

ulceration, which eventually spreads the disease over the cheek

ear. maxilla, and lymphatic glands
; and cases are recorded in

which the cancer extended over the entire sternum* and con*

tiguous portions.

Thus the locations of this disease are numerous. It is* how-

ever. principally confined to glands, the mamma* the angle of

the eye. lower lip. the wings of the nose, arm-pits, face, and to

all those portions that are not sufficiently protected by flesh

against external injury.

Tub External Appbarancb op Cancbr is exceedingly

repulsive. The cancer may lie distinguished from any othek

eutaneotts disease by a number of characterizing mdicationa

When first developed* it is smd), hard* granulated* yields to
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tli0 touch* and periodically decreases and enlarges its diuien*

Mons. This is so emphaticaily the case, that the patient will

sometimes suppose it entirely gone, and then again it will sud-

denly increase to a frightAil sixe.

Accompanying these changes, is a discoloration of the cuticle

in its immediate vicinity, then a paleness blended with purple

hue, then a blueness, and at last it is disiiogwished by a slaty

tdackness. Externally it appears in the possession of roots, or

exti'emities like those of a oral, from which its name is derived f

and the impression has been entertained by many physicians,

that the cancer is an independent entity, having life and mo-

tion peculiar to itself, and capable of eating the entire body.

That it is an organized tumor, growing out of a constitutional

pre-disposition, acrimonious matter, and accidental disturbances,

is proved by the uniform testimony of pathological researches

;

but the opposite opinion is not susceptible of the same prooC

uor is it consistent with reason : for this would be virtually ac'

knowledging to this disease an omnipotency over the material

form, and mental skill of man, which there is no reason to

suppose it possesses. But judging superficially, the former

conclusion seems irresistible ; for as the cancer progresses, it

branches in diverse ways, implicates the capillary vessels,

coiTodes the tissues, and breaks through the surface
; a thin

acrid fluid fiows forth and spreads its virulence over neighbor-

ing points ; similar cancers arise with an astonishing rapidity
;

and its termination is that of an ulcerated tumor, exceedingly

•ffisnsive and deplorable.

Tns Symptoms op Cancer demonstrate that the disease is

% negative one.. The existence of a cancerous tumor is inva*

fiablj intimated by pulsations, vibrations, seiisationb, Durnitig

pain, quick and varied aches, lancinating pains, and general

sxhatistion. Associated with these local symptoms are insia
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bility of appetite* hectic fevei, bloody discharges, faintingi

odical convulsions, emaciation, and complete decay. To diag-

noBticate the pathological form or anatomy of this disease, and

its particular concomitants, would require more space, and a

more elaborate consideration
;
but this is deemed unnecessary,

as phenomena have been noticed sufficient to direct the patient

aright in the act of self-investigation.

Cancer is Curable, but, as has been remarked, physicians,

judging superjiciallj/ of nW cancerous affections, have pronoun-

ced this disease incurable
;
hence the excision treatment is almost

universally recommended as the most effectual means to alleviate

the patient’s sufferings. A successful operation is attended with

Immediate, but, generally, only temporary relief. Sometimes,

however, it is permanent
;
sometimes it is fatal

;
but, neverthe-

less, this is the present practice.

From interior assurances, I am persuaded that cancer,

whet her hereditary or superinduced by secondary causes, is a

curable disease
j
and, in accordance with this internal prompt-

ing, I will proceed to state the remedies. For a constitutional

eradication of this disease I would recommend the particular

application of the patient’s mind to the parts affected. T have

fully explained how the spirit acts magnetically upon the organ-

ism. Upon this principle of spiritual action, and no other, can

constitutional cancer be subdued to quietness and repulsed from

the body. The patient must acquire the power of self-magnet*

ization, by daily and hourly application of the proper princi-

ples. The Will must be powerfully concentrated upon tlio

diseased locality. You must acquire the habit of self-magnet-

ization, by going away from disturbing voices or influences, and

placing your whole strength of mind upon the malady. A

cancer b a local positive accutr ulation of vital fluids and fot'ces

U fttbsists upon those elements which sliould be flowing hartoi^
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mously through the body. You must Wilt*, therefore, that

tiiese forces and fluids shall depart from that particular L>cal-

ity. Say to the cancer, Begone !— or, to the fluids and forces,

Disperse I

This effort of mind will require great conmitrativt-

nts9 , and determination of purpose. But if your mind be not

sufficiently well-organized and distributed to make this effort

twice a day, and one hour’s duration, then do it as frequently

and powerfully as you possjhJy can. If yon think it impossible,

then I remind you of y4»ur constant practice of moving over

two hundred mu’^clee while walking or changing your body firom

one side of the bed, oi room, t<i the f)thor. This is incipient

self-magnetization. I only urge you to go a little farther in the

act of Willing— instead of Willing to move a muscle, Will

THE Cancer to Begone I And, ore long, ii will be as easy

and as natural for )ou to subdue disease, and keep the physical

powers within your control, as it now is easy flir you to move

(by willing to dt> so) the various muscles of locomotion.

Study the principles of organic chemistry, and apply them

to the preparation of nourishing substances, and let these be

duly masticated before being consigned to the stomach. Fail

not to do this. With this knowledge, the patient would under-

stand that his food should bo solid, simple, and nutritious, and

that it should be taken at regular periods
;
that irritants, aro-

matics, salts, and stimulants, should be avoided
;

that nitrogen*

ized constituents are indispensable to the formation of healthy

blood, viscera, muscles, nerves, and vital power
;
that oxygon

or electricity must enter the lungs, combine with the carbon

and hydrogen of the food, and thus create and preserve a

healthy tempei*ature
;
that their constant combustion and ex*

halation are essential to this healthy temperature
;
and that the

body must be warmly or magnetically clothed, and properly
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lituated in relation to surrounding objects, which act upon it H
cause health or disease. Moreover, everything must be done

to divert the patient's mind, as this, like every other disease

that afflicts man, may be lessened or exacerbated by cerebral

or spiritual influences. The power of mind or spirit over ma^

ter, is but little understood.

I believe that there is no disease more illustrative of the inti-

mate connection existing between spirit and matter, than the

disturbance known as epilepsy. Yet there are many things to

be learned from an examination of such complaints as St. Vitus

dance, hysteria, hypochondriasis, dementia, and delirium*ti‘e«

mens. In truth, a thorough acquaintance with the teachtngf

of anatomy and physiology is required before the various and

subtle relations which subsist between the brain and the viscera,

the muscles, and nerves—between the mind and body— are

rightly understood. This perfect understanding is indispen-

sable in order that we may avoid the multitudinous causes

which disturb the equilibrium of farces, and generate disease.

Spasmodic complaints are exceedingly varied and numerous;

and their diversity of character and locality has led to many

and useless classiflcations and theories. Medical science, how-

ever, in its more advanced stages, (Ohrono-Tbermalism for

instance,) has demonstrated those tneories untrue, and rendered

the phenomena of disease less mysterious and complicated.

Medical science will ultimately triumph over every pain to

which the human organization is subject; and the perje^t

knowledge of the manifold injluencee of mind over mature wiU

he the foundation of it$ euoceee. But its present stage of de*

velopraent falls far short of perfection, and hence the fact that

its ttoatment of cerebral, mental, or spasmodic afleetioiis, da

not more frequently terminate in victory. It is not etsontiri

tliAi the generality of individuals composing the brothethded
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if tncii, should uecome so well instructed in these principles

iis ^s^those whose attraction sod occupation it is to study and

apply them. %
*

in considering the disease termed epilepsy, I mi st refer the

reader to the general catises which prv^duoe it, and leave the

physiological considerations to that depanment of medical in*

quiry to which they appmpriately belong.

Tub Caubbs op Epilepsy are exceedingly varied and intti*

cate. In truth, it is exceedingly difficult to detail the vartona

extrinsic causes which produce any physical disordcu*; they

are so multitudinous.

They vary in nature, strength, number, and locality, in diffier*

ent individuals. A treatment, too, which cures this disease in

one instance, will cause it in another ; and so it is with every

other physical inkartnony. One grand object should, therefore,

be to ascertain t^kat disease is when caused, and to appropriate

remedies accordingly, and not to multiply subtilized expositions

and classifications of producing causes ; for the more this is

persisted in, the morc^ we leave the simple and natural, and be-

come involved in the compound and supci-ficial— wherefore

we fail in overcoming and banishing disease.

The causes of epilepsy are either symptomatic or sympathetic

^that is, it is a symptom of other constitutional disturbances,

or it is inherited from birth If it is constitutional, there are

local or general weaknesses
,
the circulation of the blood or the

spiritual life may not be peifoctly harmonious, perhaps, in con-

sequence of a malformation of the heart, the brain, the chest,

the vascular system, or of the voluntary and involuntary mus-

cles
; or, perhaps, some organ may have been impeded in its

development, while the person was young, by an injury ;
ot

ether organs may have had their growth unitaturally accel*

etated. In either of these cases, the patient is unacquainted
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«rith perfect health, and the fits are likely to occur at e%er)

period of life.

^
If the disease is a symptomatic^inei then the cause may be

worms, cutting of the teeth, suppression of the catasniDiiialy

urinary or excremental evacuations ; accidental blows, wounds,

bruises; acidities and crudities in the stomach— citing un-

wholesome food, or long and continued costivenm And general

debility. S/imotimes it is caused by a collection of cerebro-

spinal (or serous) fluid in the brain, or by the foi^^tion of

tubercles upon its coatings. It is also a symptom gf excessive

drinking or exercise, or study and sedentary occupations
; of

too frequent venery or seminal discharges, or of abnormal

conditions of the sysiem, such as too much emptiness or re-

pletion.

This complaint attacks youth more frequently than age
; men

more than women. The immediate cause of it- phenomenon is

a loss of the arun*ial and nervous or spiritual equilibrium
; the

restoring of thisequilibiium, with constitutional strength to pre-

serve and continue it permanently, is a cure— is perfect health.

And, as has already been intimated, the knowledge of what

constitutes a divseasod state of the organism, is worth more than

the most learned detail of causes
; for causes seem to multiply

themselves indefinitely, insomuch that, afler a succession of dis-

turbances or events which are the well ’ascertained causes of

ej ilepsy, have been traced to an immediate connection with the

paroxysm, even then some slight chain of subordinate causes

may be overlooked, and the cure prevented by their existence.

The only thing to gained by investigating the causes <if any

disease, is a knowledge of what opposes and disturbs the con-

stitutional harmony, so that wo may avoid and remove it.

Among other causes, are mental or passional exercises, and

tiolent changes of the cerebral temperature
;
joy, grief^ flMir
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fright, and anger. Everything that tends to develop voliemaiil

passion, and disturb the nervous circulation, will act unfavor

ably upon the epileptic patient.

It is unnecessary to speak farther corxerniug causes. The

patient may have this disease, and m»t one of the above disturb*

ances be its causa. But if he is subject to the frequent attacks

of this malady, he is most Interested m its speedy and entire

cure. This, after describing the symptoms, will be the ques*

tion for consideration.

The Symptoms or Epilepsy are briefly these : The patient

generally experienced a tendernoss along the spine, especially

over the kidneys, and a full, heavy sensation in the head. The

appetite becomes quite morbid, and food is desired more fre-

quently aud in greater quantities than usual
;
the liver becomes

enlarged, .and the system seemingly filled with btood
; the eyes

arc swollen and their surfaces darkened with nebular masses
;

ihe countenance assumes the color of coppfsr, or is rendered

bloodlessly pale; the lips purple, thin, white or protruding;

and the entire system is 8h(»cked and evidently startled at every

unexpected sound o* sensation—growing more and more

tremulous and sensitive as time advances, and the disease in-

creases in power and influence. These are symptomatic se^.

Rations of epilepsy when of long standing, but are not iis pre-

cedents. The concussion or spasm is intimated or preceded

by a few days or hours of aching, weakness, and weariness;

dull, sleepy, pressing pain, and giddiness in the head
;
tumultu-

ous noises in the ears, flushed complexion ; momenlaiy dimness

ot loss of sight; excessive and irregular palpitations of the

coart, head, or arteries
;
the patient is restless at night, ami is

disturbed by dreams. All sensations indicate the approaching

which nature is about to put flirih to regain her equilib*

riuni of solids, fluids, ami forces. As the period of concussivc
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convulsioiis arrivefl, dae sleep is more disturbed ;
the motions of

the chest, heart, and brain, are laborious and oppressiyely difi

cult ; the evacuations are lessened or increased perceptibly

the abtiomen is filled or inflated with wind, occasioning frequent

eructations ; the kidneys are active in their secretions and ex

cretions of urine
;
and now, as the paroxysm is about to take

place, the complexion is pale, the hands and feet are cold, the

blood rushes to the head with a breathing noise as the blowing

of wind, and the patient is deprived of consciousness. The

countenance is frightfully contorted, the patient’s extremities

cold and convulsively drawn up or twisted together, his teeth

and lips are violently gnashed and compressed, a frothy saliva

(sometimes tinged with blood) flows from and gathers around

his mouth, he utters an unusual sound, and evinces a sudden

development of muscular strength.

The fit usually commences in one of the extremities ; it is

known to the individual by a sudden shock in the hand or wrist,

foot or ankle, and is followed by a rapid succession of spasmodic

motions until the action arrives at the brain, when reason is

dethroned, or more properly speaking, the spiritual relations

subsisting between the mind and the body are suspended
;
and

thus the local development of previous disturbances is enabled

to restore the system to peaceful relation and to re-establish

the former just connections.

JThere are number of other symptoms which follow frequent

attacks of epilepsy or ** falling sickness.” They tend to destroy

Jhc relations existing between the body and mind— wherefrre

incapacity or concentrated thought or reflection, loss of memory,

dullness of intellect, apoplexy, palsy, derangement, and ultimate

dissolution, ensue. The palient Wcomes incapable of retain-

titg his urine or fmees and at last dies on the outer, because of

^nctioiial change and disconnection of the material with*th<
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ijpbitiial essence. (If the reader is afflicted with epilepsy Unis

severe, and fears or shrinks from tha metamorphosis here con

temolated. I desire hira to drink into his spirit the beantifvL

truths developed by the philosophy of deatli.)

This complaint is generally developed before the period of

pubeity
;
and, in fcir ales, leaves whct^ that period is passed. In

males no difference is visible ; if it is Jooatcd in the solids, it ic

seldom removed ;
if in the general constitution, deposited by

hereditary transmission or fcetal malformation, it is unremov-

able
;

if merely sympn)mat:c of other dises'^es, a cure is almost

certain.

In females this distressing affection shows its characteristic

features more violently, and frequently about the period of men-

struation ; and, if of long duration, it will inevitably result in a

partial or total suspension of one or more faculties or organs of

the mind. A lady constitutionally weak, but seemingly in the

constant enjoyment of ordinary health, was suddenly attacked

with a mild species of fainting or nervous epilepsy. The fits

became more and more frequent, especially at night, and at a

moment quite unanticipated she was deprived of the ability to

articulate or to comprehend the articulations of those around

her. She lost almost all her former knowledge of words and

their application, and seemed obliged to relearn the signification

of the simplest expression. Her hearing was also impai..ed. A
poition of her brain was tuberculated, and the organs of that

region were inactive.

It is strange but highly instructive and interesting to witness

the phenomena attending the epileptic fit or spasm. 1 was re-

quested to examine a gentleman in Ulster county, New York,

for a disease the nature of which was previously secreted from

me. The necessary preparations being made, the patient seated

himself ihr the examination. My attention was first directed
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lo the stomach, which, I disjcovered, was greatly relaxed and

distended
;
his food did not form good chyle or blood, his liver

was hypertrophied, and my attention was especially attracted

to the heart, its structure and movements. The left ventricle

was unusually pressed and darkened, and the aortic orifice was

convulsively acting. I saw the heart flutter— the blood mount

to the brain— the muscles contract, and ere T could move, the

patient caught me violently by the hair, and it was with wo

little exertion that I effected a disengagement. Nature was

llitown out of her harmonious relations, and the efforts were

hurried and violent to restore them
;
and as soon as the fit was

broken, I recommenced an examination of the head and general

system. The veins of the brain were congested, and the entire

cerebrum presented one complete state of turgidity; the vessels

were distended beyond their usual capacity, and the whole

viscera were loaded and laV)oring with venous blood.

While in the convulsed condition, I observed the living prin-

ciple struggling with the body for freedom, but the tenacity

with which the latter cleaved unto the former prevented its

emancipation. Many of the patieut^s faculties were seemingly

lost— that is, the physical was rendered incompetent to sustain

their life and perpetuate their external and normal manifestation.

The symptoms accompanying epilepsy are almost invariably

uniform : they consist of an unusual or unnatural contraction

of the voluntary and involuntary muscles—commencing in the

extremities, ascending to the neck, head, and convulsing the

general vascular organization. Succeedirtg a cessation of the

fit arc drowsiness, lassitinie, inclimition to sleep, and loss of

memory as to what occurred during the paroxysm. The uature

and phenomena of this complaint are sufficiently familiar tc

those who sc'e it and sufter by it, to preclude the necessity li

fiirther delineation
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Emlkpsy Can be Citreo if the patient will bestow particulat

ftCtention upon the application of Foo<l. Water, Air, and Ma§p-

netiam. The application of *Lnc and cupper platea to the feot,

after bathing the latter in cold water as heretofore ’’escribed,

will be of great service. Time, and not inedicine, is th? best

remedy for this complaint— especially, when the individual

is obeying the laws of nature and striving to magnetize, psy-

chologize, or repel, by will of mind^ »lic malady from thd

system. Let spirit arise superior to the visible form
;
or let

the latter be continually negative, and the former positive. A
strong-minded man is seldom diseased

;
ho Is determined not

to be subdued by various afllictioiis ; he is superior to them,

and hence wills or repels them away- So should the patient do,

assisted by the spiritual influence of Some congenial person.

The principal food should be solid and nouiishing, as light

and watery substances tend to weaken the blood, solids, and

muscles. Exercise should be moderate, and early in the morn-

ing, The patient should be very careful to avoid all excosses

of habits detailed in previous pages as the producing or inci-

ting causes of disease, and should sleep with the head much

elevated. Study, or passionate exercises of the mind must be

abandoned, and the unequal action of one class of organs or

members of the body or mind must not be permitted.

It is not possible to apply remedies successfully wliilo the

spasmodic paroxysm is on, but there are some directions to

ftillow that the patie may be relieved of the fit, or that ho may

Have its turbulence and violence lessened.

It is good to address a succession of concusslve sounds to

the ear
;
or a cold affusion thrown upon the head. Placing the

feet in warm water, it also beneficial.

Bathe the body every morning, use cold affu /ions frequently

;

# shower or plunge bath immediately after the fit, is ever to
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recotntnendecl. If the disease is hereditary it is seldom suU

iucd» except by growth. But in general cases of nervous oi

symptomatic epilepsy, the patient may be encouraged in tlw

persevering use of Magnetism and Water, and may look for*

ward for the most happy and salutary consequences.

The disease known as apoplexy is replete with ctvidences

that the spiritual principle is disturbed in its circulation through

the organism before any disorder is developed.

Apoplexy is the nosological term for a local development

of constitutional derangements and disturbances, which results

in a partial or complete suspension or abolition of the intimate

relations subsisting between the senses of the mind and its cor-

responding ones in the organization. The relations and con-

nections between different parts of the body, are so exceedingly

subtle and intimate that it is an absolute impossibility for one

part, organ, muscle, nerve or particle, to suffer, without, more

or less, sympathetically implicating all the others. This is

true in every department of animated nature
; and the more

we study and meditate upon the relationship existing between

the Divine Mind, and his vast and boundless material con-

stitution, (the Universe,) the more will our souls expand and

our thoughts dwell upon, and be unfolded toward a com-

prehension of, the Infinite. And this study will also teach us

to be just—just to ourselves, that our individual harmony may

affect harmoniously thost* whose life and existence are joined

to, or inwrought indissolubly with, our f>wn
; for individual in

justice will generate disturbance and disease, and like tha

influence of a hypertrophied or an atrophied heart in apoplexy*

will cx»rrespondingly affect dependent portions and throw tite

most complete and perfect organization out of its juaf .

equilibrium.

There are but few cases of apoplexy in which the heail is
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•ot diaetised. And in proportioi* as ihe flow of blo^'Ni from

rentricle to auricle is obstructed or accelerated in that great

eentml force-pumpi the heart, is the ipoinentum power di-

minished or increased in the en ^ephalon.

Among pathological and physiological researchers, the ques-

tion remains uns#»ttled whether the biB:u is t»r is not compras-

itble; and whether the power of the heart, and the quantity of

blood propelled through its ascending channels, can diminish or

increase the contents of the cranium. And another questViu no

less absurd is agitated—whether the laws of hydraulicr or of

gravitation are applicable to the human circulation ? does

posture aflect the circulation of the blood or fluids of tlie

system so as to induce their gravitation to the lowest point ?

The progress of cerebral pathology, and iiidt^ed, of medical

science in general, is manifeiitiy retarded by these iatro-mathe-

matical theories, propounded by -Borelli, or emanating from

his school, and advocated by Dr. A. Monro, at Edinburgh,

during the latter half of the last century. And, inconsistent as

this theorizing may appear when contrasted with the daily ex-

perience of every individual, it was founded, says the British

and Foreign Medical Review, upon the incompressibility of

the substance of the brain, and upon the spheroidal form of the

skull. The iAsa might probably be traced from Monro to the

eclectic Boerhaave, or Pitcairn—and it seems that the cele-

brated Dr. Abercrombie is esteemed as one of its most worthy

and vigorous disciples.

Water was once supposed to be incompressible
;
but siibse-

^uont experiments have demonstrated it, and the human brain

Kkowlae, capable of being compressed and occupying a much

leas space than in the natural coiiditiot.s. And 1 think every one

Bmy ascertain experimentally for himself, whether cardiac dis*

lurbanees aflect the encephalon, the arteries, veins, sinuses, and
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ressels of the brain, correspondingly ;
and whether posture in

Ruencc a cerebral circulation, by placing the bead, or any other

member of the body, in an inclined position, for a brief period.

Since, then, these iatro-mathematical speculations may be

provtjd unsoiiinl by the simplest test, it does not become medi-

cal men to devote their time and talents to them, while tlie

human brain is liable to congestive diseases which pathological

science has been unable to master. I will now proceed to

enumerate the causes of this disease.

The Causes of Apoplexy.— It is highly important for every

individual to know that the whole organization is so closely

related in its parts, and is so delicately and yet so powerfully

constructed, combining an infinite variety of lesser systems or

organizations, that should any part be unduly weakened or

strengthened, by too much or too little, exercise, the whole

must suffer in consequence of the infringement. And should

any part he constitutionally weak or undeveloped^ a greater

proportion of the injury will fall upon that portion^ and de»

velop a local disease. Now suppose the vascular system to be

hereditarily defective—weak in some particular organ,— and

that the patient is subject to, or experiencing, the repeated in-

Buences of over-exercise or excessive temperature—would not

that weak part become more and more defective as time ad*

\anced? Should that weakness be located in the abdominal

viscera, the local development would undoubtedly be hernia^

hemorrhoids^ or dysmenorrhea

;

if located in the stomach,

hmmatemesis (»r vomiting of blood
j

if in the lungs, hmmeptysis

or raising and spitting of blood ;
if in the brain, it would prob-

ably bo an eBusion or extravasation of blood— in other word%

apoplexy.

If the peritoneum, or protecting coatings of the abdomeiiv

mould be perforated, the phenomenon would be hernia
; bill
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iiko«y tbe cranium oi skull he perforated, th^ phenenunion

WfNild be the disease under consideration. The fact that the

vessels of the brain expand and break by the cardiac dis*

lurbances, or an^^ina pectoris, atrophy, hypertrophy, o sification

and correlative diseases of the bean and circnhition, or tliat

tijoy will yield to external lesions and pressu’c, pnwe‘=» fhat the

e^uaniity of bUxid may be increased in the cerebral organ, and

Clmt tlio brain is compressible—for cerebral compression is the

tihimate cause of comafoSi% or toe apf»plectic affection, and of iu

accompaniment, heiniplagia.

The brain has r'^spiratch y movetnents corresponding to those

of the lungs and heart
;

aial upon the regular and perpetual

movements of the latter as the central organ, the brain chiefly

depends— so that the rystolic and diastolic motion manifested

by the dura-mater, when exposed to the view, is only an iudi*

cation of what is thus occasioned throughout the enrire brain,

Every inspiration occasions an influx of artciial blood to, and

impedes the reflux or relurn of venous blood from, the brain.

Consequently the arteries and veins are greatly distended, and

come very near that peculiar state of turgid congestion which

is produced by strangulation, the abstraction of blood by the

lancet, or the apoplectic ctnna. But the succeeding expiration

pel mils Uie oulfiowiiig of venous blood, causes the congestion

and turgidity to subside, and makes room for the ascent of the

cerebi‘o>spitial fluid.

This extra vascular serum, or watery fluid, is a substitute for

ths presence of blood in the vessels of the encephalon— that is,

when by expiration the venous blood escapes the (uanial veins,

this setum ascends to, and enters them, that thereby the quau*

tity of matter in the bead may be at all limes the same. Tlio,*

balance of jKiwer and the quantity of 8ubstanc<«s within the <

ermnium are thus, in the perfectly normal state, perpetually
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presetvad. The cranium and apina) column form one csvkj,

and the medullary substance is only the continuation of tlie

cerebrum and cerebellum, or in other words, an extension of

the brain ;
hence, it is termed the medulla oblongata.

At the base of the brain are fixed two ventricles, or cavities

•^the corpora striata— designed as receptacles for the deposi-

tion and distnhution of the cerebral serum into the cerebral

vessels. The dual action of these is occasioned by inspiration,

which not only prevents the too rapid infiux of blood, but ac-

celerates its passage from the brain to all parts of the system.

Thus we are led to another important therapeutic consideration

—the connection between the spine and the cranium, the spi-

nal marrow and the brain, the serum and the blood, and their

relations in the develojjment of apoplexy. A spinal injury

would necessarily affect the medullary substance
;

this would

influence the cerebral respirations
;

this would cause one of

two disturbances, namely
:
prevent the requisite ascension ot

the cerebral serum, or cause an accumulation of it within the

ventricles. In either case, it would produce apoplexy.

This conclusion is based upon the supposition previously

specified, that the weakest part, or the hereditary defect, re-

sides in the vascular system, and is especially located in the

head ; but, should this weakness not exist, the spinal disturb-

ance would develop altogether a difierent phenomenon— that of

hydrocephalus, or dropsy on the brain. There are, therefore,

two distinct causes and species of apoplexy— the sanguineous,

or that produced by an effusion or extravasation of bkx)d upon

the brain ;
and the serous, or that produced by a saperabitit-

dance of vascular serum. The ultimate cause in both cases ti

identical ; It is simply an arrest of the returning blood from the

' Inrmn, and of the respiratory movements, which increases tiM

pressure and quantity of blood within the cranium.
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I desire tn be distinctly understood that apoplexy is aeUem

developed as unaHsociatod with valvular disease of llie heart*

Tlie former is generally preceded by the latter in some one or

more of its numercais ro<Klificutions. When it is d^ Jy appre-

liendtfd that the heart depends upon the brain for spirkual

motive-power, and that the dependence <»f the b-ain upon

thi^ heart, upon the other hand, is as entire, physicians, as

well as patients, will avoid predisposing causes, and direct

nature’s therapeutical means to the more important precedents.

Among the predisposing causes of apoplexy, the following

arc the most prominent ; a full, heavy, lymphatic, plethonc, oi

lethargic habit or constitution
; a large, disproportiuued head,

with osseous protul)eraiioe8 and ineijiuiUties underneath the

skull; corpulency; w *akness of the vessels conducting the

bl<K»d; a coliection <if iiisacuhited Het iirn, which is presented as

watery tumors, bags, sacs, or cysts, upon the brain, and are

generally situated near the cortical substance or upon the cot*

pora striatiim
;
the striking in of any exteriial eruption— such

as etysipelas, scrofula, scurvy, leprosy, and the gi*ut; or the

sudden cessation of any customary evacuation, as detailed in

the diagnosis of epilepsy—or anything which prevents the

rediix of blood from the head, and which rapidly increases the

quantity in that organ, and suppresses cerebral respiration and

circulation—such as a compressed chest, a tight cravat, an

aneurism, angina, or quinsy sore throat
; a sudden blow upon

the skull, or remaining too long with the bead low
;
the ex-

f.esstve and continued use of old rough wines, or any other

stimulating drinks; spices; a too copious and frequent dts*

fhargo of semen, as in excessive venery ; intoxication, either

bdttcod by liquor or passion ; close, sedentary habit or occit^

pation, and intense study.

These are the external predisposing causes of apoplexf]
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the vascular teudency may exist, however, but the disease may

never be developed. Youth is seldom, if ever, afflicted witu this

complaint
;
but after the age of thirty or thirty-five, the systeie

is more and more liable to become subject to apoplexy as it is

locally weakened and hardened by the advancing time. Ossifi*

cation of the heart, the mitral valve, the aortic arch, and of

surrounding portions, l>ecomes more and more confirmed as

years roll by
;
and this, interrupting the harmonious relations

subsisting between the great pump and the reservoir, develops

a|M>plexy, paraplegia, hemiplegia, and produces disorganizatioOi

Paraplegia is a complete prostration ofmuscular power
; hem-

iplegia is a partial prostration, or a paralysis of one side, inclu-

ding the brain and limbs, and which almost always succeeds an

attack of apoplexy.

It will be understocxl then, that apoplexy, whether sanguine-

ous or serous, is a sudden cessation of sense ana voluntary mo-

tion, ultimating itself in either palsy or death
;
and that its last

or ultimate cause is an effusion or extravasation of serum or

blood over the contents of the cranium
; and that it is identical

with other extravascular hemorrhages, only differently named,

l>ecause developed in different places, and attended by different

symptoms.

The Symptoms op Apoplexy are briefly stated— Preceding

die cerebral attack are dizziness; hcatlache; dullness
;

loss of

memory
;
painful dreams

; delirium-tremens ;
night-mare

; con-

*’ussive and brontliing sounds in the ears; remarkable alter-

nations between excitement and composure, normal motion and

paralysis; rleep and wakefulness, passion, and amiability.

Compressed, laborious breathing
;

snoring, and convulsive

starta uiher iu the fit— which must be avoided by prompt and

appropriate treatment. These symptoms precede; but when

tlie fit IS on, the extremities are cold, insensible, motionless, and
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ptralysed; tba couijterance w full, floriJ, and swollen—tha

ayaa protrude and are fixed—-ihe tongue is furred towanl the

stomaeli—the veins and arteries are unusually distended—
the pulse light and slow ; the patient has no conamath’ ever the

sphincters, nor of the voluntai'y muscles. These conoorottants

are especiaUy associated with sanguineous apoplexy; but in

serous apoplexy the symptoms are less distinct and less violent

;

the principal ones are complete vertigo, coma, and a morbid

sleep.

To Prevent Apoplexy is the object of all I have said con-

cerning this affection. The reader will perceive this disease *

to be an effect of perverted processes in the system— espe-

cially of that process by which the spirit acts upon the body

spiritually. The apoplectic patient needs assistance in tlm

energetic effort to attenuate or spiritualize the corporeality of

his constitution. Everything which tends to elevate matter

into mind, and not to deplete or weaken the system, should be

brought to act upon the predisposed individual. He must

constantly will to become more harmonious and exalted in his

conceptions and attractions. Nature must be allowed to aci

%pirtt%ally upon his organization. Persons predisposed to this

disease by such causes as are detailed, should avoid everything

that tends to its development— abandon all strong drink, heavy

food, excesses of every description, and lead a temperate life.

A thin, farinpceous diet should be the general nuunsnment.

OolA bathinq U not to he neglected

;

and all the disturbing

influences of habit or association must be overcome, that the

first attack may never occur.

It is exceedingly difficult and astrological for the physician

to diagnosticate a cardiac or cerebral disease by the pulse
; and

mnch more to decide upon the necessity or priority of votie-

; inasmuch as the a’>straction of blood by the leech, tba
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eupt or Che lancet, will reduce the cerebral pressure, Wssen

and perhaps prevent the violence of the attack, but will mho cti

irreparable injury to the hearty should its valves be so diseased

as to admit of frequent regurgitations. If the latter condition

exists, the pulse is light, quick, and wiry
;
but the pulse is ever

deceptive, and that practice must be erroneous, indeed, which is

governed t(» any great extent by its variable indications.

Bleeding from the arm, however, is the first thing which

physicians usually do in sanguineous apoplexy
;
but let it nevei

be done.

The most essential thing is attention to temperature and pos>

lure. First, be careful to elevate the head
;
put the feet into

warm water ; apply cold water and cold effusions to the head

copiously and frequently
;
attend particularly to the paralyzed

side, by applying cold water and rubbing it with the handf

continue C(»ld applications to the head and warm to the feet

;

do everything to prevent the rush of blood to flie head, and the

dccumulation of cerebro-spinal fluid in the ventricles. The

sequelae of the apoplectic shock, or the convalescent stage

demands the greatest possible attention. Nothing can be more

injurious than an early use of the muscles or brain after the

fit ,
in eight out of ten cases it would produce another extrava-

sation of blood or serum, and utterly annihilate all probabilities

of a cure.

Attention to diet, and judicious exercise, is the safest and

most reliable means that can be employed. I would recom-

mend no remedy, either as an ameliorative or specific, because

to all medicines it is an incurable complaint. My object iti

detailing causes, infiiieiices, and tendencies, which develop this

moat dreadful complaint, is to enable those who have had cme

attack to avoid a re}ietitiofi
;
and to induce those whose pro*

|enttors were affiicletl and died with it, to study the economy
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®f the system ic which the mindi, or the real self, resides. 1

write for the rising generation ; ijpon their physical and spiritual

health, and power, and wisdom, depends the destiny of our

race. Its period of poace will be nigli o'* iar off, according as

we act and desire.

Throughout this volume— ^thhil to rry impressions old

positive know!3<lge of the validity of ihe things asserted—->1

have endeavored to fix upon the reader’s mind, the conviction,

that there aro no medicines adcqiiare to the complete restora-

tion of diseased parts to health. Hence, 1 urge the tiecessif/ of

self-education and self-improvement
; and such fidelity to tho

laws and requirc^ments of Nature, (which ittcludes the human

kingdom,) as will insure health to those that are sick, and

happiness to those that are hcalfliy. But I am perfectly aware

that there are thousands of individuals wholly incapable of

directly ascending that plane of spiritual faith and strength *

which elevates the body and mincF above the causes and condi-

tions of disease
;
and that such persons are, consequdnlly, de-

sirous of employing remedies whenever sicknesses invade thoii

homes or their organizations. But inasmuch as medicines are

evil and useless— Evil, because they encourage M*angi‘essi(>rie by

presenting false promises of overcoming the coiisequences

thereof—and Useless, because they never redeem their pledge

to cure those diseases for which they are prescribed— I say

inasmuch as all medicines are evil and useless, I therefore

abandon them, and recommend the powers and principles o^

Nature as the most righteous and available substitution.

There are, however, certain vegetable cf>mpositions, which,

^y operating upon principles identical with the action of

'•ybed” and ** water in the system, may assist the diseased

individual to attain the healthy condition. But be it distinctly

aoderstood, that these compounds are not to be regarded at

* .ll®
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tnedicities, and confided in as such ;
for that would be to aban*

don the field of self-responsibility, and to substitute in its stead,

foreign and superficial means whereby to escape the legitimate

consequences of personal transgressions. Remember, there can

he no Vicarious Aio^^ment for individual or national sins*

though the entire body of humanity may experience the dis-

cordant effects thereof!

Fob Cancer and Scrofula.— In certain conditions of tlje

human system it is of the utmost importance that 8/ress^ Jood,

and water

t

be judiciously employed. Cancerous and scrofulous

constitutions can not be too careful about the solids and fluids

which they eat and drink. In addition to such directions as I

have been impressed to give in the foregoing pages, I will sug-

gest the following beverage for scrofulous individuals
; whicl^

beverage is to be used instead of tea, coflee, stimulating drinks,

and cold water. Mountain dittany, mezereou,' elecampane, and

comfrey-roots, of each eight ounces
;

white-pine, wild-cherry,

and butternut barks, of each five ounces
j
and guaiac chips,

blue flag, and licorice-root, of each two ounces
; break these

ingredients together
;
put them into an iron vessel, and tincture

them one week in one gallon of brandy
;
then add four gallons

of water, and steep the mixture, over a slow fire, for one day
j

add the same quantity of water, and boil the whole rapidly

down to nearly three gallons; then strain it immediately.

After this liquid is perfectly cold, add half an ounce of the

inuriatod tincture of iron, one quart of good brandy, and botl

it very tight.

This preparation is to be regarded as wine. It may bo

diluted with water, and sweetened with sugar or molasses,just

as the patient's taste and strength demand. Whenever thirst

in experienced, and while eating such aiticles of food as

are prescribed in the ** legimen" for cancer, this pleasantBiid
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highly potent bevtn'agc may be used as wine. It may be

much diluted—even a tablespoDuful of tliU wine lii a gill or

two gills of water— and it will assist the diseased structures U
harmony.

This beverage should be made and taken for at least one

year, with occarional intermissions ; because it is designed for

th(»se various 'uiianeous diseases already named, which are the

incipient manifestations of ihe canccuous or scrofulous tend-

encies of ttie system ; but it paiticularly good, ss a constant

drink, for such const itulions as are already suffering with the

cancerous or scrofulous formations.

For Occasional or Chronic Catarrh.— Catarrh may be

preceded and succeeded by a slight or violent fever, which is

the positive condition of the system. It is characterized witli

the existence of tenacious mucus in the head, throat, or bron-

chial tubes
;
and with a constant flow of thin mucus from the

nose at night; clnlliness and aching are also sometimes its

precedents or accompaniments. Some individuals have this

form of catarrh whenever the system is thrown into a slight

negative condition
;
and many persons are predisposed to this

disorder, and suffer from it on almost all ov casions. Such per-

sons should eat no smoked t»r sailed meal— no rancid but-

ter, old strong cheese— no turtles, fat pork, boiled or fried

egg-^* lobsters, cralis, no fish of any description, nor drink

fermented liquors ;
and it is particularly necessary that the pa-

tient eats no colored confectionary, nor any very sweet or hot

cake or bread. The regimen for colds and consumption

sliould le particularly observed. Self-magnetization is very

essential.

Persons attacked with sudden catarrh, should apply the zine

and capper plates to the feet on going to bed. A good and

salutary beverage may be made by boiling one pound, each
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lit elecampane and prickly-ash-bark in Jour gallons of watet

and one of molasses, down to two gallons
;
and wlien, aftei

being thoroughly compressed, the liquid is perfectly cold, by

adding three pints of good brandy, and bottling tight. It k
well to drink, whenever thirsty, not more than one gill and a

half of this agreeable liquid. Every description of animal

food, (which is positive nourishment,) which does not embrace

the above forbidden articles, should be taken in small quanti-

ties. Chemistry will ultimately prove that food, when propor-

tioned in its quality and quantity to the season of the year— to

the temperature of the body and the atmosphere, can be made

adequate to the neutralization of almost every description of

acute disorder.

For Acute Rheumatism.— This complaint, which indicates

that parts affected are surcharged with the positive element (or

vital magnetism) is also termed rheumatic f^ver, A descrip-

tion of symptoms is deemed unnecessary
;
because almost every

one, inclined to rheumatic sensations, is perfectly aware of the

sudden rigors of the great {»ain and swelling, of the smoothness

and redness of the joint or muscle which is attacked, and of the

occasiotial nausea, which precede and accompany this spiritual

disturbance. It is sufficient to know that the system is in a

negative condition
;
and that the part or parts affected, are

highly charged with vital magnetism.

Rheumatic gout is only a modification of the above condi-

tion. The latter affliction is principally and usually confined

to the synovial membrane, which is rendered positive over the

neighboring membranes and structures.

Chronic rheumatism is simply a perpetuation of the above

conditions, excepting the generalfever ^ which, in consequence of

organic resistance and reaction, succeeds the chill and charac-

terizes the symptoms ofacute rheumatism. Chronic rheumatism
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fbmttg the ultimate of all the other forma of this disturhaneUi't

ii diaraeteriseed by pain of the joints, hardening of the rauaeu*

lar structures in their neighborhood, an increased effusion into

tibe synovial bags, and by many sympathetic anc eccentric,

pains and aching sensations iu the region of the most weak and

debilitated organs. Thus— either modifiestion of rheumatism

wilt, in different individuals, disturb different membttrs of the

economy—sometimes the eyes, the ears, the throai, lungs

beait, liver, kidneys, dec., &c., just as the weakest organ bap*

pens to be in the immediate line of the sympathetic nerves

which may be particularly disturbed by the complaint undet

consideration.

jPood, dress, air, water, and magnetum, are the natural

means of cure. Vegetable matter and fisli are not good fot

this disease
;
and cold water, as a beverage, Is injurious. In

all seasons of the year, the clothing should be woollen, and

plenty of it, but linen should he worn next to the surface of the

body; it is beneheial to itiduce perspiration by the simple use

of clothing ; and the rheumatic individual should seldom change

thick for thin garments, even though it be a summer’s day. As

a substitute for water ; sassafras-bark and elecampane-root, of

each one pound
;
put tlu m in an iron vessel

; add four gallons

of pure ratn-wafer, and one pound of rusty nails ; boil the

liquid rapidly down to one fourth of the original quantity
; then

add as much water as you have boiled away (i. e. three gal*

Ions) and one quart of good vinegar
; now let the, whole sim-

mer for several hours— nearly twelve— and strain it thor-

oughly. When this liquid is perfectly cold, you should add one

gallon of molasses, and the same quantity of hirandy; aflei

having amalgamated the ingredients, by shaking, the prepara

tion may be bottled, and placed in a cold cellar. This cordial

AtHild be used while eating ; and also at such times as mat
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Boein agreeable and consistent* with the patient’s taste Ml
experience. It may be used one, two, or three years, as a

substitute foi other known beverages, with great good to the

rheumatic constitution. The electro-magnetic battery is good

in this disease
;
but be careful about its application. The posi-

tive }>4ile should never be applied to the inflamed parts : it must

be placed upon the organ w’hich most sympathizes with the

inflamed structure, and the negative pole upon the locality

which is most diseased. Human magnetism will accomplish

sudden cures in this department of pathology; the patient

should avail himself of the latter influence, (if possible,) par-

ticularly when he is but little disturbed by his affliction. In

acute rheumatism, I know of nothing so good as self-magnet-

ization, as compresses, or cloths wet in water, (temperature

65°,) and placed upon the parts, (covered with several dry nap-

kins,) and composure of mind during the periods of pain and

trial
;

for patience is a high and heavenly virtue, and should

be exercised upon such occasions.

Inflammation of tup. Brain.— This distressing disturbance

of the spiritual equilibrium, technically termed encephalitis^

generally begins with shiverings, or rigors, morbid heat, and

painful sensations spreading over the principal portions of

the head, but particularly in the most susceptible localities.

The second stage of this positive condition of the brain is char-

acterized by a general inflammatory fever; the brow^s are

knitted, the eyes are swollen and bloodshot; the brain is so ex*

cited as to induce hallucination, double vision, illusory sounds,

tpectra, imaginary forms, colors, &c.; but the different and

Btibsequeut symptoms of this disease are analogous to those

symptoms and sensations which attend r>ther inflammations and

the various fevers, ospecially the typhus and typhoid.

Tills complaint should bo treated as you would treat eatr#
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§iher local, iuteinal inSammatiou ;

that place tlie HMgneik

piatts upr>D the feet, and einelop them (the feet) in aeverri

woollen clotliJj, On ifae noad, place coinpreaaes wet with cold

water
; the temi>eraiure of which should first be 70'* and ther

reduce it to 40^, and continue the application for aeveral hours.

Let the fntieni urink nil the Mater (at a temp€?raUire not

lower than 6f>') tohich he de^ircM, But do not permit an aJIo*

palhic }>ieparatioij to enter the system—no calomel, tu b!eej«

ing, no opium, no gross mixture— but let nature accomplish

her own ends, which will be just and elevating to the individual.

These prescriptions and direction^ are ailapted to every form

of inflammation and fever wl^ih which mankind are aifiicted.

For Heart-Spasm and Cardiac Inflammation.—The first-

named disturbance
(
angina pectm is) is an exceedingly painful

but simple affliction. It is generally caused by a disarrange-

ment among the positive and negative forces, which control

the heart and lungs. Its symptoms are— pain and extreme

sufibcation in the region of the heart ; a sharp, piercing pain,

darting from the cardiac structure to tiie weakest organ of

the viscera
;
sometimes to the spine, between the shoulders

;

111 <uher cases, to the liver, to the stomach, to the abdomen, to

the kidneys, and soraetimjs the pain extends to the extremest

ramifications of the organism—assuming the fonn of neuralgia.

This complaint, together with infiammation of the heart and its

ajipeiidages, may be tieated as follows : First, suspend every

diiscription of food and beverages, exce[)ting gum-arabic water,

which should be constantly used, then place the
{
atient’s feet

in hot water, containing pulverized mustard-seed or peppei,

for twenty minutes
;
immediately subsequent to this foot-bath,

permit the patient to rest in an inclined posture, place upon his

ieet the zinc and copper (or magnetic) plates, and upon his

head place a compress of cold water. The patient wilt now
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|Hr0liialily sleep. But, should the pain and 6uffi>cation retutf

repeat the abcive bath. Several applications of this descriptkn

will 1)6 of great service to the individual who is thus afRicted.

For Nervous or Neuralgic Headache.—This disturbaiui

ill the circulation of the spiritual principle, and, consequently

of the blood and other fluids, through the organism, is indicated

by sudden and unexpected pain—darting, wiry, eccentric pain

—in the face, or forehead, or eye, or in whichever portion or

nerve of the encephalon that is most weak and susceptible.

The best remedy for this complaint is magnetism, but it

should he accompanied with ceitain beverages and articles of

nutntion. The patient should submit his will and feelings to

the manipulations of some good and congenial neighbor—

especially when no pain or uneasiness is experienced. This

disorder is occasioned by a preponderalion of the negative ele*

ments (or vital electricity) in the involuntary nerves of the

head ; and, hence, to prevent its recurrence, the positive ele-

ment (or vital magnetism) should be employed when there

exists no pain which may act as an obstruction to its intro-

duction. Some assistance may also be derived from the appli-

cation of the modern electro-magnetic battery
; but its power

must be slight
;

its positive pole should be placed upon the

part usually affected, and its negative pile upon the most tender

locality of the spinal column. Abandon, as a general thing,

the use of all exciting drinks
;
and substitute in their stead the

lomon-water which is prescribed for sick-headacbe. A com-

press of warm water, placed upon the stomach and abdomen^

and frequently changed, will relieve the pain when very

severe*

For Fevrr and Obstinate Sores.—Generally speaking,

these local disorders are primarily caused by some injury of

aecidonl and then are advanced to strength and obstinaey, bv
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tiie lue of various metlieinefi. I have «JXAminod many attoli

eaaea* and particularly remarkei that tliere was not a siiiglo

individual, thus afflicted, who had not been materially injured

by the internal and external at1mini«traUon of vaint is' prepa*

rations. As a prescription for those who have suSered, and

are sufflsring, from the protracted existence of local accumu-

lations of pontivt matter, termed ‘ fever-sores/* 1 will relate

the foHowtng exaniinatioii : a genilemeii presented htinsaif one

morning before me, for a medical invcsligatioii into the mn-

dition of his physical system. Instantly, 1 perceived that his

mind was attracted by a number of discordant sensations, which

seemed to locate themselves upon the right leg
;
and, following

thus the current of his thoughts, 1 perceived a largo and ex-

eeedingJy offensive sore, extending from the knee to the inside

of the ankle. It was enveloped in cloths and onitment. I saw

its origin, and how it had been injured by doctoring. My pre-

scription (which at fii*st staitled him) was, that he should

abandon his bandages, remove the clothing from that limb,

forget his sensations, and expose it freely to the Air” and

“ Light,” the most of every day. I have only te add that he

MifkA perfectly well in four weeks from the period of his exami-

nation. He bad suffelred with the sore for seven years.

Should the patient’s mind lie too faithless to adopt this in-

dependent mode of treatment, then lie may immerse his Hinb

in a proper quantity of cold, and very weak, alkaline water

a piece of saleratus of the size of a walnut, dissolved in two

gallons of water, at 70^, would probably be sufficiently strong

fi#r the 6r8t series of baths. After persevering in this way f »r

eveiy night, for ten days, then begin to increase the strength

of the solution indefinitely, as the diseased parts can en-

dure the smarting sensations thus occasioned. The bath

shoidd be taken from ten fo fhitty minutes. But, here let me
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remind the patient, it is only through the instrumentality ef

t'ood, Wat«f, Air, Light, and Magnetism, that he may expect

entire relief. The ** regimen'^ for cancer is particularly appij

cable to such sores, and should be strictly followed.

Fob the Hvorophobia.—This contagion known as “ water-

madness, is, when promptly and energetically treated, not in

the least dangerous to the patient’s life. If a person is sup-

posed to have been bitten by an animal, which has this disorder,

let him take the fdlowing preparation, as a substitute for cold

water, tea, chocolate, and coffee. Dried sage, and dried black

snake-root, of each sufficient to make a strong tea. This tea

may be diluted with boiled milk, and sweetened with sugar,

agreeably to the patient’s taste
;
but it is far better, for the

general condition of the stomach and system, to drink it free

from the latter ingredients. Continue the use of this beverage,

with uiisalted and unaroinatic foinl, for at leaai. one year; and

It is almost positively certain that the system will contain not

the minutest particle of virulent material. But should the

paroxysms come on, then bandage the patient's eyes, and

divest him of clothing, and plunge him—contrary to his

pathetic appeals to your feelings, and without heeding his re-

monstrances— into water, (temperature of 65®, of Fahrenheit,)

and repeat the bath whenever the paroxysms reuini. This

disease is aggravated either by the seeing or hearing of water

;

hence it is important that the patient does not see the water,

nor hear of the proposed bath. secret of the cure cousisti

tlmply tn the quickness and unexpectedness, to the patienfs

mind, of the application.

Fob the Sick-Headachk.— There is no necessity of de-

icribing the paiiifulness of this disturbance. It is well known,'

tud has been ex|>erlenced by three eighths of the female poitiDii

of mankind ever since Saleratms was introduced and used as ar
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Ip^edieut in the making of bread and pantries Those persons

who have inherited a constitutional tendency to ** skk^bead-

aelie’* are very much injured by the alkali which is generally

atid injudiciously used in almost every description r/farinaceous

compositions; as articles of food. Let every one, who suffers

from this form of disease, be exceedingly cautiofts about the

use of bread, cakes, pies, and the various confectionary articles

of diet, ' Such persons should* forthwith h^oaiidoii everything

which contains taleratus. Unleavened bread, small quantities

of fresh butter, (though wo butter is li>etter,) and the frequent

use of mullein-vooXt and is the very best diet which

such an individual can possibly adopt. When “ sick-headache

is strongly indicated, commence the drinking of lemon-water

^

prepared in the following manner : in two gills of tepid water

put one teaspoonful of thcj spirits or juice of lemon, and drink

this quantity every fifVeen minutes for one hour
;
but persons

of strong Constitution may add more of the acid, or drink half

as much more waJer. This leverage is very salutary when

taken under proper circumstances.

For an Over-Loadkd Stomach.— The surest and most

harmless remedy for this inexcusable complaint is perfectly

Cold water. A quant'uy should be taken sufficient to offend

and sicken the stomach ; thus to induce ihe spiritual forces of

the gastric structures to remonstrate against that which the

intelligent mind permitte<l to invade the living temple. How
humiliating to realize the conspicuous fact that mankind—
immoital spirits as they are— angels undeveloped— are sufR-

eienfly insensible of their high mission and harmonious des*

liny, to pervert the functions of their physical organs in order

to gi*atify the most superficial and evanescent desires of the

tenses I Reader, your immortal spirU will telJ you bow It

j^enent ** an overloaded stomach/’
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Dyapepde individuals may rely upon the promptness waA

efficacy of tepid watery in every instance where an emetic is

prescribed by reason. It is the best bmetic in btlions and wind

colics*

Swallowed Poison.—A poison of any conceivable desciip*

tion, and degree of potency which has been intentionally o?

accidentally swallowed, may be rendered almost instantly harm*

less, by simply swallowing two gills of sweet-oil. An individual

with a very strong constitution should take nearly twice the

quantity'. This oil will most positively neutralize every form

of vegetable, animal, or mineral poison with which physicians

,

and chemists are acquainted.

For Inflammation op ths Eyes.—Much might be said

and written concerning diseases of the eye
;
but, inasmuch as

this volume is designed to present the true philosophy of health

and disease, and to show how the elements an«I principles of

Nature are applicable to the removal of all discord;—physical

and spiritual— f, therefore, will merely point the sufferer to

those means which are adapted to his affliction. Inflammation

of the eyes— arise from whatsoever cause it may— is curable;

but watery lightyfoody and magneiinmy are the proper means to

employ. Spottgifig the upper lip, the neck, the forehead, and

the entire brwly with cold water— especially when the eyes are

but little inflamed— is au indispensable process. Remember

the secret of curing your b4Kly and mind of any disease con*

sists simply iti protecting and streTfgthening the iveakest part

while it is free from pain and disturbance. Amaurosis^ opacity

if the carmen, partial blindness, and rataracty may l>e arrested

from further development, if taken in their incipient stages

The remedies are as above stated ; but the modus operands

of their application must necessarily differ in diflerent indivi

lals. Natural and artificial Light must never be allowed le
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itiiitti the eye it rtg)^ aiigiei. To be in a room with suiHlighit

earning through side-windows, or to look at ^amps, or fires, is

exoeedingly injnrious. When the eyes sre badly inflamod—

attended with iuten^^ pain, and imperfect vision ; specks

ing or clouds swimming before the eyes ;
with the constant or

ttitennilteDi presentation of eccentric forms and figures, when

attempting to read or write—then use blue-colored window^

curtains, and blue or green lamp'^shacloft and nre-screens, and

never allow the sun-light to fall upon the eye from an ah*

lique or angular direction. Reader, consult the form and real*

dence of the eye : they will dictate to you the true and certain

treatment.

There will soon appear a philosophical system of opticiem,

which will furnish all the instructions tliat arc necessary to the

multitude
;
but, here, let me impress the reader with the pro-

priety of studying and observing the regimen and wine which

are suggested in this volume for cancer, because 1 know it to

be particularly applicable to eye-diseases. Let f >o l and mag*

netism be employed as in other local inflammations. There ia

much truth in the physical treatment, and in llui principles of

manipulation, which an analytical physician has recently ap-

plied in the curing of premature blindness, near-sightedness,

&c., with which arlisains and professional individuals are fre-

quently afnicted.

Hemorrhages, in General, are not dangerous, except when

caused by accidents
;
and even then, under the Utter circum*

stances, they usually yield to proper and prompt treatment. It

is supposed by many, that, because blood flows from the lungs

into the air-cells, consumption must inevitably follow. This

ittpp<isition is erroneous. Haemoptysis is generally a curative

effort of Nature to remove, from the pulmonary chambers and

vof^ls,ithose morbid ingredients, with which tliey have been
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perhaps, long congested ; and the sanii is true of almost «li

spontaneous hemon hages. in all cases, it is essential that the

patient*s mind be perfectly tranquil ; as spiritual disturbances

and metifat excitement are the most dangerous effexsts, against

which the physician is obliged to direct his skill and energies

The bt».8t general treatment is as follows : cold compresses

should be frequently applied immediately over the aRectod

organ or parts. The air should be gradually inhaled; and

perfectly cold water sinmid be moderately drank. A strong

tea of craneibiH is good also a tea from hlack-snakeroot and

tansy

;

one part of the former and three parts of the latter

are the proper proportions. I perceive many good things in

the homcBopathic pharmacopoeia, pre-eminently adapted to this

affliction ; but it is easy for the inquiring reader to acquaint

himself with the remedies to which I allude ; end hence, I pass

on to the consideratioti of other physical disturbances.

A New Disease will suddenly make its appearance, durbig

an autumn not far distant, in both Europe and America. This

statement is founded upon the iulluence which 1 perceive the

lilies of no-oariation must and will exert on the electric and

magnetic imponderables of our atmosphere; and the most

susceptible iudividuals, i perceive, will experience the conse-

quences of the imperceptible change thus occasioned. The

disetise will be a negative one—embracing the symptoms and

appalling concomitants of the Asiatic cholera nnd black tongue;

and a similar panic and fatality will characterize its first ap-

peal ance; but it can l>o readily mastered by two remedies-—

first, a determination on the part of the irMvidualt not to die

with, the disease—second, by enveloping the patient (divested

of clothing) in a woollen blanket, which must be completely

lined with dampened mu^^ard-flour, (so as to form a general

irtiight ur plaster,) and by giving him as mud good brandy as
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lie will or can drink. This prescription would be bighly effi-

cacious in tfie treatment of Asiatic cholera ;
the patient should

remain in the blafikecs until perspiration is thoroughly induced

Merrimofit and joviality, to an extent almost regart’^ess of the

patient’s agonies, will do more than aiij^ treatment. This dis-

ease will first be developt^d in the small inland towns, and in

some of the iron manufacturing disiricts of England
;
and then

in some of the sequestered vill&ges and colion plantations of

America. It will at first seem !ike the “ Plague”— will bf» vudent

and generally fatal— and will soon and suddenly disappear.

SpiRiTUAt. Imprkssions are apprehended by the majority of

those who have heard concerning them as something analogous

to midnight dreams, or as being closely allied to intellectual

hallucination
;

but, instead of spiritual perceptions or impres

sions being anything analogous to the dreams or imaginings of

diseased or insane intellects, they are the natural and spontane-

ous effects of mental and moral development. I refer to other

portions of this volume for a particular ex}>lanation of the

causes and principles, which produce and govern these spiritual

phenomena. My object of alluding to this Miibjecl in this place

is, to present a single illustration of the modus operandi by

which I obtain knowledge of things, localities, and distant ctV-

eumstances, without any external suggestions concerning them.

And here it is proper t<» remark, that 1 obtain knowledge of

Facts and Things by spiritual perception
;
and of Truths and

Principles by spiritual impression
;
the two modes of receiv-

ing informath n are as distinct as are things and principles—*

the difference between them is perfectly represented l y th«

human soul and human body. Things correspond to the

physical bodp, which perishes; but Principles correspond te

^ Md, which lives and improves for ever.

‘But to the illustratif^ • On Saturday night, October Ifits^
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1848» I awoke fi-om a sweet and natural sleep with the it iprei

non, deep and strong upon my mind, that 1 must write an ar

licle concerning pestilential or Asiatic cholera. The impresstoi

was truthful and authentic— and I internally resolved to inves*

tigale the whole subject on the subsequent morning. Imme
diately after breakfast I proceeded to the investigation. I de

sired to ascertain the origin and history of cholera ; and its

causes, character, symptoms, and cure. In order to obtain tlita

higlily important information, 1 retired from surrounding oh*

jects and influences, and magnetically elevated my mind to a

higher and more perfect state; and while thus situated, I

scanned the whole ground occupied by the disease heretofore

and at present.

This interior mode of obtaining knowledge, independent of

books and popular education, is but little understood, even by

those who have most reflected upon and re^d conceniing its

novel and multifarious manifestations. The power to invest!*

gate the pathological cf>ndition of one or every individual undet

treatment at the Hotel Dieu in Paris, or to grasp, within the

brief period of ten minutes, all the information necessary con*

cerning the number of cases of cholera in the hospital at St

Petersburg or at Berlin, or in all of Russia, is certainly a nevi

and astounding phenomenon. But the mode by which this

knowledge is obtained, and by which the phenomena are devel*

0|)ed, require an illustration according to the actual occurs

fences. 1 will explain

Previous to commencing the investigation on Sunday mom*

uig, I committed to my stomach a less than usual quantity of

nourishment ;
abstemiousness always being necessary to an easy

passage into the superior condition. About twenty minutoi

afler breakfast, I seated myself at nay writing table, and }»

fame wholiy absorbed in the dnire to acquire the informatioit
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Demre constitiites prayer. Soon my mind became intensely

I^Uipe over every other poition of my being ; it absorbed its

rudimental essence, or the sensation, pervading the organism

into itself, and my body was quite insensible to external oh*

jects, and influences, and disturbances— all of ^^hich J avoid,

aofar as passible, previous to inducing that spiritual composure

which necessarily precedes the superior condition. Divested

thus of that sensaiion which intiKiately connev:t8 mind with the

physical organism, and that with surrounding substances, I was

living no longer in the body but in the spirit. Now a soft,

clear, mellow, penetrating light, emanated from my head in

every direction, and almost irnmediately concentrated at about

six feet before me— on a plane horizontnl with that region des*

ignated by phrenological writers as being the location of the

faculties or organs of perception. And here 1 will state that

tital magnetum and atmospherical electricity consHtuie a me*

dium of sight to the spiritml eyes, on the same principle and

by the same laws, SsS is atmospherical light a medium of sight

to the natural eyes. The silvery light which proceeded from

my mind, pleasingly blended with the atmospherical magnetism

which pervades immensity; and this passed to and through

each and all objects ami substances occupying the space be-

tween my house in Williamsburgh, where I then resided, and

the hospital in St. Petersburgh, in Russia.

I have elsewhere said, that the lower in everything contains

ihe higher, undeveloped ; and that the higher comprehends and

pervades the lower
; so with electricity It is generated by

cbemical action and docomposition in the most interior depart-

ments of the earth, and, when developed, it permeates and

penetrates, unobstructed, the most compact material substance

or itrganiaation in being. Therefore, no mountain, nor other

viHtacle, could prevent the passage of the electric medium which
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Iras the vehicle of my spiritua. perception
;
nor could atiydiitig

rettist its instantaneous pt;netration and permeation, or retard its

ra'pid progress toward the scene of my desired investigations

,

which, be it remembered, was located where existed the catutii

and developments of epidemic cholera. Though wonderftil, it

was nevertheless true, that the electric fluid shot in a straight

line through the great mass of matter which lies between the

eastern and western hemispheres of our earth, owing to its

spherical form or rotundity. And within the brief period of

twenty sccoikIm, from the moment my intellectual perceptions

were opened and enlarged, I was in close sympathy, (even to

the disappearance of distance itself) with those localities where

exist partial or complete symptoms of the disease under con*

sideration. I saw the various roodifleations of the original type

of Asiatic or epidemic cholera represented in nineteen un-

doubted cases in all of Russia, eleven of ./hich were in the

hospital at St. Petershurgh. Seven of the number at the hos-

pital were convalescent, or nearly so, and the remaining foui

were either dead or dying. I saw that the pestilential character

and tendency of the disorder had abated in violence in almost

all parts of Russia, and that, (excepting in Berlin,) there were

no substantial indications of the advancement of the disease any

farther west on the continent of Europe. I saw that in the

whole of Russia, since the latter part of the month of October,

184G, there had occurred, including all the forms and phases iu

which the disease is capable of developing and manifesting

itself two hundred and ninety thousand and twenty-seven cases,

and one hundreil and sixty-six thousiiud, six hundred and

seventy deaths -— u defer.tive and inadequate mode

medical treatment,

Afler making all necessary observations concerning the bis-

lory of the disease, and satisfying myself as to the means ptf^
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ieribed by nuture for Its prevention or eiectual cure, tln^ elee*

trie light, or rather my spiritual pei .options, returned to, and

retired within rae. And as the mellow light re-enteied my
mind, and through it settled down into my organ^'^sation, the

latter was restored to its ordinary condition of life and sensa*

tion. 1 arose from my chair, t^oenty minutes aAer passing Into

the superior condition, with the w^hole scene dagiierreotypecl

upon my memory. 1 continued thoughtful aiid abstracted until

about four o’clock in the aftemoon of the same day, when my
brain was relieved of its congested and ovor-burthened state,

by a copious bleeding at the nose. This is very unusual. Thus

I obtained all the information requisite to the constiuction of

the follownng article
;
and in this way do I always perceive and

receive whatever I feel moved to seek. 1 will now proceed

writh what I was then, and am now, impressed to say concern-

ing this most formidable enemy to individual life and health,

and to public safety.

The History of Cnof.RRA was impressed upon my mind in

the following order : It is called Asiatic cholera, because, in

the year 1817, it originated in Jessoro, which is that portion of

Asia known as Hindoostan. Its first form and manifestation

of symptoms were representative of a sudden and severe bilious

colic, which rapidly increased in quickness and intensity until

it ultimated all the concomitants of the more familiarly-known

epidemic cholera. It continued to afflict the inhabitants of

Jessore, and contiguous towns and cities, more or less, accord-

ing to the revolutions of the seasons, and variations of the tem-

perature of the atmosphere, for about ten years, when it pro-

ceeded westward
; and in the year 1828, it was developed in

tiaoy portions of Russia. The disease was new to medical

practidoners, and, notwithstanding tb«*ir individual and com-

biiif«d exertions, it marched OTward and westward, and «
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length,^appeared in England. This was about three jeairs aub*

sequent to its first appearance in Russia. This caused tla first

appearance in England to be chronicled in 1831 ; but I can

safely aflirm that the undoubted precursors of the Asiatic pes-

tilence were manifested ten months previously, in the foim of

general tendencies to influenza, intermittent fever, bilious and

nepatic disorders, and flatulent dysentery. In England, the

disease seemed to encounter but few if any obstacles to its ad-

vancement westward. True, medical science rallied all its

available forces to the combat, but though at first it was pai-

tially effective, at length it seemed only to subserve the prog-

^
ress of the enemy by weakening, with experimental and de-

bilitating treatment, a line of individual constitutions-— which,

with a succession of adequately predisposing causes and com

plaints, opened a path through Montreal and Quebec, fox

its passage into America. This was in Ce year 1832. It

prevailed in Europe and America during the summer and

autumnal months.

The Causes of Choi.eba, when considered external to man,

are Atmospherical changes, Situation, Occupation, Habits
; bur,

when considered within the human organism, the causes of chis

disease are, primarily, Spiritual disturbances. It is presumed

that no intelligent observer will question the truthfulness of

thi« statement. During the prevalence of cholera in New York,

during tne spring and early summer months of 1849, almost

every one acknowledged to the other that Fear, Fright, and

Tribulation, were the most powerful causes engaged in the

production of fatal cholera. Spiritual disturbances caused

mot^ deaths from this disease than any other influences;

though sihutiiaa, oecmpaiwn, and kabiu, were adequate, ia

many cases, to its develepmeut.

Those who have in their possession thorough, or evea^iwi
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partis m&rmatioii concerning the diseases of India, fully com*

prebend what inSuence predispoitiiiont accupatimy foody and

tdima/U, in a state of partial or complete combination, have

upon the development of organic and functiutial disturbances

The diseases of India are almost entirely produced by three

general atmospherical conditions, which are the distinguishing

characteristics of the whole peninsula, viz. : a hot season, a

rainy seosca, and a cold season. Those coitiplaints which aie

not produced by these conditions are developed by them, espe-

cially among persons belonging to the Army and Navy, Na<

lives of India, and those who were born amid surrounding me-

diums and conditions indigenous thereto, and who are conse-

quently acclimated, are seldom the subjects of those diseases to

which the European Army is ever exposed. And there is a

manifest differeiice in the susceptibility of individuals of differ-

ent nations, who join the European regiments, and sojourn in

India; for statistical statements, and pathological and clinical

observations, arranged and communicated by appointed phy-

sicians and surgeons of the Army and hospitals, prove that the

young are more frcjquently the victims of eastern disorders

than those that have passed the age of twenty- five ; and that

ihe Irish soldier is mote susceptible than the Scotch, and the

latter more than the English.

The diseases of India— those which are induced principally

by diet and climate—are hepatitis or inflammation of the liver,

abdominal infiammation, dysentery, paroxysmal, intermittent,

and remittent fevers, encephalitis or infiammation of the brain,

rheumatism, syphilis, indigestion, and cholera. The primary

or developing causes of these respective complaints are to be

found in the elements constituting the atmosphere
;

the equi-

librlum and temperature of which are quite frequently dia*

tttfbed. The hepatic or liver complaints, fevers, and paroxya-
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tral symptomSf prevail during the hot season ; the encephalttiSi

indigestion, and rheumatism, during the ramy season
; and the

dysentery, and other abdominal disturbances, and their ultimate

form, which is cholera, during the cold season ! Remember, I

have said that the primary or developing^ causes of these com-

plaints are to be found in the elements constituting the atmo-

sphere of India. I do not mean by this, that liver disease and

fevers are confined entirely to the hot season, indigestion and

rheumatism to the rainy, and cholera to the cold, for clinical

observations and statistical statements, made by the presiding

regimental surgeon at the hot stations— such as the Madras,

Bellary, Trichinopoly, Nagpoor, and other stations near the

alluvial plains and marshy shores of the Bay of Bengal—prove

that the hot stations are the healthiest, generally. But I meaiil

that the sudden changes in the temperature of the atmosphere,

are unif(»rmly followed with the development of new symptoms,

or diseases— generally arranging themselves in the order and

form of those various complaints already mentioned.

It will be seen by this, that there are three specific conditions

into which the elements and substances of the enveloping

atmosphere resolve themselves, and that each resolution is at-

tended with correspoiuling changes in the human organi-

zation. And this leads to a plain solution of the cause of

cholera, or to a knowledge of those influences which are in-

timately engaged in its development, in individuals having local

weaknesses and a constitutional predisposition. The cause of

the epidemic cholera is bosomed in the constituents of the

atmosphere. I M'ill state the reasons.

It is not known to scientific men, though I have already shown;

tlmt there are two sources of atmospherical electricity ; one li

the great mineml elaboratory :n tlie earth on which we live ; th*

ether is the great, stupendous, material Universe. The fortner
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h file inferior and lowest fioiirce, the latter i» the superior and

Highest source. The Mineral substances in the earth generate

the grossest form of electricity, which osccitds through the vege*

table and animal otganization ,
that exist upon the earth, into

the lower strata of the altnosphere. But the material Bnivorse

— T mean all the iiiiiumerable sysicifir of suns and planets that

inhabit immeiiHitv—all these together gonernte the most per-

fect form of electricity
;
which de.wtuuls througli all things, and

constitutes the upper strata of the attnospluire
;
for be ir tinder-

stood, that the enveloping atmosphere of our eaitli, as well as

of all other earths, has successive stratifications cort'esponditig

to the coatings of an onion, or to the geological formations of

our globe. The electricity of the earth is local, but the

electricity or magnetism of immensity is universal.

Chemical action in th<! eailh is incessant, and, notwithstand-

ing the perpetually progressive refinement and ascension of

its electrical prodiictions, there is a kind ofgross electrical ele-

ment locally evolved in various portions of the earth. This

local or chemical electricity is seldom in a state of equilibrium.

1 refer the reader to the particular explanation of the causes of

this, which I have already given ; but 1 will now state two

reasons, as a basis upon which to rest the mind : first, the

irregular deposition and dissimilar arrangement of Mineral

particles or substances in the earth
; second, the unequal ex-

posure of the earth’s surface to the sun.

The frequent and sudden destruction of the electrical equi-

librium of the atmosphere, is constantly throwing the human

system, as well as all other systems, into three electneal

conditions, viz : a negative state, a transition state, and a

POSITIVE «tate.

Here I perceive it is necessary to repeat that magnetism it

•nly a higher form of electricity. I dc{>efid for dfunonstratiotii
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Dfit little upon what has been fragmentarily ascertained thtougl

chemical experiments. 1 refer to them nev^ for the purpose

of supporting any hypothetical theories, nor to establish favorite

conclusions, (for 1 have neither of such to illustrate or defend ;)

out I refer the reader to them simply as lights, to guide his

mind intc the truth asserted. I would therefore say, that

whatever light has been developed by the experiments of

Galvani, or Volta, or Sir Humphrey Davy, or by Franklin, or

by Zulter’s or Liebig’s more recent discoveries in galvanic' and

voltaic electricity, independently illustrates the above assertion,

that Magnetism is a higher and gentler form of the electric

medium.

Although chemical action is constant in mineral combinations,

electricity is not constantly given to the atmosphere, owing to

attractive and retaining substances in the earth. In such cases,

the gross portion of the electrical element in the atmosphere

becomes refined, and the temperature is easentially changed.

Now the hat season in India or in America, and in every

portion of the eastern and western hemisphere, is entirely

owing to a poeitive or magnetic state of the atmosphere
;
the

r<iiy?y season to a tramition or indefinite state; and the co/d

season to a negative or electrical state.

But, as 1 have already said, the human organization is so

admirably constituted that, when healthy and harmonious, its re*

sistiiig power is ever equal, if not superior, to the action of ex-

ternal elements and physical circumstances,— such as the air

we breathe, the food we eat, the exercise we are compelled to

take, and the situation in which we may be placed with refer*

dice to water and material creation. A prolonged existenea

of any one condition, however, will overcome the coustitutiohlU

power of resistance, natural to the healthiest, and result in a

corvesponduig destruction of physical and organic equilibrium
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Themfore, in hot eeBBom, or whei'e and wKcin the attnoaphero ii

fmkivet the inward source of heat in the human system is de*

iroloped ; or the vital, physiological elements of the spiritual

principle are attracted to the surface. The liver is called upon

to excrete more carbon, the lungs to do with less oxygen oi

electricity, and the stomach to do much of that labor which

other organs were designed to perform. Hence proceeds in-

digestion, dysentery, abdominal iiidammatY^ns, hepatitis, and

pulmonary prostratiofi. Hence proceeds the pnroxysmftll fevers,

of India, the bilious, yelUiw, atid typhoid fevers of the South, and

the various fevers to which the system is subject or predisposed.

Therefore, too, in raintf or indetiiirte seasons—when the sys-

tem is approaching, or has arrived at a transition state, when

the nerves, and muscles, and vital forces, arc weak and languid,

there are developed the milder chronic forms of disease, viz.

:

general prostration, hemorrhage, pulmonary diseases, rheuma-

tism, deafness, paralysis, pains in the back and head, and all

those numerous symptoms and diseases which are but modi-

fications of one, and onh/ one disease^ viz., a want of physical

harmony, or a loss of equilibrium in the circulation of the spir-

itual principle, in the atomic motions, and in the organic temper-

ature of the body. And in cold seasons, especially in a certain

kind of cold or electrical atraosphcire,—when the developed

heat of the system and vital elements are driven back rapidly

upon the vitals, and when the whole int^nal viscera become

loaded and congested with heat, and blood, and undistributed

matter,— then the inward action is exaggerated, the system is

eonvulsed, the organs are collapsed, the membrane becomes

itifiamed, and then are developed the simple, compound, and

fittal cholera. Cholera is a simple disease ; but of this t will

apeak in the eckction on symptoms.

• hL reviewing the general causes of the Asiatic pestilence, we

33*
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gmti ^'Xp^anadotts concamiTig the phenomenon of the reeem

Potato rot; and also why the magnetic telegi*aph refasea,

at times, to transmit impressions from one station to another,

tlrough the atmosphere. All that has been hypothetically ad-

vanced by scientific agriculturists and chemists, is far from

furnishing a solution of the problem of the sudden decay of

the Potato-plant. Indeed they have signally failed in their

attempts to ascertain the hidden causes, which are in fact,

neither foreign nor difficult to comprehend. They are these

:

the, inferior portion of the electric fluid, which is in the lower

stratum of the atmosphere, (especially when the negative state

is existing,) permeates everything upon the surface of the

earth, and more particularly and thoroughly those localities

where it is in a greater and stronger state of conceutmtion.

And the result of this permeation or saturation of the electrie

fluid, is a quicker and unnatural motion air uig the particles

of the organized substance. This quicker motion generates

inward heat, this fever, and this produces decomposition.

Hence the Potato decays rapidly. In fact, the eUmoepkere hae

had the cholera^ more or less for thirty years, (and will con-

tinue to have it until there occurs a geological change in many

portions of the earth,) and from the atmosphere the disease has

been, and is, communicated epidemically to the predisposed

potato-plant, and also to the human system.

It may Ixs well here to remark, that Potatoes do not rot where

exist substances qualified to absorb the abounding electricity--^

nor where the equilibrium of the soil is not partially or wholly

destroyed
;
nor is man affiicted with the disease where the gross

element is dissipated or consumed by surrounding mediums and

organszations, wlicise power of resistance is stronger in that par*

ticular than bis ; but where and when the equilibrium of the

soil is lost, and no organization exists to defend the hun^
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then the Potgta, and also Man, has the Asiatic peatL

lence.

I desire to point the reader to a fVnv external evidences of

the choloiaic condition of the atmosphere, which will be found

to arrange themselves in the order of, and on a plane paralleled

with, those precursors of tlie epidemic in 1832.

1. The less than ordinary quantity of rain.

2. The frequent changes in the lemperL^iire of die alma*

sphere.

3. The peculiar coldness ot the summers, and the unfreqitenej

if lightning and thunder storms.

4. The tendency to influenza and colds.

5. The resolution of colds and bilious disturbances into dys*

entery.

6. The appearance of the cholera in Russia, and its gradual

advancement westward.

I come now to a particular consideration of the more imme*

diate cause of the disease. From what has been said, it will be

seen that a gross form of the electrical fluid, locally generated,

and concentrated in particular places, is the general cause of

cAaiera in the atmosphere, in the potato, and in the human sys*

tern. But confliiing our attention to the latter entii*ely, it l)e-

comes necessary to say that the oxygen and nitrogen, which

constitute the inhaling medium, are electricity in dispropor*

tionate quantities and degrees of refinement. Oxygen is a

purer electricity than any other gas ; and this is drawn into the

system through the lungs, and consequently a large quantity of

the unhealthy element. Thus the body, like other substatn'cs

and organizations, becomes saturated with it; and this gou*

erates a positive state c<f the interna] surfaces, a quicker motioti

mong their particles, this heat, and this cholera. It cun not be

leilied that uncleanliitcss, and utiwholesome nourishmont, and
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predufKMiiion on the part of the Individual, occupy an hBupov*

tant position in the list of developing causes ; but they are ai

iiothing compared to that cold, electrical, negative state of the

atmosphere which 1 have described. The immediate and last

cause of the fatality in cholera, is a complete paralysis of the

pneumthgagtric nerveg^e class of muscular nerves, whidi, by

being physiologically acted upon by the spint, induence and

actuate the functional operations of the lungs and stomach.

Tub Symptoms of Cholera, (which signifies Jlow of bile,)

are very numerous and diverse. They are diverse, because

the disease is simple, compound, and different in different indi*

viditals. And there are various forms or names of the dis-

order, viz.

;

Spontaneous Cholera is a simple form of bilious colic, pro-

duced by no visible cause except indigestion and slight cold, in

consequence of a change in the temperatuiw of tho body. It

is attended with violent griping, copious vomiting, und cathar-

tic discharges of bilious matter
;

this is followed by spasmodic

actions in the muscles of the stomach, abdomen, and lower ex-

tremities
;
and soon ultiraates in a general prostration, or death,

or convalescence.

Cholera Infantum is attended with severe flatulency, bilious

griping, and watery diai'rhoaa. Great internal heat, and thii*st,

and rapid and painful vomiting, succeed ; the pulse is ii regular

and bounding. It terminates in drowsiness, convulsions, pros-

tration, death or health, in a period not exceeding ono

mouth.

Spasmodic Cholera is ushered in with intense inward heat

interna) convulsions, cramps in the lower extremities, which

rapidly succeed each other, and advance with regular steps iiHe

side, fingers, arms, shoulders, Ate.-—and terminate in chilf

tmss, coma, death —or health, in the briefpenod of mx daye.
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Asi^iio OnoLKRA, called also, by.difrerent medical wntem.

UcdignufU Cholera^ PestUenfiat Cholera^ Phte Cktderat and

Epidemic Cholera, This is the fully-developed disease. It is

sudden in its attack, and is attended wt«.h general depression^

The patient appears unspeakably distressed. The countenance

puts Oil a leaden, deathlike appearance

—

a crimsoned circle

IS visible around the eyes, which are sunken and inexpressive.

The pulse is* high, then feeble, then intei^nittent, fluttering,

wiry, and then is lost to the examining Anger. Ths^ skin is

cold
;
giving the sensations of the coldness and moisture char*

acteristic of the state of death. In the milder forms vomiting

and diarrhma begin earlier than in attacks of the cholera in this

form. These, however, come on in a few hours, and generally

result in overpowering the organic functions in a few hours

;

which, inducing a quiet state, carries the patient beyond the

sphere of disease.

' It is quite unnecessary to dwell upon the symptoms of Asiatic

cholera. The principal idea to impress upon the reader is, that

all the foregoing indications are embraced in the highest and

last form of the complaint, together with almost every symptom

that characterizes typhoid or ship fever, and fever and ague-—

such as tremulousness or shivering, incontinence of urine, or

copious discharges, and coldness. In truth, cholera ii only and

nmply the opposite of a violent fever. Fever is the positive

state, and cold or cholera is the negative state. The former is

baused by a superabundance of Magnetism in the atmosphere;

tbs latter by a superabundance of Electricity. Magnetism is

hot ; and Electricity is cold. The patient will feci cold to the

loiicb, but is constantly complaining of the intensest heat, and

tiomdvely rejects the administration of warm applications.

To Pavvairr Cholera.—Unfortunately, medical seienoo

oookl do but little to prsvent the spread of this disease The
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treatmetit generally instituted was unsuccessful everywbera^

and in almost all cases— indeed, it was better calculated tc

{]^*oduce than to cure the disease against which it was employed.

Bleeding, blistering, leeching, calomelizing, and debilitating the

system by allopathic remedies and proceedings, did but little

besides frightening the patient, and hastening the period of dis*

solution. It would seem, however, that the simplicity of the

disease was sufficient to suggest simplicity of treatment, and

such I am now delighted in being able to prescribe. From

what has been said, it must appear evident to the reader that

tlie complaint is not a mysterious or compound one, and that a

simple treatment— one calculated to restore to the system its

just equilibrium of atomic motion and temperature, is needetl

to cure the patient, and extirpate the general pestilence.

But before prescribing for the disease in man, I will say what

is good to preserve the potato from decay. About the lime the

tops begin to be visible above the ground, put a pint of iron

filings, or cinders, or scales, found around the blacksmith’s an-

vil, upon the place where the potato was planted, and is grow-

ing. This will absorb the superabundant electricity, and restore

a balanced condition among the surrounding elements, which

are engaged in decomposing the plant, and the decay will

cease immediately.

Inasmuch as this work is designed to instruct mankind con-

cerning the causes and mode of preventing disease, I am im

pressed to expunge nearly all prescriptions which I have hitherto

made or written for various disorders, and especially for cholera.

I know that all the good which can possibly be derived from the

use of miiiaral or vegetable medications has been extracted

from them and appropriated to diseased constitutions. M|
object now is, not to prescribe fur physical complaints, but t<

urge mankind to prevent them
;
yet, as incidental to tlie pm
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iral fhkti of tliis volume, I am impressed to offer suggestions at

tc the natural treatn ent of those violent forms of disease

which I feel moved to allude.

Cholera can be prevented by the proper use of Dress, Food,

Water, Light, and Magnetism. No woollen garfinents should

be worn next to the skin ; but the dress must be warm. Food

should be positive
;
that is to say, not much vegetable nor Jlik,

but animal substances thoroughly baked -^ti^r^er boiled. Few
liquids should be drank. Exercise, without excess oi fatigue,

in sunlight is good—never during storms. Water must be

used, not hydropathically, but as a regenerating and purifying

element—bathing the body with water, using the hand only

for the purpose of drying and warming the skin, every morn-

ing, is not to be neglected. As for individuals suffering with

an attack of cholera, 1 recommend, as the most certain cure,

selfmagnetization— a determination of loill not to die with

the disorder !

Tepid water, and warm stimulating lotions, should l)e vigor

ously applied to the hands, feet, and surfaces of the body gen-

erally. Friction with the hands is indispensable. The “ lay*

INO ON OF hands’* is a pure and effectual method in the curing

of disease. Illuminated minds in all ages of the world have

systematically and scientifically employed vital magnetism to

quiet and benefit the sick, the lame, the blind, the insane, and

the otherwise afflicted. Let us become as wise and profound

in this department of human interest as we are in many other

things ;
this is the surest method of overcoming disease.

The above directions being constantly fallowed, the patient’s

suffering will soon cease. The griping, and convulsions, and

indeed all the symptoms, will disappear In part or altogether.

As soon as a perspiration is visible, give the patient nearly a

fill.of white brandy, and place him in bed. Thereafter, tbs
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moBt ordinary nursing will restoi*e the soflferer to a state of

physical health and harmony. I would urge the necesttty

keeping the system in a state of cleanliness, and the mind in a

state of freedom and happiness.

Perhaps the philosophy of human diseases can not be better

illustrated than by considering the eames, the iymptomsi and

tnpecmlhj

The History op Small-Pox.— The pathological history of

a «its^ae is an account of its origin, character, modifications,

atid symptoms; from its first appearance in the individual to its

termination. Smalbpox is an effect of the fifik positive emdi-

tian of the system— it is a species of fever which propagates

itself, and sometimes spreads over large neighborhoods, but

sometimes will confine its pestilential tendency to one or two

persons in a single family. It seems to saturate clothing, and

to contaminate the atmosphere. The dk.mse is imbibed by

inhaling the infected air of the room, or house, or neighbor-

hood, where it prevails, or by coming in contact with the more

immediate emanations of the individual laboring under it. Tbc

air of the room in which exists a case of small-pox, will, when

inhaled by a healthy but predinposed visitant, communicate to

that person the disease. The real causes of epidemical or

of contagious complaints have never been satisfactorily ascer-

tdned by physicians, especially their exaU mode of communi-

cating themselves from one person to another. But from what

has been said concerning cholera and co-relative disordeis,

it will be seen that atmo$phert, mouriskmemt, and daikin^, are

the conveying vehicles—the immediate agents of contagions^

The Peculiaritibs and pathidogical eccentricities, manifested

in the communication and local development of infectioue ot

contamitiating diseases, seem to demand a few pattieular oon

iiderations. Contagious or epidemic disorders are distingidfted
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fhiiB'* every other physical afHtctk>n by this peculiarity : they

will appear and prevail with fatal violence in particular streeta

and on sides of streets, in villages and cities ; also in particulat

locations, and sometimes on but one shore of a li 'er, among

the inhabitants of the country, while neighboring buildings,

streets, and locations, are comparatively healthy and un«

disturbed. And they are astonishingly eccentric in their lines

of march from one city or entrenchment to another ;—of):en>

taking the most serpentine and inconsistent direction -—incon-

sistent because seemingly unattended with adequate causes.

Therefore, to the superjicially scientific investigator, these

constantly occuning phenomena are inexplicable
; but, to the

internally discriminating and analytical inquirer, their causes

are simple and easily comprehended.

It can not be demonstrated untrue that all types and modifi-

cations of disease, are, to a greater or less extent, contagious.

Hut there is a certain class of complaints, which may be espe-

cially designated as epidemical, of which the following are

conspicuous: viz., Small-Pox, Chicken-Pox, Typhus Fever,

Scarlet Fever, Yellow Fever, Hooping Cough, Purulent

Opthalmia, Malignant Sores, Syphilitic Diseases, Erysipelas,

Itch, Scald-Head, Hydrophobia, Measles, Dysentery, Plague,

and Asiatic Cholera. Cholera is remarkably eccentric in its

marching from street to street, from room to room, from
hemisphere to hemisphere, while the former diseases are

governed by laws more obvious, in their local occurrence and

manifestations.

These apparently unaccountable phenomena have given rise

many chimerical and superstitious opinions and speculations,

in which pbysiciao and patients have almost equally partici-

pated. An A it may be well to remark that superetiium mnd
ieUimidation art invariably the retulU of ignorance concerning

34
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new and startling manifestations ; and that calmness andean

fidence are ever the results of an acquaintance with those eter

not principles^ and that endless concatenation of causes^ which

govern and develop all that has occurredt is occurring , or will

^ccur^ in any department ofhuman affairs^ or of Nature, But

I will proceed with my explanations.

Besides a local generation and concentration of gross and

negative electricity, there are the three following localizing,

predisposing, and producing causes of eccentrical epidemics,

viz. :—
Ist. The miasmatical character of the location, and the con*

spiring effluvia of its environs.

2d. The position of the location with reference to peculiar

longitudinal magnetic currents of the earth.

3d. The situation of the street, or city, pr other location,

as determining the degree of light received from the sun.

When the cholera, therefore, afflicts the inhabitants ofa certain

district, or extends itself along one side of a river, or street, (as

was frequently the case when it came from Asia into Europe,

—into England, into Paris, and into America,) and scarcely in

the least degree disturbs the inhabitants contiguous, or on the

opposite side, we have but to refer to one or all of the above

causes for an explanation. If it so be that the street, or river,

runs north and south, then that side which possesses the greater

number of predisposed individuals, and a preponderation of

substances attractive to the animal effluvia, and to the electrical

element, will constitute the path in which the contagion will

march with destructive power. Or if the river, or street, runs

east and west, then on that side which is the most constantly

deprived of sun-light will be the local development of the epi-

demic in question. And this remark is not made excliistyely

in reference to Cholera, as Small-Fox, and Fever and Agu^
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and almost every periodical and contagious disease known in the

mediciil world, will generally first appear, rage the most

violently, and continae the longest, on the north side of dwe

lings, rive..B and countries, where there is the greatest deficiency,

of sun-light. Nevertheless the tendency to suppuration in the

maturath^ state in the distinct Small-Pox is, as the accumu-

lated experience and observation of medical practitioners have

incontestably proved, manifestly greatly overcome, and even

dissipated, by confining the patient in darkness. That portion

of a dwelling which is deprived of sunlight is always the most

unhealthy
;

and it was owing tf> the general, and constant

darkness and coldness of a location, or to the superior attractive

and imbibing influence of certain substances and individuals,

that ckelera and other contagious diseases, are localized and

rendered special in their appearance and developments.

Water that runs in darkness is . too unrefined to assimilate

with the nourishment and fluids of the stomach and general

system. Sun-light has an important influence upon everything

in being and is an indispensable requisite in perfecting the

growth of vegetation, and perfecting human physical as well as

spiritual development. In some portu»ns of Switzerland and

Germany, the inhabitants are very unadvanced in their physical

and mental constitutions, in consequence of residing in the cold,

deep, damp ravines and gloomy gorges, and being deprived of the

light and vegetative influence emanating from the sun. The

relative influence of heat, light, and electricity, upon the unfold-

ing bodies on earth, and upon the mind, through the medium

of the lungs, the stomach, the eye, the nervous system, and in*

deed through the whole organization, 1 have considered more

practically in previous pages. The agency of light and c(»lor

18 connected with the causes, relief, or exacerbation, or as ele»

oienta in the correct treatment of such diseases as St. Vituf
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Dance, Inaanky, Hypochondria, Hydrophobia, and SmalhPniE,

will also engage our attention hereafter
; but the It^ter disease

requires a more especial investigation now, as its epidemical

or contagious character is little understood by either the patient

or physician.

The original and violent type of stnall-pox has fortunately

subsided, or lost itself in a milder form, which quite uniformly

terminates in convalescence, but seldom in perfect health. This

modification of the original form was accomplished by the cele-

brated Dr. Jenner, of Gloucestershire, England. By close

observation he discovered that the small-pox in the human

system resembled a kind of pustular disorder among cows.

This usually came upon their teats in the form of round, led,

and purple pustules, with depressions in the centre, and filled

with a watery, lymphy matter. It was invariably atteilrli^d

with fever. In experimentally insinuating this matter into the

human arm, it was found to communicate a similar affection to

man. Subsequently it was satisfactorily determined that the

violent small-pox was not only modified into a mild varioloid,

but was successfully prevented, by inoculating the individual

with the cow-pox matter ; and in reference to its origin, the

process is significantly called Vaccinatian*

Experience, however, has proved that vaccination is not an

entire safeguard against the small-pox, or against some of its

modifications
;
nor is once having the disease itself a positive

security against its return. Yet as a general rule, once having

the varioloid or small-pox, establishes a freedom from it during

Itfo-—the extremely rare instances to the contrary are ex-

eeptious to the general rule ascertained. Yet it is well tc tm

press Uie reader with the importance of procuring the beat

matter, and of being vaccinated once in every fifieen years

The reason why small-pox seldom attacks the individual hm
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9imy is owing to the simj^e fact that, after the first attack has

^isappciared from the system, the system is exhausted of the

tendency, or predisposition to the disease, or of those fluids and

secretions which tend to encourage and administer to its de*

velopment. The same principle is true in agriculture, which

we here see applicable to pathology. But vaccination only

jpaitially and temporarily dissipates this predisposition, In for*

cing those fluids and secretions to a superficial or premature

manifestation of the fever and pustular disease. The pre-

inatureness and superficial induction of the complaint do not,

therefore, entirely exhaust the system of its power to produce

another crop of pustules, but they work such an atomic revolu*

tion as to defend the body against the small- pox for fifteen years.

I have endeavored to impress it upon the understanding of

the reader that all diseases are hut modifications of one disease^

vi*. : a want of spiritual and physical harmony, or a loss of

equilibrium in the atomic motions and temperature of the body

;

and that individuals are subject to one or more of those almost

innumerable variations of the primary inharmony, according

to progenitive or acquired predisposition ; and that the weakest

part of the organization wiH be the location of its or their de-

velopment. Keeping this truth in the mind, the reader will

see the consistency of the assertion that smalhpox is not im-

parted unless there be fomites or porous substances near to

retain it, or unless the person is predisposed to cutaneous and

eruptive diseases. In the chapter on Cancer will be found

some remarks bearing upon this point* The confluent small-

pox is llie most epidemical, but it seldom appears, as medical

science, not medicine, has acquired a victory over its violence

and virulence in the valuable discovery of Dr. Jeiiner.

The Causes of Small-Pox.— Let it be reineml)ered that all

scute and recent diseases are physical disturbances, primenly
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eaused by a positive or magnetic condition of the atmosphei^

which throws the spiritual principle out of its natural equilib*

riiim, as explained in the chapter on Cholera. When small*

pox ** naturally** arises, therefore, as physicians sometimes say

it does, because unacquainted with its causes, we have but to

refer to the atmosphere
;
and this truth is rendered more ob-

viotis by the fact that small-pox prevails most during the

spring and summer months. In 1825, it raged fearfully and

fatally in France, and in 1828 in Edinburgh, during the warm

season, and almost every extensive and fatal outbreak of the

disease, has occurred dui irig the positivef or liio approach of

,tho positive temperature.

There are secondary causes to be considered. 1. A pre*

disposition to eruptive complaints. 2. A succession of colds

and changes in the bodily temperature. 3. Contact with aimi*

larly afflicted individuals. Then there are, aI»o, exciting causea

to be considered when analyzing the immediate and remote in-

fluences to the cow-pox or small-pox fever.

The Symptoms of Smali.-Pox are sufficiently varied to

satisfy the most skeptical intellect that all diseases are but mod*

ifientions and difterent manifestations of one general state of

constitutional discord.

The disease under consideration is divided into distinct or

mild, and confiumt or violent. A brief glance at its incipient

stages, or, more propeily, at its modifications, will subserve all

the purposes of a more elaborate investigation, and will beneflt

as substantially the inquirer afler knowledge and health.

There are, properly, three forms of this disease, which are

but different degi'ees of intensity. The first form which I shall

briefly consider, is generally termed—
Varicella, or Chicken, or Watery Pox.*— This is a simpla

inipdon, accompanied with remissions and exacerbations
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•light fever, it afflirta children most» but adults are not en*

tirely exempt from it, Chills^ and weariness, and headaches

ash^ it in
;
and occasional nansea, loss of appetite, delirium

and fitful dreams, grow out of this inharmony. It is not danger-

ous, though sometimes it is fatal when associated with, or in*

ducing, thoracic and pulmonary iiiHammatioii. The second forir

is generally termed—
The Varioloid, or Mild-Pox.— This very indistinctly rep

resents small-pox. It is sometimes produced by inoculation

or vaccination, and appears occasionaliy several years previous

to the introduction of the vaccine matter into the system.

Children and adults suffer alike with this eruption. It is

usually preceded by a cold or chillines.^, analogous to the com-

mencement of fever and ague. Pains in the head, hips, and

bones of the lower extremities, are uniformly associated with

the incipient Varicella, Varioloid, and SmalUPox, Varioloid

is a distinct modification of the original small-pox. The erup-

tion is generally local— principally in the neighborhood of the

seat of the vaccination—but in individuals strongly predis-

posed to eruptive and cutaneous diseases, the eruption is

quite general. The treatment is simple, being similar to the

treatment of a cold, or fever and chills. Because every typo

of disease is, in the beginning, a result of a negative state of

the system
;
and all eruptive and feverish diseases are conse-

quences growing out of a reaction of the system from a neg-

ative into a positive condition. The third form of this diseas#

is generally termed—
Variola or Small-Pox.— This is the extreme issue ot tfte

preceding complaints— indeed, I am interiorly impressed with

the opinion that Small-Pox is the extreme of all eruptive ais-

eases, all fevers and positive or external affections. Even as

cholera is the extreme opposition of all negative and internal
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affectioiiB. And this will suggest the treatment, which evl

dently, should be the reverse of the treatment for cholera.

The small-pox ever commences, as I have already said, with

the symptoms of a cold, or negative state of the system. Aches

and pains are felt in the hack, through the hips, and in the head

and extremities. There is usually great aversion to the light,

because of the painful irritation it occasions about the eyes,

and this proves that light has a powerful effect upon the mind

through the nervous medium. Let it be remembered, that Nature

acts upon the spirit chemically. Cerebral symptoms will fre-

quently appear in the first stage, which is the febrile. Now
the fever subsides comparatively, and sopor or restlessness

supervenes. The patient awakes with an intenser fever, and

this is followed by a discoloration of the cuticle, and by the

manifestation of pustules upon the hands, face, and neck, and

paiticularly upon every portion of the body which b exposed

to the light or atmosphere. Headache, nausea, and sometimes,

though rarely, copious bilious vomiting, characterize thb stage

of the disease. Now the eruption is either very dbtinct, or in-

clined to go hack upon the vitals.

Tne most severe and malignant form of small-pox, is the black

eruption
;

this form is frequently fatal. Infants have fainting

fits, convulsions, paroxysmal dreams, and sometimes die before

the pustules appear. It is not unfrequently so with adults. In

almi>st every case of smalhpox, mild or malignant, the eruption

is manifest on the fourth day, and most generally on the third.

The pustular eminences are composed or filled with positive

and lymphatic excretions, which accumulate primarily in the

glands betieath the external surface. These glands are op^
to the attractive action of the prevailing magnetic metlium, in

the air, and are highly Inflamed at tlioir base. These appeal

in the third or fourth day, mature and suppurate on the eighth
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oar nititb day, and break and discharge tbeir contents on the

eleventh day from the first attack, when the swelling of the

hands, feet, attd* face, subsides, this swelling having appealed

as is usually the case, with the pustula* discolorathm.

Bloody discharges, in very extreme instances, occur, pro

^ding from the excited membra ties of the kidneys, the con-

tiguous membranes, and the bowels. Sometimes costiveness,

and sometimes diarrhcea, occurs and acctMnpanies the third

stage which is termed the suppurative. The pustules discharge

a fetid matter
;
they continue to empty their contents for five

or six days after they first break open, and then rapidly dry

with scabs upon them, which, one by one, fall off and leave a

pitted surface. The skin is usually brown at this stage of the

disease, which is termed the scabbing, or stage of desiccation.

Thefebrile stage, the eruptive stage, the maturative stage, and

the scabbing stage, are, therefore, the progressive and distinct

phases in the development of Confluent SmalhPox. The dif*

ference between distinct and confluent small-pox, is the mild

approach of the former, and the hot, delirious, feverish ap-

proach of the latter—the former ultimating, with rare excep-

tions, in convalescence, the latter in a violent visceral inflamma-

tion, or in a slow lingering typhus or typhoid fever. The

former is seldom fatal, the latter is seldom cured. The worst

and most unfavorable symptoms are, 1, a retrocession of the

eruption, or a manifest disinclination to distinctly appear
; 2, a

•upervention of thoracic inflammation, or violent diarrhoea

;

3, a sudden development of long-existing scrofulous humors,

ft may be proper to state that small-pox is, by producing a

Mtion in the system, the cause of many visceral and pulmonary

diseases, even when successfully treated, according to the alio-

pathical definition of success, viz.: the conqm^ring of one dis-

ease by the creation of another, (often worse than the first,}
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and at the expense of the constitutional strength and orgaidc

harmony.

Small-Pox can be Prevented, and arrested in its course^

if it be but promptly and properly treated in its incipient stages,

or when the system is in the first degrees of a negative condi-

tion. Small-pox fever, can be, and has been, arrested in its

incipient stages, by an antiphlogistic or anti-infiammatory treat*

ment, which, fortunately for many children and adults, owing

to the watchful and judicious care of their mothers, or other

companions, is frequently instituted for supposed colds. I have

seen instances where a stimulating medicine, administered as a

cure for a cold, or aguishness of sensation, has eftectually pre-

vented the severest attack of small-pox. 1 desire the reader to

keep in mind, as a rule of action, this principle—that disease

is a want of equilibrium in the circulation of the spiritual priii

ciple, in the atomic motions, and temperature of the body
; and

that to cure this harmony, or restore the equilibrium, the tem-

perature must be reduced, if too high, or heightened, if too low,

until the healthy temperature is obtained, which every exer-

tion must l»e put forth to preserve and perpetuate. This, then,

would be my course
;
whether the case be yellow fever, bilious

fever, typhus fever, small-pox, a mere c^ld, or fever and ague,

would bo of little consequence; nor would 1 consider it ne-

cessary to inquire what name to give to the disease—but if the

system is too warm, I would proceed to make it cooler
;
if too

cool, to make it warmer.

If the system is required to be made warmer, I would ad-

minister a wium bath, with hand-friction, and then envelop the

patient in a sheet, wet in cold water, and confined to the body

by several quilts or blankets. This is what hydropathists c4li

the JPacA; Ho/A. The patient wrmld sink into a deep sleep

ehicli 1 would perpetuate by magnetization until he might
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•wtike with a healthy temperature. If the real »maU»{K)x ap-

pears after these exertions, then confine the patient in a clark

room, dress the pastules upon the face and neck with gold

leafy which will prevent the accumulation of mitcb matter, and

aide prevent the pit from becoming so deep as it otiterwise

would. I would never use debilitating remedies, such as emet-

ics, blisters, sweatings, bleeding, copious cathartics, &c. If the

disorder is not submissive to that simple ticatment directed in

the chapter on colds ;
then a different tourse Is natural and

expedient.

What will cure small-pox in one instance, may cause it in an-

other : no remedies are specific and reliable in their applica-

tion to the same disease in every indwidual case of its occur-

rence. But as a defence against the disease in question, vac-

cination is the first step, abstemiousness in eating and drinking

is the second step, and attention to the organic temperature is

the third. If all these conditions are observed, they will place

the patient beyond the sphere of the disease, or if they fail, as

in i*are instances they may, he will still have a more desirable

alternative in being placed beyond the sphere of earth and its

multifarious imperfections.

In the vital economy and present structural afflictions of

human society, no organ is more required to perform its appro-

priate functions, than the good physician. His acquaintance

with the principles of Anatomy and Physi<»logy, and his know-

ledge of human weakness, should be sufficiently perfect to

enlarge bis understanding, expand his sympathies, define his

position, and the character of that influence he is called upon

to exert, as a member of the universal organization. His pro*

immm is an important one, and his mission is to do good.

To understand the cause and nature of disease, some uni*
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irersal and unequivocal standard must be asoeTtaitied» whenel^

to meajure and represent that just condition of mind and body

termed health.

It will be universally conceded, 1 think, that the true stamjarc

and representative of health is harmony ; that all else is disease

and discord.— That health is the equal and right, and disease

the unequal and wrong state. Health, therefore, is the easy, per*

petual and harmonious movement ofthe spirit upon every organ,

fluid, or particle
;
and disease, acute or chronic, though modi*

fled into the presentation of indeflnite varieties, is the irregular,

accelerated, and arrested action of constitutional constituents,

and vital or spiritual forces.

To detail the various and innumerable causes of pain and

discord in the human organization, is unnecessary; for they

are capable of a clear and systematic simpliflcation. And
technical terms should be dispensed with, because they conceal,

rather than elucidate, the cause and natural cure of disease;

and because they have no use, except in the medical dictioiai^

ary, to assist [?] perhaps the discerning physician to detect

symptoms, and ascertain the immediate locality from which

they emanate.

And here it may be well t » remark that, in proportion to die

modifleations, and particula: aspects and phenomena, of disease

manifested externally, are nosological distinctions multiplied*

Hence, in order to communicate information, 1 will studiously

endeavor to use plainness of speech, and not disguise thougbt

with a mask of unfamiliar terms, which are sometimes profusely

employed as an ornamental substitute for ideas.

As I have said, there are seven general causes of disease;

viz.

:

The primary cause of local weakness or local disease, j#

uereditary constitutional predisposition.
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of Hlct or repeated changes in the organic andt

mental temperature.

Voluntary^ or unexpected exposure, tp atmosphetical vicis*

situd^p.

And Situation, Oocupations, Habits, and Spiritual distur*

bailees. Theae comprehensive causes are individually, or in a

state of combination, engaged in the local development of every

disease known to afflict man.

I c«ime now to trace organic disturbances to the development

of that prevalent disease, termed Consumption. *

Perhaps the lungs are but imperfectly developed; their

structure is defective. The subject has a flat chest, high shoul-

ders, and a long neck. The whole breastwork is incomplete,

and, of necessity, inadequate to the discharge of its constant

and essential duty, namely—*the generation or reception of

vital electricity and magnetism, and the equal distribution of

spiritual forces which maintain a healthy temperature. And

shortness of breath, pain, irritation, and cough, gradual loss of

flesh* are indications and concomitants of this malformation

and arrest of organic development— the indications of a nega-

tive state.

The individual is very susceptible to outer influence— espe-

cially to exercise, food, the temperature of rooms, and changes

of atmosphere ; and readily acquires a cold, lever, or scrofula*

which, if not arrested and treated properly in their incipient

stages, invariably tuberculate the lungs and terminate in

suppuration.

Perhaps circumstances of life are unfavorable to the preser

vaiion of that equilibrium of bodily motion and temperature so

indispensable to the continued enjoyment of health. As atomie

fnotUm in the organism is diminished or increaseef, lever and

tnfiammations are developed ; and if the lungs be predneltnad

35
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to disease, aiid incapable of resisting the chemical action cf the

atmosphere, the above symptoms will appear and terminate in

structural change*

Besides the injurious effects of atmospherical and liodily

i^anges, the constant eating of impure and non-positive food

tends to clog and fatigue the stomach, and to deposite in the

lungs unassimulative or negative matter which must be ex*

pectorated. The continued effort to do this frequently pro-

duces irritation of the bronchia, mucous membrane, and, as

in previous* disturbances, generally ends in glandular tuber-

culation.

There has been, and is now, too much hypothetical reasoning

and speculation upon the nature of pulmonary diseases. Some

writers assert every description of lung-aflTection to be identical

with scrofula; and in demonstration of such assertion, they

accumulate a vast variety of post-mortem and clinical examina*

tioiis
;
but nothing of importance has as yet been developed by

these profound investigations. The simple truth is this: lung-

diseases are evidences that the system has been thrown into a

negative condition, and that, instead of the constitutional dis-

turbance breaking out in the form of Dyspepsia, of Liver

disease, of Rheumatism or Gout, it has developed consump-

tion of the lungs: because this portion of the organism, in

consumptive cases, is the most hereditarily susceptible to the

general disorder. Chrono-Thermalism has sufficiently demon-

strated the fact, that localiUf and the manner of their manifes-

tation constitute all the difference which exists between lung-

consumption, tooth-consumption, knee»con8umj>tion, and ?pine-

consumption, or lumbar alwcess
;
and Nature and Reason most

unqualifiedly prove this Dicksoniaii statement or revealmoiii to

fM truthful*and unspeakably important. But lot us now pm*

t.eed to the prevention and perbaps-—
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Thb Cure op Ldno^Consumption.— Dress, Food, Air, and

Magnetism, are nature’s therapeutical agents in the treatmen*

of every kind of consumption.

First, it is necessary to welLascertain the prodi^cing causes,

and to remove them by the introduction of such influences as

act favorably upon the temperament and inclinations of the

individual. But if it be inconvenient or impossible to change

every personal habit and situation, then supply the system with

proper nourishment and sleep, proportioned in quaiitity to the

amount of digestive power possessed, the extent of daily exer*

cise, and pursue the following directions

:

In the first stage—when a patient is troubled with a slight

cough, enlarged glands, occasional pain, and some soreness--*

bathe the chest and neck every morning with cold water
; and

after drying the parts with the hand, reproduce the natural

heat and glow by laying upon the chest two plates—one zinc,

the other copper. These should be about the sixteenth of an

inch thick
;
four inches broad and five inches long

;
and secure

them to the top of the chest with^ linen bandage.

In the second stage— when disease is exacerbated and the

symptoms are night>sweats, hectic flushes, and loss of appetite,

continue the previous treatment, with the important addition of

fumigation made to mingle with and modify the air in the

spartment. For this purpose use one gill of hard-wood tar.

Put it in an uncovered vessel, and subject it to the heat, until

Its fumes are difiused through the room. This will, after in«

ducing some coughing, soothe and heal the diseased organ.

In the third stage—when fatigue and emaciation succeed

every physical effort, and general symptoms indicate tubercu*

lation, and are capricious, dispense with the fumigations, and

Mibstiuitct for a constant beverage acid and mucilaginous prep

araltons, and wear very warm clothing.
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I liEYO tletniled some of the causes of consuraption to tlie jend

chat the reader may pursue the proper paths in his joutiieyitig

through this world into the next sphere of existence. It is

easiei toprevent than to cure consumption ; and yet it is usually

more difficult to get sick than to get well, after sickfiess is upon

us. Let young men and females not neglect to oliey the priii*

ciples of Nature and Wisdom. Fashion and Passion should

ever be subordinate and subservient to health and happiness.

If mankind would but do as much toward harmony of body

and mind as they do, ignorantly and otherwise, toward the

development of personal disease and social discord, the kingdom

of heaven would soon unfold its fair and beautiful proportions

in the souls and habitations of men.

I would have the patient impressed with the conviction, that

personal watchfulness, with the constant exercise of wisdom in

all hahite and movements of life, is the certain precaution and

surest cure of disease. And that the foregoing treatment is

adapted to those, alone, who exert their powers to live in ac-

cordance with natural law, and strive to secure a healthy action

of body and mind.

It is highly important that the innumerable minds, now in

profound ignorance concerning the principles life and health,

should be duly instructed and advanced tn tne knowledge of

the laws of personal existence. Indeed, there is no other pos-

sible way to arrest and elFectually remove disease from among

inett. The frequent violation of the laws of utero-gostatiou, is

Uie cause of a vast amount of tndivtdiial wretcnedness. All the

imperfections of structure, and the constitutional tendencies to

fbncttonal weakness and organic disease, proceed from '^this

•mivce; because there exists so much ignorance concemtiig

the governing laws of reproduction. And a series of iiitmroal
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(rfliflf^^nradons fiave served to strengthen the impi*e88ion, that a

general knowledge of the sciences of anatomy and physiology

and of the consequences of organic infnDgement, is absolutely

necessary and demanded. "V

Perhaps no organ presents stronger and more nniiierovii

evidences of cruel treatment and continued abuse, than the

human stomach. Its membranes indicate the repeated intrusion

of deleterious substances ;
and its chambers seem inhabited by

uncongenial particles. Its many and varied powers appear

exhausted in wrestling with such invaders and trespasses upon

its quiet domain. Such are the evidences of unjust treatment

often presented upon examination
;
because the nidividual is

ignorant of the structure of the stomach, of its capacity and

function, and of the limits of its digestive power. But if the

individual has ascertained what is just in respect to this organ,

and if experience has taught him the rules of dietetics, and yet

he continues to disol>ey them, it is liecause depraved desires and

appetites, growing out of hereditary predisposition or the indis-

cretions of youth, have comparatively mastered the intellect.

This is a cotidition of the mind, in all respects, melancholy and

deplorable. Reason weeps iii the consciousness of its own
captivity.

But we will now proceed in connection with that already

said, to a bi*tef consideration of

The Causes of Dvbpepsia.—The brain is the beginning

and seat of all motive power, or spiritual influence
; it is the

great apparatus which, expanding and contracting its innumer-

able cortical glands, prepares, and dispenses to every meml>er

and atom of the organization, a spiritual influence, termed, by

physiologists, the nervous fluid. It is essential to the enjoyment

of per^t tlealth, that this fluid should be distributed to every

tyrgun and particle in accordance with their functional capacity

na*
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and actual demand for assistance in the discharge of tlieir paf

ticular duties. Now, one of the principal causes of dy^epsis

is mental or spiritual disturbance. An excessofintellectual laborj

whether in the study, or in the counting-room, in the pulpit,

oar on the stage, will produce functional derangements not easy

to repair or cure. It is those who employ the mind more than

the body, who co.np1ain of lassitude, prostration, and want of

nervous energy ; who have perplexing dreams, who evince an

acute sensibility to trifling inconveniences, accompanied with

unfounded apprehensions of danger, and indecisions in feeling,

in purpose, and in action. But these things are not experienced

by the laborer, whose mind merely nerves and directs the body

to accomplish its manual task
;

for he is generally blest with

an unimpaired digestive power, and enjoys sweet and ro«

freshing slumber.

And besides this general cause of indigestion, or dyspepsia,

there are a number of minor ones, which demand particular

consideration ;
such as the dethronement of mental power, by

grief; the suspension of cerebral action, byfear ; the painful

tremor o^frights aud the prostrating paroxysms of anger. Also,

it is important to understand that, next to changes of cerebral

temperature, and disturbances of the mental equilibrium, is the

almost universal practice of consigning to the stomach the ofRce

of the teeth, and diluting the saliva and gastric juice by the ex*

oessive use oftea and coflee. The gastric juice has its primary

expression in the saliva, which is essential to a prompt and

healthy digestion. The services performed by saliva in the

animal economy, are these : it promotes digestion, by mingling

with, and modifying the AkkI, while undergoing the process of

mastication ; it stimulates the stomach to positive and prompt

action, by Ci»mtng in contact with its membranes and it neu«

fralixes, by supplying a pure alkali, any unnecessary quantity
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•f acid that may accumulate in the atomach. Anything, there*

fore, which prevents the constant accumulation of saliva, or

tends to consume or dilate it, or causes its ejection fmm the

mouth, is highly injurious. Hence, another cause o^ dyspepsia

is the frequent and various use to which tobacco is appropriated.

The chewing of this deleterious plant not only dissipates the

influence of the salival secretion, but effectually operates in

ejecting it from its location and natural office.' Reader 1 banish

from thy presence all unhealtiiy habits—do it now !

And Uiere is yet another cause which equally demands atten*

tion; the habit of drinking copious draughts of water, tea,

cofiee, or other beverages, while in the act of masticating and

committing food to the stomach. This is a habit which, when

once acquired, is seldom set aside ; but it does immense injury.

An individual in the constant practice of drinking abundantly

while eating, will but partially masticate his food, and in accel«

erating its downward passage, be inundates the stomach and

protitusts the process of digestion, more or less, beyond the

proper period.

Moreover, the preparation of vegetable and animal substances

without any reference to their negative, passive, and positive

qualities, or to the priiictplCs of chemical composition, is ex-

ceedingly injurious to the stomach, and is wholly incompatible

with the constituents of the human organization. Among the

flourishing and well-conditioned classes, nx to nine substantial

articles of nourishment, with the superaddition of desserts and

pastries, are made to constitute a dinner, and without these,

the latter would be thought incomplete. But this practice is

prejudicial to the healthy condition, and benefits no one ex-

cept the medical practitioner. Such are the causes which ar^

individually, or in a state of combination, engaged in the

production of the prevailing disease termed dyspepsia.
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The Symptoms op Dyspepsia are manifested in dtfleteiE

degrees of intensity in different individuals. The existence of

this functional derangement is generally indicated by the

sens) Jons of heart-bum, flatulency, lightness in the pit of the

stomach, pain while, or after eating, and tenderness in the

region of the thorax. A sense of fullness and depmssing

freight is frequently experienced, and a general debility, ac«

conipanied with languidness, headache, constipation, and sweb

ling of the bowels, indecision of purpose, disagreeable breath,

and hypochondriacal affections— sometimes the most startling

and deplorable.

Dyspepsia of the stomach will, if not arrested in its imper-

ceptible development, produce a variety of derangements, such

as torpor of the liver, bowels, and brain, and, because, the food

Is imperfectly converted into pulp, chyme, and chyle, the blood

will become vitiated.—A deposition of excrementitious or

negative matter, altogether unfit for, and incapable of vital re-

finement and assimilation, will take place in the cells of the

lungs and elsewhere, whereby consumption is generated and

confirmed, and muco-piiriilent tumors subsequently make their

appearance, which ultimately induce disorganization and decay

In fact, a particular dyspepsia, consisting of a functional de-

rangement of the stomach, will, if not treated in the tenderest

and most judicious manner while in its incipient stages, induce a

general dyspepsia and vital prostration which no natural or

artificial remedial agents can ever master. This well-ascer-

tained truth, should not escape the patient’s memory, nor that

of the healthy man ;
for much personal happiness depends upoa

a well-formed body, and a physiological condition the most

harmonious.

Numberless remedies arc extolled for their anti-dyspeptif

virtues ; but, notwithstanding all this, the patient must rerbem
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im the hmt of mdicines eae do nothing mofe than allimaM

the di#0a80* and perhaps slightl^ciBidst Nature to expel it fk^om

her domain. 1 am acquainted with no remedy, or mode of ti^at*

monL so well calculated to arrest and ofectually i^ure this dis-

eaaet as for the patient to studyits producing causes, and remove

them* or prevent their repetition in future. To tVie patient who

win adopt the above remedy, and practise it religiously, the

following prescription is suggested, as an encouragement to

persevei^ h. a life of self-disripline :

Copper and sine plates, four inches wide and six long, with

the end of one lapped upon or inter*linked with the other about

one inch, may be placed upon the stomach every night on re-

tiring. Let each of these plates be bent at one end so that

they may be closely interlocked in the form of a seam
;
let them

be thus laid upon the stomach, after bathing it with cold water,

and frictionizing and moving to and fro the longitudinal muscles

whtidi support the organ.

That man should be restricted to the exclusive use of veget-

able diet is not consistent with the universal affinities existing

between the composition of his material and spiritual con-

stitution and all subordinate creations ; but there exists no

standard by which to regulate the quantity of vegetable or

ammal food an individual should oonsume.
,
Indeed there should

be none, as the patient should exercise his own intuitum and

judgment upon this, as upon every other subject or action,

whether in private or in public life, having the least bearing

upon personal welfare and happiness. But it is well to remark

(and the remark is intended for general application) that it is

BOl so much the what, as the quantity committed to the stomach

at one time, that injures the I ealthy constitution and induces

and aggravates disease. It is not for me, or any other indi-

vikuil, to prescribe diet for a patient if he is suae; because
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personal experience must determine the whaty and the

must be measured by judgment and prudence* There is no

other standard. The true light is within you.

Moreover ihe patient should be very careful about drinking

frequent and copious quantities of tea or coffee. It is not» how-

over, so much their vse, nor the use of any species of food, but

their ahtue that injures the constitution. Also, there should be

watchfulness concerning any unnecessary waste of the saliva

juice, as saliva and proper mastication lie at the basis of all

healthy digestion. But advice will be of no avail in the treat-

ment and cure of this disease, if the patient be so unfortunately

circumstanced and physically predisposed, as to live in the con-

stant violation of Nature’s laws
;
for laws are paths which lead

to right, and happy ore they who tread them.

The most tyrannical despot, the most foi tnidablo and power-

fri enemy, with which the body and the mind, the reason and

the affections, have struggled, and which enslaves the human

kind, is ignorance. As a world of individuals, we have nothing

else to foar
;
and the remark is applicable to all men every-

where, and in all conditions. It is fatal to the development of

wisdom, and to the acquirement of knowledge, to entertain

belief that we are wise and enlightened
; and it is equally fatal

to relax our exertions, or to relinquish our desire, for the

attainment of knowledge. The most ignorant think themselves

the most wise
;
and the most wise acknowledge themselves *

ignorant. The wisdom of the ignorant is darkness
; but the

Ignorance of the wise is light. He that is sufficiently wise to

perceive his own ignorance, has great wisdom
; for he stands

intellectually in the vestibule of his own being, and upon the

summit of past discoveries, and scans the immensity of the im-

mense, to which telf is as nothing. But he that is sufficiejntly
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Ignorant to think himself wise, has appioached neither the

threshold of bis own being, pot the base of the philosophical

mount
; and so contrasting himself with nothing, measures him

self by himself, and feels a^l-important.

These reflections may appear to have no bearing upon the

simple, but almost uriiversally prevaiMiij- disease, of which I am
about to speak

;
but the discerning vrill perceive their ap-

propriateness and application in the sequel. We must feel the

importance of studying toe science of life. That the funda-

mental principles of physiantjiropy, or the philosophy of human

existence, should be taught lo every individual member of

society, is the settled conviction of reflective and benevolent

minds. Physical disturbances, even though small and concc aled

from observation, are of vast importance to the individual—

vast, because involving b^s happiness and obstructing the fulfil-

ment of his mission on the earth. And I would have men feel

that a general knowledge of Nature, whether in or out of

themselves, is indispensable to a smcwth and pleasant voyage

through the influoncea, conditions and circumstances of this,

their first sphere of being.

Small things should not escape consideration because they

are small
;
for our material organization is composed of an

infinite variety of lesser organizations or systems, but no less

essential or complete— from the thoughtful brain, tp the

structure of a single hair ; or from the Ixmting heart to the

imperceptible globule that dwells in the living current, and

circulates through its four chambers. Nor let us forget that

the telescope resolves the ocean of worlds now visible above

us into a single drop, compared with the immense creation it

Qufolds to view
; nor that the iiiicrc»scope reveals a world in an

atom, and shows a drop of w^ater to be an ocean of life and

aliiiiiatioii. Now although consumption, and many othei
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diseased) are to be more regarded and feared, an understand^

itig of the consequence of, and how to prevent, minor com-

plaints, is an indication of practical wisdom and prudence

greatly to be admired.

These remarks are intended for general application, not to

disease in the physical system exclusively, but to the social,

the philosophical, and the religious organizations, which are

composed of men and opinions. Disease or discord is as eon«

spicuous in one system as in the other. The moral instructions

of physiology and pathology, therefore afford important general

suggestions to every mind
;
and without their rudimental teach-

ings, the individual is quite unprepared to avoid or understand

the nature and cure of disease, no matter in what system or

department of life it may exist. Therefore, if we feel wise

concerning these things, let us turn our thoughts within, and

see if the assurance is real, so that we may not be deceived.

Even in reference to the toothache, (which unnerves the

totrongest,) the asthma, dyspepsia, and constipatioHy let us be in-

formed. We may thus defend ourselves against them, and

know how to relieve the suffering around us. To perceive the

relation which subsists between the foregoing reflections, and

the disturbance termed Constipation, we will proceed to con-

sider the causes of’ its production.

The Causes op Constipation, like dyspepsia, are to be

found in the spiritual forces which circulate through the blood,

the nerves, and the various muscles.

Costiveness is an ultimation of previously existing dis-

turbances, or a consequence resulting from an imroethodical

life and frequent di solved ience of Nature*s Laws. Individuals,

not kiu>wing the consequences, acquire the habit of procrasti-

nation, even in matters of penonal monition— in physical

duties as essenliul to present existence as the processes *bl
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etiling, sleeping* exercise, anil reprod jcfion. Constipation is a

negative complaint, and h» symptomatic of internal inilainma*

tions, hepatic and gastric obstructions, pulmonary affections^

especially of the acute nature ; and, indeed, it i * produced by

every influence that acts upon tlie system locally, and relaxes

its muscular activity. A particular intestinal condition which

is caused by constitutional disturbances, is usually termed chronic

constipation
;
and that state, caused by the ignoratil or habitual

violation of Nature’s law, is lernied recent costiveness. Both

are dangerous. The latter will, if allowed to proceed, develop

almost every disease of v/hich symptomatic constipation is a

concomitant. The immediate causes of costiveness, are in-

activity or excess of exercise; the continued use of cold,

negative, and unstimulating food or beverages
;
a paralytic state

of the supporting, longitudinal, and governing abdominal

muscles; a palsy of the peritoneum and of the descending

muscles which compress snd assist in expelling the excrenien*

titious matter from the organism.

The sphiiictei -ani, rectum, and contiguous muscles, frequently

become tuberculated. This is the hegipuing of hemorrhoids,

fistula in ano, and many distressing coiriplaints. But lot us ob-

serve the superficial 'orisequences, which liave presented them-

selves in medical society, as resulting from tho comparatively

insignificant disease under consideration. Physicians having

employed mercurial and other mineral compounds, and ex-

hausted what they have supposed to be the valuable prescriptions

of the materia medica, without accompli.shing a cure or suc-

ceeding in permanently relieving the patient, the latter becomes

impatient and applies elsewhere for assistance
;

or, perhaps,

invents, some simple compound of laxative ingredients, which

by continued use, is found beneficial and even superior to the

most scientific treatment. A neighbor is induced to tost tho

3G
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medicinei and, in his case it also proves successful ; and the

third, tries it, and the fourth, and their testimonies concur as to

its superiority. The individual is delighted with the medical

discovery ; a patent is secured ;
and a medical book is ob»

tained
;

a few technicalities, relating to costiveness and its

various consequences, ore embodied in an advertisement “for the

sick and the afflicted and its triumphant success” induces

another to invent his “infallible remedy;” and every drug*

store is the depot for “ patent medicines” adapted to every

complaint.

Now, I am constrained to say that one of the pi^incipal caM8€$

of constipation is the use of mercury and other remedies;

another, the ignorance or^ carelessness of the individual
;
and

another, the practice of continually swallowing cathaitic

“ syrups,” and “ pills,” and “ certainly” curative compounds,

•* for sale” in every city and village throughout the union.

With the inventors of these medicines the human bowels are

the seat and primary cause^ or source, of humors in the blood,

and of all general disease ; and, therefore, remedies are con-

stantly recommended for that particular portion of the viscera.

The practice of using cathartics thus becomes general
; and

now, in truth, the bowels— the bowels**—are the residence

of those many diseases, to cure (rather to cause) which the

“ panaceas” are invented.

Those who are inclined to costiveness, learn that, by acqui*

ling tile habit of taking pills or laxative syrups, they are com-

pelled to continue their use or lose their health, and, perhaps,

their lives. The more these are used, the lower sinks the in-

testinal vitality. The peristaltic motion of the inteiitines is less-

ened, their digestive powers are dissipated, and their noitmal

state is quite revet*sed. Physicians have opposed tlie iiitroduf

lion of these remedies, with a constancy and zeal very consisteipf
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irith the principles t>f medical science, and with the piompting*

of professional interest. Here is one instance w^here interest

corresponds and harmonizes wilii duty. I conceive it their duty

lo teach the multitude the injurious and grievous effects which

issue from these conspicuous causes— that these ** remedies*’

•re unqualifiedly deleterious—that every pill, syrup, tincture,

salve, or ointment, pdssesses properties capable of doing no per*

manent good—that they are improperly and too profusely

used by uninstructed patients. Now, the just way to prevent

this evil, is to educate children^ without reference to age or

condition, in the science of life— in the mere nidimental prin-

ciples of right action— and let physicians le true physicians;

let them make the minutim of anatomy, physiology, and pathol-

ogy, their chief study, and they will not only cure, but* have in-

telligent patients. 1 need not say how every true physician

appreciates this latter blessing. The patient can not but per-

ceive what ignorance has done in this dejiaitment of life and

inquiry ; that ignorance is the cause of primary violation, and

that hundreds of thousands of dollars have been expended to

purchase the simple truth, that the more physic is used, the

more it must lie used, till we leave the earth. 1 know every

remedy has seemingly performed cures
;
but it is only a neg-

ative good that it does, not a positive one
;

it heals the sore, ot

covers up the disease, but does not eradicate its cause. Those

medicines are like our political and religious modes of punish-

ment : they chmn or hang the offender (or diseased) criminiil,

but do not refonc him—they do not heal the causes of the local

0vii—the local development of previous disturbances.

Tub Symptoms of Constipation are, heaviness of the head,

Utter sour taste, yellow countenance, deep, faint, sunken ex

pfession of the eyes, heart-bum, nausea, pains in the head,

pdiralytic weakness of the intestines, vomiting, nervousness tad
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mdlfToTence of mind. Hypochondriacal persons suffer greatly

from this disease. Costiveness or constipation is symptomatic

of most diseases
;
and it is also capable, if developed by local

causes, of producing those very complaints of which it is a gen^

eral symptom.

The patient should commence a plain vegetable diet. Every^

thing should be roasted. Soups, gruels, apples, pears, and

plain puddings, are good. Excessive sedentary occupations are

to avoided, and everything that produces too profuse evacua-

tunii* Lying long in bed after usual hours, or beneath heavy

covering, will increase the difficulty. All secretions and excre-

tions are to be promoted by a well-regulated daily life.

A consideration of the causes is the first step
;
and escaping

them, and practising the above regimen, is the second step toward

a cure. Tho third step is assisting nature to throw off the dis-

ease. If the patient has a chnniic constipation of the bowels

caused by previous illness and mercury, let him devote his at-

tention to Dress, Water, Electricity, and Magnetism. A euro

of dyspepsia is a cure of constipation. Chronic costiveness can

not he cured in less time than a year : but orily by converting

that year into a life of order and personal usefulness.

Occasional costiveness may be cured by kneading the bowels

gently every morning and night, and immediately after meals.

If hemorrhoids (or piles) are a symptom, use clysters twice or

thrice a week, of simple water and molasses
;
and never engage

the mind in any subject demanding consecutive reflection, oi

the complaint will rapidly increase its violence. The patient

IS requested to remember that I recommend >a reconciliation

with Nature, and not medicines, to accomplish bis cure; and

although it may seem quite inadequate to the end, 1 can assure

him, from the most interior tuvestigations and positive expet

rieinui, that it is the en/y way to restore the system and regain
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Hiat peace and 8trei.gth of mind» whicn are manifestly dimin*

tshed by thiB disease.

The remedies which were suggested for dyspepsia, may be

used for costiveness, but let the temperamemf h in all cases

consulted. Keep the mind in a state of cheerfulness. 1 would

recommend a lii'ely and growing faith iii the Laws of Nature,

and in the goodness of Q^od, as another remedy for constipation,

(which meai^ yightness,) wheiiier r>f the bowels, the lungs, the

head, the mind, or in theology
;
for obstmotions will

genei^ate disease, and derange and destroy the m6st beautiful

organization.

iNTEtiMiTTENT Fever, or fever and ague, illustrates my whole

theory concerning :he origin and philosophy of human diseases.

It will be seen by what is said respecting these points in the

chapters on Cholera aud Small-Pox, that the temperature of

the body is thrown into a positive state by certain electrical con-

ditions of the atmosphere, and into a negative stale by others.

The Negative condition is cold, and the Positive w*arm. In

other words, the positive state is the feverish condition, and

the negative state, the chided condition. Fever and chills in the

atmosphere, therefore, develop and strengthen /ever and chills in

the human system. This atmospherical condition can and does

exist a long time in some season and countries, before the re-

sisting power of the human body is overcome. But the physical

structure, like the spiritual structure, is ever subject to the in-

Buence of surrounding conditions and circumstances ; and the

power which these conditions and circumstances possess, is not

only suBieient finally to overcome the resisting power of the

body ; but they first throw the mind itself out of health, harmony,

•nd due proportions.

** Thus ii ^ that the body becomes diseased. Now the health
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spUero, or the hetdthy temperature, is precisely half ^ay

between a chill and a fever—just as between the extremef

of joy and sorrow, is ever found the holy condition of Happi-

ness and Contentment. Joy is a fever : Sorrow is a chill. The

reader may understand these two epvritual conditions, as cor-

responding in every possible particular to the two phyaked

conditions. Joy is caused by a positive condition, so is a fever.

Sorrow is caused by a negative condition, so is a chill. An
excessivefever results in physical change and disorganization

;

so does excessive joy remove the spirit from its physical habita-

tion. An extreme chill results in the same ; so does extreme

sorrow. As between the extremes of the two mental conditions

we find the state of Happiness and Heaven—even so, between

the excesses of the two physical conditions, do we find Health.

Extremes in all things are improper and dangerous, and there-

fore let us strive to avoid them.

It is plain, therefore, that fever and ague exemplify the whole

nature and origin of spiritual, which ultimate themselves in phys-

ical, disturbances. The pendulum when suspended in the centre

represents the fixed condition of health
;
and its oscillations lo

opposite extremes represent the varying and antagonistic con-

ditions which are embraced in the familiar phenomena of fever

and ague. 1 would have physicians, and patients, and my readers

generally, internally convinced that Nature is the only reliable

Medical Book, as well as the only reliable Religious Book, in

being ; and in order to read and associate understandingly with

its teachings, we must divest our minds ofprejudice and become

simple-hearted. Thus, and only thus, we may commune with

Truth and the Deity.

Thus intellectually conditioned, how easy and natural it is to

eooiprehend what constitutes health, and what is its opposils

state or negation. How easy it is to understand, that srhen tha
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phyeical temperature is throwu out of its healthy state iutu a

Positive state, by peculiar atmospherical, miasmaticai, or other

conditions, the first natural development of symptoms is a

Fcvnit—that, when a reaction takes place, the syi ip,tom is a

Cuihh 1 Now proceed a little further in this direction, and

see if the innumerable varieties of disease have uci their fouit*

dation and explanation in these opposite states of physical tem«

perature.

The first natural symptom of a disease is a simple general

fever; ncret— according to local organic weakness and c^msti-

tutional predisposition— is developed, perhaps, a local or bilious

fever
;
ncxt^ a lung fever ; next^ a typhus fever

;
next^ a yellow

fever
;
next^ a distinct or indistinct reirittent fever

; and next^

as the ultimation and concentration of them all, a Typhoid or

decomposing fevei. At this point, a residence in the natural or

in the spiritual world, is a question which is very summarily

decided upon by the retreating or advancing symptoms and

temperature of the organization. Again, if we follow the op«

posite of fever to its ultimate point or state of concentratiom

we shall pass through the natural and progressive gradations

of the cold or negative state, until we arrive at the severest

form of Cholera. The Typhoid fever is the extreme of a

slight fever
;
and the Cholera coldneen is the extreme of a slight

ague. The Cholera, therefore, and Typhoid fever, are in

exact antagonism and are a general representation of all the

antagonism there is existing in the nature, relations, and con*

stitutions of things. The Typhoid is the extreme or excessive

Poikivey and warm state; and the Cholera is the excessive

Negative^ and cold state. The Positive state is owing to a

tuperahundance of atmospherical Magnetism— the Negative

state to a superabundance of atmospherical electricity. fSee

die DKplanation of the causes of Cholera.]
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1 think these principles will appear to the reader, apon

examination, as simple extracts from the Medical Book of

Nature* But I wish the reader to comprehend another simple

and universal principle in Nature, because it lies at the fouiida*

tion of all true knowledge concerning true medical science.

That principle is this ; The Negative of anything always influ-

ences it to a state of Contractiout and this repels

;

and the

Positive of anything always influences it to a state of exvansUm,

and this attracts. Learn, therefore, to fix in the memory these

six words, for they grow out of, and succeed, one another, as

do cause and effect, viz. : 1. Negative—Contraction— Repul-

sion. 2. Positive— Expansion— Attraction. This principle

of action is equally manifest and powerful in the animal and

human body, in the Universe of Worlds, in the intercourse of

mind with mind, and in the relations of the Divine Mind to

more material things. Having, as I think, satisfactorily shown

that Fever and Ague furnishes a Key by which may be un-

*ocked the various mysteries of disease, I am prepared to pro-

ceed to an investigation of the secondary causes which develop

the chills and fevers in the various portions of the world.

Scientific men—and 1 almost hesitate to write such down as

scientific— have extended their researches far into the Philos-

ophy of visible effects and phenomena. But their motives have

been generally not to discover facts and principles and reduce

them to (x»mraon sense and universal application, but to gratify

a kind ^f marvellous curiosity—‘like the buy who explores the

cave, liecause of the romantic and legendary associations which

are connected with it. This want of a superior and fraternal

motive ; this want of an expansive purpose in the minds and

movements of modem scientific men— induces me to regard

the most of them as merely divertionary experimenters. But

somotiraes the world is favored witn an embodiment of eameel
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niotiTe, of fraternal love, and of practica- science. A Frankiiii

was an exemplification of these^he waa himself a science.

So with others who have existed, who are existing, and wno

will exist. Among the variotjs discoveries whidh h«ve acci-

dentally been made, many of which are no discoveries at all, is to

DO found this important one—" water is a conductor of elec-

tricity.*’ This is important to the inquirer into the causes, and

the sufferer under the disease, of fever and ague, or intermittent

fever.

The principal causes of this disease are low marshy lands

where accumulate water, and decomposed animal and vegetable

matter, and liquid substances. In such localities there is

generally a great profusion of damp meadow and swamp

plants, and weeds, and grass
;

also various kinds of inferior

animals, such as fish, toads, snakes, lizards, &c., &c., which

generate and multiply themselves, and die, and decompose;

and all this tends to breed pestilence. The vapors arising

from these localities are heavy, watery, and highly attractive to

the gross portion of the electrical element.

In some portions of the Chinese Empire, the physicians will

at times not allow their patients to work or walk out, owing to

the unhealthy effluvia wiiich are exhaled from damp, unculti-

vated grounds. And although the Chinese physicians know

but little of real medical science, they are in some respects, far

in advance of modern practitioners, because they never bleeds

and seldom fail to cure or arrest disease. In Germany, and

especially in the Western Countries of the United Slates, are

to be found those unhealthy and miasmatical regions. Many

|>ortions of Illinois, Louisiana, Missouri, Ohio, Iowa, Michigan,

and Wisconsin, not to speak of Western New-York, are ex-

ceedingly productive of fever and ague. Indeed^ many places

m Vermont, Maine, and New Hampshtie, are cousiderabiv
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«re1i qualified to generate fevevA and cold, cbronic complaints j

such as glandular, liver, lung, scrofulous, and rheumatic dis-

turbances. In a word, in any place,—whether in the east,

west, north, or south, where coldness, dampness, and electricity,

preponderate over warmth, and sunlight, and magnetism, the

disease under consideration will be developed, or some of

its more advanced and differently named modifications.

The abounding dampness and electricity,— (which is Neg-

ative,) contracts the cuticle glands and the relative membranes,

and serous surfaces of the organization, and this repels the

spiritual forces and fluids, which reside in and circulate through

them when the healthy temperature and condition are existing.

The consequence of long-continued disturbances of this kind,

is a chill, which soon reacts into fever
;
and thus is established

the intermittent complaint. The fever is occasioned by a

partial return of the forces and fluids to their appropriate

places on the external surfaces.

The Symptoms op Fever and Ague.—This disease begins,

like every other derangement of bodily temperature, with the

general aching and disagreeable symptoms accompanying a

cold. At first, the patient experiences a pressure and headache

;

soreness and tenderness of the muscles
; a coldness and chilli-

ness throughout the entire system ; and an occasional trembling

of the muscles which actuate and govern the jaws. This treni-

ulousness or shivering soon spreads wherever chilliness and

coldness have opened the way, and these generally pervade the

whole body. Now the patient is racked with involuntary

shiverings and shakings in every joint and muscle. The fire it

powerfully attractive, but its heat seems only to incieaso the

sensations and patoxysms. If the patient is placed in bed, and

many clothes, blankets, and quilts, are thrown upon him, he

will continue to shake, and complain of the cold. All efibrU
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10 create a bodily heat seems of no avail But after the in

dividual has suffered from OM to Jour hours in this agonizing,

provoking," and sometimes mirth-exciting manner, (for some

good-natured persons will laugh at their own cj^lamities,) the

chill ceases. The patient nowbecomes weak, sick, and feverish.

Perspiration, and sometimes delirium, is the symptom of an

exacerbation
;
and the patient gradually glides from this un-

pleasant state into a calm or undisturbed slumber. The day

and night pass, and on the.following morning the system is in a

temperature and state of quietness compatible with comparative

health. But on the day succeeding this, at precisely or neai

the hour of the previous attack, the patient will reconimence

complaining of coldness and aching, and soon will shake and

shiver, and go throiigh the same torturing experience which is

above described as ushering in, and indicating the progress of,

the fever and ague.

All the difference there is between intermittent fevei and

other spasmodic complaints, consists in this : in fever and ague

there occurs an incessant succession of spasmodic motions

during the whole paroxysm ;
while in the other affections these

motions are more concentrated and conspicuous : but in every

spasmodic disease, the same muscles are affected in the same

manner, and by the same primary causes, differing from chills

and fever only in degrees of violence and frequency, according

to which difference they have been branded with a Greek or

Latin name by the medical profession.

If an individual has once had chills and fever, he Is

liable to a repetition, or the recurrence, of the disease at any

time ^especially when a heavy cold is taken or the temper-

ature is changed. The disease is simple, however, and its cure

is eorrespoudingly easy and natural

ToOwe Fever and Ague.—To the intelligent reader it wiC
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Appear s^lf-evident that to take groas and heavy nouridtiiiaait

while the aystern* especially the internal organa and actuatiiig

musclaa» are laboring with an excess of forces^ "‘^flaida, and

materials, which have been repelled from the surfaces, is doing

injustice to, and injuring, the digestive and vital processes.

Therefore, avoid coarse food ; viz., swine's flosh, imperfectly

boiled potatoes, rice, and other vegetables. Coffee, or lea, or

chocolate, when very strong and very hot, are injurious. It is

not the tea. nor the coffee, that is injurious to the constitution,

but it is their strength, their too great heat, and their excessive

use. Cold coffee is sometimes a pleasant and highly valuable

toitic. * Tea is not very injurious, and weak Cocoa and Choc-

olate are both important beverages in some lingering and

nervous complaints.

In some poitions of the western United States the people,

though enterprising and laborious, are not judicious in the se-

lection and preparation of their food, nor in the treatment of

their constitutions. In almost every place in the western states

1 find the people in the constant habit of eating very hoi bread

and cakes ; and when they return to their homes, afler having

ploughed all day in the cold ground, (which in Missouii and

Illinois, is the chief cause of regular and irregular attacks of

chills and fever,) they sit by a blazing fire and become exces-

sively warm. This is wrong, because it changes the physical

temperature too rapidly, and increases tbe susceptibility to

colds. It must be remembered that those frequent and un-

oatural changes in the bodily temperature are the fertile causes

of daily and hourly Agues which some individuals have, owing

to their being iu an extraordinary degree susceptible to the in-

fiuence of the lands and climate to which they are, perham
quite unaccustomed, soon afier entering, and all the while they

vnmain in, the Western country. The patient will remeidkor
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to tivoid, 80 far as cireumstances will permit, the excessive use

of warm or kat cakes, and the too sudden and unnatural tran*

sition from the damp gi'ounds and cold atmosphere without, to

the dry floor, and hot atmosphere within, the calfun or more

comfortable rasidence.

The fever and ague will not tntirtly cease to exist until its

^au9ei are banished from the earth— but the mission and duty

^f medical science are to protect and assist those who are, by

civilizing and fertilizing the lards and countries of the world,

accomplishing this important and glorious end. It is highly-

desirable that the rough places should be made smooth, the

crooked straight, and that the wilderness, or in other Words,

the western lands and territories of the United States— and the

now uncultivated regions in other parts of the world— should be

made to blossom like the rose
;
and to this end the physician,

the philanthropist, and the theologian should direct their aflbe-

tions and energies.

From what has been said, it is plain that the chill is the germ

and parent of that extreme negative state termed Cholera
;
and

that a similar hut simpler treatment is alone required. It may

be necessary, in some contirmed cases, to combine the treat-

ment of colds and cholera, according to the directions given.

But not until the primary causes of the disease are removed

Mrill some individuals be emancipated from its agonizing symp-

toms and consequences. It may be judicious and expedient,

therefore, for such individuals to change their residences-—gen-

erally to seek a more permanently warm and magnetic climate.

Conceiiiing the philosophy and influence of disease, I have

at present nothing more to say. It is presumed that the inqui-

rtng**reader will comprehend the nature and extent of spiritual
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*wd physical disturbances sufficiently welb not to leqult'e

more suggestions as to the proper diagnostication and tteat-

ment of those various complaints which I have not been im«

pressed to elucidate in this volume. But there are several im-

portant Maxims which, if uttered in this place, may perhaps

assist the searching and diseased mind to an easy and natural

passage into the sphere op health and harmony.

I. The human soul was madefor a great and glorious destiny

The constitution of the universe, the magnificence of its devel-

opments, and the immortal aspirations of the human spiritual

principle, all conspire to beget and confirm this impression

;

and the principles of nature, the voice of intuition, and the un-

changing testimonies of wisdom, demonstrate its truthfulness.

II. Inasmuch as the soul is made for high and sublime des-

tinies, it is wrong to devote the present life, which is hut the

beginning of existence^ to insignificant and inglorious pursuits.

It is unrighteous to acquire habits which, because of their over-

powering character and expensive tendencies, ultimately be-

come our Masters, and we their slaves.

III. Never strive to acquire riches
;
because the strife begets

discord and deception in society, and retards the progress and

unfolding of the souU

IV Never seek, or labor for Fame
;
because the desire and

effort deform the inward, moral beauty ; and the object pur-

sued renders the soul unhappy and unrighteous.

V. Never allow your affections to flow in narrow and un-

clean channe.s
;
nor your feelings to transcend or disconcert

the wisdom-principle.

VI. Let kindness pervade your whole nature
;

but uii-

charitableness should never invade the inward sanctuary.

VH. The object and aim of human endeavor should not be

happiness ; btH^ause happiness is an Effect, not an End.
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VIIL Let not tlie ol^ect of life be to mcquire wealth or

fame
; bi t to Progvt»6 and Unfold for over I Eternal

grofifuon and Development are the ends for which only Mankind

vhonld pray and labor.

IX. A good human constitutiou can not be developed unlesa

the proganitora are qpiet— naturally noble— l ealrhy— ami

harmonious. A mother, previous to the Inrth of her child,

should never be disconcerted, or rendered unconifoi table or

unhappy. Her food should be solid, well masticated, and nu«

tridous; and her affections should dwell upon the greatnesf

and the grar.deur-—upon the truths and beauties— of the

Infinite.

X. In health, there is no occasio:; for medical assistance

during the period of parturition ; the powers of Nature are

adequate to any conceivable emergency ;
but nursing and

•piritudl sympathy are indispensable.

XL The infant should not be transfened from individual to

individual, until after it has lived and breathed one month
; be-

cause the organism is then too tender and pusillanimous, and

is easily disarranged and diseased. Htp >dIscasos otlen originate

in this way.

XI 1. Never love a child unrighteously
;
that is to say, never

permit love to blind the jHjrceptions, nor to smother the voice,

of wisdom, during your intercourse with the child : sympathy

(or love) is only serviceable when wisely bestowed.

XIIL It is more easy to manage and educate a child before

its birth than subsequent to that event ; because the individual-

ism is moulded, and constitutionalTy manutactured, more or

less perfect in its native womb ;
and because, also, birth is be-

fore thinking and acting.

XIV, Never excessively govern, or deceive a child • the

former is unnatural, and the latter Is wicked.
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X Never make a child feel you to be a master, liijl im

Inferior, nor a Superior, but an honorable associate. Von

should substitute Example, WMom, and Aseocic^on^ <le«

caption, duplicity, and the so-called family Government

XVI. You must mil and act, ere the child comes to live

among you, as you would have your child will and act before

the world.

XVII. The unborn child is a mirror which faithfully reflects

the weaknesses and imperfections, or the goodnesses and right-

eousness, of its immediate progenitors. The era is nigh when

even the hidden vices and secret transgressions of both the igno-

rant and the educated parent, will be recognised and read in

the face, fonn, and character of their offspring.

XVIII. As 1 have said, make your child your associate
;
but

never cause it to bear your burthens, sleep with you, or eat

your articles of focid.

XTX. Learn a child to do your will ere it has power to resist,

or words to contend with, your decisions. Never decide with-

out a just foundation
;
or, should you hastily decide, never alter

your decisions without explaining, to the comprehension of

your child, your reason or reasons for so doing. But it h for

better that your child should have pei*fect confidence in your

Wisdom.

XX. It is wrong to permit a child to cat positive articles of

food ; animat suKsiances, or pastries, should never be allowed

to enter the human *slomnch until the individual has transcend^

cd its fifteenth year : It is a wise saying, milk for babes, hut

mong meat for men.”

XXI. Never allow a child to sleep with an adult. There is

an invisible, magnetic atmosphere of sympathy emanatingykem

and mibsisting between, all individuals; which, if youAk and

makirity are brought into close conjunction, restilts in a puv*
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mmtioni injury to rlie yotingodf organism It Is a w^^ll-aaeer

tattled fact, tba. the Aged attract vigor :aid youtbfuli ess froir

the ycuog ; aad, that the Diseased draw strength aud healtl

from the healthy, should the two continue to live and sleep

together.

XXII. Never sleep upon any desc- iption of Feathers
;
they

impart no life-giving elements, but they always absorb many

of the atmospherical energies which emanate from, and siir*

round you, at all times. *t is frequently oltservod that tlie

dying, when reposing upon Jeathen, breathe forth an earnest,

and sometimes impatient, request that the bed be immediately

changed, or that they ii>ay be removed from it. Thousands, iu

dying, arc caused suffering by the of feathers in the bed

and pillows; withoi.t their being able to understand or explain

the cause of their uneasiness.

XXIII. Never permit a feverish person to wear the same

garments, or to repose beiween the same sheets, twonty-iR>ur

hours; because the positive exhalations of the organization,

during fever, are absorbed by contiguous subnlances; and

these exhalations, being by such substances greatly condensed

and highly concentrated, not only perpetuate and increase the

disease, but infect and contaminate the inhaling medium. At

such times, attend to your ventilation*

XXIV. Never build a low-roofed^ or a square, or a long

house to live in. Nature must not be subverted or disobeyed.

Her anatomical or architectural principles must not be violated.

Do you not expand with nobler thoughts, and feel happier,

when walking beneath the expansive dome of natui c s great

cathedral 1 Is not our terrestrial residence gloriously roofed

hy the aznre firmament, illuminated by that great controlling

the Sun I There is nothing in nature which correspomis

or justifies, the structure of those angular h autit

3y#
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ivliich mankind build to dwell in. Human habitations should

be, interiorly, constructed upon the architectural principles

which are involved in the 'formation of the Heart, the Head,

and the Firmament. Rooms should be nearly round, very

higli, and enlivened by sunlight coming through a dome-like

ceiling
;

or, when night shuts out the sun's rays, illuminated by

a high suspended chandelier; because such apartments are

conducive to health and cheerful contemplations, and they are

the most natural residences.

XXV. Never attempt to heat a house with stoves, grates, or

nodern cellar furnaces
;
they are exceedingly unnatural and

anhealthy. Nature is warmed not thus partially, but by a

general diffusion of heat, light, and magnetic elements. Family

Residences, public Institutions, School-houses, and Colleges,

should be constructed with serpentine sheet-iron pipes, like

arteries, proceeding from a cellar furnace, and going thence,

between the several floors, upon which individuals tread

throughout the establishment. The heat which circulates

through these pipes, or arteries, should be modified by thp

vaporization or decomposition of water
;
the proper propor-

tions are, two parts dry heat, and one part steam. The ventil-

ating Syphon or avenues should, invariably, be situated near

the ceiling of the apartment. It is a wise cou.nsel-»** Keep

the head cool, and the feet warm.”

XXVI. Sleeping, eating, and drinking, are means by which

we physically exist. In health, the standard whereby to judge

of the quality and quantity of Food, Water, and the amount of

Sleep to be taken, is the unexaggerated suggestions and simple

demands of the constitution. But in disease, the standard must

ue constituted of intuition, reason, time, age, situation, occupa*

non, and circumstances ; the suggestions and concurring testi»

fwilifi of lliese principles and conditions, which reside in, 4Uid
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pertain more or to. all iiidi virtu ala, constitute the only aalb

aboard of the diseased and suffering against transgressions.

XXVII. Never educate a child to be actuated or to de

f»end upon the externals <«iid .superBcialities fashionable

civilized ^oriety. 1 be day is alwut to dawn when the ** iitjside

r#f the platter,** will be mainly examined. ** Wbitoned stjpui-

chres,” will be looked upon as iho representatives of ignorance,

hypocrisy, duplicity, and error. The infernal must l>ecome

the purest, the highest, and the holiest—-it must be manifested

as the Real Reality, as the most Actual attd True.

XXVI 1 1. Never send a child to school to gel It out of your

way
;
the motive is unrighteous, and produces corresponding

effects upon the youthful mind. RcmirnUbcr, that the most pow-

erful and influential causes, which act niid move, are unseen

;

and know, that a child is more frequently injured or benefited,

during this life, by your unexpressed feelings and sentiments

concerning it than by any other cause.

.XXIX. Never force, or allow another to force, the youthful

intellect to commit to memory those lessons which the intui-

tions involuntarily repudiate—such as the names of distant

lakes, rivers, mountains, &c., &€. ;
because these, in many

respects, are useless elements of learning. It is m(>re wise to

teacb a child concerning the nature^ i«e, and destiny^ ot its own

individuality.' The profoundest Philologist, the greatest Mathe-

mattcian, or the most devout Theologian, is scarcely ever well

acquainted with the first principles of Chemistry, Physiology,

and natural Metaphysics.

X]^X. Book-learning is mainly ephemeral and useless
,
but

WISDOM, which unfolds from out of the depths of intuition, it

everlasting, and more valuable than seas of diamonds. It is

Toauriful and elevating for mankind to know that Wisdom ta tliM

Savior of the World— the extirpator of all sin and naisdirwOk
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tioD. The human mind will acquire information of external

things* e8]>6cialiy when such present themselves as indispensable.

Interest is the spnng of human action.

XXX I. Never force a nei-vous-bilious, or a bilious-sanguine

temperament to learn a trade, or to follow a profession which

requiies the individual to stand or sit still, and long; because

the restraint thus placed upon the body acts correspondingly

upon the spirit
;
and irritability, nervousness, and various ner^

V(ms diseases, will be the natural consequences.

XXXll. It is wrong, very wrong, if circumstances, occu-

jiation, or situation, compel a person to eat too fast, or sleep

loo little. Never swallow food partially chewed, or imperfectly

"masticated
;
nor exercise the body or mind, except with great

deliberation, until thirty minutes after your first daily meal
$

iixty after your second
;
and, again, thirty after your third, or

evening meal. It is good tr> drink two gills of cold water, and

to exercise thirty minutes, after the morning's ablutions before

breakfast
;
also to cease from all laborious occupations, mental

and physical, and rest half an hour before dinner; and to be

quiet, having the body free from perspiration, before supper.

Agnculturists, and the majority of artisans, should eat a small

but solid breakfast; their dinner may be more bountiful and

substantial, consisting of vegetable and animal or positive tub*

stances; but their third meal, the supper, should be pro*

portioned to the first meal, though less solid ; it should be

farinaceous, or made up of negative and cold preparations,

XXX I IT. Those who employ their intellectual faculties

almost exclusively —such m students, lawyers, physician^ and

clergymen—should generally abstain from all salt food, and

fftiiimlating lieverages. Their morning and evening ineaii

ikoakl be exceedingly slight, and eaten tranquilly; diitaer

Img the piincipal repast.
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XXXIV. If h better not to exercisafho body, than to do an

without an object superior, or foreign, to the mere process of

walking. He who walks, or plays at gymnastic games, as it

were, merely mechanically, and v/ithout inte est, for the

physical exorcise, receives no pleasure, and sometimes much

injury. The mind having nothing to accomplish can not but

exhaust itself, and also its mateilal vehicle— the body.

XXXV. It is unrighteous comped a youth to lenrn a tra^le,

or 10 follow an occupation, or a profession, which is repugnant to

his native elesires and attractions. A child should grow up from

biith with the knowledge and conviction that this life is but the

Wglnning of an unspeakably glorious, and immortal destiny

;

and that every endeavor should be to develop and unfold the

genius and attributes of the soul, to the end that harmony and

happiness may constitute its everlasting halo and blessing.

XXXVI. If your companion or relative be prostrated, before

nature’s judgment-seat, with disease—*because of ignorant or

involuntary violations of her laws—be thou watchful over, be

kind, be gentle, and be patient with, the suffering offender, who

must expiate the tran.Mgression, which can not be forgiven.

Should you be in health, and your companion disturbed with hy-

pochondriacal or hysturical affections— insisting upon unreason-

able, insignificant, extravagant, and incuimsistent things—never

emUend or disemti any point with the patient. The nervous or

diseased mind is unnaturally firm, and invfdmtarily oh$lmat€ /

to dispute the convictions of an insane or hypochondriacal

person, is to destroy what little confidence the patient may

nave reposed in the correctness of your judgment. A ** man

made of glass” must be curt^ by being allowed to break

bis own convictions. Self-education is the most valuable and

lasltitg, because it is based upon feeling and experience,

*;XXXV11. Never be denressed ; but be cheerful |4|p
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ful—-be exceedingly glad—even though death is knocking a

your door—for there is nothing to hate, to shun, to fear, or to

deplore, in any department of Nature, or in the wide sanctuary

of the Living, Divine Mind.

XXXVn I. The healthy can not continue in that condition,

nor can the diseased be healed, unless the Laws of Nature are

properly comprehended and applied to every-day life. To thia

end, let each individual study himself, and become his own

physician.

CauHes of Diieasea are

—

1. Hereditary predisposition.

2. Injuries or accidents of life.

3. Atmospherical changes.

4. Habits.

5. Situation.

6. Occupation.

7. Spiritual disturbances.

Caates of Health are •

1. Dress.

2. Food.

3. Water.

4. Air.

5. Ldght.

6. Electricity.

7. Magnetism.

XXXIX. An Eclectic System of studying man, and heal-

ing his diseases, will soon appear, to benefit the world. An
Irtstitution should be constructed, and so situated, as to make tt

easy for true physicians to apply the principles of nature to

tne diseased and afflicted. The principles of action in filature

are—

1,

Anatomical.

2. Physiological. 5. Electrical.

3. Mechanical 6. Magnetical

4. Chemical 7. Spiritual.

These pnnciples are especially active, and are paiticularly

manilejted, in the human organism.

• XL. By selfmagnetizatton, or by the magnetic or spiritue
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nation of the inflluekice ofone indivitlual upon another* (reeeutl)

termed ** Electrical Psychohigy,”) and which is always in ac*

cordance with the laws of positive ard negative aclicm* the

human soul can rise superior to every species Oa dUcord* and

thus subdue and expel disease.

XLL That Will-Power with which the soul Is t ndowad* and

by which it accomplishes many great and mighty works~(Uio

productions of a Raphael, and a Mozart— of a Fulton and a

Morse)— that power is capable of repelling, overcoming, and

batiisbing every description of discord ami unhappiness from

the spirit's ilbmitable domain ;
but it is unspeakably important

that this will-power h*i practically developed from birth, and

that it l>e caused to flow through n >rie other than the crys-

talline channels of the wisdom-principle.

XLII. Physicians should combine then* interests, and intel-

lectual attainments, so that more good, and less injury, may be

accomplished in the homes of the sick, the disconsolate, and the

unhappy. To this end, I was moved to suggest, in connection

with various industrial and mechanical associations, the follow-

ing medical organization. The medical iiistituticm will be de-

voted to the discovery and arrest of disease, and not to the

tiresome practice of curing diseases which are already con-

tracted, as is the mode at present.

This institution roust be composed of six Series, or states, or

parts, the centre of which will lie their Professor and Judge.

Labor is to he distributed among each Series, such as they are

qualifled and willing to perform. Their interests, as a whole,

will be the interest of the other and subordinate associations.

The labor of the flrst series must be to explore the physical

condition and sti'ucture of every diseased individual, and to

communicate their discoveries to the second Senes. These arc

ctrinvestigate the facta and place them in a proper juxtapuatfl
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to tho name of the diseased or defective*individual, and the grott|i

of which he is a memben The statements in this form must be

given to the tAtVd ; analyzed by them and given to thefourth

,

the proper remedies and treatment must be stated by them and

given to the fifth— who will decide upon the appropriateness

of the remedy to the cause and nature of the disease. The

iixth, consisting of the Judge and Professors, will sanction ot

disapprove the proposed treatment, and despatch the propei

members to ofBciate in the application of their remedies to

the patient.

In this way may every disease be discovered, properly un-

derstood, and most permanently cured—which never can l>e

done under the present system of isolated investigation and

practice. Then all professional discussions, anathemas, and

denunciations, will be abolished, and conflicting systems of

practice will not exist : for all will be combined as one true

system, taught and established in the nature of things. Four

hours of each day may be thus employed. Let the chief

object and interest be to keep the people from violation by

eaching them the constitution of their being, the necessity of

obedience, and the propriety of cleanliness, exercise, and judg-

ment, in all their individual and social relations. Each indi-

vidual must learn the impoitance of exercising a clear and

potent tMfiom in his living and occupation; and the various

associations must construct all the conveniences for lathing,

washing, and thorough cleansing, as they are directed by the

physicians. They must he governed in their household rela-

tions, ill their diet, in all things relating to health, according tc

the dictations of the physicians. Such must be the labor of the

true physicians ; and such must be its results.

Each industrial and artistic association will reward the medi-

•al institutions in proportion to the good they arcomp]i<ih h
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llieir fMir hours ok tuHusCry* whidi wi?i 1*6 V'ast and appro*

isiatod. For talent will he deeply esteemed, at.d proportionally

remunerated* Each aasoctation. will diLSommate the princl).les

ofjnsttce, the blessings of health, and the knowledge of persoiml

physiology* One will lie indispensable to the other ; and thus

(iiey will approve, assist, and bless, each other's njovemenla.

Another object of the medical institution must be to invest]-

grate the principles of chemistry, physiology, allopathy, homcn-

opathy, hydropathy, magnetism, atmospheric and solar elec-

tricity, and all things appertaining to the human body, either

directly or indirectly. They will discover that each one of the

various systems of medical practice at present existing contains

some, but not all troth, as is claimed for each one by its

respective profess^irs. They will discover that each system

recognises some principles susceptible of the most beneltcial

application* They must combine all the medical discoveries

and sciences, and, from a searching investigation, produce onb

ORAND and uneqiiivocnl System of Medical practice. Let

their superior wisdom direct the application of each discovery,

principle, prescription, rule of regimen, and therapeutics. And

by the conventional sanction of the judge and professors, an

incotitrovertible system will be established, which will arrest,

overcome, and dispel, every species of organic and functional

disease.

Such an eclectic institution wotjld do more real good to man-

kind than all the ** royal academies of medicine ” that were ever

estahlibhod on the earth. I behrdd a strong combination of

itidiienoes everywhere, which are tending to unite the pursuits

and aflectioiis of mankind into one grand organixation of Love

and Wisdom. The inhabitants of *he western portions of cfie

United States, which are redolent with intt lligence, opuietren*

mid bdustry, l>egin to manifest unitary tendencies—»e%eii ds

38
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the establishment of an eclectic echool of physicians ; aii4» h H

very distinct to my mind, that the eternal Law of Progressuit:

is fast working out its legitimate miracles in all parts of Ger-

many, France, and England. Great changes can be made, it*

industrial and professional interests and pursuits, without dis*

locating men from their present positions, or destroying Iheix

situations, except in a qualified degree, to which I am persuad*

ed t|ie good man will cheeifully accede, in order to effect the

general millennium.

I have said before that, should mankind act in accordance with

the noiseless, unceasing, and progressive operations of Nature's

Laws, all this social harmony may be established without creat-

ing any serious conflict or disturbance in the present organiza-

tion of social affairs. H\\e cause of crime is igvwrance; the

cure for crime is knowledge—

\

mean a wisdom, a harmony,

which should be born with the child—bom, in its bones and

muscles, in its temperament, in its phrenological endowments,

in the constitution of the indwelling spiritual principle Which is

the internal reality. And the results thereof will be the de-

struction of all sorrow, and the ushering-in of joy unspeakable

and blessings immense.

Reader, if you are a physician^ then your interests (in the

present structure of society) consist in vice and sickness, and

ii: all manner of infractions of the physical laws ; and in the

prevalence of abuses in society, whereby disease is generated

and your profession is rendered erainetly flourishing. To be

m accordance with Nature^ you should be as the good phyn-

|.f0fi_both to preach and practice— interested in the healtli of

me whole world ;
earnestly studying the interests of others,

their minds— unfolding the physiological and spir

tmal mysteries of their constitutions—and you should be daily

Mfidfeu in curing and particularly in prepenting disease, b49tl>
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moral and physica!. If you were siiuated so m to do toeaa

tkings, you would then breatLe forth an impartial favor, and a

healing iiiflueii^>c, to all about you ; and you would thus be

blos^'.€$d while you were ble!»»iirig the existences of
^
our brethrun

—the brotherhood of man/

He whose understanding is opened^ and whose spiritual per*

ceptions are enlarged by interior and truthful influences, will

deeply appreciate, and gladly acknowledge, his membership of

the human family. Th<* u»»educated mind only will venture to

question his fraternal relationship to bis species. It is the un-

developed inl illect alone that views creation as chaos, discovers

incongruities in Nature, and doubts the universal fraternity of

men. But it is a mighty conviction* ^one which the unfo^ed

mind alone can rerlize— that we are members of avast brulher*

hiK>d, composed of an inronceivable variety of parts
;
that the

present sphere of existence is an aggregation of Matter and

Spirit, represented and emliodied in forms almost innumerable

;

chat each of these have unmeasured cupubilities, inclinations,

wants, duties, missions, and eternal ends, to accomplish ; and

that, they were made by, are lalnnii.g for, and progressing

toward, an Eternal Essence— our Heavenly Father!

Yet such is man ;
and the expanded intcliect which can per-

ceive this truth, will readily believe that the Omnipotent Mind

instituted Eternal Laws, and that it was by their unlimited and

unchangeable operations, that the Universe of Matter was sub-

dued ;
that innumerable worlds were rolled forth

; that their

gtanite materials were refined, and all necessary prepat dtions

were made for the introduction of man into an individualized

existence. On our earth, as upon other earths, these prepa-

rations were vast and numerous. By the perfect and incessant

^iperations of Divine Will, which constitute the immutable Leap's

the Univei^se, the Material World was measured, its miH
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oomploted, its position determineil, its morements rogulttM

and its pathway around the material sun was marked with

precision. All things were wisely arranged. The mountain

and the valley had their fixed locations, the streams their

course, the lakes their beds, the ocean its restless tides, and the

elements performed their mighty mission. Now plants and

animals unfolded themselves upon the plains, and by the ocean^s

side. Before the introduction of man, the earth was peopled

with living forms prophesying of, and heralding his approach

;

dbr fhey needed him to fulfil the use and balance the scale of

their existence.

But the period (if man’s advent arrived : the process of gesta-

tion, for which thousands of ages were recpiired and consumed,

was completed, and man was born into being. In mind and

experience he was an infant, in inclination a youth, in stature a

giant, and in emulation a man I At first, situated amid objects

and scenes quite unfamiliar, and experiencing a consciousness

of want arising from the natural requirements of his being, man

moved among plants, animals, and his kind, to supply them* and

went astray. But taught by experience and impelled by ne*

cessity, he learned henceforth to distinguish pain from pleas-

ure, gor>d from evil, and became measutably educated in the

science of life. He also determined to learn the simple philos-

ophy of human happiness. Now a ray of varied beauties and

divine tiulh darted along the horizon of his dawning intellect,

snd he caught the promise of a Savior-*-one who would save

him from social and moral evil—one who would be the Savior

of the world. He perceived the truth, but did not fully com-

prehend it.

All conditions being favorable, man multiplied his kiud, and

the earth became populated. Families formed hordes, these

eltlii, these nations, and these the world, even as it is at thir
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The increase and development brought great dtvertutjf
j

but it was steady and oonstantly' progressive* It is ejcempltfieo

by the manner in which famtiies form eommunities, these towns,

these counties, these states, and these nations ;
for these are the

progressive divisions and sabdivbions of the human race. Now,

we who think, and fee], and act, in the present glorious era, and

who stand upon the summit of tho agas gone by, are included

in this world of mind and matter, by the slbeiicircling chain of

Divine Sympathy. On^e appreciate this truth, and our

thoughts will scan iLe world* our adections embrace all good,

our desires be modified by those which others have, and our

sympathies will radiate in every direction. It will make us

sensible of the privileges of our existence, and teach us the use

thereof.

But then we a^e individual members of a vast, widespread,

and disunited family, in the circle of which exist great evils

and manifest unrighteousness. As individuals, men are nr>t un*

righteous
j
but it is the improper relative positions occupied by

the various members of the universal family, that generate

evil, and give rise to the vast inequalities of human develop*

roent and character. But there i« evil everywhere— not

abscdiite, but relative
;
and, by the contrast of the gtK>d we

have, the evil is made conspicuous and absolutely hideous.

In all agos, reflecting minds have said and written much con*

cemitig evil, its nature and origin, and almost every one has

suggested means for, or enthusiastically prophesied hs ultimate

destruction. Among the intelligent and purely enlighteiiod,

the final triumph of good and truth over sin and unrighteous*

ness, is a firmly fixed conviction. But the meam by which this

glorious triumph is ici be achieved, are questions of iimverssl

evnunent and dissension.

Tliere is no disguising the fact that the tvorld abounds bi
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Wickedness. The evils are social and moral. Socially, Wf

have improper conjugal attachments, which lie at the basis of

vast evils. The marrying of men and females with heteroge-

neous temperaments and dispositions, generates imperfect con-

stitutions and consequent unhappiness. We ha^•e commercial

speculations ranging over a wide field of general interests, from

the exchange of soil-rights, (which in truth, are not rights,) and

the withholding of sustenance for personal ends, from the in-

digent and suffering, to the purchasing, and selling, and servi-

tude of human beings. In the moral world, which comprehends

the social, we perceive vices of every shade and magnitude.

The sanguinary despatchment of sanguinary offenders
;
a rec-

ognition of the principle—“ an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a

tooth ;** the unbrotherly treatment of those, who, by accident of

birth, or the unfortunate circumstances of life, are the victims

of evil influences
;
the exceedingly superficml measures adopted

by the rulers and chief magistrates of nations, to do away with

existing evils
;
the aiming at their effects and not their causes

;

and the imperfection of our judicial proceedings, which, confes-

sing an allegiance to the dominant theology, most effectually

enslave the people— are among the evils from which the world

should be freed. Theologians know too little of man, his capa-

bilities, his tendencies, and his mission, to exert a reformatory

and righteous influence upon him. By them his crimes are

magnified, and his punishments are made disproportionate and

unnatural. They treat him, as did the Medes and Persians,

the barbarians and patriarchs, by arbitrary laws considered all

divine, and which consequently admit of no mitigation.

It is plain, therefore, that there are numerous and immense

evils existing among men. The contrast, however, between the

history of previous ages and the actual condition of the present^

la distinctly obvious and stailling ; and it testifies of pmgreca
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aiid Inspires the reformer with coumge and hope. But wltYiOul

a Savior, these evils can never he extirpated from the eartli i

this is my settled conviction. To some mindr it may appisat

inconsistent, but nevertheless I am impressed to op iily acknowl-

edge my hdief in the exUlencr nf a Savior ; whasc divine and

directing power, has shone brig liter and brighter, through the

thoughts and deeds of men on their upward way, ever since the

first man lived. I l)elievc that he existed before the world was

made; that he was, and is. co-essential and co-etenml with the

Father; that be is an incarnated essence, possessing in a finite

degree the attributes of the Infinite. I believe that he was

promised, or rather, that his pi essence and spirit ual influence

were indicated, in the morning period of human existence— in

the infant or Eden stage, wh«m Reanon awoke from the long

night of creation, and declared its might and power.

When I gaze abroad, over the inharmfiniously situated multi-

tudes tliat people the ear'.h, and perceive the vast amount of

ignorance, war, slavery, and suffering, that exists, iIkmi my belie/

in this Savior, is the only source of hope and consolafion.

Then I feel that, although 1 can not render my suflering breth-

ren external assistance, I can preach the gospel of ultimate

amelioration from erun* and discord, and lecoucile them to their

temporary afflictions.

It is the prevailing l>elief in Christendom, that the Father of

Spirits predestined a Savior for our earth, that he came, and

that, through his instrumentality, it is rendered possible for ail

men to be saved with an everlasting salvation.* This is a cleat

statement of my intuitive belief— a belief justified by reason

and sound philosophy. But the glorious Savior of which I

•peak is only known by the good and intelligent, who deal ly

love his precepts and principles, and devoutly practise theui i

bn^ the uneducated and prejudiced are skeptical copcitrniitg
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ability to aave and elevate. These want, or think tha: mariiiad

require, something more potent—something special and super

natural— to refine their sensibilities and lead them from error

and^ discord, into harmony and happiness. But the Savior’s

superior influence, when it gains an expressicr^—his beautiful

deeds and unequalled spirituality— elicit, even from the igno-

rant and faithless, respect, admiration, and praise. His saving

power and noble spirit are manifested in the simplest invendou

of art, and in the awakening and reformatory movements of

the age. 1 know that his spirit is immanent in man. In every

exeition which men make to banish evil and discord from the

earth— to do away with unrighteousness, and advance the

general interests of mankind— I can perceive his presence and

power
;
for such are the works which he came to perform on

the eaith. I believe that, by him and through him, exclusively,

will men escape the evils of social disunity, and be refined and

elevated into spiritual communion with higher and holiei

truths
;
and that, by the sphere of attraction constantly emana

ting from his interior presence, all men will be brought into ii^

mediate conjunction with the high, the pure, and the beauttfii

of the inner existence.
,

Heretofore, men have reposed confldence in the saving am'

preserving power of individual men, like themselves, and in

images of men, which misguided minds have deifled, and afler-

ward worshipped ; but it is not so with the spiritually-enlight

ened— that is, with those who turn within to find the rigbte^^ua

and the beautiful— for these intuitively Aaota who can, and w?*ZI,

save the people from ignorance, error, sin, and discord.

There are many, very many, evils from which we need sal-

vatton. We need to lie saved from physical disease, from war

femine, pestilence, indigence, servitude, injustice,, prejudieeb

md unchaiitableneBS. We need to be saved from the evijs of
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IMaent society^ hiHi from every obsteole that tends to retard

social; scientific, and spim^aal dcvelopmeiit From all these

evils I know we will be ultimately fr^e. The life and tslents

of good men are devoted to the dissemination cf those pritict*

pies which fiow up from their phtlanthropie s|iints i»ito sp€»ech,

and thence into universal improvemertts. At all times T am

made thoroughly conscious that some minds are free, and do

inhale the sweet atmosphere of truth, whidi develops their ita*

five magnanimity, and enables them to manifest how good is

goodness, and bow true is truth. It is by such minds, only,

that the gospel of the true Ssvior will be proch. }med and urged

into practice.

The irwe Savior~he who is coessential and coeternal with

the Creator of all things, and who is incarnated and represent*

ed more or less in every correct movement that has been made

since the wodd began— is WisnoM, the embodiment and image

of universal Harmony, and the ever-blooming flower of ihe

Divine Mind. That Wisdom which our Father exhibits in the

harmonious society of universal worlds, and which preserves

and distinguishes them from chaos, is, in a flnite degree, the

resident, and the bright and protecting angel, of the human soul

;

and 1 believe that that power which preserves the world of

matter from confusion, will also save the world of mind every*

where, from evil and discord, its exercise in all places will

be inevitably followed by identical and corresponding results.

The full development and application of Wtid4m, will alone

save the world of men from their manifold evils. Theologians

alicnild be willing to acknowledge, what the world is fast flndtng

out, that every attempt at reformation upon other grounds has

idled; that they have fought and struggled with siiit mmI

warned Hie ignoamt to avoid ita b1%fattng touch, and yet llm

•jet^le mn and sin exists. Thus, preaching has failed to
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furm its appropriate mission ; but this can not be said of Wis

dona. Wisdom, though yet hi infancy, has removed and novi

preset'ves us from many evils and vicissitudes of life. Where

once the forest waved, and pestilential marshes breathed forth

their deadly vapor, Wisdom has created magnificent and opulent

cities ; thus it has saved us from inclement weather, and the

privations of a forest life. Even so, Wisdom has constructed

splehded vessels which ride the ocean’s wave with a noble

mien and proud attire : thus we enjoy national intercourse and

all the advantages thereof. Thus the inventions of Wisdom

save us from poverty and exilement, both of which are evils

much to be dreaded. Wisdom has descended, to every art and

science. The soil is tilled, and labor is rendered less laborious

by Wisdom’s inventions, and thousands are fed with wholesome

food, from the opposites of which we are happily saved. Every-

thing sparkles with the heavenly spirit of Wisdom. It was

breathed into man through the ten thousand avenues of mate-

rial and spiritual existence, by his Maker, that by it man might

be saved with an everlasting salvation
;
saved from all temporal

evil, (for there is no other,) and from all the inliarmonies which

grow out of human ignorance and misdirection.

Let all be well-educated and well-circumstanced, while in

this sphere, and our Inghest conceptions of the millennium will

be fulhlled, and our dreams of a heaven on earth realized. It

is beautiful to reflect that every celebrated teacher embodies in

bis every lesson a calm exhortation to get wisdom and knowl-

edge. Its saving power has been felt by them all. It is well

that all should know that Harmony is the. form or body of

Wisdom ; and Wi8df)m, when worked out in universal society,

will be the fullest realization of the ** kingdom of heaven and

Iti righteousness,*’ ever prayer! for or anticipated by mam*
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